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Abstract 

This study investigates the effects of young individuals’ perspectives towards intimate-partner 

violence in social marketing field in a comparative study between Italy and Denmark. This thesis 

extends prior work about domestic violence, connecting this social issue with social marketing.  

The existing literature about domestic violence was limited to specific fields and it was not 

characterised by connections with any communication’s fields. Thus, this study created a 

conceptual framework connecting this issue with social marketing, commercial marketing and 

culture. 

Thanks to the organisation of four focus groups, the findings delineate that witness and abused are 

not connected in the same way to the abusive behaviour, giving different importance to the 

variables that create a social marketing strategy. Moreover, the findings show that the education and 

the law system represent an important support for a social marketing strategy. Finally, they 

underlined that the absence of a clear structure for the communication about domestic violence 

reduces the potential understanding of the communication itself. Plus, the presence of a 

multicultural environment highlighted the importance of culture when developing advertisings 

related to domestic violence. 

These findings provide the possibility for social marketing to intervene in the development of 

strategies adapted to the characteristics of the target, i.e. the abused and witness of domestic 

violence. Moreover, these discoveries allow to understand which are the main tactics which can 

increase the effectiveness of a strategy towards domestic violence. Finally, the insights determined 

the possibility to create a structure designed to develop social marketing advertisings, which can be 

adapted to the cultural features of the audience in order to be more appealing. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Istanbul Convention underlines that “domestic violence” refers to “all acts of physical, sexual, 

psychological or economic violence that occur within the domestic unit, or between former or 

current spouses or partners, whether or not the perpetrator shares or has shared the same residence 

with the victim” (European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, 2014, p.19). With this 

definition, it is understandable that domestic violence represents a social issue characterised by the 

presence of several perspectives. Firstly, the violent tendency which is not only related to a physical 

abuse, but also sexual, economic and psychological. Moreover, the Istanbul Convention defined two 

types of domestic violence: intimate-partner violence and inter-generational violence (European 

Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, 2014, p.20). The first one occurs between current or former 

spouses or partners. The second one is often undertaken between parents and children (ibidem). 

This work is focused only on the intimate-partner violence, referring to it as domestic violence in 

order to guarantee the complete understanding of the term by all the participants. Plus, this thesis is 

focused on the abuses between men and women, where the man is the abuser and the woman is the 

abused. This decision is not related to an underestimation of the presence of domestic violence 

towards men, but to the absence of country-specific statistics related to the issue. 

Moreover, the use of the word “domestic” is misleading due to the expectations that this kind of 

violence could only take place in a private setting, such a flat or a house. However, the general 

definition of this social issue does not specify any specific location, thus it is just necessary the 

presence of a violent behaviour between two individuals. 

This social issue represents a negative behaviour perpetrated between two people with the main 

focus on the abuser and the abused, even though witnesses represent an important element within 

this social issue (Cps.gov.uk, 2016). It is thus important to consider domestic violence as a 

phenomenon happening between two people influencing potential witnesses. 

Problem statement 

In 2014, a report about the level of violence against women in Europe was realised, giving the 

possibility to compare the results between different countries (European Union Agency for 

Fundamental Rights, 2014). 

This survey takes into consideration all the statistics related to every type of violence towards 

women, even though this thesis focuses only on the violence between partners. The situation 
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introduced within the survey was defined by the presence of a woman out of 5 abused by a partner 

or ex-partner all over Europe. Plus, since this work focuses on Italy and Denmark: the former was 

characterised by the presence of 19% of abused women within the country and the latter presented 

32%. The majority of abused women is between 18-29 years old (European Union Agency for 

Fundamental Rights, 2014, p.35). This aspect underlines that the issue influences more the young 

generations. 

The information presented in the survey defined that domestic violence is not a solved problem. 

Moreover, the situation characterising Italy and Denmark is particular. The percentage underlined 

that domestic violence represents a more significant problem in Denmark than in Italy. This results 

are different from potential expectations. Indeed, Denmark is characterised by a strong focus on 

women rights (Denmark.dk, n.d.), while Italy is considered as one of the countries with the lowest 

gender equality (Rosselli, 2014, p.5). The presence of strong gender inequality is often considered 

as the root cause of domestic violence. 

The case of domestic violence is not studied per se, but in connection with social marketing. Indeed, 

this type of marketing often targets individuals undertaking a negative behaviour trying to convince 

them to avoid it. A typical example relies on the attempt to convince a smoker to stop smoking. The 

distinctive trait of domestic violence is the presence of a negative behaviour (violence) influencing 

a couple and potential witnesses of this abusive situation. This determines the presence of a more 

complex context than the usual perspective of social marketing. 

Domestic violence does not represent an uncommon situation, since similar social issues can be 

observed in the society. For instance, bullying in schools is characterised by the presence of a 

victim, a bully and a potential witness. Sexual assault cases share with domestic violence the 

component of violence between men and women (limited to the sexual perspective). Thus, it is 

evident that domestic violence is not an isolated incident. 

However, lately, the society increased the awareness about the social issues described thanks to the 

presence of specific campaigns or interviews to survivors about sexual assault and bullying. This 

awareness helps in reducing the perception of these issues as taboo. On the contrary, domestic 

violence still remains a social taboo which needs to be studied in the context of social marketing 

and solved. 
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Gathering the issues explained, the following main research question was determined: 

How do young generations relate with the social issue of intimate-partner violence within the 

society with a focus on existing advertisings topic-related in a comparative study between Italy and 

Denmark? 

Additionally, this discussion determines the presence of a sub-question: 

How do their attitude towards domestic violence could help in implementing new perspectives 

within the social marketing in Italy and Denmark? 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

2.1.  Literature review about domestic violence 

The literature studying domestic violence is limited to specific areas and lacks of connection with 

the communication field. In the first part, this work gives a brief overview of the existing researches 

about domestic violence. The existing literature related to the concept of domestic violence is linked 

to two main fields: the cultural and psychological field. 

 Domestic violence and culture 

The literature developed in the cultural field attempts to find a connection between the intimate 

partner violence and specific geographical or sociological contexts, in order to understand the 

influence of the culture. For instance, Raj et Silverman (2002) developed their studies about 

intimate partner violence toward immigrant women. They underlined that culture and context 

influence the possibility to experience intimate-partner violence towards immigrant women (Raj 

and Silverman, 2002, p.392). On the other hand, Jewkes et al. (2002) and Koenig et al. (2003) 

moved their researches in specific countries. They studied the likelihood to experience domestic 

violence in poor contexts, in rural Bangladesh or South Africa (Jewkes et al., 2002; Koenig et al., 

2003). This studies about domestic violence underlines the importance of the culture for the arise of 

the issue. However, it is evident that the literature within this field lacks of a perspective toward 

richer countries. 

Domestic violence and psychology 

The second field where the literature developed studies about domestic violence is the 

psychological one. The main focus is on the personal factors that cause domestic violence. Thus, the 

psychology mostly considers the role of the abuser (Riggs, et al., 2000; Walker, 1999), which does 

not represent a focus for the project. The literature presents one important study about the stages 

that an abused woman has to undertake before being able to face the abusive situation and change 

her behaviour (Reisenhofer and Taft, 2013). Applying the behavioural change model developed by 

Prochaska et Di Clemente (1983), the research identified the presence of 5 stages. The first step is 

the pre-contemplation where the abused woman considers the abuse as an expression of love 

(p.540), minimising the problem. During the second step, the contemplation, the individual starts to 

understand that the problem exists and women may start acknowledging a problem in their 
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relationship. They evaluate the worth of the change, since they have to consider the presence of 

several potential threats, not only related to the possibility to be harmed, but connected with the 

potential loss of children, financial hardship and the shame of a failed relationship (Reisenhofer and 

Taft, 2013, p.537). During the preparation stage, women look for information involving other 

people, while the change stage is again characterised by an evaluation of the pros and cons related 

to this decision (ibidem). The likelihood to be successful is related to the presence of support. The 

last two stages which characterise Prochaska’s model are the maintenance and the termination 

where the negative attitude is fully extinguished (Donovan and Henley, 2010, p.263). Reisenhofer 

et Taft (2013) observed the presence of the highest level of self-blame, due to the decision of 

leaving (p.543). This study describes the characteristics of the stages but it lacks in giving specific 

information about how to help an abused woman. 

2.2. Conceptual framework 

As evident, domestic violence field lacks of connection with communication areas, thus it is 

necessary to create a conceptual framework. Domestic violence represents a social issue 

characterised by a violent behaviour between two people. Due to its negative characteristics, this 

problem should be solved in order to create an healthier society. The field which takes care of social 

issues is social marketing. This field uses commercial marketing techniques to influence the 

behaviour of individuals to improve their personal welfare (Andreasen, 1994, p.110). Thus, the goal 

is to change a negative behaviour to improve the well-being of the individual and the society 

(ibidem). Hence, it is fundamental to analyse the ways used to develop a social marketing strategy 

aimed to change negative behaviours. Furthermore, it is not only important to understand the 

strategy behind the scenes, but also how the social communication is built. Indeed, the purpose of 

this work is defined by the creation of new perspectives within the literature and the advertising 

about domestic violence using young adults’ points of view. Thus, the existing communication 

background of social issues will be studied. 

The goal of this work is to discover possible communication improvements towards domestic 

violence. Thus, it is crucial not only to analyse the social advertising literature, but also to evaluate 

the literature’s approach towards commercial advertising. Indeed, as Andreasen (1994) underlined 

social marketing represents an evolution of commercial marketing (p.110). Therefore, the analysis 

of the techniques used within commercial advertising could help in order to detect potential issues 

within the social advertising perspective. 
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Lastly, as highlighted by the literature about domestic violence, it is crucial to consider the cultural 

perspective. Indeed, the culture is able to influence the level of gender differences and different 

perspectives towards the communication of the social issue. Since this work is focused on the 

comparison between Italy and Denmark, it is important to understand how culture could affect the 

creation of specific advertisings towards domestic violence. 

According to the given overview, the perspective of this conceptual framework follow the structure 

above (fig.1). 

 

Fig.1 – Structure of the conceptual framework 

2.2.1. Social marketing management 

Social marketing attempts to change a negative behaviour through the use of commercial marketing 

techniques (Andreasen, 1994, p.110; Kotler et Zaltman, 1971, p.5), but the beneficiary of this 

attempt is the target market and not the marketer (or the company) (Andreasen, 1994, p.112; 

Wasan, 2014, p.127). Social marketing efforts are mainly developed towards the reduction of 

individuals’ consumption, with a specific focus on the health field (e.g. food or drink consumption) 

(Peattie and Peattie, 2009). Indeed, often, the addressed target market is the part of the society 

which does not have any interest in changing the negative behaviour (Goldberg, 1995, p.349) . This 

condition requires the adaptation of the techniques of commercial marketing considering the 

presence of the exchange theory (Kotler, 1972, p.47; Gordon, 2006, p.1134). It bases its focus on 

the expected payback of the target when undertaking a specific behaviour. Indeed, members of the 

target audience decides to undertake a specific behaviour if they believe that what they will get is 

the same (or more) as what they give (Kotler and Lee, 2008, p.188). However, this theory can 

represent an evident challenge for social marketing due to paybacks which are vague or uncertain 

(Rothschild, 1999, p.27). As mentioned, the individual undertaking the negative behaviour 
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represents the focus for the social marketing strategy. But at the same time the campaign is laying a 

burden on the individual that he/she does not necessarily want in that specific moment (Andresen, 

1994), since the person would prefer to undertake the negative behaviour. 

This concept represents the basis for the marketing strategy and it constitutes an important 

challenge that has to be overcome. 

Social marketing strategy variables 

In order to obtain an effective behavioural change, Kotler et Lee (2008) underlined the necessary 

investigation of four different perspectives, linked to negative behaviour of the individual (p.189): 

barriers, benefits, competition and influential others. These concepts allow the creation of the 

strategy, built to obtain the behavioural change. 

Barriers 

The barriers are those aspects which hinder the target from behaving in the preferred way. Even 

though the peculiar characteristics of barriers change in relation to the topic of the research 

(Kollmuss and Agyeman, 2002; McKenzie-Mohr, 2000; Oskamp, 1995), barriers that negatively 

influence the behavioural change may be connected to two different levels: the individual him- or 

herself and the society. Indeed, McKenzie-Mohr (2000) focused on two different kinds of barriers: 

internal and external (p.547). The former is directly caused by the individual himself, who is not 

able to undertake a change in his behaviour; the latter is caused by the environment and interrupt 

any potential change (McKenzie-Mohr, 2000, p.547). Blake (1999) went more in depth observing 

the presence of three different spheres (p.266) for an individual that determine the creation of 

barriers: individuality, responsibility and practicality. 

Blake (1999) creates a linkage between the individual and the collective level in relation to the 

approach to barriers, without considering these two levels as completely independent from one 

another. Indeed, the first feature, individuality, represents personal attitudes or cognitive structure, 

e.g. laziness or lack of interest (p.266), which can reduce the likelihood of a specific behaviour. In 

addition, another strong source of barriers’ creation is the responsibility, due to the tendency of 

individuals to approach issues considering if they could be successful and efficient acting on their 

own (i.e. without any external help, potentially institutional) in order to solve a social issue 

(ibidem). According to Blake (1999), the third and last sphere was related to the practical presence 

of barriers, not taking into account individuals’ intentions (p.268), e.g. lack of money or even more 
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important lack of information (ibidem). The understanding of the reason creating these barriers is 

fundamental to create an effective social marketing strategy (McKenzie-Mohr, 2000, p.551). 

Benefits 

Benefits represent the competitive advantage on which the marketer has to build the strategy. 

Indeed, the presence of benefits linked to the behavioural change have to be communicated and 

well-advertised in order to obtain a behavioural change. The target market accepts a behaviour 

when the expected benefit can be maximised and the perceived cost can be minimised (Goldberg, 

1995, p.350; Brenkert, 2002, p.15). Coming back to the exchange theory, identified above, 

individuals are prompt to exchange something  (e.g. time, energy, comfort level), as soon as the 

social marketer is able to guarantee the advocate benefit (Goldberg, 1995, p.351). 

In relation to this peculiar perspective of social marketing, the literature is characterised by strong 

lacks. Rothschild (1999) underlines effectively that the motivation related to a potential behavioural 

change is fundamental. His study clearly underlined that the target is receptive and ready to behave 

in the way the marketer suggests only if this is perceived to be beneficial, acting out of self-interest. 

Indeed, the absence of motivation can cause a resistance (Rothschild, 1999, p.32). However, he 

states that motivation (and, thus, benefits’ communication) is not the only feature that has to be 

taken into account. Indeed, if there is motivation, but the opportunity or the ability are missing, the 

behavioural change is not taking place (Rothschild, p.31). Indeed, the individual has to be motivated 

to act in a certain way, to have the possibility to act in a certain way and to have the skills to 

undertake a specific behaviour (ibidem). 

Competition 

The concept of competition within the field of social marketing is often avoided, due to the 

presumption that social marketers work in a context characterised by the absence of competition 

(Rothschild, 1999, p.28). However, it represents a fundamental feature within social marketing on 

different levels. According to Kotler et al. (2002), social marketing has to compete on the market on 

three stages: behavioural, routine-related, commercial (p.174). Indeed, before taking into 

consideration a behavioural change, individuals consider all the behaviours that they would prefer 

to undertake. This relates to the fact that they have been doing certain things for ages and they 

represent an important part of the everyday life (routine-related) or a personal preference 

(behavioural). However, as already mentioned, social marketing does not only compete with the 
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individuals, but also with companies and organisations (commercial). As observed above, the main 

goal of social marketing is to influence the target to change a negative behaviour or consumption 

(e.g. smoking cigarettes) and this requires a strong competition with companies that potentially sell 

that product (e.g. cigarettes’ producers) (Hastings, 2007, p.154). 

Influential others 

Kotler and Lee (2008) consider relations between individuals as an important feature for a social 

marketing strategy. Indeed individuals take into strong consideration what other individuals may 

think about their behaviour (p.194). This perspective creates an important starting point for the 

strategic planning of a social marketing campaign. Indeed, it represents an evident connection 

between the individual and the community which can also shift the focus of the strategy to a 

different target (ibidem). 

The social pressure can be an important variable that determines an actual behaviour and the 

individual cannot be considered as totally rational and not influenced by the environment. 

Fishbein et Ajzen (1975) developed one of the most complete theories about the connection 

between the individual behaviour and the social influence, the theory of reasoned action. They 

suggested that the actual behaviour is based on personal intentions which are not created by the 

attitude toward the behaviour of the individual, but also by the presence of social norms. First, the 

attitude is the result of beliefs of the individual about a specific topic which are consequently 

evaluated in order to understand how positively or negatively the consequences of a certain 

behaviours are considered (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975, p.218-222). Second, the variables creating 

the subjective norms are strictly related to the connection between the individual and the 

environment. Indeed, according to Fishbein et Ajzen (1975), the individual tends to modify his/her 

intentions in relation to the others. The expression “others” represents the relevant figures 

connected with the individual, i.e. friends, family, workmates, and they serve as an important 

variable within the intentions’ creation in relation to how likely they would endorse the individual’s 

behaviour (Donovan and Henley, 2010, p.133). This means that the individual chooses to undertake 

a specific behaviour if he/she knows that that behaviour will be accepted by their peers. 

Social marketing tactics 

The variables taken into consideration in the previous section represent the ways to investigate the 

characteristics of the target for social marketing (Kotler and Lee, 2008, p. 189). Their identification 
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is able to build the strategy for social marketing. However, the importance of tactics is related to the 

potential support to the strategical variables.  

Rothschild’s framework (1999) considered the presence of three different features: education, 

marketing and law (Rothschild, p.25, 1999), whose goal is again related to an effective 

communication. These tactics aim to develop a social control and they allow to support the 

effectiveness of the strategy. 

Education refers to any kind of communication to the target audience to inform or persuade it to 

behave voluntarily in a peculiar way (ibidem). The correct use of education can increase or create 

the awareness related to specific benefits, but without delivering them (ibidem). Moreover, it is 

important to have a linkage between education and marketing. Marketing attempts to achieve the 

behavioural change offering incentives to promote a voluntary exchange (ibidem). Within this 

framework, the ambition of these variables is to convince the target about the positive consequences 

related to a behavioural change (Rothschild, p.26, 1999). Nevertheless, it is important to underline 

the fundamental role of the law in this context, since it represents the possibility of obtaining 

specific behaviours in a non-voluntary manner, through the use of coercion (Rothschild, p.25, 

1999). The presence of these variables can guarantee the wished behaviour, since marketing and 

education can attempt to facilitate the voluntary behaviour, but when this endeavour is not 

successful, the law can control the non-voluntary behaviour. 

Social marketing advertising 

After having analysed the variables that determine the creation and the support of a social 

marketing strategy, it is important to understand how social marketing advertising are created. 

Indeed, the purpose of this work is the creation of new perspectives of the communication towards 

domestic violence. Thus, it is crucial to analyse the existing literature about social marketing 

advertising, in order to have an overview of the actual situation of this specific part of the field. 

The use of advertising within social marketing is defined by the development of campaigns 

(Andreasen, 1994, p.110), which represents a great challenge for social marketers due to 

characteristics of the target market and of the “product” itself. Indeed, on one hand, the target 

market is represented by the part of the society which is less likely to perform in the desired 

manner, without the right incentive (Shanahan, 2007, p.33) and, on the other hand, the advertised 

“product” is often characterised by intangibility and strictly connected with superior ideals 

(Shanahan, 2007, p.34). 
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For this reason, the field is experiencing a general failure. According to McKenzie-Mohr (2000), 

the issue is related to an inadequate design of the message of the advertising and a 

misunderstanding of the actual goal of the marketers (p.545). Indeed, they tend to underestimate the 

potential difficulty behind an actual behavioural change (ibidem). From this perspective, there is a 

deep difference between social adverting and commercial advertising, since the commercial 

advertising can be effective if it is able to alter customers’ preference, convincing him/her to 

purchase a brand instead of another. However, social advertising cannot limit itself to the alteration 

of a behaviour and the engagement in a completely new behaviour represents a bigger challenge 

(McKenzie-Mohr, 2000, p.546). 

After having introduced the potential challenges, it is important to understand how social 

advertising approaches to the advertising strategic creation. The literature related to social 

advertisings lacks of specific references to structures to follow to create effective communication. 

However, the comparison between different sources allowed the researcher to identify three aspects 

which are taken into account in the creation of social marketing advertisings: target, communication 

objectives, creative tactics. 

Percy et Rosenbaum-Elliott (2012) identified a specific way of segmenting the target market for 

social marketing in order to create targeted communication: according to the “loyalty” for the 

negative behaviour (p.303). The society is divided into three different groups: conformers, 

vacillators and offenders (ibidem). The first category is defined by those individuals who have 

never undertaken the undesired behaviour. The second category, vacillators, is characterised by 

those people who are undertaking the undesired behaviour once in a while. Finally, the offenders 

are defined by those who are often engaged in the undesirable behaviour (Percy and Rosenbaum-

Elliott, 2012, p.303). However, it is interesting to underline how this definition of target audience 

takes into account only two variables, the presence of the individual and the undesired/desired 

behaviour. The topic of this work would request the presence of more than one individual (the 

abuser, the abused and the witness) connected by the undesired behaviour. Unfortunately, the 

literature lacks a perspective on this kind of target audiences. 

Donovan et Henley (2010) highlighted the importance of defining the objectives of the 

communication (p.330). Their research acknowledges the presence of four objectives that can be 

pursuit in the creation of a social communication (Donovan and Henley, 2010, p.330). The first 

objectives to be underlined are the necessity to develop awareness and attitude (ibidem). It is indeed 
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important to increase the awareness toward an issue and, at the same time, it is fundamental to 

create, maintain and increase a positive attitude (ibidem).  Additionally, Donovan et Henley (2010) 

introduces behavioural intentions and behavioural facilitation as objectives (p.330). The former is 

characterised by the creation and the maintenance of an intention to behave in the desired way 

(explicitly or implicitly), while the latter has the focus on the facilitation of the acquisition of the 

preferred behaviour, explaining and justifying the misperception and potential “costs” (ibidem). 

According to the literature, the appeals used by social marketers to achieve these objectives are 

often linked to fear or shock (Hastings et al., 2004, p.962), in order to discourage the individual in 

undertaking the negative behaviour (Donovan and Henley, 2010, p.111). Apparently the researchers 

do not have a coherent perspective in relation to the use of fear and shock appeal within social 

marketing communications and, for this reason, the following part will take into account the 

opposed perspectives in relation to the use of the negative appeals within social marketing. 

Antonetti et al. (2015) consider that the use of negative appeals creates a more persuasive message, 

able to increase the fear and, consequently, an higher motivation (p.941). The use of fear appeals is 

able to persuade individuals and convince them to undertake the recommended action (Antonetti et 

al., 2015, p.942).  

On the contrary, some researchers considered that the use of negative appeals is excessive (Bagozzi, 

1994; Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliott, 2012). Percy et Rosenbaum-Elliott (2012) argued that the use 

of fear appeals increases the level of anxiety and does not encourage the individual in trying to 

modify the behaviour (p.305). However, they considered that the presence of a fear appeal would 

help in a context where a potential resolution is given. In this way, the message would create an 

initial stage characterised by the rise of fear and anxiety, which could be reduced through the 

description of the potential actions required to modify the behaviour (Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliott, 

2012, p.306). Bagozzi (1994) maintained a similar position, stating that the use of fear appeals can 

create an anxious result (p.57). This condition would be able to create a feeling of danger within the 

individual, which is not a desirable and favourable condition for a behavioural change (ibidem). 

On the contrary, some researchers proposed an alternative perspective to build social marketing 

campaigns: the use of positive emotions (as an alternative to the fear appeal) (Hastings and Webb, 

2004, p.976). Using as a starting point the concept from the commercial advertising based on the 

idea that the enjoyment of an ad is able to create a positive attitude towards the customers (Hastings 

and Webb, 2004, p.969), they argue that the focus on positive appeals, as love, excitement or hope 

could be as effective as fear appeals (Hastings and Webb, 2004, p.976). 
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2.3. COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING 

The focus of this section is towards commercial advertising due to the presence of established 

structures for the advertising creation which are not used in social marketing context. Social 

marketing advertisings are characterised by significant lacks in relation to the message design and 

the goal definition (McKenzie-Mohr, 2000, p.545). The actual absence of literature related to 

specific structures to create advertisings in social marketing context could reduce the actual 

effectiveness of the communication. Thus, the goal of this work is to use a structure adopted from 

commercial marketing to analyse advertisings related to domestic violence. The purpose is to 

understand the lacks in the creation of social marketing advertisings. 

The structure which is taken into account is based on the advertising strategical plan developed by 

Percy et Rosenbaum-Elliott (2012). The figure below (fig.2) illustrates the steps characterising this 

structure. The step related to the media strategy is not taken into account, since this work considers 

the strategical and creative implementation. Plus, a section dedicated to the potential use of specific 

creative tactics will be introduced. 

 

Fig.2 – Adapted from Percy et Rosenbaum-Elliott advertising strategic plan (2012) 

The first step is defined by the necessity to identify the target audience. The literature considers 

several ways in which it is possible to segment and target the market. For instance, Antonides et 

Van Raaij (1998) focused on target groups at three different levels. The first one tends to describe 

the characteristics of the target audience and it is considered as the targeting at general level. The 

groups can be subdivided according to demographics (e.g. age, gender, income), according to 

lifestyle factors (e.g. free-time activities) or psychographics (i.e. psychological features). The 
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second method which aims to divide the market into target groups is the domain-specific level 

which considers the actual attitude of the groups toward a specific product, the category use 

behaviour and how the decisions are taken within the category. The last way that Antonides et Van 

Raaij (1998) suggested in order to identify the target groups is the one which is used the most and it 

is called brand-specific level. It is useful in order to classify the groups in relation to their relation 

with the brand and it can be focused on brand loyalty, beliefs about the brand and, finally, brand 

buying intentions. According to Kotler et Keller (2006), the most useful way to define a target 

audience is through the loyalty (p.541). Rossiter et Percy (1997) also underlined the importance of 

loyalty within the identification of targeting groups through the use of 4 different potential groups 

of customers: new category users, brand loyals, brand switchers and other brand-loyals (p.83). This 

step represents a common meeting point with social marketing literature, which identified the 

fundamental necessity to focus on one target to be effective. 

The second step is defined by the dynamics which drive the customers’ purchase decision. The 

importance of this stage relies on the possibility to obtain insights about the objectives that the 

target is looking for (Rossiter and Rosenbaum-Elliott, 2012, p.129). This aspect would be incredibly 

important for social marketing. Indeed, general social marketing strategy is developed on the 

reasons that limit the behavioural change (barriers). Thus, it is evident that social marketing is 

aware of the importance of these dynamics. However, the absence of a structure creates strong 

difficulties in building the communication on that. 

The third step is the definition of the right positioning (Rossiter and Rosenbaum-Elliott, 2012, 

p.153). Indeed, it is necessary for different brands to position themselves in relation to their 

competitive advantage. The competitive advantage is the benefit which convinces the individual to 

proceed with the purchase (Rossiter and Rosenbaum-Elliott, 2012, p.160). The brand can present 

itself as a solution of the individual’s problems, describing an attribute of the product or a 

subjective characteristic which could help the customer (Rossiter and Rosenbaum-Elliott, 2012, 

p.161). Another possibility relies on the consideration of the product as source of positive emotions 

(ibidem). This perspective represents again a connection with the social marketing, because it could 

be possible to focus the communication on the solutions of the barriers identified. 

The following step has to define the objectives that the communication has to reach (Kotler and 

Keller, 2006, p.542). The strategic development of an advertising has to be focused on four 

different goals: the target has to have the possibility to hear or to see the message, it must pay 
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attention to it, it must understand what is presented and, eventually, it has to act in the marketer’s 

desired manner (Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliott, 2012, p.5). Rossiter et Percy (1997) developed a 

model considering five objectives (p.131), but only three of them are relevant for this work. The 

considered objectives are: category need, brand awareness and brand attitude (ibidem). According 

to the literature related to the advertising management, this model is the most used one. 

Before explaining their value and meanings, it is important to underline that these objectives are not 

exclusive, thus there is not any necessity to build the entire strategy only on one objective. For 

instance, brand awareness and brand attitude are always communication objectives (Percy and 

Rosenbaum-Elliott, 2012, p.175) and this aspect requires the creation of a strategy which tries to 

achieve at least two objectives. 

The consideration of “category need” as an objective for the communication is necessary when the 

target audience feels a discrepancy between its actual condition and its desired status (Rossiter and 

Percy, 1997; Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliott, 2012; Kotler and Keller, 2006, p.542). Hence, the 

purpose of the communication is to sell the need to the target group. However, on one hand, there is 

not always the necessity to have it as an objective, since it is possible that the target groups already 

know how to satisfy a specific need (Rossiter and Percy, 1997, p.138). On the other hand, it is 

possible to consider it when the target group need to be reminded about a specific need or when it 

does not have the need at all yet (ibidem). 

The objective of “brand awareness” is related to the ability to recognize the product/service when 

making the purchase (Rossiter and Percy, 1997; Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliott, 2012; Kotler and 

Keller, 2006, p.542). According to the literature, brand awareness represents a fundamental 

objective to be achieved and it comes before any other objective (Rossiter and Percy, 1997, p.141). 

It is actually impossible for a consumer to buy something if he/she is not aware about its existence 

(ibidem). 

The following objective that has to be achieved is “brand attitude”. This objective, with the one 

mentioned above, is always considered as a necessary objective (Rossiter and Percy, 1997, p.145). 

The brand attitude represents the perceived ability of the brand to satisfy the customers’ needs 

(Kotler and Keller, 2006, p.543). Brand awareness and brand attitude can be considered as the main 

objectives within an advertising strategy. 

Moreover, even though Kotler et Keller (2006) give a complete vision of the steps required within 

an advertising strategy, considering the analysis of the budget and the media mix, this analysis will 
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disregard these steps and only consider the design of communication as relevant for the discussion 

developed later on. 

The objectives represent the basis on which the creative strategies are developed. According to 

Percy et Rosenbaum-Elliott (2012) the creative methods have to be different and developed 

differently in relation to the purpose of the advertising. Thus, the advertising can be developed in 

order to work on the attention, on the learning or on the memory. 

In order to trigger these aspects, the literature takes into consideration different factors that can be 

developed for each category. 

Firstly, Percy et Rosenbaum-Elliott (2012) considered that in order to catch the attention of the 

target audience it is important to work with wording and visuals. The attention on an advertising is 

caught keeping the headlines simple and short, using colourful pictures (ibidem). Additionally, the 

role of the music within an advertising is really significant. However, again, there must be a 

congruence between the message and the used music, in order to obtain a positive effect (ibidem). 

The used tactics in order to trigger the learning are again linked with the use of wording and 

pictures. For instance, Percy et Rosenbaum-Elliott (2012) considered that the choice of words has to 

be able to evoke images and to trigger imagination. However, the role of pictures is evidently more 

important, due to the higher focus of the individual on the visual aspects. It is important to underline 

how the presence of colours is able to obtain more attention than black and white pictures. 

This section underlined the evident differences between the strategical creation for commercial 

advertisings and social marketing advertisings. Using as an example domestic violence, this thesis 

aims to understand the actual importance of the presence of a structure for the advertising creation. 

2.2.3. CULTURE 

The last field from where this project will draw from is the cultural one. This work is developed on 

the comparison of the perspectives towards domestic violence between Danish and Italian young 

adults. It is thus important to comprehend the level of influence that the culture has on these 

perspectives. The literature about the concept of culture is really broad. Indeed, belonging to a 

specific country may be able to alter the perception towards a social issue, as domestic violence. 

Furthermore, a different cultural perspective may require the approach from another angle to the 

communication. The next section is focused on the existing culture theories, which this thesis is 

taking into account. 
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Cultural theories 

The culture is a system of shared practices within a specific group of people (Fischer, 2009, p.25). 

The perspective towards the culture within the literature is varied due to the different perspectives 

of the researchers. Certain researchers consider the culture as a fixed aspect shared by people in a 

fixed location. Other researchers argue the impossibility to put the concept of culture in a box. 

Indeed, from their perspective, the culture is changeable. 

Hofstede’s studies (1991, 2001) represent the main expression of the rationalisation of the 

individuals’ culture. His research is based on the analysis of six specific variables (Hofstede, 1981; 

Hofstede, 2001) which are able to create a comparison between different countries. Hofstede (1981, 

2001) developed six different dimensions in relation to the national study: power distance, 

individualism vs. collectivism, masculinity vs. femininity, uncertainty avoidance, long-term vs 

short-term orientation and indulgence vs. restraint (Hofstede, 1981, 2001). To analyse more into 

depth the dimension, the concept of power distance is based on the perceived inequality between 

the citizens and how this inequality is handled by the society itself (Hofstede, 1981, p.40). The 

second dimension is related to the level of individualism (or collectivism) it is possible to find 

within the society, thus it is connected to the focus that the citizens have on themselves or on the 

community (Hofstede, 1981, p.73). Thirdly, the dimension is developed on the tendency of the 

society more focused on males or females’ characteristics (Hofstede, 1981, p.115). It is important to 

underline that societies more addressed towards males create a more competitive and success-

oriented environment, while societies more feminine define an environment more of the importance 

of the well-being within the society (Soares, 2007, p.280). The fourth dimension is related to the 

tendency of individuals to avoid an uncertain situation and the presence of uncomfortable feeling 

when dealing with an unsure situation (Hofstede, 1981, p..163). The last two dimensions, long-term 

orientation and the indulgence, represent respectively the presence of a more favourable attitude 

towards the future instead of the present and the positive tendency to enjoy the life and have fun 

(Hofstede, 1981, p.207; Hofstede, 2001). 

Hofstede’s approach (1981, 2001) has been highly criticised and it was the centre of several 

discussions within the field. Firstly, according to the idea that the model is developed considering 

the culture as static and fixed. For instance, on one hand, Hampden-Turner et Trompenaars (1997) 

criticised the consideration of the national culture as completely independent from any influence 

within the environment (p.151-152). Indeed, national cultures can be influenced by the entire 
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context of reference (ibidem). Thus, cultures are the result of the organisation of different values, 

which happened in different times, places and, above all, in different ways (Hampden-Turner and 

Trompenaars, 1997, p.151) and, for this reason, they cannot be independent from one another. 

On the other hand, McSweeney (2001) argued that the concept of culture according to Hofstede was 

reconnected to a subjective perspective where individuals are characterised by “mental 

programming” (p.91), not considering that national culture is a vague perception, which can be 

“contracted, combined and expanded” (McSweeney, 2001, p.110). Furthermore, the limitations of 

Hofstede’s perspective are not only linked to the interrelations between different national cultures, 

but also to the variety of cultures which can be easily identified within the country itself 

(McSweeney, 2001, p.313). 

Williamson (2002) considered McSweeney’s critique to Hofstede as a starting point adding 

important insights in relation to the discussion about Hofstede’s perspective. Indeed, his review 

underlined the presence of two  relevant warnings connected with the study of the national cultures 

(p.1391). Firstly, a general assumption that all individuals’ features are homogeneous within the 

same country. Secondly, the supposition that all individuals’ values and behaviours are determined 

only by their cultural background (Williamson, 2002, p.1392). 

Cultural gender-based approaches 

Duncan (1995) argued that women immerged in different circumstances and different societies 

show relevant differences in their relations with men (p.263). Thus, the national culture represents 

an important dynamic in the definition of relations between men and women. This relation can 

influence the presence of domestic violence in a specific country. 

The concept of patriarchy represents the main tool used to study the gender relations within the 

society (Walby, 1989, p.213). Patriarchy is “a system of social structures and practises in which 

men dominate women” (Walby, 1989, p.214) and it is defined by the presence of six main 

patriarchal structures. These structures are considered as the tools that men used to control women 

and it is important to underline that one of these tools is male violence. Walby (1989) argued that, 

often, the problem of male violence towards partners is underestimated, since it is only considered 

as a psychological issue of few men. However, the presence of domestic violence represents more 

than just a psychological problem since it is a way to control and alter women’s behaviours, due to 

the fear of being beaten.  
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Certain aspects of the analysis about the patriarchy by Walby (1989) can be considered as updated. 

Indeed, the perspectives within all countries regarding the relations between men and women may 

have changed due to a higher level of intervention of the state to overcome this social issue. 

However, Walby’s point of view in relation to patriarchy is still the most complete and the only 

research which explicitly creates a connection between the presence of patriarchy within the society 

and the rise of violence. 

Culture and communication 

One of the purposes of this work is linked to the creation of new perspectives towards social 

marketing advertisings about domestic violence in a specific geographical setting (Denmark and 

Italy). Percy et Rosenbaum-Elliott (2012) and De Mooij (2004) considered that culture represents 

an important feature in the creation of communication. For instance, the elements of language, 

ethnicity, religion and family organisation are the main factors which determine a specific consumer 

behaviour (Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliott, 2012, p.39) and the basis in the creation of cultural 

values. 

Moreover, the literature underlines the importance of creating culturally-embedded adverts. 

According to Percy et Rosenbaum-Elliott (2012), the effectiveness of a local or global advertising 

campaign is linked to the degree of cultural differentiation within the marketplace (p.29). Hence, 

the presence of different perspectives towards domestic violence requires a higher focus on the 

differentiation of the communication.  

2.2.4. Domestic violence and conceptual framework 

Domestic violence does not represent a topic highly discussed within communication field. 

However, its characteristics represent a high potential for the improvement of social marketing. 

Indeed, as underlined within the conceptual framework, social marketing is more involved in health 

fields. These fields are characterised by the presence of an individual connected with the negative 

behaviour. This connection represents the point where the social marketing builds the strategy in 

order to attempt to change the individual’s behaviour (fig.3). 
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Fig.3 – traditional perspective of social marketing 

However, the spectrum of social issues is characterised also by problems where there are more 

individuals involved. For instance, domestic violence is characterised by the presence of an abuser, 

an abused and a potential witness. These stakeholders are linked by the negative behaviour of the 

abuser but, at the same time, characterised by different connections with the negative behaviour. 

Plus, these stakeholders are immerged in specific cultural contexts which may require the 

adjustment of the strategy (Fig.4). 

 

Fig.4 – Stakeholders in domestic violence  

Additionally, social marketing lacks of structures focused on the definition of stages useful for the 

strategic advertising creation, which could mine the effectiveness of the communication. 

Commercial marketing has deeply explored all the possibilities to make an advertising as effective 

as possible, while social marketing bases the creation of social advertisings on few aspects. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

The next section is focused on the explanation of the methods used to answer to the research 

question. The goal that this section tries to achieve is defined by explanations of the rationales 

behind the choices undertaken throughout the project process. The steps considered by work are 

based on the “Research Onion” developed by Saunders et al. (2009) (Fig.1), which gives a coherent 

perspective in relation to research philosophies and approaches, the research design, the justification 

of sample choices, the collection of primary and secondary data and the procedure of analysis of 

those data (p.108). 

 

Fig.1 – Research Onion by Saunders et al. (2009) 

Research philosophy 

The choice of the philosophy is crucial since it can firstly influence the creation of different kinds of 

assumptions and, secondly, it establishes a specific perspective to analyse the world (Saunders et 

al., 2009, p.108). The overall concept of philosophy is characterised by the presence of three 

different sublevels: ontology, epistemology and axiology. 

The ontology is strictly connected with the nature of reality and the way things are. The focus of the 

ontology is defined by the researcher’s understanding of how the world works and what it is 

possible to see within this world. This research is be based on the Subjectivism perspective and the 

reason is argued in the following paragraph. 

Saunders et al. (2009) argued that, according to Subjectivism, the social phenomena are socially 

constructed by the actors engaged in the research (p.111). The subjectivist perspective is often 
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considered as “social constructivism”, due to the consideration of the world as socially constructed, 

i.e. what happens in the world is built by the perspective of its inhabitants. It is important to 

underline that the concept of “construct” relies on the production of a new concept by an intentional 

human activity (Kukla, 2000, p.3).  

This approach to the ontology represents the right choice in relation to this project, due to the 

purpose to understand the meanings and the knowledge behind the concept of domestic violence as 

a socially built issue. As mentioned above, this project aims to maintain a subjective approach, due 

to the desire to engage other individuals within the discussion about domestic violence. This issue is 

socially constructed due to the ability of the individuals to own a personal vision about the 

relevance of the problem within the society. Individuals build the issue, considering the importance 

of it within the society, but, at the same time, they are able to reduce their interest towards the 

problem. 

The participant in the focus groups and the researcher should be active members in the learning 

process, which will increase the knowledge about the topic thanks to an intense focus on social 

connections (Saunders et al., 2009, p.344). The researcher aims to personally undertake a learning 

path engaging with the participants to the research and to “rely as much as possible on the 

participants’ views of the situation being studied” (Creswell, 2003, p.8). The participants are going 

to personally participate in the creation of the meaning of the issue during the discussion (ibidem). 

The concept of epistemology is related to what is considered acceptable within the field (Saunders 

et al., 2009, p.112). Hence, what kind of knowledge is recognised as relevant in investigating a 

specific issue. 

The approach to epistemology is crucial because it represents the way in which the topic is 

investigated. This project aims to approach to the topic of domestic violence in Italy and Denmark 

using an interpretivist approach. Indeed, the use of a qualitative method, more precisely the use of 

focus groups, represents the best procedure in order to understand the actual differences between 

human beings (Saunders et al., 2009, p.112). 

Individuals create their individuality through the interaction with other individuals, through the 

presence of a specific cultural background (Creswell, 2003, p.8). 

The researcher’s scope is to be absorbed within the world and the life of the participants to 

understand their point of view and their perspectives (Saunders et al., 2009) towards the issue of 

domestic violence in Italy and Denmark. Due to the interpretative perspective of the project, there 
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would not be any sense in the definition of a theory, because the results within the analysis are 

based on the characteristics of the individuals participating. 

The axiology represents an important aspect to be taken into account for this topic. The axiology is 

a branch of philosophy which studies if things are good or bad (Saunders et al., 2009, p.116). The 

values in relation to certain behaviour are the ones that drive the individual’s decision. For this 

reason, in this specific work, linked to the role of the violence in everyone’s life, the role of values 

and the perception of right or wrong is incredibly important. This social issue has always been 

presented as a violence to be avoided, as any other violent behaviour towards other individuals. In 

relation to the stigmatisation of domestic violence, the communication and the creation of different 

campaigns have a crucial role. Indeed, the scope of the communication has always been to present 

the violence as a negative behaviour and, as such, something to be avoided. 

Research approaches 

The research approach has to clearly state the relation between theories and data. Saunders et al. 

(2009) consider that the choice of the research approach gives the direction of the research design 

(p.124). Usually, the main directions considered within the research approaches are induction and 

deduction. However, this project will follow the more unusual path of abduction. To understand this 

choice it is firstly necessary to understand the difference between induction and deduction. The 

concept of deduction relies on the necessity to produce a set of hypotheses that the project aims to 

test, thus the result could be either right or wrong (Saunders et al., 2009, p.124). While the inductive 

approach starts from the data and creates a new theory (Saunders et al., 2009, p.125). This project is 

not characterised by the presence of established hypothesis and it is not aimed at establishing a new 

theory within the field. Thus, the choice of an abductive methods is a better fit. Abduction is often 

considered as the weakest way since it is considered as a sort of explanation (Douglas, 2005, p.4). 

But at the same time it is important to underline that is the most flexible approach to the research 

(ibidem). 

The use of a certain method produces specific data and there is a set of theories which may explain 

these data. The data collected may be clarified through the presence of existing theories, but, at the 

same time, there may be facts which could not be fully disclosed and they could determine the 

definition of a new perspective within the theoretical background (Douglas, 2005, p.3). 
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As previously underlined, the results within this thesis are strictly linked to the participants in the 

focus groups. Indeed, the rationale behind participants’ thoughts about domestic violence is 

subjective and, for this reason, potentially difficult to find in prior theoretical contexts.  

Thus, the goal of this work is to find the best explanation for the research question, trying to create 

a bridge between the existing theories and the participants’ answers and to give new insights to the 

social marketing field. 

Research design 

The focus of this work is the impact that domestic violence has towards young generation. This 

impact is studied through their perspective and their knowledge of the social issue and through their 

evaluation of existing campaigns developed for the problem. For this reason, the adopted strategy is 

the comparative study. Indeed, the scope relies on the evaluation of the concept of domestic 

violence, in order to understand more deeply the perception of the topic towards young people in 

two different contexts as Denmark and Italy. 

The study is based on the results expressed within the survey of the European Union Agency for 

Fundamental Rights (2014) about violence towards women. In order not to consider the entire 

concept of violence against women, the researcher decided to narrow the focus toward the intimate 

partner violence. The following step was linked to the necessity to narrow the focal point even more 

in a geographical perspective. The nationality of the researcher (Italian) and the place of the 

research (Denmark) created an incredible opportunity. Indeed, the Italian and the Danish cases 

represented an interesting situation concerning women’s condition. The Danish statistics were 

higher than expected (32% of women was abused by a partner), while the Italian statistics were 

lower (19% of women was abused by a partner). 

In order to gain a relevant evaluation about the impact of domestic violence on the society, it was 

necessary to undertake a mono-method strategy. The literature is sceptical about the use of only one 

method to gain information, since the use of several different methods together may better 

corroborate research findings (Saunders et al., 2009, p.151). However, the method used is a 

qualitative method, the focus groups. Additionally, the second method used as a primary data is the 

analysis of existing advertisings related to the topic of domestic violence. This analysis represents a 

support of the focus group, since it allows to understand the perception of the target towards the 

existing communication. 
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Even if the researcher was aware of the higher validity using more methods, this kind of research 

did not allow any other method for the following reasons. 

Firstly, the use of a combination between qualitative and quantitative required an higher level of 

objectivity which is not reachable due to the subjectivity characterising the opinions about domestic 

violence. Moreover, the quantitative perspective of the EU survey is considered as a starting point 

on which building the discussion related to the perspective towards domestic violence. 

Secondly, the possibility to have a combination of qualitative methods as focus groups and in-depth 

interviews would have reduced the amount of social interactions. The concept of domestic violence 

is not an everyday topic to think about, if a person has never experienced it. For this reason, it was 

necessary to connect people, in this way they could have interlaced their thoughts with the ones of 

the other participants. 

This research takes place in a limited time horizon. Indeed, due to the fixed amount of time allowed 

to write this research, it was necessary to develop a cross-sectional project (Saunders et al., 2009, 

p.155). A cross-sectional study is characterised by the study of an issue in a specific period of time 

(ibidem). Indeed, the data gathering took place within two weeks. The short amount of time was a 

practical choice for the researcher in order to face all the data collection with the same level of 

knowledge in order to be as impartial as possible. 

Selecting samples 

This research is characterised by the decision to focus on young generations dealing with the social 

issue of domestic violence. For this reason, the first step within the sampling was to define the 

characteristics of the target that needed to be reached. The chosen participants were between 20-27 

years old, with an Italian or Danish citizenship. Additionally, they needed to be students. This 

decision was linked to the necessity to gain a higher coherence, but also to the possibility to reach a 

higher number of potential participants for the data gathering. 

The goal was to organise at least four different focus groups with males and females, in order to 

have at least two focus groups of Danish citizens and two focus groups of Italian citizens. Four 

focus groups were the minimum number in order to have at least two perspectives from the same 

national culture, in this way the themes would have been considered as recurrent, whenever they 

appeared in both the focus groups. 

The sampling method used to find participants was the purposive sampling (Saunders et al., 2009, 

p.237). There was the necessity to work with small samples and the researcher was aware that the 
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statistical validity of this kind of sampling was reduced due to the limited size of the sample 

(Saunders et al., 2009, p.237). The participants were reached thanks to the use of the network of the 

researcher. The researcher knew personally only some of the participants. However, the decision to 

take into account people who were part of the network of the researcher has its positive and 

negative aspects. The positive arguments were the higher likelihood of the actual participation of 

people in the focus groups and the intention of the participant to be an active member within the 

focus group. On the contrary, the negative arguments were that the participant tends to give the 

expected answers to the researcher to please her and, additionally, the tendency of the researcher to 

reduce the neutral perspective towards the participants. 

The participants were invited to participate as a sample in two different ways: contacting them 

personally during a face-to-face conversation or contacting them through social media. This second 

opportunity needed to be taken into account when there was no possibility to meet the potential 

participant. Otherwise, the face-to-face request was preferred. 

Collecting primary data through focus groups 

Before moving further, it is important to underline why the method of focus groups was chosen and 

how they were organised. 

The focus group is a data gathering method, which can be considered as a development of the 

concept of in-depth interview and an expression of qualitative methods (Saunders et al., 2009, 

p.343). The method of focus groups in order to gather information is more advisable when the 

research has certain characteristics. In this specific context, the use of focus groups was carried on 

for three main reasons (Krueger, 1994, p.44). Firstly, one of this research’s goals is represented by 

the exploration of potential improvement of communication field towards domestic violence and, 

thus, discussion groups can introduce more potential improvements than one-to-one interviews. 

Secondly, this topic is connected to the behavioural sphere (e.g. the factors that convince a witness 

of domestic violence to denounce the fact) and thus focus groups can help gaining insights in 

relation to this complicated topic through the discussion. Lastly, from the dialogue it is possible to 

gain more insights than the ones which the researcher would have obtained with singular interviews 

with the same participants. 

Focus groups are characterised by a selected number of people whose aim is to share ideas in 

relation to a specific topic. The literature in the field has different perspectives about the right 

number of participants. Krueger (1994) argues between 6-10 (p.17), while Kitzinger (1994) 
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considers between 4 and 8 people (p.299). In relation to these focus groups, the researcher based the 

decision on the number of participants considered by Krueger (1994) who states there can be small 

focus groups with a reduced amount of people (between 4 and 6). With smaller size groups, there is 

a higher likelihood to obtain sensitive insights. Individuals tend to feel more confident in sharing 

their point of views with less people (Krueger, 1994, p.17) and it is recommended to use smaller 

focus groups when the topic of the discussion is controversial (Bryman and Bell, 2011). However, it 

is necessary to underline that, due to the lower number of participants, the number of insights may 

be reduced as well (ibidem). 

As mentioned, four focus groups were organised. Three of them took place during the same week, 

while the fourth one was scheduled for the following week. The participants were notified about the 

focus group one week in advance. The day before the meeting, a reminder was sent to the 

participants in order to be sure that they remembered the appointment. This strategy has indeed 

been successful because the percentage of not-showing up was 0%. 

The chosen environment where all the focus groups took place was a quiet room booked in advance 

in Denmark. Indeed, the setting of this specific data gathering needs to be private, comfortable and 

quiet (King and Horrocks, 2010). The use of a quiet place allows the participants to feel 

comfortable in sharing their points of view and, moreover, it allows everyone to hear each other. 

Even though this aspect seems to be less important, it represents a fundamental consideration in 

relation to the necessity of recording the session. The choice of a quieter location minimizes the 

difficulty in understanding the recording and, hence, any difficulty in relation to the transcription 

(King and Horrocks, 2010, p.42). 

An additional aspect taken into account when organising focus groups was the dynamics behind the 

focus group itself. The optimal structure for these focus groups was the psychodynamic group 

(Gordon, 1999, p.112), which is characterised by the presence of a moderator as a part of the group 

and all the members are able to be influenced by the others (ibidem). This type of group forces the 

participants to see themselves as a part of an entity and, thus, in this specific context, it is the right 

structure because it is not only important to see the psychological perspective of the single 

individual towards the issue of domestic violence, but also the reaction of the whole community 

towards it. 
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The structure of the focus group considered the presence of both questions and exercises. The use of 

specific rules in relation to the construction of ad hoc questions follows the ones established for in-

depth interviews, since the focus groups is considered as a development of the face-to-face 

interview. It is always favourable to focus on the use of open-ended questions, in this way the 

participants could be able to give a broad answer to the question adding potential insights (Stewart 

and Shamdasani, 1990). Indeed, the goal of the interviewer is to create questions as broad as 

possible in order to stimulate the discussion (Bryman et Bell, 2011). 

In addition to normal questions, the use of exercises between participants is positive for the results 

of focus groups. Indeed, it is easy to lose the attention of the audience and, the presence of engaging 

discussion exercises could be able to help the discussion (Colucci, 2007, p.1422). During the focus 

groups, one exercise was repeated three times. Indeed, it was asked to the participants to rate some 

factors from the most important to the least important. The use of this exercise is not fundamental in 

relation to the final ranking obtained by the discussion, but the discussion itself represent a crucial 

source of insights for the project. 

The focus group was characterised by three parts (appendix 1): 

1. The first part was based on testing the knowledge of participants in relation to the general 

concept of domestic violence. The purpose was to understand the starting point of the 

participants in relation to the topic. 

2. The second part was a discussion related to the statistics of this issue in the participants’ 

country of origin (Italy or Denmark). Indeed, the expression of the numbers of domestic 

country in their home country should create a reaction and, from that, the participants have a 

self-explanation or suggestions in relation to what could be done better. 

3. The third part was oriented to show existing adverts about domestic violence. After that, the 

participants’ goal was to give an opinion about the campaigns. The purpose was to understand 

the perception of the actual advertisings. 

The use of focus groups presents several challenges. The first challenge could be linked to the skills 

of the researcher in developing questions. Indeed, the style of the questions determines the success 

of focus groups. In this specific context, characterised by a high likelihood of potential different 

thoughts in relation to the delicate topic, it is really important not to share any judgemental question 

since the participants could lose the trust in the researcher and the results of the analysis could be 

compromised (King and Horrocks, 2010, p.52). 
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The following potential challenge is related to the attitude of the participants. Indeed, the dynamics 

behind the group could force the participants homologating the perspective towards a specific 

problem due to the stronger identity of certain participants (which is linked to the same reason why 

certain participants are more reticent in talking). Additionally, the participant could tend to give the 

politically correct answer, due to fear of being judged by the rest of the group (Gordon, 1999, 

p.113). For this reason, during the focus groups the researcher clarified the absence of wrong or 

right answers and attempted to create a safe environment where the participants felt comfortable in 

sharing their perspectives. 

The last challenge is an integrative part of the concept of focus group and it is the lack of 

generalizability (Bryman and Bell, 2011). This feature is determined by the characteristics of the 

participants to the groups since it is impossible to have a complete objective in approaching a 

question. This aspect will be argued more deeply in the limitations section. 

Collecting primary data through existing advertisings 

The existing advertisings are considered as primary data because, according to Saunders et al. 

(2009), this data are collected or created for a specific purpose (p.256). Even though the 

advertisings considered within the analysis have been already created, the actual analysis represents 

a discussion which has never been done and, thus, the insights obtained from the direct analysis can 

be considered as primary data. The adverts used were five, three from the Italian context and two 

from the Danish one. The decision to take into account five advertisings was related to the attempt 

to find different targets of the advertising itself, to understand the effectiveness of the adverts 

according to the participants. However, the research of existing advertisings characterised by 

different targets was challenging. Thus, the researcher chose the ones considered as potential source 

of discussion during the focus groups. 

Secondary data 

Even though this project is mainly focused on the organisation of focus groups and the analysis of 

existing advertisings, the presence of secondary data is relevant. The difference between primary 

and secondary data relies on the fact that the primary data are directly gained by the researcher, 

while the secondary data are already in the environment since some other researcher has gathered 

them for other purposes (Saunders et al., 2009, p.256). The secondary data considered within this 

project relate to the EU survey in relation to which the project has started. This survey represents a 
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starting point in the analysis of the actual numbers related to domestic violence in Europe. It is used 

as a medium to interpret the reaction of the participants, in order to test their knowledge and their 

mental schema about domestic violence. 

Analysing qualitative data 

After having gathered all data, it is necessary to explain how the analysis of rough data proceeded. 

The starting point is represented by the transcription of the focus groups, necessary to progress with 

the coding. Coding is the practice which helps to analyse the information within the qualitative 

research in order to highlight the inner logic behind the method. It is necessary to go through few 

steps before being able to obtain a final perspective towards the main themes that characterised the 

discussion. 

This work developed a coding based on King et Horrocks (2010) division into descriptive coding, 

interpretive coding and overarching theme (p.152). 

The descriptive coding represents the first necessary step. The researcher needs to read through the 

transcript and highlight the most important information within the discussion, adding descriptive 

comments but not trying to give an interpretation of the material. This first moment represents a 

description of the themes discussed during the focus group, instead of the interpretation of the 

dialogue between participants. 

The interpretive coding is the second step and it is important to start giving an interpretation to the 

words of the participants. Indeed, the descriptive comments are evaluated with new eyes, in the 

attempt of giving an explanation to the participants’ thoughts. Again, even though this coding 

attempts in interpreting the focus groups, there is no necessity to adapt any theoretical background 

to increase the value of the interpretation. 

The last step is the definition of overarching themes, where the highest level of abstraction is 

reached. During this step, the final connection between the rough data and theoretical background is 

made. The identification of few themes within the discussion is crucial in order to understand which 

are the recurrent topics obtained during the focus groups and which are able to define the theoretical 

line behind the project. 

The choice of King et Horrocks’s approach to the coding (2010) is strictly related to the necessity of 

giving an interpretation to the discussion developed during focus groups. However, the complexity 

of defining an explanation linked to the potentially complicated topic of domestic violence requires 

the use of a coding method characterised by several steps (e.g. the important presence of the 
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descriptive coding) that can be able to guarantee a truthful analysis, without risking to push the 

theoretical background on the findings. 
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4. ANALYSIS 

The following analysis starts with the perspective of three levels which are said to create an 

effective result within social marketing. The first level is determined by the presence of the 

variables that define the social marketing strategy. These variables are benefit, competition, barriers 

and influential others. The analysis of these aspects takes to the second level characterised by the 

presence of the tactics. They are the means on which social marketing count in order to be effective. 

Rothschild (1999) defines them as marketing, law and education. The necessity for the social 

marketing to educate the audience leads to the strategic creation of the communication or 

advertising (fig.1). 

 

Fig.1 – Three levels analysed separately within the analysis 

The main purpose of considering the first two levels is understanding the importance that the 

variables have for the target. It is crucial to comprehend if the role of the variables is the same for 

every target involved in the negative behaviour. Domestic violence is more complex than the basic 

perspective of social marketing which considers the presence of an individual and a consequent 

negative behaviour (e.g. the smoker and the cigarette). Domestic violence, indeed, is not only 

related to the presence of a person who commits the abuse (abuser), but there are other people 

influenced, as the person who experiences the violence (abused) and the person who potentially 

witnesses domestic violence (witness). Not all individuals are connected in the same way to the 

negative behaviour. 

The perspective of this work is related mainly to the role of the witness and secondarily to the role 

of the abused. The role of the abuser is not taken into account since it represents the expression of 

an individual undertaking a negative behaviour. Thus, this figure follows the perspectives of the 
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traditional social marketing, which has been already deeply studied. Indeed, this thesis aims to look 

at the traditional perspective from another angle. 

The decision to focus mainly on the role of witness is related to ethics. It would have been unethical 

to ask to participants to identify themselves with the abused. Firstly, due to the possibility for them 

to have had past experiences which they do not want to share. Secondly, due to the difficulties to 

identify with a role they have never experienced. On the other hand, the focus on the role of the 

witness does not require ethical doubts, since it could be a situation happening to everyone. 

The second part of this analysis is related to the third level, linked to the strategic advertising 

creation. This part is defined by the analysis of the impact of the culture on the advertising creation 

and the analysis of existing advertising about domestic violence combined with the participants’ 

opinion. The purpose is to gain insights in order to develop a new generation of advertisings. The 

new way to communicate could be more specific for the social marketing field and linked to the 

specific culture. 

The shift of the focus towards the cultural perspective is determined by the absence of first-hand 

information from the abused. This absence does not allow the researcher to develop credible 

advertising strategies for the witness and the abused respectively. However, the development of a 

comparative study between Italy and Denmark determines the presence of fundamental differences 

between the countries. 

Lastly, the analysis as a whole will enable an understanding of the participants’ general perspective 

towards domestic violence. In this way, this information can be used to answer to the research 

question. 

First level: social marketing strategy 

The following section analyses the variables of social marketing strategy’s creation from the 

perspective of potential witnesses and abused. These variables, as defined in the theory section, are 

barriers, competition, benefits and the role of others. 

Barriers within domestic violence 

The purpose of this section is to explore the themes identified as barriers during the focus groups. 

These barriers represent the reason behind the low likelihood of an intervention when witnessing an 

abuse. The participation of individuals from different countries underlined the presence of a  
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common barrier (the unawareness) but also different ones related to the actual cultural origin (the 

“non-intervening” attitude and the importance of the family). This variable is the only one which 

considers only the perspective of the witness, because of ethical issues which do not allow the 

participants to fully understand the perspective of an abused woman. 

Unawareness towards the definition of domestic violence 

The perception of participants towards domestic violence was mainly related to the physical abuse. 

Even though the physical abuse represented the first connection they made to domestic violence, all 

the participants were aware that domestic violence has other expressions such as psychological or 

verbal abuse. For instance, one of the Danish participants underlined that “if you see the media it is 

a lot about the physical violence but I think maybe the subject of the psychological violence is a bit 

underestimated because it can be just as bad” (FG4, p.1) or an Italian participant considering “the 

strongest image is the physical abuse (…) but I think that there is a strong component of 

psychological violence as well” (FG3, p.2). 

While all the participants were able to provide a general definition of domestic violence, they all 

demonstrated deep unawareness in relation to actually understanding the occasions where domestic 

violence can take place. This unawareness is articulated into two different tendencies: 

1. The unawareness about the recognition of domestic violence 

2. The unawareness about when it is appropriate to intervene  

The first tendency is defined by an underestimation of the multiple ways in which domestic 

violence can express itself. The doubts related to the actual meaning of domestic violence are 

illustrated in the statements of this Danish participant: “I don’t think I know anyone who has been 

abused or I’m not sure about the definition of abuse, you talked a bit about that but maybe I haven’t 

seen it because I wasn’t aware of that was abuse” (FG1, p.8), and this Italian participant: “the 

concept of violence is really subjective because it depends on how you react, it can be violence for 

someone, it can’t be violence for someone else” (FG3, p.10).  

The main reason behind the difficulties encountered in clearly defining domestic violence is the 

broad spectrum of abuses that characterises intimate-partner violence and, above all, the recognition 

of psychological abuse. The focus groups established that the psychological abuse represents a 

vaguer expression of domestic violence than physical abuse, as one of the Italian participants 

considered “the physical violence has irrefutable proofs, but the psychological violence how can 
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you define it?” (FG2, p.18). After all, physical violence is characterised by the presence of a visible 

consequence (e.g. bruises) which is not visible in the case of psychological abuse. A Danish 

participant highlighted that the question is “how they are going to prove that they are going to get 

this psychological violence, you can say it but unless there is someone actually seeing it happening, 

how will you prove it” (FG4, p.4).  

The uncertainty related to the actual features of the psychological abuse drives the participants to 

the second tendency: the lack of understanding of when it is appropriate to intervene. If the 

individual does not have an exact knowledge of the issue, he/she may be unsure if the intervention 

is necessary. Two considerations of the participants underlined the difficulties linked to the decision 

to intervene in the abuse “I had a friend and once we were walking together, we saw this guy 

slapping a girl. My friend just started running, I waited because I wasn’t sure it was the right 

situation where to intervene” (FG2, p.12) and “in a physical violence, you have proofs, a bruise 

(…), it is easier to use against the abuser. While the psychological violence, there is no proof, do 

you know if you can intervene” (FG3, p.19). 

The importance of the family 

The following two barriers are country-specific as two themes were recurrent and salient only in 

one country each. 

During the Italian focus groups a specific barrier emerged and that was linked to the Italian 

perspective only. According to the participants, the importance of the institution of the family 

represents a crucial barrier for the action of the witness. 

“You know that your uncle hits his wife and he is not a stranger. You could just go to the police but 

as soon as you denounce him there are consequences or at least negative effects towards the whole 

family. Thus, you do not report the situation to protect the reputation of the family” (FG3, p.17), 

with these words an Italian participant summarises the importance of the integrity of the family in 

the Italian context. 

The family is considered as a positive variable that needs to be maintained untouched and an Italian 

participants underlined how “if your family is something negative, you feel like an outsider, like 

someone who wasn’t successful, if you see that everyone is happy, you just pretend to be happy as 

well” (FG2, p.10). It is thus evident that the appearance of happiness within the family and the 

reputation of the family itself represents the main goal and stops the intervention. 
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The attitude of non-intervention 

Danish participants focused on an attitude of the Danish individual within the society: the tendency 

not to intervene in a situation where he/she is not personally involved. 

Danish citizens are culturally not used to intervene in others people’s life. This attitude is not only 

related to dangerous situations, but is linked to a tendency not to invade the private spheres of 

another individual. A Danish participant considered that Danes are afraid of interfering in soft or 

sensitive things, she underlined how “also when people die in Denmark you don’t come and say 

“oh, how are you?” because it is stuff, we don’t want to touch those soft spots in each other’s life, it 

is something really private” (FG4, p.18). 

This attitude, which influences everyday life situations, can be considered as a barrier in relation to 

action if witnessing a domestic abuse. For instance, one of the participants told his personal 

experience where he witnessed a violence between a man and a woman on the street and he was the 

only one concerned about this situation, “she collapsed (…) in the street and then there was maybe 

ten people at the red light on bicycles who saw it, looked at it “oh”, green light and then they all 

biked, it was ten people.” (FG4, p.17) 

This non-intervening tendency is not only related to the fear of the situation or the indifference 

towards someone who is suffering, it is a cultural way to establish connections with the other 

individuals. It is not considered as ethical to interfere in other people’s lives. Another Danish 

participant underlined how “it’s not normal that a person walks into a couple arguing saying “don’t 

say that to each other” and (…) it is a really big part of the culture that we don’t do that” (FG1, p.9). 

This deeply-rooted attitude cannot be considered as a simple expression of indifference in relation 

to the others’ problem, but as a real concern related to being inappropriate in interfering in someone 

else’s existence. Nevertheless, it constitutes a central barrier for Danes’ interventions when 

witnessing situations of domestic violence. 

Considerations about the identified barriers 

The identification of these barriers is relevant for our discussion on two levels. Firstly,  the analysis 

detected the importance of culture in the definition of the barriers. Indeed, a barrier has been 

observed in both the Italian and the Danish focus group (unawareness). However, it is evident that 

the most specific barriers that reduce the likelihood of an intervention are cultural-specific. Thus, 

the cultural perspective towards the barriers is an aspect which could be considered in the creation 
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of an advertising strategy. Indeed, the presence of these barriers defines a starting point in the 

creation of specific advertising campaigns, able to address to existing barriers potentially 

resolvable. 

Secondly, the characteristics of barriers identified made them difficult to overcome. Indeed, even 

though the barriers detected are three, all of them are well-established. Thus, it is necessary to 

undertake a strong effort by the social marketing and communication in order to reduce them. 

Benefits of domestic violence intervention 

The concept of benefit within the context of domestic violence represents a more difficult 

perspective than expected. Indeed the nature of the benefit relies on the answer to the question “why 

should I do it?”. Thus it is necessary to consider that the behavioural change is linked to self-

interest, which is the selfish way to approach a problem. Indeed, the individual is able to obtain 

something in return as a reward for the behavioural change. This represents the vision of the 

benefits for the abused according to an Italian participant “a woman should feel free to leave a 

relationship which take off her freedom. She should start a new life, without being scared about the 

consequences” (FG2, p.10). 

The participants in the focus groups observed how the behavioural change and the actual 

intervention during an episode of domestic violence are not linked to selfish benefits. An Italian 

participant stated that “you are not doing it to be an excellent citizen because it would seem you are 

doing it for yourself, while you are doing it for another person. (…) I don’t report an abuse because 

I want the others to consider me as good person” (FG3, p.19). Similarly, a Danish participant 

considered: “it is not “oh, I’m feminist” (…), that’s not why you react, you react because you really 

feel that this is wrong and a person is hurt” (FG4, p.22). 

The action is not driven by self-interest, as it is for the abused, but by the presence of an altruistic 

perspective towards another person, who is suffering. 

The participants identified the reasons behind the action of helping someone in need as being 

mainly linked to the instinctive perception that the situation is wrong. For instance, a Danish 

participant in relation to a previous example “it was kind of instinct - “Ehy” I screamed right away. 

It is not that I checked out the situation before (...). It is definitely a reaction that you say something 

right away because you know something is wrong” (FG4, p.21). From these considerations, it is 
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assumable that intervention is driven by the instinct and not a rational evaluation of potential 

benefits. 

However the barriers are built right after the instinct has driven the action. Indeed, even though the 

instinct made the individual consider intervening, the barriers limit the intervention. One of the 

Italian participants explained: “you basically assess the situation if you want to interfere or not, you 

always feel first and then you think about the situation” (FG3, p.22). 

Considerations about benefits 

The concept of benefit detected within the focus groups represents a fundamental support for the 

initial idea. This idea considers the possibility that not every target involved in the negative 

behaviour evaluates the variables which define a social marketing strategy in the same way. 

The concept of benefit for the witness is related to the perspective of the benefit free from the self-

interest. The reasons behind the actual intervention in an episode of domestic violence are defined 

by the personal will to help an individual in a difficult situation. This underlines the reduction of the 

importance given to the meaning of benefit according to the traditional social marketing. However, 

the analysis did not underline any potential cultural difference in relation to the definition of the 

benefit. Indeed, Italians and Danes created an identical vision linked to the unselfish way driving 

the intervention. 

Influential others 

The importance of the influence of “others” has been detected in both Danish and Italian context. 

The community is seen as a judgemental factor of the abusive situation from the abused perspective. 

The participants did not look at the community in a positive way, since it is able to control the 

dynamics and the decisions within the family. An Italian participant considered that “if something 

happens in the house, you don’t want to let anyone knows your parents are hitting each other. You 

do not want to get involved (…) and you don’t say anything to anyone because you are ashamed of 

it” (FG2, p.10), while another Italian underlined even more the relevance of the community’s 

judgement “Tuscany is full of little villages, where everyone knows everyone, the family should 

just start everything from the beginning. Thus, it is not just fear of the situation, it is also fear of 

others’ opinion” (FG2, p.15). On the contrary, Danish participants identified the importance of 

“others” within the influence of the group. The likelihood of an intervention increased as soon as 

the witness has an external support. A Danish participant underlined “it’s exactly that thing where a 
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guy is doing something to one girl, alone they just walk by like nothing happens and groups of 

guys… people start walking slowly and ask “what’s happening here?”, when the group seems to 

intervene than the interaction happens” (FG4, p.20) and another one highlighted “People rarely 

would intervene alone but if a person goes there and they see what’s happening, people are just 

behind it” (FG4, p.20). 

Considerations about influential others 

The insights gained in relation to the relevance of the influence of “others” represent a fundamental 

point for the discussion. Indeed, the focus groups underlined how the influence of others represents 

a negative aspect for the abused woman, due to the reduction of the likelihood of reporting the 

abuse. On the contrary, the influence of people around defines positive consequences for the role of 

the witness, increasing the likelihood of an intervention. Thus, the nature of the influence of 

“others” changes according to the target audience. For the witness, this variable is potentially 

positive. For the abused, this variable is potentially negative, decreasing the likelihood of a report. 

Competition 

The competition analysis underlines the presence of competitors within the context which could 

reduce the efficacy of a behavioural change. According to the participants’ perspective, the 

competition within the environment mostly affects the abused woman. Indeed, the life created with 

the abuser and the built routine decreases the likelihood of a behavioural change, as this Italian 

participant underlined “according to me, it is also a matter of time, it is different if he slaps you 

after one year of relationship or after eight years, you question a lot of years of your life”. Or in the 

words of this Danish participant “I think it depends also on the courage of the person abused, 

probably if you think about a couple with that tense situation (…) which lasts since lots of years, 

(…) maybe it is more difficult for a person to say something” (FG4, p.14). The participants thus 

agree on considering the presence of the competition of the routine for an abused woman. As 

regards the witness, the participants underlined a limited influence of the role of competition. 

Indeed, they underlined that the reaction to an abuse would be an instinct if they know the abused, 

but also if they do not know the abused. For instance this Danish participant highlighted “I would 

approach if some of my friends were abused. I am a girl, but you can punch back too.” (FG1, p.9) to 

underline the instinct behind the intervention if the witness knows the abused. Or an Italian 
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participant underlined the instinctive reaction when witnessing an abuse on the street “when you 

don’t know the person, it is just anger all you can feel, so you just intervene” (FG2, p.16). 

Considerations about competition 

The insights obtained represents an important step for the discussion. Indeed, it is evident that the 

participants consider the variable of competition as mostly relevant for the abused woman. The 

routine built with the abuser reduces the likelihood of a behavioural change. 

On the other hand, the witness is not influenced by this variable, due to a lower involvement in the 

situation. This allows him/her to determine his/her intervention according to the instinct and the 

emotions. This is connected with being a witness of physical abuse. Indeed, as mentioned, 

psychological abuse is more difficult to identify. 

Second level: Social marketing tactics 

The literature underlines the presence of variables important for the creation of a social marketing 

strategy. Additionally, it highlights the presence of tactics used to increase the effectiveness of the 

strategy. These tactics are education, law and marketing. The initial goal of this study was to 

understand the relevance of these three variables in relation to different targets. However, the 

analysis of the focus groups underlined the low consideration of the variable of marketing. Indeed, 

during focus groups there was an evident difference between the importance given to education and 

law, in comparison to the marketing. The participants underlined a slight difference in the 

perception of the communication. According to them, communication developed to educate is 

fundamental. For instance, the communication created by the government with the purpose to 

increase the awareness towards the characteristics of psychological violence is crucial. However, 

the participants considered that the communication requiring a direct action, asking for the 

intervention of an external entity, thus an exchange, could not be that effective. 

Law 

The Danish and Italian participants share similar perceptions towards the system of justice. 

The focus groups underlined interesting perspectives about the law in relation to domestic violence: 

1. The importance of the law for both witness and abused 

2. Lack of knowledge of the regulation 
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The first perspective relates to the importance of the presence of potential laws within the society. 

Indeed, the presence of specific regulation could be able to support and make the individual feel 

safer. For instance, an Italian participant underlined that “the fact that there is a law protecting from 

domestic violence reassures me, (…) because I know that there is a handhold” (FG2, p.22). A 

Danish participant said: “it is hard to have a regulation, but knowing that there is something is better 

than nothing. Just assume to live somewhere where women or witnesses are not protected at all in 

any way. That would be worse” (FG1, p.5). However the participants shared a general perception of 

ineffectiveness of the regulation. Indeed, there was an evident low trust in the potential action of the 

institutions. An Italian participant considered “there are a lot of situations where women denounce 

their partners and the case is not taken into account. They go to the police and then they are sent 

back home, ignored.” (FG3, p.12). A Danish participant underlined: “the problem is that (…) the 

police cannot be running around looking at one guy, they don’t have the resources if a woman turns 

a man in” (FG4, p.4). Thus, in both countries, regulation is assumed to be necessary, but ineffective. 

The second attitude is defined by a lack of knowledge about the existing regulations protecting the 

individuals experiencing domestic violence. Thus, even though there is a general negative 

perception towards the system, there is also a high unawareness in relation to the procedures. An 

Italian participant and a Danish participant gave their opinion about this concern “I know about the 

crisis centre and stuff like that so you can be safe and feel safe but I don’t really know what happens 

to someone who has been the abuser in the relationship” (FG1, p.5) and “since the citizens are not 

publicly informed about the laws, I don’t know what happens if I report my husband, the 

consequences for him and the general consequences. In my opinion, we are less informed” (FG2, 

p.5). 

Education 

The second relevant tactic which has been detected is the importance of education towards domestic 

violence within the society. 

The participants highlighted two different perspectives towards the education: 

1. The importance of education for both the witness and the abused 

2. The failure of education to increase the right awareness 

According to the participants, education should represent a crucial tactic to teach the abused and the 

witness the way to react when experiencing violence. For instance, an Italian participant highlighted 
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“in relation to the witness, the communication should be related to the fact that you don’t have to 

stay in silence, (…) you have to talk with the abused. You have to do something. But, in my 

opinion, it is also important to educate the person who has to denounce, giving some ways to act” 

(FG2, p.19) or this Danish participants considered “making a commercial towards witnesses has 

something to do with educate people like “who should I actually contact?”” (FG1, p.18). The 

witness and the abused woman have to be aware about the potential means they can use. This Italian 

participant highlighted “It is important to give means to the witness and the abused woman, if no 

one tells them what they should do, it is unlikely to have any action.” (FG2, p.19). 

However, all the participants underlined the failure of the communication in delivering a proper 

education about domestic violence. The reason could be linked to one main reason. The role of the 

communication is to increase the awareness towards domestic violence and it is connected with the 

purpose to teach the citizens what domestic violence is. Indeed, as underlined in the section about 

the existing barriers, the unawareness related to the recognition of domestic violence and when to 

intervene is one of the detected barriers. From the perspectives of potential witnesses, the awareness 

related to the existence of this social issue is strong enough but it is not able to guarantee the right 

tools to move a step further and be able to recognize it and face it. The words of this Danish 

participant are significant “communication could be used to actually classify what is domestic 

abuse, even though we were all like “yeah, domestic violence is not ok” but what it is really?” 

(FG1, p.14). 

Marketing 

The participants did not consider the tactic of marketing as a potential effective way to intervene 

within a context of domestic violence. Their argument underlined that without an education, 

developing a marketing tactic would be ineffective. For instance an Italian participant underlined 

that “they can tell me to call, but I still cannot understand where is the limit between the moment in 

which I have to stay in silence and the moment in which I have to call” (FG2, p.20). Or another 

Danish participants considering an example: “if you see maybe somebody at work coming with 

bruises (…). You have seen this video (…). But then you think that it could not be the case. What 

should you do? You should call this number and say “I think my colleague may be abused?” (FG4, 

p.27). The same issue was underlined from the perspective of the abused woman. Indeed, a Danish 

participant underlined: “Let’s say a woman knows she is getting hit by a man or the other way 
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around. She sees a commercial, but she may be as scared as hell to go to the police, whatever, just 

to reach out for help.”(FG4, p.3). 

Thus, according to these perspectives, the tactic of marketing characterised by a communication 

requiring for an exchange (e.g. a call) could not be that effective without a strong intervention of 

education. Indeed, according to the participants the lack of awareness, could limit the potentiality of 

the marketing tactic. 

Considerations about tactics 

The insights obtained in this section are fundamental for many reasons. Firstly, the discussion about 

law and education underlined that both tactics are relevant for the abused and witness. However, it 

is also important to consider the limited influence of the concept of marketing during the discussion. 

This perspective underlined that education and law are crucial tactics, but the marketing one was 

not as relevant.  

Another important aspect is the lack of awareness on two levels for both countries. Indeed, the 

analysis underlined a strong unawareness about the presence of specific laws and the education 

about how to act in abusive situations. These insights represent a fundamental objective for 

communication. Indeed, it highlighted a lack within the society which needs to be filled. 

Third level: cultural approach to the communication strategy 

The last level is characterised by the strategic definition of  communication. The purpose of this 

section is to understand if being part of a specific culture determines a distinct approach towards 

domestic violence and, hence, to social marketing in this regard. The cultural perspective is 

important in order to understand if the communication strategy should be adapted to the culture or it 

would be possible to maintain a general approach across countries, just adapting the communication 

to the target of either abuser, abused and witness.  

Thus, the participants were asked to give their personal opinion about the statistics related to 

domestic violence in their home country. Denmark is characterised by an incidence of 32%, while 

Italy is characterised by an incidence of 19%. 
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Denmark 

The Danish participants had clear ideas about domestic violence in Denmark. As it turned out all 

participants underestimated the problem. Indeed, two participants considered “it definitely exists 

but you just may not hear that much about it because maybe it is not that common. If you say in 

percentage, how many are we? We are 6 million people in Denmark, 1-2% or something may 

experience domestic violence at home” (FG4, p.2) and “I don’t think in Denmark is too common 

but I know other countries where women get assaulted or abused by their partner” (FG4, p.3). These 

considerations highlight that the problem is not considered as a relevant problem within the society. 

However the participants subsequently tried to explain why domestic violence is underestimated in 

Denmark. 

Two reasons emerged from the discussion: 

1. A system which takes care of the citizens 

2. Domestic violence as a solved problem 

Denmark is considered as a welfare-oriented system. The Government is able to take care of the 

necessities of its citizens. The high level of well-being is taken for granted and there is the belief 

that the institutions themselves could be able to take care of domestic violence. For instance, a 

Danish participant considered “I think sometimes in Denmark you take it for granted because it is 

such a safe country right? So everyone is like “we just know domestic abuse is wrong” (FG1, p.6) 

and this approach underlines how the Danish participants considers the issue of domestic violence 

as evidently wrong and potentially solved. Another Danish participant underlined that “it is maybe a 

subject that we don’t really…we think “no, we got it. It is not a big issue in Denmark so we don’t 

need the awareness about it that much.””(FG4, p.3), which underlines the perception of domestic 

violence as a solved problem since Danish citizens know that domestic violence is wrong and they 

know a lot about it. To underline even better the perspective of the participants, it is useful to take 

into account two other points of view: “I think Denmark is moving very much away from like any 

hitting, (…) I don’t even think they would have any discussion in Denmark. I think it would be just 

no, this is not accepted” (FG4, p.10) and “this is the case of someone being abused but in general it 

is not something people talk about and also because Danish for me personally (…) seem like a 

population who are educated in these manners” (FG1, p.8). 

The participants were surprised to learn that the percentage of women who have been abused in 

Denmark is 32%, since women within the society have a favourable position. According to the 
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participants, women in Denmark are aware about their rights within the society. Thus, the 

justification linked to the high number of reported abuse was that Danish women may tend to 

overreact and to have a lower tolerance of injustices within a couple. For instance, two Danish 

participants considered “I think maybe the Danish are overreacting. I think Danish women are like - 

because we know our rights!” (FG4, p.12) and “Maybe in Denmark, we could have a low tolerance? 

Especially because we have this sense of equality”(FG1, p.20). Thus it is evident how the number is 

considered as the result of the high power of women within the society. 

Italy 

The Italian participants were characterised by high awareness towards domestic violence. Thus, the 

percentage of 19% of women being abused created surprise between participants. Indeed, they 

expected a potential higher number and the fact that “only” 19% of women were abused was 

perceived as an inaccuracy of the statistics. One of the participants underlined “they didn’t talk 

about the abuse because they are ashamed of it, because they are afraid of the consequences. How 

do you know it is not 2 or 3 out 5? Because (…) they don’t feel enough safe to talk about it” (FG3, 

p.4) or another participant “I think that if women reported it, the number would be doubled. It is just 

not declared” (FG1, p.9). 

The perceived presence of a higher incidence of domestic violence than the statistics report was said 

to be caused by: gender inequality. 

The disadvantaged position for women is seen as a precondition for domestic violence. According 

to one of the participants, “violence arises from the position of weakness of the individual, of the 

victim and this position is determined by the absence of the same rights for (…) these individuals” 

(FG3, p.4). The position of women in Italy is characterised by a strong gender inequality, which is 

due to an orientation of the society towards men. For instance one of the participants underlines the 

preponderance of a patriarchal system stating “in Italy we are under a sort of patriarchy, in Italy we 

are used to it. Even though women are strong (…), we are used to think the man is the individual 

who is doing the most in every situation. It is a men-oriented society and we are used to it” (FG2, 

p.2). This condition creates the expectancy of higher levels of domestic violence, due to the 

consideration of the woman as an inferior creature. According to the participants, women in Italy 

are characterised by a high level of objectification, which place them in a weak position within 

society. One of the participants considered that “if there is a culture where the woman is considered 

as an object, a man can do whatever he wants” (FG2, p.4). Thus, these perspectives determines the 
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creation of a negative attitude towards the issue. Indeed, the gender inequality and the consequent 

abuse are considered as an intrinsic and unchangeable part of the Italian society. 

Considerations about cultural differences 

The participants from the two countries underlined different perspectives towards domestic 

violence. Danish participants underestimated the presence of the issue within Denmark, indicating 

an evident lack of awareness. The main reason behind this underestimation was linked to the 

powerful position of woman in Danish society. 

On the contrary, Italian participants overestimated the presence of domestic violence. The reasons 

of these perspectives were linked to the idea that Italian women do not report the abusive condition. 

Furthermore, the presence of domestic violence was connected to the strong Italian gender 

inequality and this issue was seen as an insuperable problem. The idea of Italy as a system based on 

gender inequality (considered as the reason behind domestic violence) creates the attitude to 

consider domestic violence as a difficult to overcome and deeply-rooted issue. 

The perspectives from these two countries are significantly different and this represents an 

important insight in order to develop country-specific advertisings.  

Marketing communications and domestic violence 

The last step of the analysis is related to the consideration of existing advertisings (Appendix 3). 

The purpose is to understand if the existing social marketing campaigns consider the main steps of 

the creation of commercial advertisings. The decision to apply the commercial advertising structure 

relies on the assumption that the presence of a structure allows the advertising to be more 

comprehensible. For this reason, after every analysis, underlining any potential lack, the participants 

are giving their opinion about the advertising. The goal is to understand if the absence of a structure 

can allow the creation of an effective communication. 

Advertising n.1 – “La violenza non si cancella, fermati!” 

The first advert is from the Italian context and it has been realised by a non-profit organisation 

focused on the violence against women called SVS-Donna aiuta Donna, financed by the 

municipality of Milano in 2013. The title of the advert “la violenza non si cancella, fermati!” means 

“the violence cannot be deleted, stop yourself!”. 
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The identified target of this advert is the abuser, also considerable as offender. This consideration is 

based on two main argument. Firstly, the slogan used within the advertising is referred to the person 

committing the violence. Indeed, the advert is attempting to convince the abuser to stop himself 

whenever he wants to hit the partner. Secondly, the advert is focused on a man with a sign on his 

hand, which represents the sign of the violence. According to these aspects, it is evident that the 

abuser represents the focus of the communication. 

The second step of the analysis is determined by the identification of the benefit focus and it 

represents a more challenging stage. In this specific context, the nature of the benefit can be 

assumed in relation to the use of the wording “the violence cannot be deleted, stop yourself!”. The 

benefit focus is not connected to a tangible characteristic but the advertising is built around an 

emotion and it is assumable to be based on the attempt to exploit a negative motivation (e-  c). 

Indeed, the first part of the sentence (“the violence cannot be deleted”) represents the negative 

aspect linked to domestic violence, a sign which cannot be deleted. However, the following step 

should be characterised by the presence of the solution to the problem. The solution relies on “stop 

yourself” which does not give any tool to the abuser to solve the problem. In the last part of the 

advertising, under that sentence, there is a further advice “call”, which could be consider as a better 

solution to the first problem. However, there is not an actual connection between the idea that the 

violence cannot be deleted and the action of calling. 

In this specific advert, it is assumable that the objectives are related to increasing awareness and 

changing the behavioural intentions. More specifically, the aim could be defined as increasing the 

knowledge of the abusers about the potential tool that they can use to rehabilitate themselves, 

calling a specific number. In addition, it is assumable to consider as another objective the attempt to 

create a behavioural intention, characterised by the decision of the abuser to stop perpetrating the 

violence towards the partner and call the number. However, Donovan et Henley (2010) and Percy et 

Rosenbaum-Elliott (2012) consider the importance to create a positive attitude towards trying to 

change the negative behaviour and this objective is not achieved within the advert. Indeed, there is 

no intention to create a positive attitude about the potential behavioural change. No positive 

consequence is taken into account if the abuser decides to call the number. 

The last step to consider are creative tactics. The advert is divided in two parts developed 

simultaneously. The first one is characterised by the description of a normal day for the man who is 

an abuser. The second one is the memory of the violence towards his partner. The second section is 
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blurry in order to highlighted that is a past circumstance. The connection between these two flows is 

the sign of the hand of the man. He carries this sign, an evident metaphor of the violence, 

everywhere all day. This sign represents a warning since the violence towards a partner will never 

be deleted. 

Even though it is evident that the appeal taken into account is negative, it is impossible to clearly 

understand if the appeal should be fear, considering that the abuser faces the consequences of his 

action, or guilt, since he lives with the moral consequences of his actions. The negative appeal is 

carried throughout the advertising with the use of dark colours and incessant gloomy music. 

Unfortunately, the advertising does not help to trigger the memory since the showed numbers are 

too many and too long, which determine an evident difficulty for an individual to remember them. 

Considerations of the participants 

The participants defined one main doubt about this advert.  The main doubt was related to the 

absence of clarity of the number the abuser should call. Indeed, there is no explanation related to the 

actual receiver of the call, which could decrease the already low likelihood of a call from the 

abuser. As a participant highlighted “the – call – part was only a small part of the advertising and 

the numbers were just so difficult to remember” (FG3, p.28). 

These considerations underlined doubts about the use of creative tactics, the choice of the target and 

the solution to the problem given during the advertising. The presence of doubts about the solution 

used are in line with the absence of a clear benefit focus. Indeed, this advert is characterised by a 

significant absence, the benefit. The problem is linked to the presence of an indelible sign, but there 

is not a real solution. The number is not explained, thus there is not any possibility to understand if 

the number is the real solution. This absence represents a big lack in the structure which could be 

avoided if a clear structure of advertising creation was respected. 

Advertising n.2 – “Dalle uno schiaffo!” 

The second advertising is also from the Italian context and it has been realised by a website 

(Fanpage.it) and posted in 2014. The title of the advertising “Dalle uno schiaffo!” means “Give her 

a slap!”. 

The advert does not give any information about the potential target of the communication. Thus, it 

is possible that a specific target was not established. The target may be the general audience in order 
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to have a broader appeal on the society. The purpose may have been related to the attempt to reach 

as many people as possible. 

The benefit focus is again linked to the creation of an emotion (e+) from watching the reactions of 

the children when someone asks them to slap a girl. The slogan of the advert is connected to how 

the children’s world is characterised by the absence of violence towards women. 

The presence of children, a joyful soundtrack, a positive environment are able to create positive 

feelings towards the audience. Also the slogan “in children’s world, there is no violence” aims to 

create a positive attitude towards the issue. However, the advert lacks in creating a connection 

between this positive feeling and the presence of violence towards women during the adulthood. 

The positive attitude remains linked to the specific advert and its characteristics, without being able 

to connect with the actual issue. 

It is assumable that both awareness and attitude are taken into account as, firstly, the advertising is 

created to increase society’s awareness towards the violence against women and, secondly, this 

awareness is attempted to be reached through the creation of a positive attitude towards the 

problem. The positive attitude is defined by trying to underline that everyone has been a child in the 

past and the violence towards women is something children cannot understand. However, in 

addition to this positive perspective, there is not a step further which links to potential behavioural 

change. Thus, the advertising gives the feeling that something is missing, since there is an absence 

of a reference to the negative behaviour and the possibility to change it. 

It is evident how the used appeal is completely different from the previous one. Indeed, the appeal 

is positive and this positivity is used to underline that the violence exists. According to the number 

of views of the video, it is assumable that it was able to reach an high amount of individuals. The 

choice to use children as actors, who refused to slap a girl because it is wrong could be able to 

create a positive attitude towards the situation itself. Moreover, the use of a joyful soundtrack is in 

line with the positive atmosphere developed throughout the advertising and the decision to use as a 

slogan the words of a child maintains the light perception of the communication. 

Considerations of the participants 

The Italian participants underlined how the Italian perspective about the position of the woman in 

the country was evident. An interesting observation came out during the focus groups “it is very 

nice, we can share it, but it is so Italian. There are only men who talk, the violence is only towards 
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women, the girl just stands there, still, cute and good-looking without saying a word during the 

whole video” (FG3, p.24). Thus, even though the message is positive, the cultural perspective 

changes the point of view and the attention is moved to the position of the woman within the 

society, no more towards the issue itself. 

It is thus important to consider that the strategic creation of the advertising needs to respect cultural 

features. In this case, the cultural aspect ruined the attitude towards the advert, thus it is assumable 

that a good linkage to the cultural background could improve the effectiveness of the advert. 

Advertising n.3 – “Violenza domestica” 

The third and last Italian advert has been created by the Ministry for Equal Opportunities and it has 

been posted in 2010. The focus of the advert is the general concept of domestic violence. 

It is assumable that the focus of the advert is towards women (demographic) who are abused 

(mentally, physically and verbally) and who live their lives in silence scared by their abusers 

(psychographic). However, in this specific advertising, it is difficult to segment using the 

perspective of Percy et Rosenbaum-Elliott (2012) which is specifically developed for the social 

marketing context and consider the amount of times that the individual has undertaken the negative 

behaviour (p.303). Indeed, the target focus is on women who experienced intimate partner abuse 

and, thus, not personally undertaking the negative behaviour. 

The perspective towards the benefit focus is clearly expressed in the final sentence which states “it 

is time to react, every day, every hour, a woman is victim of violence, call 1522, I did it!”. The 

advert is focused on the presentation of a problem (domestic violence in Italy), through the 

consideration of statistics and direct experiences. The expression of the problem is followed by the 

solution (e-c) which is determined by the opportunity to call a number in order to receive help. 

Furthermore, the advert is able to underline the fact that abused women are not alone, showing the 

sentence “You are not alone”. The advert exploits a negative motivation, characterised by the 

presence of a problem (being abused by a partner) and the expression of a potential solution (call a 

number). 

The assumed considered objectives are both awareness and attitude and, additionally, behavioural 

intentions.  In this specific advert, awareness needs to be raised in order to increase the knowledge 

of the abused about the possibility to call a specific number to receive help. Additionally, a positive 

attitude is evoked using the sentences “I did it!” and “You are not alone”, which want to create a 
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positive perception towards the number to call since someone else did it before. In this way, a 

woman does not consider herself as the only one in that condition. Furthermore, another objective is 

the creation of behavioural intentions stating “call 1522”. In this way, the goal of the 

communication is to induce the abused women to break the silence and call in order to receive help 

by the institutions. 

This communication is divided into 3 parts. The first part is focused on the list of several statistics 

and numbers referring to domestic violence in Italy. The number of statistics considered is high, 

thus this could lower the likelihood to actually remember the most important information. The 

second part is focused on the real experiences of abused women and the final section is created to 

send a message of hope, considering that it is possible to escape from that situation. 

The first and the second parts are mainly developed on the use of words and a voice-off reading the 

information. The choice of colours and the tone of the voices are dark even though it would not be 

correct to say that the appeal is negative. Indeed, the advertising tends to appeal more towards the 

information than the emotional aspect. The chosen colours, black and yellow, are used to trigger the 

memory since they represent the colours of the logo for the phone number to call. The last part is 

characterised by a potentially more positive appeal that creates a positive attitude towards the 

possibility to call the number and break the silence. 

Considerations of the participants 

The last advert was characterised by positive considerations about the importance of the statistics 

but also the importance of the stories of the victims. 

This advert represents the most structured within the chosen ones. The participants evaluated it in a 

positive way, thanks the clear explanation of the problem and the consequent clear explanation of 

the solution for the abused women. Thus, it is assumable that the presence of a clear structure make 

the communication more understandable and potentially more effective. 

Advertising n.4 – Vold mod Kvinder 

The following analysis is related to the first advertising within the Danish context and it has been 

created by the Ministry for Integration in 2008. The general topic is the presence of domestic 

violence towards women. 
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Due to the reference to the man in the final sentence, stating “Be a man, say no to violence against 

women”, it is assumable that the target of this advertising are men (demographic) who have been 

involved in violent episodes towards a partner and, thus, have a violent attitude (psychological). 

More specifically, the target of the communication are the offenders, who are the individuals 

familiar with the negative behaviour and the most involved in the issue. 

The benefit focus of the advertising is difficult to identify since the attempt of the advertising is 

based on the exploitation of negative motivation, but the presence of the problem and a consequent 

solution is unclear. Indeed, the main focus is linked to the necessity for the abused woman to create 

excuses about her injuries, for instance saying that she fell down the stairs to cover the partner 

abuse. In relation to that, the man should reject the violence calling a specific number. However, 

there is not a specific benefit linked to the call and, at the same time, there is no apparent 

connection between the presence of woman’s excuses and the necessity for a man to say no to the 

violence. The call does not represent the solution to any problem and the purpose of that line is not 

properly expressed. It is thus assumable that this advertising does not have a clear benefit focus. 

The only evident objective that is shown is awareness. After all, it is assumable that the advertising 

has been created to increase awareness towards the existence of people who make up excuses about 

the violence they experienced. Furthermore, a potential objective related to the awareness is to 

highlight the presence of a number that people can call. Even though, the communication is not able 

to explain the purpose of the number, it is evident how the presence of the number represents an 

important point within the advertising. 

The used appeal is evidently negative, with no space for positive feelings, as redemption or hope. 

The dark colours underline the use of a negative perspective, but it is not evident what kind of 

specific appeal has been used to build the advertising. This difficulty is probably linked to the 

absence of a clear target audience, since a different focus on different targets would determine the 

necessity to exploit different emotions, such as shock for witnesses or guilt for abusers. 

Moreover, the wording choice respects the necessity to be between 6 and 8 words in order to trigger 

the attention of the audience (Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliott, 2012, p.265). 

Considerations of participants 

The participants in the Danish groups focused their discussions on one main aspect. The 

consideration that the target of the advertising was unclear and it was difficult to understand to 
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whom the communication was addressed. One of the participants underlined that “the problem is 

maybe that if none of us can determine who the target is, do we feel we are the target? Like we are 

just looking at it “who is this message for?” then it is not really working” (FG4, p.27), since it was 

difficult to understand the target due to the choice of the wording “Be a man”, which could have 

referred to anyone. 

These considerations are a support to the perspective that the presence of a clear structure to follow 

could help in building a more effective communication, with a defined target. 

Advertising n.5 – Giv vold mod kvinder det røde kort 

The last advertising taken into account during the focus groups was related to the Danish context 

and it was an advertising created in occasion of a football match organised to support the cause of 

abused women. The advertising was created by Landsorganisationen af Kvindekrisecentre and the 

Ministry of Equality in 2012. This advertising represents a particular type of communication, since 

it is connected to a bigger strategy related to the presence of an event for the specific cause. 

It is assumable that the main target for the advertising belongs to the masculine gender, due to the 

strong existing connection between the football world and men. The target cannot be defined more 

specifically due to the absence of more information. However, the decision not to define a more 

specific target for the communication is comprehensible and potentially connected with the reasons 

why this advertising was born. This advertising is the only one, between the ones taken into 

consideration during this analysis, that is connected with another event organised about domestic 

abuse. Thus, it is likely that the primary goal was not the definition of a specific target, but the 

attempt to reach the greatest amount of individuals. 

The second step that has to be considered when analysing an advertising is the definition of the 

benefit focus. The benefit of this communication is not characterised by being an emotion, as in the 

majority of the others. The benefit focus is developed on the explanation of subjective attribute of 

an event. In this specific context, the two sports men do not want to drive the attention towards the 

concept of domestic violence and the impact of this issue on the society, trying to trigger an 

emotion. The benefit focus is established considering the presence of an event against domestic 

violence. Thus, it is assumable that the benefit is linked to the necessity to draw the attention of the 

audience towards an attribute (a), which relies on the presence of an event organised by a football 

team and an handball team in this specific occasion. 
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The main objective can be related to the awareness of the event itself. Indeed, the purpose of the 

advertising is to increase the awareness of the society towards the presence of an event, organised to 

raise money for abused women. The creation of this event is able to increase the general attention of 

the individuals towards this social issue and this attempt is underlined by the connection of the 

advertising with social media world. Indeed, there is an explicit invite to join through Facebook and 

this consideration highlighted how the purpose of the advertising and the event is to create a 

spotlight on domestic violence as a social issue. 

Moreover, the presence of two athletes from different types of sport was taken into account to 

increase the positive attitude towards the issue, underlining the fact that also celebrities care about 

the issue. However, this objective is a consequence of the necessity to increase the awareness. 

Indeed, organising an event about domestic abuse with the presence of several popular athletes is 

evidently developed to increase the attention of the general public. Hence, the positive attitude 

linked to the presence of those players is a consequence of the necessity to increase the awareness. 

The decision to start the advertising underlining the number of women who have been abused by 

their husbands or partners wants to clearly highlight the importance of the issue and to increase the 

knowledge about the importance within the society. 

The second main characteristic which defines this advertising is the presence of handball and 

football athletes which can be categorised as celebrity within a specific context. The consideration 

of two important athletes within the sport environment guarantees the visibility thanks to their 

position. 

Considerations of the participants 

The aspect which both the focus groups shared was the inability of the players to deliver a message, 

since they are not personally involved with the issue. For instance, one of the participants 

underlined the importance of delivering the right message using the right people stating “we don’t 

want to see blood nor we want to see bruises or something like that but a message that gets to 

people, a message” (FG1, p.18) . The perspectives of the participants underlined the lack of impact 

of the advertising due to the use of celebrities. This specific tactic tends to reduce the perceived 

seriousness of the issue itself. 
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Considerations about the advertising strategy 

The analysis of existing advertising was important for the further discussion. The existing 

advertisings are characterised by a low focus on the structure of the communication. Indeed, this 

section allowed the comprehension that structured advertisings are received more favourable by the 

audience. Furthermore, the participants’ opinions highlighted the importance of the cultural 

background in the judgement of the value of a movie, which represents an excellent support for the 

necessity to have culturally-embedded advertisings. 

This overall analysis creates the possibility to improve the effectiveness of the social marketing 

advertisings using the structure for commercial advertisings. Additionally, it guaranteed the 

presence of several insights able to support the creation of country-specific advertisings. 
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5. DISCUSSION 

The following section discusses the insights obtained through the analysis. The purpose is to 

organise the insights in coherent concepts which could further the social marketing literature and 

help social marketing managers. Additionally, the concepts developed in this section provide 

answers to the research question and sub-question. Indeed, the perspective of young adults towards 

domestic violence (research question) is able to develop new horizons for the literature and the 

managerial perspective (sub-question). 

The following discussion is divided into two parts: implications for scholarship and managerial 

implications. This division follows the rationale behind the division of the analysis (fig.1). The 

findings related to the first and the second level of the analysis are taken into consideration in 

regards to the scholarly implications. The insights obtained in the analysis are used to understand if 

the social marketing strategy may be built in different ways according to different targets. Thus, the 

purpose is to categorize the findings in a rational way, in relation to the importance that these 

variables have for the two targets considered, witnesses and abused women. 

The second part of the discussion refers to the insights obtained at the third level, in relation to 

strategic advertising creation. The purpose is to recommend the use of a clear structure within social 

marketing campaigns, in order to obtain more effective communications. This part uses as a starting 

point the structure for the creation of commercial advertisings. Additionally, the discussion aims to 

provide an example of the use of the structure in the Danish and Italian context. 

It is necessary to underline again that the abductive nature of this study defines a discussion based 

on the best explanation of the insights obtained during the analysis. 

 

Fig.1- division of the discussion 
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5.1. Implications for scholarship 

Social marketing attempts to understand the best approaches to guarantee a behavioural change. 

This work has been created on the assumption that the main part of social marketing strategies is 

addressed to individuals encouraging them to limit or stop a negative behaviour (e.g. smoking or 

not wearing the seatbelts). 

However, this perspective can mostly be considered as valuable if there are only two variables in 

the context. Unfortunately, the field of social marketing has to deal with situations where there is 

not only one variable connected to the negative behaviour. An example of this is domestic violence 

which is characterised by the presence of three different perspectives which are connected: the 

abuser, the abused and the witness. The main mistake is defined by the attempt of social marketers 

to consider domestic violence as an usual negative behaviour. As observed in the analysis, an 

example of this tendency within the field is defined by the creation of several advertisings 

considering the abuser as a target, suggesting to stop himself from being abusive and violent. This 

suggestion tends to consider the abuser as a smoker who needs to stop the negative behaviour. This 

perspective represents a potentially limiting focus of the intervention within the context of domestic 

violence. Indeed, the stakeholders are several and social marketing strategies should be created to 

consider not only the individual who commits the negative behaviour but also the other stakeholders 

(as the abused and the potential witness) (Fig.2). 

 

Fig.2 Stakeholders within domestic violence 

This perspective towards social marketing represents a broader vision of the stakeholders within 

intimate-partner violence. The complexity lies on the presence of a negative behaviour connecting 

two people in their private sphere (the abuser and the abused) and influencing a third person (the 

witness). Thus, social marketing needs to develop strategies taking into consideration the delicate 
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environment where domestic violence takes place. The context needs to be evaluated in order to 

understand how social marketing strategy can be influenced by the presence of different people 

within the same social issue. In order to understand this perspective, it is important to take into 

account two different kinds of variables: the ones which are relevant in the creation of the strategy 

(i.e. the insights on which the strategy is built) and the ones which determine the social marketing 

tactics (i.e. the ways to make a strategy effective). The first category takes into account the 

organisation developed by Kotler et Lee (2008) where the necessary variables to create a strategy 

are barriers, benefits, the role of others, competition (p.189). On the other hand, the concept of 

tactics is based on the categorisation created by Rothschild (1999) which considered the crucial 

presence of law, education and marketing, means used to implement effectively the strategy (p.25). 

The perspective developed by Kotler et Lee (2008) represent an excellent summary of the specific 

studies undertaken within social marketing field aiming to understand the variables influencing 

individuals’ behaviour. For instance, Kotler et al. (2002) deeply studied the concept of competition 

or Goldberg (1995) studied the concept of benefit. Kotler et Lee (2008) created a connection 

between all these studies. On the contrary, Rothschild (1999) developed this framework, giving a 

more complete perspective about the potential forces which can support a social marketing strategy.   

At the beginning, this work wanted to highlight the influence that different targets have on the 

definition of the social marketing strategy and tactics (e.g. for the witness the variable of barriers 

may be less important due the different connection with the situation). However, according to the 

participants’ perspectives, this assumption could be valid only in relation to the variables linked to 

the social marketing strategy, i.e. barriers, competition, benefits and influential others. Indeed, the 

analysis underlined a tendency of the participants to consider the tactics of law and education as 

important for both the witness and the abused. Their perspective did not consider the possibility that 

certain tactics may have been more important for the abused than the witness. Furthermore, the 

participants define the marketing tactic as less relevant if there is not a prior focus on the law and 

education. The abductive structure of this thesis allowed the researcher to develop a potential 

explanation. The analysis underlined the presence of several lacks in terms of awareness towards 

domestic violence. Plus, the participants highlighted the importance of receiving a proper education 

in relation to the identification of domestic violence. Thus, instead of focusing efforts in trying to 

convince individuals to undertake an action (e.g. call a specific number), it is more important to 

create a stable knowledge about domestic violence (education). 
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Thus, summarising, this thesis considers that the characteristics of the targets involved in the 

negative behaviour influence the variables of the social marketing strategy (i.e. benefit, competition, 

barriers and influential others). While, the characteristics of the social issue influence the social 

marketing tactics (i.e. law, education and marketing). 

 

Fig.3 Table defining the importance of social marketing’s variables for different targets 

The previous table (fig.3) summarises the relevance of the variables of the social marketing strategy 

and the social marketing tactics for two different perspectives on domestic violence: the witness and 

the abused. It represents a summary of the perspectives that the young adults, participating in the 

focus group, highlighted. The use of +/- is required in order to underline the aspects which are more 

relevant for each target according to the literature and the previous analysis. 

The analysis highlighted that the targets of the abused and of the witness give different evaluations 

to the importance of the variables that define the social marketing strategy. Thus, it is important to 

establish a comparison between these stakeholders in every variable. 

The first variable taken into account is the barriers. As showed in the table (fig.3), the relevance of 

this variable is higher for the abused. Reisenhofer et Taft (2013) underlined how the numbers of 

barriers that limit the possibility for a woman to act against the abusive partner are linked to several 

aspects of her life, which can be reconnected to the economic sphere, sphere of affection and 

physical sphere (p.540). Thus, for instance, the finances, the presence of children, the degree of 

violence and the employment determine a higher or lower likelihood for a woman to actually face 

up to the abuser. 

According to the analysis, the witness also faces a high number of barriers that reduce the 

likelihood of an intervention. However, the lower involvement within the violent situation 

determines a lower impact of the barriers on the everyday life of the witness. Indeed, the witness 

could experience episodes of domestic violence in the street or if he/she personally knows the 

abused individual. It is thus evident that the witness has the role of observer of domestic abuse. This 

defines the individual as involved in domestic abuse (therefore a potential target for social 

marketing), but, at the same time, less touched than the abused by the violent situation. 

Social marketing goals

Objectives Barriers Competition Benefits Influencial others Law Education Marketing

Abused Escape from the abusive context ++ + + ++ ++ ++ -

Witness Limit the negative behaviour + - - ++ ++ ++ -

Social marketing strategy Social marketing tactics
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The second variable taken into consideration is the role of the benefit. The concept of benefit within 

social marketing is based on the approach to the negative behaviour by a single individual. For 

instance, the benefits are used to encourage the change of individual behaviour, as reducing 

smoking or wearing seatbelt (Goldberg, 1995, p.351). Thus, the basic concept of benefit in social 

marketing is based on the self-interest, since the behavioural change is undertaken if it is possible to 

obtain something in return (Rothschild, 1999, p.26). Indeed, the main reason why individuals 

decide to change their behaviour is linked to an evaluation of the possibility to maximise the 

benefits and minimize the perceived costs (Goldberg, 1995, p.350). 

This perspective represents the starting point of every social marketing strategy. However, this is a 

concept of benefit which is difficult to highlight in all the individuals influenced by domestic 

violence, especially not for the role of the witness. Indeed, the previous analysis underlined how the 

motivation behind an intervention when witnessing a domestic abuse is not linked to a personal 

interest, but more to the personal intention to help another individual. On the one hand, the benefits 

for the abused are connected to self-interest, attempting to find a solution to her problems. On the 

other hand, the benefits for the witness are not related to self-interest, since he/she decides to 

intervene in a context which directly influences someone else. 

The third variable considered is the influence of others. The analysis underlined how the abused 

woman and the witness are influenced by the presence of other people around. However, this 

influence is developed in two different ways. The abused woman is influenced by the social context 

where she lives. The dynamics within the family are influenced by the community, which stands 

like a judge over the abused woman. The community is not seen as a positive variable and, thus, the 

influence of others is seen as a negative aspect that inhibit the potential reaction to an abusive 

condition. This factor emerged mainly in the Italian context, strongly focused on the role of the 

family in connection with domestic abuse. 

On the other hand, the support of other individuals increases the likelihood of the intervention for 

the witness. Thus, the influence of the “group” is not negative as for the abused. It is indeed the 

source of higher possibilities to intervene when experiencing a violence. The influence of the 

“others” within the decisions of the individual is not a new concept within the literature. Fishbein et 

Ajzen (1975) argued that the judgement of others is able to increase or reduce the likelihood of 

behaviour. Indeed, the individual decides to undertake a behaviour in relation to the possibility to be 

endorsed by the other people around (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975, p.218-222). 
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The fourth and last variable is determined by the role of competition. The analysis highlighted the 

presence of routine-related competition (Kotler et al., 2002, p.174) concerning the figure of the 

abused. Indeed, the creation of a stable routine with the abuser may reduce the likelihood of a 

behavioural change, according to the perspectives of the participants. On the other hand, the 

competition variable has a lower importance for the figure of the witness. Indeed, as already 

underlined for the benefit, the intervention is driven by the instinct. Thus, domestic violence is not 

seen by the witness as routine-related. The participants considered this experience as something 

which breaks the routine and requires an instinctive reaction. 

According to what has been presented above, the four perspectives (benefit, barrier, competition 

and influential others) considered by Kotler et Lee (2008) change their importance according to the 

role of the individual within the negative behaviour. Thus, the presence of several stakeholders 

within the negative behaviour requires a more in-depth study in order to understand their 

characteristics.  

The second aspect that has been taken into account according to the table are the tactics 

(Rothschild, 1999, p.25). The term tactic identifies the ways in which the strategy can be supported. 

Moreover, according to the analysis, the tactics are influenced by the characteristics of the social 

issue, more than the presence of various targets.  

Rothschild (1999) developed a framework based on the necessity of using three different tactics 

within the social marketing context (marketing, law and education) in order to obtain the most 

successful social marketing strategy (p.25). 

The analysis underlined that the main focus for social marketing within the field of domestic 

violence should be on education and law. On the other hand, the variable of marketing, designed to 

create an exchange between two parts, has not been considered as relevant. The potential 

explanation has been developed above, considering the actual awareness towards all the features 

characterising domestic violence. The participants focused on the importance of the law and the 

education. On the other hand, the concept of marketing requires an action between the abused or the 

witness calling a number or contacting an organisation. This aspect needs to follow the education, 

since without education, the likelihood of a real action towards an organisation is low. 

The participants in the focus groups underlined that education and law are the main tactics that need 

to be used in order to increase the awareness of the society towards domestic violence. Plus, these 

two tactics represent a relevant aspect for both the abused and the witness. 
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The tactic of education aims to increase the awareness towards a specific issue (Rothschild, 1999, 

p.25). The analysis underlined that the interviewed young adults considered education towards 

domestic violence as fundamental for both the witness and the abused. However, the analysis 

highlighted the actual failure educating the public about the issue. Indeed, the education tactic is 

mainly focused on underlining that domestic violence exists. This perspective limits the educational 

level, since the witness and the abused are not able to move a step further. For instance, these 

individuals are educated about the presence of domestic violence within society, but they are not 

educated about their role in this issue. 

Concerning the tactic of law, the analysis underlined its importance in relation to the development 

of an effective social marketing strategy for both the witness and the abused. Indeed, a higher 

likelihood to react in a potential abusive situation is linked to the coercive power of the law. Indeed, 

the analysis underlined that the awareness towards the presence of a support from the law is able to 

increase the likelihood of a behavioural change. Thus, the individuals need to increase their 

knowledge about the back-up support of the law system that both Danish and Italian Governments 

guarantee in the penal code. In this way, the intervention and the behavioural change would be more 

likely. 

According to the analysis and the perspective of the participants, it is thus assumable that the 

definition of the right tactics for an effective social marketing strategy is connected with the 

knowledge that the target has about the issue. Indeed, the marketing tactic would be inefficient for 

domestic violence without a previous focus on the education and law. Indeed, the analysis 

demonstrated a general unawareness towards the characteristics of domestic violence, how to 

recognize it, when to intervene. Thus, developing a communication with the purpose of obtaining a 

specific action (e.g. call this number, save yourself) would be less effective without previous focus 

on the education and law. 

From the perspectives given above, it is assumable that the effectiveness of the strategy is not only 

based on the right analysis of all the variables which characterise the theoretical background of 

social marketing. There is a strong connection between the importance of the variables and the 

target for the social marketing strategy and the social issue itself. The actually established 

theoretical background is mostly based on the presence of an individual engaging in a negative 

behaviour who is able to change it after a rational analysis of the connected benefits. It represents a 

simplification of the actual complexity of the human being and the different social issues. Indeed, 
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the field of social marketing covers a broad spectrum of social problems, which are characterised by 

the presence of several individuals influenced by negative behaviours in different ways. 

5.2. Managerial implications 

The participants interviewed considered that the existing communication is not effective enough. 

Plus, the analysis highlighted that the perceived ineffectiveness of the existing advertisings was 

related to the lack of a clear structure with specific objectives. Thus, this section aims to develop a 

structure, adapted from the framework used for commercial advertisings (Percy and Rosenbaum-

Elliott, 2012, p.79), in order to increase the clarity of social marketing advertisings’ structure. 

Furthermore, the analysis highlighted important differences in the approach towards domestic 

violence of the Danish and Italian participants. Thus, an example of the use of this structure will be 

developed in the Danish and Italian context. 

Donovan et Henley (2008) considered how the creation of advertisings for social issues is a 

different concept from creating advertisings with a focus on brands (p.330), however, the actual 

advertising related to domestic violence misses the coherence that characterises commercial 

communication. Indeed, Percy et Rosenbaum-Elliott (2012) developed a complete study about 

commercial advertising which allows companies to follow specific steps in order to create a 

potentially effective communication. To summarise, the five steps taken into account for the 

creation of a commercial advertising are the selection of the target, how the target makes decisions 

in the category, the positioning in relation to the benefit, creation of a communication strategy 

based on specific objectives and a media strategy (Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliott, 2012, p.79). 

 

Fig.4 Potential steps for the creation a social marketing advertising adapted from Percy et 

Rosenbaum-Elliott (2012) 
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Thus, the following section is dedicated to the adaptation of each step considered by Percy et 

Rosenbaum-Elliott (2012) in social marketing advertisings, with the exception of the media strategy 

which does not represent a focus for this work. However, it is necessary to consider the possibility 

to adapt the structure identified above with characteristics of social marketing. The result is given in 

the figure below (Fig.4). 

The first step to take into account in the creation of the commercial advertisings is the definition of 

the target, which is the segment of the society to which the communication is addressed according 

to its attractiveness (De Pelsmacker et al., 2010, p.122). As already mentioned, Percy et 

Rosenbaum-Elliott (2012) considered that the most used way to target within social marketing is 

related to the level of involvement in the undesirable behaviour, considering the conformers, the 

vacillators and the offenders. This creates an enormous limitation in the consideration of the people 

which are only indirectly influenced by the negative behaviour (as the witness or the abused), thus it 

would be necessary to segment the social marketing target in a different way, using as a starting 

point the more general system of the commercial advertising of Antonides et Van Raaij (1998). 

Social marketing could indeed focus on segmentation at general level (demographics, lifestyle and 

psychographics) and domain-specific (considering attitudes and decision-making processes). In this 

way, the advertising could be more specific and addressed to a recognizable target. Furthermore, the 

analysis underlined a limited perspective in relation to the targeting towards domestic violence. 

Indeed, the main focus remains the abuser and secondarily the abused.  

The second step is related to the identification of how the target makes decisions in the category. 

According to the analysis and the structure of social marketing, this stage should be slightly adapted 

to the social marketing perspective considering “why the witness is not intervening?” more than 

“how do the target behave in the category?”. To better explain, a strong focus should be on the 

barriers which limit the actual intervention or the behavioural change of the witness or the abused 

individual, since as soon as the barriers are identified, there is a higher likelihood to give precise 

solutions to the issue. The barriers used in the creation of a social advertising strategy can be 

culturally embedded. This is one of the two categories where the analysis identified the different 

perspectives of the Danish and the Italian participants (this difference will be analysed in the 

following section). The identification of barriers which are country specific is crucial. Indeed, the 

knowledge of a specific and recognizable barrier within a country could improve the effectiveness 

of the communication itself. It could create a bond between the issue and the society. 
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The third stage taken into account is the identification of the benefit. Percy et Rosenbaum-Elliott 

(2012) develop the definition of the benefit around the type of motivation that drives the purchase 

intention (p.161). In the context of domestic violence, the perspective used towards motivation 

within the commercial advertising needs to be adjusted. Indeed, the analysis underlined that the 

participants consider more effective the presence of the problem at the beginning, with a consequent 

hope or solution. From their perspective, the biggest benefit could rely on the possibility to actually 

help another individual solving the issue. For instance, the analysis underlined a low trust in the 

system of justice. It is thus evident that the desire relies on the attempt to actually be useful and not 

be obstructed by the system. 

Percy et Rosenbaum-Elliott (2012) developed their strategy linked to the benefit focus in relation to 

the presence of a negative emotion solved by a subjective characteristic of the brand (e-  c). 

However, the analysis underlined that the witness and the abused need real solutions and objective 

truths. Thus, in the social marketing context, it would be necessary to underline the presence of a 

problem which creates a negative emotion (e-) and the advertising should guarantee the presence of 

an objective solution, not subjective as for the commercial advertising (oc). 

The focus on objective characteristics able to support against domestic violence relies on the 

attempt to give hope to people. The objective solution  needs to be explained in order to support the 

target and make it feel more secure. 

In Percy et Rosenbaum-Elliott’s approach (2012), the fourth step that needs to be fulfilled is the 

definition of the objectives. According to the analysis, the most important objectives for social 

marketing are awareness and attitude. The communication should be built on the creation of both 

awareness and positive attitude (Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliott, 2012, p.173). However, in social 

marketing contexts, the tendency is defined by the presence of only one objective. The objectives, 

in addition to the barriers, are considered as culturally embedded. Indeed, the perceived knowledge 

and the attitude towards domestic violence can change in different countries. For instance, the 

analysis underlined how different the perspectives towards the issue between Italian and Danish 

participants were. Thus, the aim for the communication should be linked to concentrate on the 

actual gap of knowledge within the society. 

The last perspective that is important to consider in order to define an advertising strategy is the use 

of specific creative tactics. The tendency expressed by the majority of the analysed adverts is 

related to the use of a gloomy and dark perspective to underline the negativity and the importance 
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of the social issue. According to the analysis, the focus on the use of aspects that underlines the 

seriousness of domestic violence is not something that needs to be avoided. However, as underlined 

above, an important feature highlighted during the analysis was the necessity to give a solution 

supported by real experiences. Thus, the advertising creative tactic should follow this attitude, 

implementing a sort of emotional climax which underlines the presence of hope. Hastings et Webb 

(2004) argued against the use of negative appeals, not deemed as effective as the use of positive 

appeals within social marketing (p.976). However, the analysis observed that the negative appeal is 

necessary in order not to lose the perception of seriousness of the issue, but at the same time, it is 

necessary to demonstrate that there are solutions for those who experienced domestic abuse, directly 

and indirectly. 

Potential applications 

The following section uses the structure presented above in the Italian and Danish context. The 

purpose is defined by the understanding in which stages is possible to create more specific 

advertisings related to the culture (Fig.5). Indeed, Percy et Rosenbaum-Elliott (2012) consider that 

an advertising is more effective when it goes “local”, since it is able to create a higher emotional 

involvement (p.50). 

 

Fig.5 – Stages influenced by the culture 

The aspects which are going to be taken into consideration are related to the differences detected 

between Italian and Danish participants in their attitude towards domestic violence. The purpose is 

not to create a new advertising using the gained insights for the Italian and Danish context. The 

main goal is determined by highlighting how the insights could be used to create different kinds of 
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advertisings and to underline the importance of the culture within the communication. Both 

perspectives are going to be linked to the target of the witness, because of the absence of first-hand 

information in relation to the barriers for an abused woman. 

According to the analysis, the stages potentially characterised by the strongest influence of the 

culture are the definition of the barriers and the objectives.  

Italian perspective 

The cultural background represents an enormous baggage of the individual which can be used by 

social marketers to make more effective campaigns (Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliott, 2012, p.50). 

The analysis underlined that the concept of family within the Italian context represents an important 

barrier. Indeed, several participants considered that the decision to intervene within an abusive 

situation inside the family would be difficult. The decision to talk about an abuse internal to the 

family would ruin the dynamics of the family itself and its reputation within the community. Thus, 

advertising related to domestic violence should identify the concept of family seen as a burden and 

a barrier. The advertising should tend to focus the attention on the presence of this negative 

perspective of the family within the Italian society. Indeed, since it represented a strong perceived 

barrier for the participants, it could be a strong appeal in relation to the cultural background. Thus, 

according to the structure previously explained, this barrier should be used as problem focus and the 

social marketer should find an objective solution to the problem. 

The second aspect which is important to take into account in the Italian context is the suggested 

objective of a potential advertising. The analysis underlined that the Italian participants are highly 

aware of the impact of the problem on society. However, this awareness was followed by the 

propensity to consider domestic violence as a consequence of the strong gender inequality in Italy, 

linked to the presence of a patriarchal system. The concept of patriarchal system was studied by 

Walby (1989) and it is seen as a source of a strong sense of inequality between men and women 

(p.214). However, the advertising needs to underline that gender inequality is not a good reason not 

to fight against domestic violence. Thus, the objective of the advertising should be focused on the 

creation of a positive attitude, underlining that domestic violence is not an insuperable issue due to 

the masculine Italian society. The positive attitude could be enhanced with the focus on women who 

were successful in their fight against domestic violence. 
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Danish perspective 

The analysis underlined that the Danish culture presents different characteristics in comparison with 

the Italian culture. Thus, it is crucial to build a social advertising strategy considering the cultural 

background. 

The analysis observed the presence of a specific barrier in Denmark. Indeed, Danish participants 

highlighted an obstacle that reduces the likelihood of an intervention in an abusive situation. This 

barrier is linked to the tendency of the Danish citizens not to be involved in other people’s life. This 

“non-intervening” attitude reduces the likelihood of any kind of intervention in several spheres of 

other individuals’ life. The analysis underlined the strength of this barrier within the Danish context. 

Thus, the advertising should focus on this tendency, in order to educate the citizens that intervening 

is not wrong when witnessing an abuse. The social marketers should consider this barrier as a 

starting point for an educational path. 

 

Fig.6 – Denmark in Hofstede’s model (Geert-hofstede.com, 2016) 

The analysis highlighted an interesting tendency of the Danish participants towards domestic 

violence issue. Indeed, domestic violence tended to be an underestimated issue within this society. 

Moreover, when learning of the 32% of women abused, the attitude of the participants was to reject 

the problem. The perspective of Danish participants followed Hofstede’s categorisation (2001) of 

Denmark as a feminine country (fig. 6). Indeed, the perception of Denmark is defined by an 

accomplished gender equality where both men and women aim to reach an excellent quality of life 
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(Hofstede, 2001, p.279). Indeed, the analysis observed the consideration of domestic violence as a 

solved  problem. Thus, the advertising should focus on the increase of awareness towards  the 

existence of domestic violence in Denmark, in order to reduce the tendency of the citizens to 

consider this issue as solved. 

As it is evident from these two country-specific perspectives obtained through the analysis, the 

cultural point of view could help in understanding the rationales within the society. Plus, the social 

advertising could exploit these gaps and issues within the society to be more effective. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

The young individuals interviewed highlighted significant causes for reflection for this thesis in 

relation to domestic violence. The perspectives of the participants can be categorised in: shared and 

country-specific. The former is defined by the considerations that both Danish and Italian 

participants underlined. The latter is characterised by the opinions about domestic violence that 

individuals presented in relation to their home-country. 

In relation to the shared perspectives, the participants underlined the tendency to consider domestic 

violence as mainly physical. According to them, this aspect is linked to a stronger focus of media 

attention towards this kind of abuse. However, this concern related to the physical expression of 

domestic violence creates a lower awareness in relation to the psychological abuse. Indeed, the 

participants highlighted an evident difficulty in understanding the features of this type of violence. 

A physical abuse can be easily identified thanks to the presence of bruises, while a psychological 

abuse is difficult to recognize. For this reason, the participants expressed doubts related to the right 

moment in which intervene. Indeed, the unawareness linked to the whole spectrum of expressions 

of domestic violence limits the potential interventions. 

The participants considered that one of the reasons behind this level of unawareness was the failure 

of the communication. Indeed, the communication is mainly related to increase the awareness 

towards a limited part of domestic violence, i.e. physical abuse. Additionally, the participants 

considered they have not been educate in relation to the recognition of domestic violence and in 

relation to their role in this social issue as potential witnesses. Furthermore, the participants 

highlighted that the existing communication often has unclear characteristics that mines the delivery 

of an effective message in connection with domestic violence. 

The difficulty related to an actual intervention in an abusive situation was due to a perceived lack of 

support by the regulation. Indeed, the participants highlighted a strong lack of trust towards the law, 

unable to protect an abused woman or a witness. Indeed, the inadequate regulation was considered 

as a source of a sense of helplessness, where the individual does not feel to have enough support in 

order to limit the presence of domestic violence in the future. 

However, the discussion underlined the presence of a general unawareness related to the law which 

are able to protect the abused or the witness in a situation of domestic abuse. Thus, the participants 
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defined a contradiction between the perceived impossibility to be supported by the law and the 

unawareness towards the presence of regulation about domestic violence. 

The participants underlined the presence of several reasons behind the decision not to intervene in 

an abusive situation. However, the discussion during the focus groups highlighted also the reasons 

that drive the intervention. The individuals observed that the action is often driven by an instinct 

and the attempt to help another person in danger. Thus, the approach towards the action is 

determined by the real intention to limit the abusive behaviour. 

In relation to the country-specific perspective, Italian participants highlighted a high awareness 

towards domestic violence in their home-country. The presence of a strong patriarchal system and 

significant gender inequality were perceived as root causes of domestic violence in Italy. According 

to the participants, the presence of high masculine power creates a disadvantaged position for 

women who are too scared to denounce a partner. Thus, the presence of 19% of Italian women 

abused was considered an underestimation of the real numbers characterising this issue. 

Furthermore, the Italian participants observed the presence of an important variable in their home-

country which affects domestic violence: the importance of the family. The participants underlined 

that the family is considered as a positive environment which needs to be maintained untouched. 

Thus, the presence of domestic violence within the family ruins the integrity and the reputation in 

the whole community. 

The Danish participants had another perspective towards the presence of domestic violence in 

Denmark. They considered the presence of 32% of abused women as an overestimation of the 

problem in Denmark. The participants argued that the presence of a society focused on women’s 

rights is the root cause of an overestimation of domestic violence. According to the participants, 

Danish women are aware of their rights and, thus, brave enough to fight against this social issue. 

Plus, Danish participants highlighted the presence of a cultural characteristic which limits the 

interference in other people’s life: a non-intervening attitude. The intervention in private spheres is 

not a part of the Danish culture. According to the participants, people tend to avoid interfering in 

other people’s life and this aspect was the main reason behind people who do not intervene when 

witnessing an abusive behaviour. 

It is thus evident that the perspective towards domestic violence are adapted to the cultural context. 

Indeed, Danish participants have a different experience from Italian participants due to the cultural 
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background. Thus, this comparative thesis was able to observe the presence of some similar 

perspectives, but also some very distant ones in relation to domestic violence. 

The attitudes of the participants have been crucial in order to develop new perspectives within 

social marketing. Indeed, as observed within the discussion, social marketing has a traditional focus 

on individuals undertaking negative behaviours. However, domestic violence is characterised by 

more stakeholders. Thus, the insights of the participants highlighted the presence of differences in 

the way an abused woman or a witness approach barriers, benefits, competition and the influence of 

others. This perspective represents a new way to investigate other stakeholders, involved in the 

negative behaviour in different ways. 

The participants’ perspective was fundamental not only to investigate the importance of the 

variables in the creation of a social marketing strategy. Indeed, their opinions underlined a different 

evaluation of the different tactics, fundamental to support the strategy. The individuals highlighted 

the necessary presence of laws to support the abused or the witness and of communication designed 

to educate the society. They considered that the presence of an education given through the 

communication needs to be developed before the communication which requests an action (such as 

calling). This perspective represents an important insight about the use of tactics for domestic 

violence. Indeed, it underlines that the levels of awareness of an issue may require different tactics. 

Finally, the participants underlined that one of the several reasons behind the failure of the 

communication was the presence of unclear messages. This concept was fundamental to create new 

support for social marketers. Indeed, this concern was used as a starting point to create a structure 

for the strategic advertising creation, adapted from commercial advertising. Indeed, the commercial 

structure was modified in relation to characteristics of social marketing, more focused on the 

comprehension of the reasons behind a negative behaviour. Moreover, the differences between 

Danish and Italian participants allowed the identification of stages where the culture represents an 

important feature to consider. These differences allowed the creation of country-specific examples. 
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7. LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH 

Every project is characterised by the presence of limitations regarding features taken into account 

during the analysis. The limitations that defined this project are linked to methodology and 

discussion section. 

In order to attest the quality of quantitative projects, it is considered fundamental to evaluate the 

validity and the reliability of the analysis (Bryman and Bell, 2011). However, often, qualitative 

research is considered as less reliable and valid than quantitative research due to the smaller 

samples and a lack of statistical approach. Bryman et Bell (2011) underlined how important it is 

also for qualitative research to be characterised by reliability and validity. Reliability is a concept 

linked to the ability of a study to be replicated while the concept of validity is connected to the 

necessity of the results to be an accurate description of the phenomena.  

As already mentioned, this project is valid within the context where the data gathering took place. 

The decision to undertake at least two focus groups from each country creates the basis for a valid 

research in order not to use completely disharmonious information. However, this project is socially 

constructed and based on a high level of subjectivity, thus, valid within the environment where the 

data gathering was developed.  

On the contrary, the necessity to build a reliable research is linked to the importance of having a 

replicable study. However, even though the work is structured in order to highlight the recurring 

themes to understand which perspectives are the most important for the participants, there is a low 

likelihood for the research to be exactly replicable due to the differences between participants. 

In order to overcome these technical limitations, it is possible to consider four characteristics able to 

confirm the quality of a qualitative research (Kings and Horrocks, 2010, p.160). The project 

attempts to be credible, transferable, trackable and confirmable. Indeed, the research aims to be 

endorsed by the participants who agreed about the inefficacy of the actual structure of the adverts 

about domestic violence compared to other social issues’ campaigns. Plus, the insights obtained for 

domestic violence can be transferred to other social issues, as bullying. Moreover, this thesis 

considers the environment as a changeable context, which cannot be evaluated with objective ways 

due to the different perspectives of the phenomenon. Finally, the coherence between the data 

obtained and the conclusions reached can define the quality of the entire research. 

Additionally, the use of focus groups is defined by limitations in relation to the sampling. The goal 

connected with the data gathering was to organise at least four focus groups, characterised by the 
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presence of both men and women. However, the presence of more focus groups would have helped 

in gaining more insights for the researcher. Per contra, the attempt of organising further focus 

groups was unsuccessful due to the few positive answers obtained by potential participants. For this 

reason, even though the numbers necessary to obtain valid insights was reached, the researcher 

would have expected a higher participation. 

The last limitation about the sample was that the participants used different languages. The Italian 

focus groups were allowed to speak in Italian, while Danish groups needed to speak in English, with 

the possibility to speak in Danish if they were not able to find a way to translate a thought. This 

decision was related to the impossibility for the researcher to speak Danish. Indeed, she was aware 

that the use of the mother tongue allows people to interact more and give a deeper perspective of 

thoughts. Thus, the decision to allow the Italian interaction was connected with the possibility for 

the participants to discuss more easily about their ideas. 

The limitations characterise also the discussion section. Indeed, that part is focused on the 

development of potential adverts about domestic violence. However, it is fundamental to underline 

the limitations of the use of specific advertisings, e.g. movies. Indeed, those advertisings limit the 

interaction with the audience. Interactive advertisings or discussions on social media could be more 

engaging in this society. This thesis focused on the development of effective, but traditional, 

advertisings. However, the use of other forms of communication is important in order to engage 

people in several channels. Plus, this work developed suggestions that can be considered also in 

other forms of communication, in order to make it more effective.  

The second limitation that needs to be taken into consideration is the cost of development for a 

traditional campaign. Indeed, the cost of production for a movie can be high and not affordable 

from the perspective of some NGOs. Additionally, different Governments need to handle a defined 

amount of budget for different social issues. This work did not take into account the actual 

realisation of the advertising, maintaining the focus on the strategical creation. 
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9. APPENDICES 

Appendix 1 – Focus groups interview guide (Italian/Danish participants) 

Part 1 (General knowledge) 

- Presentation of the researcher and of the project 

- Presentation of the participants 

- If I tell you the words – domestic violence – what kind of meaning would you give to it? 

- How important do you think is this issue in Denmark/Italy? 

- In which way do you think it affect society? 

- Who is the topic relevant for? 

- Which are the factors that can negatively affect domestic violence? (Exercise with cards – education, age, 

genetics, national culture, social class) 

- On what level do you think it is only a women-related issue? 

Part 2 (Specific experience) 

- Showing numbers related to domestic violence 

- Are you surprised of the numbers of domestic violence in your country? 

- What kind of differences would you have expected? 

- Why? 

- This study has been done in other countries as well, what would you expect from a country like 

Italy/Denmark? 

- Coming back to the Italian/Danish issue, how the Danish Government is working to fight against this 

issue? 

- Do you think it is enough? 

- How are Danish/Italian citizens educated about what is domestic violence? 

- Assuming that there could be a part of the society which does not denounce episodes of domestic violence 

(role of witness), could you discuss about which one would be the main reason? (Exercise with cards – 

Apathy, Indifference, Fear, Personal interest, They don’t know what domestic violence is, They don’t 

know where to denounce, Unawareness) 

- If you were in the position of being of being aware of an episode of domestic violence. Which factors 

would encourage you to speak up? (Exercise with cards –Empathy, Morality, Legitimacy, Feminism, To 

be an excellent citizen, Instinct, Anger) 

- According to you, how important is the advertising in relation to this issue? 
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Part 3 (Advertisings) 

- Have you ever seen a communication in relation to domestic violence? 

- According to you, which are the main tools used in this kind of communication? 

- To whom is it mainly directed? 

- Showing ads 

- What do you think about this advertising? 

- Which feelings does it cause you? 

- Do you think they could have something differently? 

- According to our discussion, what advice would you give to an NGO for its next communication? 

- Final considerations (any further questions, do you want to add something, thanks for your participation) 

Appendix 2 – Transcripts of focus groups with descriptive and interpretive coding 

Focus group 1 – Danish women 

ELENA: First of all I would like to thank you all for coming, it is really really important for me and it is 

myfirst focus group as well…so you are my first ones as well (general ohhh)..ok, I would like to introduce 

myself firstly. I’m Elena, I’m studying Brand and Communication Management, maybe some of you know 

that and I’m writing my Master thesis in relation to the topic of domestic violence and how the younger 

generations face this kind of issue in relation to the communication. So, first of all we will talk about the 

issue in general, the domestic violence, after that we will be more focused on the communication in relation 

to this topic. First of all, I would like also to say that this is a really, really safe environment, just say 

whatever you want to say, seriously, there is no right or wrong because it is a social topic so everyone has 

different points of view and everything is really important for my research and it is what I want to know. 

The first thing I would like you to do, since I want to know all your names, even though I already know 

them, but I want you to know each other’s names as well. I would like you to pair up in couples, maybe you 

(Marie-Louise) with Charlotte since you know Gro already, so we can introduce to the others saying your 

name, what you are studying, maybe what you have done today and then the other person has to introduce 

the person to the others. 

ML: Can we talk in Danish? 

E: Yes, You can do it in Danish 

(They talk to each other for a while in Danish) 

E: Girls, I think it is enough. 

Everyone laughs 

E: Yeah, can you introduce me the other person? 

GRO: This is Hana, everybody. Hana is 24. She is studying the same as you (ML) and you (E)…and you 

(R). Today she had to write something about the project,  about diabetes. 
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H: Gro is 23 and today she just came home from Sweden and she is currently trying to be back studying 

Socio, which is like (word in Danish) 

J: this is Rebecca. She is studying the same as the three of you and today she has been writing on her thesis 

and she is been to work. She works in marketing in Felp (?), next to where I live in Sydhavn and she doesn’t 

like sitting behind a desk. 

R: Should I introduce Jacline. We found out she lives where I work, in Sydhavn and she is studying to be a 

kindergarten teacher and today she has been to (Danish word) (people autism) and she wants to go in that 

direction but she has been offered to be a normal kindergarten. 

J: I was declined my wish. 

R: But you will keep going that way 

C: yes, this is Marie-Louise and she is studying the same as you (E), Brand and Communication management 

and she is currently writing her dissertation on frequent flyer programs, how young people perceive it, I 

think…ehm, I think that was it. 

ML: this is Charlotte and she is at her bachelor in Philosophy and economics and today she went to a lecture 

talking about philosophy, didn’t understand what she was talking about (laugh), good for you and she knows 

Elena from exchange in Exeter and she is thinking about taking our master because of course it is really 

exciting (laugh) but yeah.. 

E: Okay, perfect.  

So everyone knows each other name and our life as well, yeah…and now I would like to start with the real 

focus group and I would like to ask you what is, according to you the domestic violence? Like, what do you 

think it is or at least what is for you? 

C: are we just supposed to answer or do you take… 

E: No, no, of course not, you just answer whenever you want and we can just discuss and add thoughts to 

each other’s thoughts. It is really free. 

J: I have actually heard about domestic violence, well I have written about it for the past three months at my 

(Danish word) (everyone tries to translate it as school) and I have learnt that there are five kinds of domestic 

violence. There is the physical abuse, the mental abuse, the materialistic abuse.. there is two more, yeah.   

(THE PRESENCE OF 5 TYPES OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (THERE ARE DIFFERENT KINDS OF 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE WHICH IS NOT UNILATERAL) 

H: But I think like for me without hearing you that already knew that there is five different types of abuse, I 

would just say that domestic violence sounds like the physical abuse, for me at least if I hear the term 

domestic violence, I was just thinking about physical violence in the house. 

R: yeah, that’s the same for me, that’s what I hear but of course, that’s the first thing that comes to mind but 

when  I think about it that also not taking into consideration the five… (THE PREPONDERANCE OF 

THE PHYSICAL ABUSE WHEN THINKING ABOUT THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (PHYSICAL 

PERSPECTIVE OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IS THE MOST KNOWN) 
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J: Oh I’m sorry (everyone laughs), I used to think the same as you 

R: I also know there are these…how do you call it…like what you say to another person, verbal abuse.. yeah 

C: I was thinking when I hear the term domestic violence that I think about violence against women, a wife 

being physically abused, when you think about it could be a lot of things, it could be children, it could be the 

verbal abuse, I think it is a part of it, but my mind is just women being hit by husband 

G: But it can also be a woman who hit a man 

C: Yeah, exactly. When you just start think about it my mind…that’s the first thing I think about, they can be 

men being hit or woman hit a woman (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS A WOMEN-RELATED 

PROBLEM) (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IS CATEGORISED AS AN ISSUE MAINLY FOR WOMEN) 

J: It is just that men don’t call the police when it happens. In our society you don’t say my wife beats me or 

my wife abuse me in some sort… 

R: And also sometimes, I think that it looks worse if a man hits a woman and men can have maybe a 

tendency not to take it as…abuse or violence if the woman or the girlfriend hits him because he doesn’t 

maybe have the same power as a man has towards a woman (DIFFERENCES IN THE PERCEPTION OF 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE TOWARDS MEN OR WOMEN) (VIOLENCE TOWARDS WOMEN IS 

PERCEIVED AS A MORE SERIOUS ISSUE) 

ML: it also has something to do with the status, if a man comes and say “Oh my wife is hitting me”, my 

friend may think that he has something weird, beaten by a girl  

E: So you think it is related to weakness? They don’t talk about it 

ML: from the guys’ perspective maybe yes. They are afraid to show (MEN DO NOT GO AROUND 

SAYING THAT THE WIFE IS BEATING THEM) (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS A SIGN OF 

WEAKNESS FOR MEN)  

E: But do you know how important it is in Denmark? To be really country-specific, do you know anything 

about Denmark? Is it an issue which is important here? 

R: I think it is bigger than we may think 

J: I actually have a number (everyone laughs) every year there are approximately 3.000 women who reported  

R: That’s a lot 

C: Who reported? 

J: and the men about a 1.000. yeah… but not everyone comes to a crisis centre. Something happens about it, 

they just report it. (SURPRISE RELATED TO THE NUMBERS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN 

DENMARK) (EXPECTATIONS ABOUT LOWER NUMBERS IN DENMARK INRELATION TO 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

G: and I believe that many people don’t report , many people don’t. there was a boy who was beaten…his 

girlfriend beats him many years and he didn’t do something.. yeah.. but I don’t know him so well. He is my 

boyfriend’s friend but he was telling me the story and they haven’t been together for many years, he still 
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talks a lot about her. She was just really, really not good for him but he didn’t report, didn’t say anything to 

his friends, but yeah, it is funny to think about it.. yeah, but she was really bad for him. (PERCEPTION 

THAT PEOPLE DO NOT REPORT ENOUGH DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 

MAY BE A BIGGER PROBLEM SINCE IT IS ASSUMABLE NOT EVERYONE REPORTS) 

E: But, yeah…you have the number, but do you have any other idea about how important is the issue here? 

H: I just think…cause I went to.. is it called elementary school? The first to the ninth grade? (General yes), 

when I went there it was a mixed school cause most of us came from middle-eastern countries in the school 

where I went to, it is really funny because there is also different points of view on it depending on the 

culture. So, for instance, about the abuse for children, like hitting the children or as it in middle-eastern 

culture coming as a first generation. For us and for instance, someone did something really bad and you for 

instance get smacked from your parents then if you see it from the point of view of middle-eastern culture 

wouldn’t be abuse however if you see from the Danish culture that is crazy.(DANISH WAY TO 

EDUCATE CHILDREN DOES NOT CONSIDER THE VIOLENCE) (ROLE OF CULTURE IN THE 

ABUSE TOWARDS CHILDREN) So I also think it is funny to see how we have been talked in school. From 

the Danish perspective, if some middle eastern guy would say “this happened to me, bla bla bla”, only hear 

about that when it happened, cause I think also in the Danish…of course it happens in Denmark, I’m not 

saying it doesn’t happen, but genuinely I feel like in the Danish culture, you are much more aware of how 

wrong it is. That’s my opinion, I think that is less exposed than in other cultures, I think. (DANISH 

CULTURE AS MORE AWARE OF HOW WRONG VIOLENCE IS) (DANISH CULTURE IS MORE 

PREPARED IN FIGHTING THE VIOLENCE) 

E: but do you think that Danish people in general are really well-educated in terms of what is domestic 

violence? I mean, because she said that she had an experience during the school, did you hear about domestic 

violence in the school or it is just because you read it on the newspaper. 

G: No, it was…it is a bit funny because your parents or maybe older, your grandmother “Oh, if it was some 

years ago, we could just hit you, in the school they also hit children and they have talked about it some time 

when you were a kid and you did something stupid. If it was old days, you would have got punished. Yeah.. 

when you were a kid, you thought about that.. so my mum got hit and if you think back you think “nice that 

it wasn’t me” 

J: a discipline Africa. (CHILDREN IN THE PAST WERE HIT TO BE EDUCATED) (THE ROLE OF 

VIOLENCE IN CHILDREN’S EDUCATION)  

R: I think it is just something we grow up with, you are not allowed to hit other persons, so I don’t… I can’t 

really recall that we had a specific class about it in the elementary school, I don’t remember that we had it. It 

has just been natural, we were taught not to hit any person and if, for instance in school, small children hit 

each other, they have been sent out a lot. In the upbringing it was just natural. (DEVELOPMENT OF AN 

EDUCATION AGAINST GENERAL VIOLENCE) (THE IMPORTANCE OF EDUCATING CHILDREN 

AGAINST THE GENERAL VIOLENCE) 

E: So you know the violence is wrong because you get punished but there wasn’t any kind of specific thing 

in relation to the domestic violence. 

R: Not as I remember 
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ML: From what I remember during my elementary school, we were talking about violence in the night life, 

the stepping (?) and everything, a lot about and we had police coming to school and talk about it, but never 

about domestic violence. (ABSENCE OF SCHOOL EDUCATION DIRECTLY RELATED TO 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS AN ISSUE NOT RELEVANT FOR SCHOOLS) 

That was something you heard about in the news or your parents talked about or watching a movie “oh, why 

is this guy slapping the woman?” and your parents “that’s something you shouldn’t do”  (FAMILIAR 

EDUCATION AGAINST DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (EDUCATION AGAINST DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 

DEVELOPED AT HOME) 

E: Do you know what kind of regulation there is for Denmark in terms of domestic violence? Do you have 

any idea? 

R: Just the same as normal violence? 

E: you don’t have like… 

R: I don’t know, I have no idea.. that’s just my guess (NO IDEA IN RELATION TO THE 

REGULATION AGAINST DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (LACK IN KNOWLEDGE IN RELATION TO 

REGULATION TOWARDS DOMESTIC VIOLENCE)  

G: I don’t understand the question, sorry. 

E: The regulations or the rules of the Danish government, do you know if there is any? 

ML: she has all the numbers. 

J: I think it depends whether she is close to death or she just fractured some bones or she just has some 

bruises. 

E: But it is still related to the concept of domestic violence.  

J: I think mostly you get (Danish word).. restraint? 

E: You want to add something. 

C: I don’t know, just thinking, I don’t know… it is hard to maybe have a regulation if we can’t produce any 

evidence, if it is verbal abuse maybe it is pretty hard to go to the police station and say “but he said.. this, and 

this, and this” or “she said this and this and this”, I don’t know,  you are saying if she is close to death or has 

an arm fractured I think it is maybe easier to see but I think most of the time it is difficult to tell if there is an 

actual abuse, and difficult to regulate.. but I have no idea about the regulation. (POTENTIAL LACK OF 

EFFICACY OF POTENTIAL REGULATIONS DUE TO THE ABSENCE OF ANY EVIDENCE) 

(THE ABSENCE OF EVIDENCE REDUCES THE EFFICACY OF THE LAW) 

H: But I think, in general, it is true, it is hard to have a regulation, but knowing that there is something is 

better than nothing. Just assume to live somewhere where women or witnesses are not protected at all in any 

way. That would be way worse, don’t you think? 

G: But also if you say something, if you just break your arm, maybe a bit tired of your boyfriend, maybe 

want to have some, you know, “ehy look at me”.. 

ML: Attention? 
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G: Yeah, so, many times there are many reports but it is really hard to say if she wants to have attention or if 

she is telling the truth…it is really hard! (THE POTENTIAL DIFFICULTY IN ASSESSING THE 

TRUTH IN RELATION TO THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (REPORTING DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS 

A CONSEQUENCE OF PERSONAL REVENGE) 

C: Exactly, how can you tell the truth because I don’t know about evidence or stuff like that or they have 

investigations 

G: They have to, because maybe you just wanted the attention  

H: but I think if you for instance go to, females at least, crisis centre, I don’t think you need any evidence. 

But of course.. 

C: But then the abuser doesn’t get any sort of punishment. Because I know about the crisis centre and stuff 

like that so you can be safe and feel safe but I don’t really knows what happens to someone who has been the 

abuser in the relationship.(NOT KNOWING THE CONSEQUENCES FOR THE ABUSER 

ACCORDING TO THE LAW) (LACK OF KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE PROCEDURES)  

R: But I’m just like.. for all the courts, they need to make an investigation for it but no matter if you are hit in 

the city, you are hit at home, hit in another place or whatever things we are dealing with. If you go the court, 

then they will always need to make an investigation and try to see who is right and who is wrong (FAITH 

IN THE NECESSITY TO ALWAYS HAVE AN INVESTIGATION ABOUT DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE CASES) (POTENTIAL HELP OF THE JUSTICE) 

J: If it gets to court. 

G: But many of the cases don’t get it, I believe. (LACK OF FAITH ABOUT THE POSSIBILITY FOR A 

CASE TO ARRIVE TO THE COURT) (LOW ESTEEM IN RELATION TO THE EFFICACY OF THE 

JUSTICE) 

E: Now I would like you to do a sort of exercise because I would like to understand, according to you, which 

are the factors that affect negatively the domestic violence, so I have the cards here and I will put them in the 

middle. We have genetics, social class, education, age, national culture and I would like you to discuss and 

of course you don’t have to agree which is the one that affects negatively the domestic violence. 

J: Social class 

ML: Yeah. 

J: If you see your parents being abusers, you become an abuser yourself. 

G: Of course. (THE ROLE OF PARENTS IN PERPETRATING THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (THE 

EDUCATION IN THE FAMILY AFFECTS DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

E: For instance you were talking about the cultural aspect, so don’t you think that national culture could 

affect negatively the concept of domestic violence? 

H: it could also, if I look from my own culture, the middle-eastern culture this aspect is also really important 

(Social class), so if you see the lower social class which would be more likely to have than middle-high 

class, because they are more educated and know what is right or wrong (LOWER CLASS AS MORE 
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CHARACTERISED BY DOMESTIC VIOLENCE BECAUSE LESS EDUCATED) (IMPORTANT 

ROLE OF EDUCATION AND SOCIAL CLASS IN THE PRESENCE OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) but I 

really think that the national culture has something to say because I think sometimes in Denmark you take it 

for granted because it is such a safe country right? So everyone is like “we just know domestic abuse is 

wrong even though we know it happens” whereas in other cultures, I think that they don’t have this take it 

for granted, this is just here. This actually happens right? (DENMARK AS SAFE PLACE WHERE THE 

ABSENCE OF VIOLENCE IS TAKEN FOR GRANTED) (DANISH WELFARE STATE GIVES THE 

IMPRESSION OF BEING THE SAFEST PLACE) 

R: Some countries, they are more like a macho culture 

E: Can you do any kind of example? 

R: I remember I lived in Spain and there were much more cases that you heard in the newspaper or on the 

news, just in general and I think they have much more a macho culture, but I don’t want to generalise, where 

a men needs to be a real man and then the wife should be a real wife and I think this has something to do 

with this as well. (MACHO CULTURE CREATES MORE CASES OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(MACHO CULTURE AFFECTS THE PRESENCE OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

E: So, we are mostly focusing on national culture and social class, right? Do you have any other idea? 

ML: I was thinking education as well. The more education you have, the more you probably know “ok, this 

is wrong” (AN HIGHER EDUCATION CREATES AN HIGHER AWARENESS OF WHAT IS 

WRONG)(EDUCATIONAL LEVEL AFFECTS THE LEVEL OF PERCEIVED FAIRNESS) but I think it 

goes again with the social class. But it could also happen in higher social class that domestic violence 

happens (HIGHER SOCIAL CLASS IS NOT SYNONIM OF LOWER DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE)(SOCIAL CLASS DOES NOT AFFECT THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE). But then again you 

could take it off and say that a really rich one hitting his wife, what would she say? Would she go out saying 

“oh, I’m being abused” , she has to pretend to be a perfect couple. (HIGHER SOCIAL CLASS COULD 

MORE LIKELY HIDE A DOMESTIC ABUSE) (HIGHER SOCIAL CLASS HAS MORE INTEREST IN 

HIDING THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

G: Because I think maybe also which class.. I believe maybe there is also… maybe they don’t want to soil 

the social class (probably she meant to get the social class dirty) (PEOPLE IN HIGHER SOCIAL CLASS 

DO NOT WANT TO RUIN IT TALKING ABOUT DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (THE IMPORTANCE 

OF REPUTATION IN HIGHER SOCIAL CLASSES), they don’t want to.. because I believe every person, if 

anyone has seen his parents, one of them get hit, they will say “oh, of course”. It can happen in every class, I 

believe. (THE POSSIBILITY OF HAVING DOMESTIC ABUSE IN EVERY CLASS, RELATED TO 

PARENTS’ BEHAVIOUR) (THE IMPORTANCE OF EDUCATION AT HOME) 

J: I believe that national culture trumps education. My parents were highly educated but it is cultural to beat 

the kids when they are impolite, that’s what you do, it is not because you hate your kids, it is not because you 

are uneducated and you don’t know how to treat your kids. It is just a way of discipline. Here in Denmark 

you take away the phone, you say you are grounded, that’s the western mentality. In Africa they are more  

physical in their disciplining. (DIFFERENT WAYS TO EDUCATE CHILDREN IN DENMARK AND 

IN AFRICA) (THE ROLE OF CULTURE IN CHILDRENS’ VIOLENT EDUCATION)  So whether it is 

education, national culture, I don’t know.. maybe it is just what you choose to do, when it comes to kids of 

course, when it comes to partner if you are angry you just don’t think about it. (DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
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THE REASON WHY YOU ARE VIOLENT WITH CHILDREN AND WITH YOUR 

PARTNER)(REASON BEHIND DOMESTIC VIOLENCE MORE LINKED TO INSTINCT ACTION) 

E: So do you think age and genetics don’t have anything to deal with domestic violence? Like I have 

something wrong within me and then I beat my wife – that’s what I mean with genetics. 

J: Like frustration with yourself? 

E: Yeah, yeah. 

H: I think for me personally, I think genetics is something I would exclude. I think all of these could have 

some kind of aspect, but I cannot see the correlation between the behaviour and your genetics, for me. 

R: I agree (GENETICS IS NOT A FACTOR THAT AFFECTS DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

E: charlotte, do you have anything to add? 

C: I agree, mostly is just, I don’t a lot about biology and stuff, but sometimes if you are maybe, I’m taking a 

step further, a bit sociopathic tendencies, it can be because of genetics, maybe you are more likely to be 

abusive so I don’t know, but I don’t think. Maybe these two are the most important (social class and national 

culture), but I would not move this out because I don’t know maybe some biologist know if some people are 

more likely to do this or this.  

G: I feel the same, I think the same as you. I don’t want to move it out because maybe it is something in 

people’s DNA. I don’t want to move it out but I think these two are the most important (moving cards on the 

table) (PSYCHOPATH ATTITUDE MAY CAUSE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE)  

ML: So you think that age has something to do with. Because for me I would just rule that out. 

R: And I think education has a lot to do with more in a positive way. I’m not talking about education, as 

having a degree in something, I’m talking about having education in (Danish word) violence, in how it’s 

impacting the women that you are not allowed to hit people, education in that way I think it helps a lot. 

(PERSONAL EDUCATION HELPS IN UNDERSTANDING THAT THE VIOLENCE IS WRONG) 

(THE IMPORTANCE OF EDUCATION IN RELATION TO VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN)  

E: Now I would like to go further saying that actually in Denmark 1 person out 3 experienced a form of 

violence by a partner so it means around 30%. So in this place we are 7 people, so 2 of us would experience 

violence by a partner, it is a lot. And I was talking about age because the biggest part of this statistics is 

between 18 and 29 years old. So it is really young. And I want to ask you if you are surprised about this 

numbers related to Denmark. 

R, H, C : Yes 

C: I am just surprised one out three, that’s a lot (SURPRISE ABOUT THE HIGH NUMBERS OF 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN DENMARK) (EXPECTATION OF A LOWER NUMBER) 

J: No, because I have been out and I have seen how people are treating each other, like couples, like talking 

negatively to each other like “what the fuck, I’m gonna…” oh, sorry. 

Everybody laughs  
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ML: it is a free environment  

G: As we started to say, when we think about violence, we think about hitting, but like you said it can also be 

verbal. So I don’t know, I’m not surprised. (THE PRESENCE OF VERBAL ABUSE AS DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE CAN INCREASE THE STATISTICS) (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IS A BIGGER CONCEPT 

THAN EXPECTED) 

J: Like for instance I have a friend who had a partner and the partner doesn’t allow her to use her phone, she 

is not allowed to talk, she is not allowed to go anywhere and she has to be awake when the partner wakes up 

in the evening, in the afternoon , yeah! That’s abuse! I would never imagine to have a friend who was abused 

or something but it does happen. (NOT ALLOWING A PERSON USING THE PHONE CAN BE 

CONSIDERED AS ABUSE) (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS A BIGGER CONCEPT THAN EXPECTED) 

E: For instance you said, one out three, you were surprised about this. Why? 

H: I think for me personally the reason why I’m surprised is that there is this taken for granted culture in 

Denmark, I don’t think it’s.. ok, you hear of for instance if you watch documentaries or something, ok.. this 

is the case of someone being abused but in general it is not something people talk about and also because 

Danish for me personally in general seem like a population who are educated in these manners, I personally 

believe that . So, I’m surprised. (DENMARK AS A COUNTRY EDUCATED AGAINST THIS ISSUE 

WHERE SAFETY IS TAKEN FOR GRANTED) (DENMARK AS A COUNTRY WHICH TAKES CARE 

OF THESE ISSUE) 

E: What about you guys? 

C: I don’t know. I don’t know if it’s that people don’t know, it’s that I don’t think I know anyone who has 

been abused or I’m not sure about the definition of abuse, you talked a bit about that but maybe I haven’t 

seen it because I wasn’t aware of that was abuse. I think it is really high number, I’m still surprised. 

E: Probably because you don’t think about the domestic violence with also verbal abuse, psychological abuse 

and not only physical one. 

G: there is five (everyone laughs) 

E: What about you Marie? 

ML: I have the same…, again, I, when I hear the domestic violence I think hitting, physical violence and for 

me it was also, wow! One out of three?! As you said, when people are arguing, they do it roughly and they 

do it in the middle of the street, so when I think about domestic violence, as also verbally abused, then I 

wouldn’t.. in my mind, verbal abuse, physical violence (two different things) .(THE SURPRISE MAY BE 

DUE ABOUT NOT KNOWING DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IS ALSO VERBAL AND 

PSYCHOLOGICAL ABUSE) (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS A BIGGER CONCEPT THAN EXPECTED) 

J: I occasionally witnessed verbal abuse and stuff like that, I live in Sydhavn, so… yesterday for instance, at 

9pm, a couple in my…how do you call it.. building, they were shouting outside and the dogs were barking, 

he actually pushed her on the defence, yeah! Like 9pm! (EXAMPLE OF WITNESSING POTENTIAL 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) You can do it in your own apartment, but you have to go outside and show your 

dirty laundry. (THE NOT NECESSITY TO SHOW THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, BETTER IF IT 

STAYS IN SOMEONE’S FLAT) (EVERYONE HAS TO TAKE CARE OF HIS OWN BUSINESS) 
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R: But I’m just confused between where is the limit between when you are arguing and calling each other 

names, because I believe most couples do that, and being abusive 

J: For instance if you constantly, if you have a boyfriend I don’t know, keep saying you are not good, well 

that’s verbal abuse and ends up in psychological  

C: But it is not like one time calling each other’s name. 

J: No no, not just one time. It needs to be happen several times. (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IS NOT JUST 

CALLING EACH OTHER’S NAME ONCE) (DIFFICULTY IN UNDERSTANDING WHAT DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE IS) 

E: We have to assume that someone in our society, this is an exercise, we have to assume that someone is not 

denouncing. Even though you are a sort of witness of this kind of violence, you are not doing anything. And 

I would like you to think about, with also other cards, why people decide not to denounce. There is a white 

one, if you have any other idea. Unawareness – because maybe they don’t know what violence is, they don’t 

know where they can denounce, they don’t know what domestic violence is, they don’t know it is happening 

or it is something is not touching me so why should I talk about it? 

C: I think there is one missing, I’m sorry, (laughing) I don’t want to write it down, maybe other people have 

ideas, I was just thinking when we were talking about culture, maybe in Denmark I think in most aspects of 

social life you don’t get into other people’s life (J. agree), like it’s not normal I think that a person walks into 

a couple arguing saying “don’t say that to each other” and I’m not sure, it can be these reasons too but it is a 

really big part of the culture that we don’t do that.  

E: So, it is “not my business” approach? 

C: It is just that we don’t approach people, in that way. (THE DANISH TENDENCY NOT TO GET 

INTO EACH OTHER’S LIFE) (DANISH ATTITUDE OF NOT INTERFERING) 

E: But, also with people that you know for instance, you know that your friend is beaten by the partner 

C: I think it is different how close you are to that person being abused. If you are seeing what you saw, 

someone arguing, pushing each other and you would call that, domestic abuse, I just don’t think it is part of 

the Danish culture to approach. 

J: I would approach if some of my friends were abused. I am a girl, but you can punch back too. 

C: But not an acquaintance. (AN HIGHER POSSIBILITY TO GET INVOLVED IF THE PERSON IS 

YOUR FRIEND) (PERSONAL ATTACHMENT TOWARDS THE ABUSED PERSON) 

G: If you can see maybe two violent then I would call the police or do something if I see, of course, but if it 

is just screaming to each other and just like you saw yesterday you were “Oh my god, what the fuck!” but 

what can you do. They wouldn’t stop, I believe, they didn’t want to stop if you just said “Ehy, stop it!” (THE 

DIFFICULTY IN BEING SUCCESSFUL IN STOPPING A VERBAL FIGHT ON THE STREET 

BETWEEN TWO PARTNERS) (SENSE OF HELPLESSNESS) 

R: Actually I think it was two or three weeks ago when me and my boyfriend called the police because they 

just moved in some new neighbours and he saw a man wanted to get into her apartment and she didn’t want 

to and then he went in and my boyfriend asked her like “Are you ok?” and I think she was scared and didn’t 
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want to say no she wasn’t so he went up just for one stair, he was there but he didn’t go into the apartment 

(EXAMPLE OF WITNESSING POTENTIAL DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN ANOTHER FLAT) and 

then they just or he heard that they were like hitting and the furniture was broken so we called the police and 

actually, because we are living at the third floor and this was happening at the ground floor and the other 

neighbour, she called the police as well, (CALL IN ORDER TO HAVE THE POLICE 

INTERVENTION) but he (The boyfriend) didn’t go in there to the apartment because he was afraid of 

being beaten and we live in the same building so we didn’t want them to tell we called the police because we 

don’t want, we don’t know these people, we don’t know how they react and now this is just my personal 

experience in regarding to that but this was clearly because of fear. We called them, but it was because of 

fear that Elyas my boyfriend didn’t go in there because you don’t know what a person can do. (THE FEAR 

DIDN’T MAKE THE BOYFRIEND PERSONALLY ACT IN THE SITUATION) (FEAR AS A 

FACTOR THAT REDUCE THE LIKELIHOOD OF THE ACTION) 

G: And also that she didn’t want to say “No, I’m not ok”, it was also fear of him, she was afraid…I think that 

one of the biggest is fear. 

R: But in general, I would also say a lot of unawareness. It is not something people talk about every day. So 

you don’t know what’s happening between the others in their home. (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS NOT 

AN EVERYDAY LIFE TOPIC) (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS FAR FROM THE EVERYDAY LIFE) 

E: What do you think Marie? 

M: Well I actually agree with Charlotte, the all cultural thing seem.. you can also see it in the metro. Danes 

don’t communicate to each other. If I have been hurt in the metro because it is crowded, I wouldn’t say 

anything.  So, for me, I feel like Danes, if they see a violence, they would just be “Oh, she cannot do that”, 

but just inside or something like “That’s not good”, but we would just be, oh, I will just go over here and 

ignore it, I think, for me it is a cultural thing. (THE TENDENCY OF DANES NOT TO INTERFERE 

EVEN IF SOMETHING IS WRONG) (DANISH ATTITUDE OF NOT INTERFERING IN OTHER 

PEOPLE’S LIFE) And then again fear, if I see someone hit someone else, I would be “he can hit me” so no! 

(FEAR OF POTENTIALLY BE HIT BACK IF THE PERSON STAND UP) (SENSE OF FEAR AND 

HELPLESSNESS) 

H: Maybe also unawareness and this one, maybe combined, unawareness and they don’t know what 

domestic violence is, cause when I was thinking about it, I think I actually witnessed with my own.. I had 

like a best friend with a boyfriend and I was hanging out with them and I think I actually witnessed domestic 

violence but I have never thought about it as domestic violence before we actually talked here. And it was 

just them screaming, publicly screaming, he kind like hit her back, he didn’t hit her, the thing she was 

holding fell, so I think unawareness is also something sometimes the person doesn’t know if it is classified as 

abuse. (THE CONSIDERATION THAT SHE MAY HAVE BEEN WITNESS OF INTIMATE 

PARTNER VIOLENCE BUT SHE WAS AWARE OF WHAT DOMESTIC VIOLENCE WAS) (THE 

CONCEPT OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IS BIGGER THAN EXPECTED) 

J: so we need more awareness. 

R: I don’t know if it was what you meant, also the ones who are being abused, they are used to it, they are 

not thinking about it. If they are used to be called stupid and you are nothing every time, also because I work 

in (Danish place), it is a Danish organisation which help mothers. This was for mothers who have been in 

crisis centre for domestic violence and what they told us from the beginning when they needed to try to 
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explain us was that it builds slowly and then it is escalating but it is not just something that happens, so 

people become or the ones who are being abused, they become slowly and slowly used to it. So one day they 

hear “ok, I’m stupid” “ok, maybe I was stupid this day and I did something wrong“ and then they start 

hearing it more and more and then thinking about it one day she do something really stupid, maybe it is not 

really stupid, and then he slaps her and he says “oh, I’m so sorry, didn’t mean to hit you, I’m really, really 

sorry and he buys flowers the next day and then this was the first time, there could go months in between and 

then he hits her again and it’s like “but no, I was also stupid”, it’s escalating. All the people who are being 

abused are not really paying attention to it until it’s like too late or when it’s really really bad. (THE 

PSYCHOLOGICAL VIOLENCE REQUIRES TIME AND MAKE WOMEN CONVINCED OF 

BEING INFERIOR AND STUPID) (THE PSYCHOLOGICAL ABUSE HAS DEEP CONSEQUENCES) 

G: It’s like when you say it you try to hear the stories and all that… but it is also the same you see in some 

movies. They are just "yeah, I’m stupid, I’m stupid” and they do because they don’t.. they have been always 

telling “oh, I’m stupid, I never do something right”. It’s funny…no, not funny but funny that you see it in 

movies and you just say “I have heard this story” 

J: Actually at the crisis centre, most of the women, statistics show that most of them are uneducated women 

who ends up there, who end up there, and it shows when he says you are not worth anything, you are 

uneducated maybe and you some low self-esteem because that happens too. You caught with somebody who 

has some credibility, some worth, because you don’t feel any worth yourself. If he starts talking badly to 

you, then you start “oh, yeah, okay. I’m doing the bad thing here and that’s how it starts. So you are 

uneducated, then you are more likely to adapt actually. (LOW EDUCATION AND LOW SELF-ESTEEM 

MAY BE FACTORS TO CONVINCE THE WOMAN MORE EASILY ABOUT THE LOW 

WORTH) (EDUCATION AND SELF ESTEEM INFLUENCE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

G: No no no, I don’t believe maybe educated but maybe really bad self-esteem. I believe is more that, you 

are going to have not the best career, we can say that, but you can still feel really happy, you know. (A 

LOWER EDUCATION IS NOT A FACTOR FOR HAVING A LOW SELF-ESTEEM) (EDUCATION 

AND SELF-ESTEEM ARE NOT CONNECTED) 

J: yeah, that’s true. 

G: I don’t think the education, you know, work, education and all that, I don’t believe it has got so much 

influence, I don’t. It is ok we have our beliefs, sorry my English is really bad. I really think is..I believe is 

really when we are and we see what others, all the role models we got is always mum and dad our role 

models and, yeah, I believe, but yeah sometimes in the socio lower class…(difficulties) 

J: Say it in Danish. 

G talks in Danish for a bit. 

H: now I would like to counterattack with my opinion. 

R (to me): Do you want us to translate it. 

E: Oh, yeah maybe. 
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ML: Social heritage. (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IS BASED ON SOCIAL HERITAGE AND THE 

PARENTS’ BEHAVIOUR MORE THAN SOCIAL CLASS) (EDUCATION ABOUT DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE STARTED FROM PARENTS’ BEHAVIOUR) 

G: I don’t believe is only education but also heritage. 

H: Yeah, but because like I have grown up in a socially, you can say it, not the greatest environment 

basically. We have violence and everything. It does happen to be honest, what I saw when I was younger, 

just happens more. I think that education, not in all cases, when you take an education, you can move up 

your social class and there you can meet people of a higher class and then you get influenced from them as 

well, like “ok, this is not ok”, you know. (BEING PART OF A HIGHER SOCIAL CLASS MAY 

INFLUENCE YOUR VISION OF THE ISSUE IN A POSITIVE WAY) 

G: But then is maybe more about the environment where you live. I got so much money, I have to live here 

and so is maybe the environment which is close to you, maybe, but yeah, I don’t know. It is really a hard 

question because you never know. 

E: And I would like to ask you if you were in the position of being a witness of domestic violence, which 

factors would encourage you to speak up? I wrote down some ideas like legitimacy, because it is right in 

terms of laws, because I want to be an excellent citizen (everyone laughs), empathy, morality, of course 

another white card if you have any idea. 

J: Morality  

C: Yeah, Morality 

J: I would want someone to rescue me if I was hit on the street and I would try to help you too (HOPE TO 

BE HELPED IF THERE IS THE POSSIBILITY TO BE IN THE SAME SITUATION) (HOPE OF 

INTERVENTION FROM EXTERNAL FORCES) 

H: And to be honest, to be completely honest, with my perceptions, seriously, the worst thing for me is like, 

that can hurt me so much, is like see another woman being abused physically or mentally, it is just like.. I 

don’t know. (THE EMPATHY WITH A PERSON OF THE SAME SEX) (RELEVANCE OF 

FEMINISM) 

E: I actually agree with you. Do you have any other idea or it is mostly related to morality and feminism? 

G: I’m not…sorry, sorry.. I will not be less mad if I see a boy or a girl. It would hurt me anyway. (THE 

EMPATHY WITH BOTH MEN OR WOMEN) (THE ROLE OF EMPATHY WITH SOMEONE WHO IS 

SUFFERING) 

E: That makes totally sense. 

ML: I think morality but also empathy or just wanted to help him if someone is really hurting and may be out 

of something, I want to make sure that he is not completely dying. Maybe I would try to step in and say “this 

is not ok”, just to make sure that the person is.. (POTENTIAL INTERVENTION TO SEE IF THE 

PERSON IS SERIOUSLY HURT) (INTERVENTION ONLY IF THE SITUATION IS REALLY SERIOUS) 

R: Also, but I don’t know where to place it –anger – like I would be furious if I saw a person who is being hit 

and I don’t know where to place it because if it is empathy or morally, but it is probably a mix but it would 
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just make me so angry if I saw it so I wouldn’t be able to shut up, like I would take action. (THE ANGER 

COULD BE A DRIVER THAT CREATES THE ACTION)  

G: You are right. I have tried because.. it is just if you hear someone maybe saying something really bad at 

your friend or he is really aggressive to one of your friends, just something grow in you “GO AWAY”, you 

know, because “DON’T HURT MY FRIEND” or something because you got, like you said, this anger in 

both of this two (empathy/morality), and also really loyalty. For me, really if one of my friends or something 

or someone close to me is treating bad, loyalty, anger and morality I would just go in and say “Ehy yo 

(laughs) – stop it! Really stay away from my friend. (THE LOYALTY TOWARDS A FRIEND COULD 

INCREASE THE CHANCE OF INTERVENTION) (POTENTIAL INTERVENTION IF THE PERSON IS 

PART OF THE CIRCLE OF FRIENDS) 

J: what about instinct? 

G: Yeah! Instinct and loyalty! 

H: it is funny also because in reality if you see someone hurting I think for most of us is, or for most people, 

an instinct which starts because we have empathy or something but I would also say, in some cases, to be 

honest, if you are seeing this huge guy in the bus talking to like this young woman honestly I think you 

would think “ok, I’m not saying anything”  

E: Because he is too big. 

H: Yeah. Fear or self-interest (A PERSON DOESN’T FEEL LIKE DOING ANYTHING IF THE 

ABUSER IS BIGGER IN SIZE) (SENSE OF HELPLESSNESS DUE TO A WEAKER POSITION) 

R: But also I also do believe it has something to do with who is being hit if it’s a male or a female actually I 

saw a viral video, it was in Sweden, they made kind of…how do you call it… I don’t remember the Danish, 

an experiment. So they had two actors playing as a couple and walking on the street. And first it was the man 

who like started to scream at the girlfriend, then starting to push her then they saw a man who came and 

reacted towards it and it was quite a lot actually and they did the opposite way and no one reacted because 

they just see a little girl screaming at the big guy and do like this (gestures - push him) like even though it is 

punching, if you see a big man pushing a girl then people react but if you see a girl pushing a man then they 

don’t react to it or at least that was what the example showed (THE DIFFERENCES ABOUT HOW 

PEOPLE REACT WHEN A MAN HITS A GIRL OR WHEN A GIRL HITS A MAN) (THE 

DIFFERENCE RELEVANCE OF VIOLENCE TOWARDS A MAN OR A WOMAN) 

J: I actually saw a picture today “it is brave when a woman hits a man, but it is cowardice when a man hits a 

woman”.  

H: Really? 

J: yeah, it said that. 

ML: So let’s go and be brave (laughs) 

E: You talked about instinct so, do you think that any communication before that something happens could 

be useful? Communication could be useful for domestic violence to prevent it? 

J: Do you mean therapy? 
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C: Yeah, what kind of communication? 

E: Advertising 

J: Yeah! Definitely! 

E: But even though, you were talking about instinct and something which is a natural stuff like you see 

something happening so you behave in a certain kind of way. Do you think that communication could be 

helpful before even though nothing is happening yet? 

J: Isn’t it always good to try to prevent stuff from happening? (THE IMPORTANCE OF TRYING TO 

PREVENT DOMESTIC VIOLENCE THROUGH THE USAGE OF COMMUNICATION) 

(COMMUNICATION FOR PREVENTION) 

R: Maybe I don’t know do you mean communication towards other people that needs help or do you need 

communication towards the one being abused? 

E: No, I would focus on the witness because I think that in general it would be easier to help people talk 

instead of change someone’s behaviour. That’s what I personally think. 

G: it came suddenly, I don’t know why but many people really don’t do anything about it. It is like bullying 

in the all small schools, many people don’t do. They see something, someone being bullied and they don’t do 

anything because they have so much fear “Oh, they will go against me” all that. (COMPARISON 

BETWEEN DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND BULLYING, WHERE PEOPLE DO NOT REACT 

EVEN THOUGH THEY KNOW ABOUT THE EXISTENCE OF THE PROBLEM) 

J: But have you noticed that every time there’s a beat or something, people just have their cameras. That’s 

the world living. If a guy hits her girl, you will see on the internet next day. And if it is the other way around, 

you will see on internet. (THE ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY AND CAMERAS IN GENERAL 

VIOLENCE INCREASING THE NON-INTERACTION) (THE ACTUAL SOCIETY IS BASED ON NON 

INTERVENTION, JUST WITNESSING) 

G: Everybody is saying “Oh my god, it is horrible!”. I would do something but… 

J: But you don’t do anything  

G: Not so many people do something 

H: But I think it can still be used because.. or what I noticed also we talked about that. I especially said we 

are taking it for granted, that kind of thing… oh, nobody abuses anyone (THE ASSUMPTION THAT 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IS NOT A REAL PROBLEM)(PERCEPTION THAT DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 

IS A SOLVED PROBLEM). However, I think that communication could be used to actually classify what is 

domestic abuse, even though we were all like “yeah, domestic violence is not ok but what it is really?”. So 

people are unaware of it so maybe they  haven’t experienced it because they don’t know what it is 

(COMMUNICATION BUILT IN ORDER TO EDUCATE PEOPLE TO RECOGNIZE DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE)(PEOPLE NEED TO RECOGNIZE THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) . But if you know all the 

signs and you can be educated around that, then when you see happens this and this and this, I should react in 

some kind of way. I mean, if you don’t know how to react, you talk with someone and it could also be part of 

creating a culture for all, for instance people coming from lower class who don’t have the social heritage and 

you can be beaten. If they are always being told “it is ok to do abuse, then if you come with communication 
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from another side, maybe that would help them to see another perspective so I think it could be helpful, I 

think, I don’t know. (COMMUNICATION BUILT ON THE EDUCATION OF HOW TO REACT IN 

SITUATIONS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (PEOPLE NEED TO KNOW HOW TO REACT) 

J: they should make a commercial like (Danish word), have you seen that?  

ML: yeah, Peeta can’t do this but he knows how to save lives.  

J: a commercial for people.. like if you see this kind of thing it’s actually violence or something 

(EXAMPLES OF HOW COMMERCIALS COULD BE STRUCTURED USING OTHER 

COMMERCIALS AS EXAMPLE)  

G: yeah and keep it very simple, if it has many signs really or go through a list, nobody, sorry, many people 

will look at and just “I don’t have time for this”. It has to be really simple so everybody can watch. (THE 

NECESSARY SIMPLICITY OF THE MESSAGE) (SIMPLE COMMUNICATION) 

E: But in general have you ever watched any kind of advertising, billboard, communication in relation to the 

domestic violence? 

R: Yeah, there was on the internet once, I can’t remember who made it but it was like a girl who got beaten 

up and she has a seam on her mouth.  

(Everyone agrees) 

R: I don’t know if it was also offline but I saw it online. 

H: there was also when they have those ads all over the places, they had a commercial one in the television 

right? And it was like call a number or something. 

J: Yeah, but it is only for the abused. (EXAMPLES OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ADVERTISING) 

C: exactly, I was thinking that too. Like, I would not say that commercials communicate so much to me but 

more to victims to speak up and do something. I don’t know, of course if I have been beaten, I would 

something but advertisement whose has been out about the subject is trying to get the victims to speak up, 

maybe not as much the witnesses, which we are talking about. I don’t know, that’s how I feel. Like I would 

know who took all other than the police if I experience anything like it. (THE PERCEPTION THAT THE 

EXISTING ADVERTISINGS DO NOT TALK TO ANYONE OTHER THAN THE ABUSED) (THE 

ACTUAL TARGET FOR COMMUNICATION IS THE ABUSED) 

E: Did you want to say anything? 

ML: I remember, I think it was a couple of years ago, I think Familieborne or something, they had a game 

called “Slap the bitch”, where I think the target group was mainly for the abuser because you could slap the 

bitch and then there was something like 100% you were a gangster or something and suddenly would change 

in total idiot or something saying you shouldn’t hit. ( 

E: But don’t you think that that kind of advertising would be counterproductive kind of way? 

ML: I don’t know. I remember that it got a lot of bad... 

J: Reputation? 
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ML: Yeah, that…exactly, because people said that it could actually go further and say “Oh, you should slap 

people” I don’t know, but I just remember that they made it and I actually think I tried it, just to see. (THE 

BAD REPUTATION THAT “SLAP THE BITCH” OBTAINED) 

G: of course you did. 

ML: I’m ginger, I’m aggressive. 

(Everyone laughs) 

G: So it’s genes. 

E: I actually tried it too. But in general when they create communication in relation to this kind of problem, 

do you know what kind of feelings they want to create in the person who is watching that kind of 

advertising? Positive feelings or negative feelings? 

R: Mostly negative feelings I think. I saw a commercial once and I think it was casted in the united states, 

goose bumps, so disgusting in the way and you didn’t see anything, like you hear the sound of a lock 

opening the door and then comes written “Well, this is the worst sound you will ever hear” or something like 

that and it is just like, just talking about it I have goose bumps again because it was so nicely made or.. it 

really talks to the emotions. 

E: Because even though you didn’t see anything you could feel it. 

R: Exactly. (THE ADVERTISING CAN STRIKE SOME CHORDS EVEN IF YOU DO NOT SEE 

ANYTHING) (NOT SHOWING ANYTHING CAN BE EVEN MORE EFFECTIVE) 

E: Now I’m starting the last part of my focus group and I would like to show you two advertising in 

Denmark, because the only example that we have in Denmark is from you “Slap the bitch”, and yeah I would 

like to show you two of them, it is really, really short. 

ADVERTISING 1 (the one with stairs) 

J: I’m sorry but it was quite unrealistic 

ML: Exactly, I was thinking the same. It sounds so fake. 

J: I get the message, but.. it doesn’t work for me (THE ADVERTISING SOUNDS FAKE) 

E: Ok, what do you think about this advertising? 

ML: That it sounded fake. 

R: the idea behind was good but not conducted so well. 

G: I’m sorry but I’m still a little bit mad as it is only women because also men are getting hit. So I’m really 

frustrated, I mean also men are getting hit. (INJUSTICE ABOUT THE NOT PRESENCE OF 

ADVERTISINGS RELATED TO MEN) (NEED FOR AN HIGHER AWARENESS TOWARDS MEN 

ABUSE) 

E: I was looking for advertising about men as well but I couldn’t find any.  
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G: I know a lot of women are getting hit, of course and it is so sad… but it is.. 

J: Because no one hears about it. 

ML: And also because it is verbal abuse mainly towards men, as far as I know. I don’t know the statistics but 

as far as I have been told, women are more into the verbal abuse which is something hard to say “Oh, she is 

abusing me” and it is hard to say “Oh, she should be denounced”, besides men just go and hit you and it 

would be “you have hurt, go to jail” or something so I think it is difficult to say. (THE IMPOSSIBILITY 

TO ESTABLISH THE PRESENCE OF DOMESTIC ABUSE TOWARDS MEN) (NEED OF HIGHER 

AWARENESS TOWARDS MEN ABUSE) 

E: But in relation to this kind of advertisings, would you have done something differently? 

H: I think this is really negative as we talked about, I think this is very common or it would be the standard 

way of doing it, but if we talk about preventing or creating a norm in a culture, it would prevent so you just 

create a positive. I think you could be creative in a way and create a new kind of advertising. For instance 

just to tell not “this is happening and this is wrong” but tell “why don’t we do it?” “How would you treat 

each other?” I think it could be a new way to do it. I don’t know if it is effective though. (HIGHER 

EFFECTIVESS OF POSITIVE STIMULI, GIVING THE POSSIBILITY TO ACT IN ANOTHER 

WAY) (EFFICACY OF POSITIVE APPEALS) 

E: Do you have any other idea? 

ML: This isn’t effective, people keep hitting each other even though it is negative so, 

H: Yeah, because this is focused on “we have a problem – let’s do something about the problem” but other 

way I would think preventing. (THE IMPORTANT ROLE OF PREVENTION)  

ML: Yeah, I understand your point, it was about not knowing if it was effective. I don’t feel like this is 

effective. If I was the abused in the relationship, would I call someone just because I have seen this 

commercial? Probably not. I would probably be like everybody else “oh, I deserved this, I did something 

stupid”, so yeah, I don’t think this is effective.  

E: Charlotte, do you have any idea? 

C: I kind of agree with the people who spoke. I don’t think it is the best commercial but I think like usually 

with stuff like that it is more effective if you don’t see what is happening and see someone actually getting 

hit. Your imagination makes it worse than it is. The commercial you were talking about, it is really 

uncomfortable and you get a lot of negative feelings because it is what you don’t see, I like that part of it. 

(THE EFFECTIVENESS BEHIND NOT SEEING WHAT’S HAPPENING) (NOT SHOWING 

ANYTHING CAN BE EVEN MORE EFFECTIVE) 

E: Ok, now I will show you one last advertising which was apparently really famous in Denmark. 

ADVERTISING 2 (Football) 

J: Oh my god, really? 

R: That was so bad. 

G: It was so lame, really. 
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C: Was that an effective commercial? (EXPRESSION THAT UNDERLINES THE SHOCK BEHIND 

THE CONSIDERATION OF A REAL COMMERCIAL) 

J: the only effective point is to have some known people, some celebrities. That’s the only thing they did. 

(USAGE OF CELEBRITIES MAY BE EFFECTIVE) 

C: It is like a sort of a price, didn’t they say.. that’s just try to sell… 

ML: Come and play with us. 

C: ..Coca-Cola, something like that. 

R: It could be just for anything else. 

C: Yes, exactly. I think it is too commercial. (HIGH LEVEL OF COMMERCIALISATION) 

G: No personality, nothing. 

C: not even empathy. 

J:we don’t want to see blood nor we want to see bruises or something like that but a message that gets to 

people, a message. 

E: But I think what they were thinking was that they are real celebrities and they are a sort of connection 

with the society and so do you think that this kind of communication is effective or not. 

H: in my opinion, no. The reason why I would say is I would focus on the positive aspects because we get 

the negative “this is happening” and I saw, I can actually give an example what I mean with positive 

commercial. They had one viral video, you guys probably saw it, they were going around asking to small 

guys, 5 years, they were asked “would you hit a girl?” and they said “no, I wouldn’t hit a girl”. Stuff like that 

and I saw a guy giving a flower to the girl. In that perspective, that would become more popular instead of 

focusing on what is happening we focus on prevention, so that they always know before they even end up in 

such a situation. This is kind of wrong, I think maybe it could be effective but I don’t know. (THE 

EFFECTIVENESS BEHIND THE USAGE OF POSITIVE STIMULI WITHIN THE ADVERTISING 

USING AN EXAMPLE) (HIGHER EFFECTIVENESS OF POSITIVE APPEALS) 

J: What about school and teach how to act. 

G: I believe maybe this video we just saw maybe it was just one guy “I like those two” I will stop beating my 

girl. Maybe, you never know. (CONNECTION BETWEEN CELEBRITIES AND SOCIETY, 

ESPECIALLY THE MASCULINE PART OF THE SOCIETY)  

ML: Or I will hit her first, then go playing, then beat her again (laughs) 

G: You know what I mean. You cannot catch everybody with one commercial. You have to have a different 

commercial to catch all people.  

E: So you think it was mainly for men and the target of this kind of advertising were men instead of women? 

G: Yeah, maybe he got a girlfriend, he likes those two “Oh, damn, they are really good players”, he is just 

like “maybe it is wrong, maybe I have to work with myself”, something, I don’t know. Maybe there is one or 
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two guys that thought that. But I really thought that that commercial was really bad but maybe it worked 

with someone.  

E: Do you have any kind of additional comment or something that you would like to add to what you have 

said already? 

R: No, but if it is aimed to witnesses, making a commercial towards witnesses has a lot to do first of all it has 

something to do with educate people like “who should I actually contact?”, because if a person is not hitting 

I wouldn’t call the police, he is calling her name or she is calling his name, like if I saw that a person was hit 

then you know you need to call the police. But who do you actually call if it verbally, also the police? (THE 

NECESSITY TO EDUCATE PEOPLE IN RELATION TO WHO THEY SHOULD CALL IN 

RELATION TO VERBAL ABUSE)(HIGHER COMMUNICATION IN RELATION TO THE CONTACTS 

FOR OTHER KINDS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) And second of all, talking about witness, there are very 

few cases, now I’m just talking about what I think, I have no idea, but it is such a taboo domestic violence, 

so people who are abuser or being abused and not talking about it, so it is happening in their own house so 

you don’t know it. No one can intervene and the institutions cannot push people to talk if they don’t want to 

(THE POSSIBILITY THAT PEOPLE MAY NOT TALK WITH ANYONE ABOUT THE ABUSE) 

(SOCIAL TABOO) 

J: Actually most abused men are from the same sex relationship too. That’s actually a question we ask 

ourselves, my group, how do you react if it is a same sex couple, if two men are hitting each other or verbally 

abusing one to another, who do you blame? Whose side do you take? Because if you see a man hitting a 

woman, instinctly the woman.  

R: Isn’t it you take the side of the one being abused? 

E: the one called stupid or something. 

ML: But you don’t do it if it is a man being abused. You don’t go and say “poor guy!” 

H: this would be brought up in Denmark or in Sweden or in Norway because we have equal rights and 

women and men are the same. But you come from a macho culture and it is why I’m like this? When you 

come from a macho culture, usually it would be a man abusing the woman. (DENMARK AS COUNTRY 

WHERE MEN AND WOMEN HAVE THE SAME RIGHTS, MACHO CULTURES ARE 

DIFFERENT) (MACHO CULTURES AS MORE ABUSIVE) 

E: If we talk about for instance Italy what would be your point of view? Do you think the relations between 

men and women are different there from here?  

G: In Italy? 

E: Yeah. 

G: My cousin is from Italy but it is funny because I think he doesn’t have a sweet wife. So in his case, he is 

the one abused, because we can’t see him anymore. She has stopped all the contacts. 

E: Rebecca, you were talking before about the macho culture and I was thinking if there could be some sort 

of connection with Italy as well because you were talking about Spain. 
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R: I think it could be the same, but I don’t know the Italian culture compared to Spain. So for me it is like I 

think it could be kind of the same culture, but I think just in general that people from the south maybe have a 

higher temperament. (HIGH TEMPERMENT CAN CREATE A HIGHER LIKELIHOOD TO HAVE 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (MACHO CULTURES ARE MORE LIKELY TO DEVELOP DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE) 

J: How is domestic violence in Italy? 

E: In Denmark is 33%, in Italy is 19%. 

J: 90???? 

E: No no, 19, sorry! 

H: I think it is an interesting statistics. 

R: But these statistics, now I’m just curious, is it then comparable? 

E: They are the same statistics, that’s why I started with this master thesis because we noticed that in 

Denmark there was this high level of domestic violence, when you have, really you care a lot about the 

position of the woman in the society, seriously women in Denmark are in a good position, when in Italy we 

have 19%, so lower. 

J: the men are more loving in Italy maybe. 

C: Couldn’t it be a consequence of the definition of abuse? Not that I want to say that people who are being 

abused are just lying or just sensitive or something. I think maybe you are talking about temper, the higher 

temper.  

E: That’s the question I asked myself as well. 

C: Maybe in Denmark, we could have a lower tolerance? Yeah, the tolerance is maybe lower.  

E: So maybe you think about domestic violence in different ways, in different countries. 

C: Especially because we have this sense of equality, if there is something which is not equal, “oh, that’s not 

ok” (DENMARK AS A COUNTRY WHERE THE SENSIBILITY TOWARDS ABUSES IS HIGHER 

DUE TO THE HIGHER SENSE OF EQUALITY) (THE SENSE OF EQUALITY BETWEEN GENDER 

INFLUENCES THE LEVEL OF TOLERANCE OF ABUSES) 

E: I’m asking that because I’m doing a comparison between Italy and Denmark. So yeah, any other question? 

Any other consideration? 

H: I have the perception that when you come from a more macho culture, in some cultures it could be more 

related to the abuse, but in some other cases also the woman is treated not as an equal, but more as a woman 

per se. Even though, in my culture, really macho oriented, I see some cases of abuses but also cases where a 

woman is spoiled. So maybe this could also be a reason. I have no clue, just putting there. (MACHO 

CULTURES ARE CHARACTERISED BY BOTH A POTENTIALLY HIGHER DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE, BUT ALSO HIGHER SPOILED WOMEN) (IN MACHO CULTURES, WOMEN CAN BE 

CONSIDERED AS BOTH PRINCESSES OR SLAVES) 
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J: But I will say, when I got to Denmark I was horrified by the kids around me. I wouldn’t talk to my teacher 

in the way they talk. I was shocked you call people by their names. 

E: In Italy as well, it is “dear professor”. 

G: I’m also really shocked about my mother and my big brother teach and the way the kids talk nowadays it 

is just “what the fuck, the language!” ”what does that mean?”. I’m really shocked. 

E: Ok, so.. thank you for coming it was.. you really helped me a lot. 

Focus group 2 – Italian women 

(E) Benvenuti tutti e grazie per essere venute, siete qua per il mio focus group perché sto scrivendo la tesi in 

marketing communication, sul ruolo che la violenza domestica ha nelle generazioni più giovani e volevo 

prima di tutto presentare me stessa, come ho detto mi chiamo Elena, faccio Brand and Communication 

Management qui alla CBS..e…poi la seconda parte del nostro Focus group, voglio che tutti conoscano il 

nome degli altri, quindi so che alcuni di voi si conoscono tra di loro quindi vi metterò a coppie diverse; 

(presentazioni) 

Adesso sappiamo tutti i nomi di tutti e possiamo effettivamente cominciare… 

Allora come vi ho detto, la mia tesi  riguarda il ruolo che la violenza domestica ha per le generazioni più 

giovani e come la comunicazione potrebbe cambiare e adeguarsi al fabbisogno dei giovani appunto. 

Quindi la prima cosa che vorrei chiedere è…ovviamente potete dire tutto quello che volete…potete 

aggiungere i pensieri degli altri, qualsiasi cosa..è che cos’è per voi la violenza domestica, che cosa 

significa..chiunque vuole può cominciare… 

(m) Secondo me la violenza domestica, è un abuso su una persona, devo essere…cioè sempre nel contesto al 

femminile…violenza domestica in generale 

(e)Tu pensi a violenza domestica…che cosa pensi? 

(m) Penso un abuso su una persona, che possa essere un figlio, o la madre o alle volte anche il padre e non 

solo fisico, ma anche psicologico (CONCEPT OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS BEING PHYSICAL 

AND PSYCHOLOGICAL TOWARDS DIFFERENT FAMILY MEMBERS) (BROADER 

PERSPECTIVE OF THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(e) poi altri? 

(f) Io onestamente ad esser sincera, non avevo pensato di primo acchito alla violenza sull’uomo, cioè, non mi 

è venuto in mente. Lo so, che è un problema mio probabilmente, però ho pensato subito alla violenza sulle 

donne e sui bambini…sì, perché comunque so anche  che in Italia è una delle prime cause di morti, per il 

femminile, i bambini si sa…al maschile…. 

 (A) Ma anche perché nei film, per lo più, penso sia questa la tematica, anche se mi ricordo che ho visto una 

serie in cui c’era un uomo…nel senso che la moglie che picchiava il figlio, l’uomo comunque a livello 

psicologico era succube della moglie, però per esempio di primo acchito non ho pensato alla violenza 

psicologica, in realtà la prima immagine che mi è venuta in mente è stata una donna e un bambino 
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picchiati… (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE USUALLY NOT CONSIDERED AS AN ISSUE TOWARDS 

MALES OR AT A PSYCHOLOGICAL LEVEL) (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS MAINLY PHYSICAL 

TOWARDS WOMEN) 

(e) …quindi violenza fisica nei confronti di donne e bambini 

 (F) …o psicologica sempre sulle donne, tipo il ricatto 

 (A) si però, non è la prima cosa che mi è venuta in mente associata alla parola violenza.. con violenza mi 

viene proprio in mente una cosa fisica, per quanto…nel  momento che l’ha detto ho pensato si…è vero, però 

nel senso…come primo acchito, se non ci fosse stata lei, in un primo momento …si violenza fisica su donne 

e bambini prevalentemente… (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IS OFTEN CONSIDERED AS ONLY 

PHYSICAL) (LIMITED PERSPECTIVE OF THE CONCEPT OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(C) io in realtà, ho pensato come lei dall’inizio, non so perché, però mi è venuto subito in mente uomo donna 

(A)pensiero completo  

(M) forse un ciclo della famiglia e….ma del bambino… verso un altro elemento della famiglia…insomma 

può capitare , magari è più frequente a livello psicologico, non fisico. 

(c) anche a me…forse prima del fisico, mi è venuto quello psicologico, in mente… (PSYCHOLOGICAL 

VIOLENCE AS AN IMPORTANT PART OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(L) anche per me uguale…ho pensato prima ad una donna, poi a un bambino, poi ho detto cavolo ci potrebbe 

anche essere quella verso l’ uomo in realtà, però… magari dato anche dai media, ma nella realtà è così,cioè 

la donna che viene solitamente maltrattata, sia a livello psicologico che fisico (MEDIA ATTENTION 

MAINLY TOWARDS WOMEN) (COMMUNICATION IS FOCUSED MAINLY TOWARDS DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE FOR WOMEN) 

(A)…ma anche perché in Italia, secondo me, siamo un po’ più sotto una forma di patriarcato….secondo me 

in Italia è molto più diffusa, anche se poi sono le donne che sono forti come quelle che cucinano, che fanno.. 

però di solito è l’uomo che in Italia fa… è una società più maschilista e siamo abituati a pensare quello. 

(SOCIETY STRONGLY ORIENTED TOWARDS MEN AND PATRIARCHY) (ITALY IS A 

PATRIARCHAL CULTURE) 

(e) ma quindi quanto pensate sia importante, come problema in Italia? 

(F) Enorme… causa di morte dopo il cancro….Grande 

 (C) Poi non penso sia tutelata in una maniera… (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS A BIG ISSUE NOT 

ENOUGH PROTECTED BY THE REGULATION) (AWARENESS TOWARDS THE SERIOUSNESS OF 

THE ISSUE IN ITALY) 

(F) Si infatti… 

(F)Tra l’altro, si..so che, vabbe’ ora non è che ho dati..Però quando parlo magari con amici dei miei genitori 

che sono nel campo, come si chiamano.. 

(a)Tipo assistenza 
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(F)…non mi ricordo come si chiama, nello specifico, legale per le violenze..non mi ricordo la sigla..E però 

viene spesso fuori che, anche quando è evidente che ci sono casi di violenza e ci sono anche i rei confessi, 

comunque si tende a dire ..boh… 

(C) no.. ma poi,se una persona denuncia, poi dopo è considerato come reato minore, quindi la persona non 

viene neanche perseguita e poi (POSSIBILITY NOT TO HAVE ANY PROTECTION BY THE 

EXISTING REGULATION) (THE JUSTICE DOES NOT ALLOW PROTECTION) 

(L) è difficile farsi credere, è quello il problema e alcune volte succede anche che venga usato l’abuso anche 

se in realtà non è mai stato fatto, perché anche quello succede…che uno dice una balla perchè vuole mettere 

nei guai qualcuno.. effettivamente succede, però… (POSSIBILITY TO PRETEND TO HAVE A 

DOMESTIC ABUSE TO PUT SOMEONE IN TROUBLE) (DIFFICULTY OF HAVING CREDIBLE 

EVIDENCES) in altri paesi è anche peggio…forse…cioè almeno io essendo stata in Cina, ho sentito che là 

questo reato non esiste…perché non vengono credute le donne fondamentalmente, però anche qua, c’è il 

pericolo di non essere credute, molte volte.. 

(A) secondo me da noi, fortunatamente, forse ultimamente sta migliorando, però soprattutto in passato c’era 

il problema delle donne che non volevano dirlo oppure che gli sembrava normale che il marito le picchiasse.. 

(THE PAST CONDITIONS OF WOMEN CONSIDERING DOMESTIC ABUSE AS A NORMAL 

CONDITION) (THE INFLUENCE OF GENERATIONS ON THE PRESENCE OF DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE) 

(F) poi secondo me, c’è anche la.. ritornando al fatto della violenza psicologica, anche quella della piccola 

comunità in cui vivi, che comunque noi abbiamo realtà abbastanza piccole, per lo meno io non saprei, ma io 

vengo da…la Toscana è piena di paesini, dove tutti conoscono tutti e ricominciare…la famiglia dovrebbe 

praticamente ricominciare da zero, se tu volessi appunto lasciare il marito.. o lasciare la moglie.. per cui 

anche quello potrebbe essere un fattore che ti blocca a denunciare la cosa. Non solo perché hai paura di lui 

..lei..ma anche del parere degli altri (THE IMPORTANCE OF THE OPINION OF THE OTHERS, 

FEAR TO BE JUDGED) (THE IMPACT OF THE COMMUNITY) 

(M) penso anche dell’influenza che può avere sul figlio o sulla figlia, sono situazioni…se una donna si apre 

completamente a autorità esterne, ovviamente influenza tutto il nucleo familiare, non è solo il rapporto tra il 

marito e lei.. (THE ISSUE FOR CHILDREN CONSEQUENTLY TO THE DENOUNCE TO 

AUTHORITIES) (THE CONSEQUENCES ON THE FAMILY) 

(e) Per quanto riguarda la legislazione in Italia, per quanto riguarda appunto la violenza domestica, sapete 

che tipo di legislazione c’è, oppure no? Come le donne o gli uomini, per la violenza, vengono protette dallo 

stato italiano? 

(F) Mi pare che nella costituzione non ci sia un cacchio riguardo alla violenza domestica, però magari dico 

una stronzata…ma mi sembra non ci sia nulla a me, neanche un articolo (THE ABSENCE OF LAWS 

DIRECTLY PROTECTING FROM DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (LACK OF IMPACT OF THE JUSTICE 

SYSTEM) 

(C) a me viene in mente il caso..lo stalking, può essere considerato…e ogni santissima volta che senti il 

telegiornale.. è stata uccisa, aveva denunciato..2 mesi prima 

(A) però adesso so che hanno fatto delle leggi per stalking… adesso c’è sullo stalking 
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(F) è recente 

(A) è recentissimo.. tipo 2 -3 anni fa.. non mi ricordo (THE PRESENCE OF A LAW AGAINST 

STALKING) 

(C) però anche con questa legge qua, quello che fanno…non possono fermare la persona, quello che danno è 

un ordine restrittivo (PERCEIVED LIMITED EFFECTIVENESS IN RELATION TO THE EXISTING 

LAWS) (LOW TRUST IN THE SYSTEM OF JUSTICE IN ITALY) 

(A) questo è sempre un problema italiano, comunque mettono le leggi…però…poi non ti rispettano  

(F)  secondo me è proprio una questione culturale, cioè dovrebbe cambiare la società. E’ diverso da altri tipi 

di reati, è proprio una questione…boh..si culturale direi… 

(e) Ma quindi quanto pensate che la cultura, influenzi la violenza domestica… 

(A) tantissimo 

(L) però in realtà io non so, quanto sia la percentuale di abusi in Italia rispetto… 

(F) credo una donna su 7..se non ricordo male 

(A)però, per esempio, come dicevi tu della Cina..o anche per esempio nei paesi islamici…secondo me, 

comunque, è legato anche a fattori culturali, cioè secondo me non lo so, poi almeno boh..può essere anche 

che mi sbaglio, però comunque se c’è la cultura per cui la donna è un oggetto, l’uomo fa quello che gli pare e 

cioè..l’uomo torna la sera nervoso a casa e dice vabbe, piuttosto che dare un pugno al muro, lo do a mia 

moglie magari…non so…questo è l’esempio più stupido che mi viene in mente..(THE PERCEPTION 

THAT CULTURE AFFECTS THE CONSIDERATION OF THE WOMEN AND THE LEVEL OF 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IS AFFECTED BY THE GENDER EQUALITY 

AND CONSEQUENTLY BY THE CULTURE) 

(C) bisognerebbe vedere le statistiche tipo Italia..chessò Danimarca, che qua sono alla pari su tutto, bisogna 

vedere… (CONSIDERATION OF DENMARK AS AN EXAMPLE COUNTRY WHERE MEN AND 

WOMEN ARE THE SAME) (DENMARK IS THE COUNTRY OF GENDER EQUALITY) 

(e) appunto…..io le so 

(C) ..perchè qua praticamente la donna è considerata proprio alla pari dell’uomo ma anche all’eccesso su 

determinate cose  

(F) anche in parlamento 

(C) no, ma anche proprio a livello culturale, loro non vedono la donna, magari una persona, che su certe 

situazioni ha bisogno di più aiuto rispetto all’uomo, ma anche dico come forza fisica…cioè di base. Per loro 

tu sei uguale a un uomo quindi…se ti vedo in treno con diecimila valigie, non ti aiuto.. ce la devi fare. (MEN 

AND WOMEN ARE CONSIDERED THE SAME IN DENMARK, IN A NEGATIVE 

PERSPECTIVE. WOMEN DO NOT NEED FOR HELP) (WOMEN ARE CONSIDERED THE SAME AS 

MEN, FROM EVERY PERSPECTIVE) 

(e) quindi questa cosa, come pensi influisca sulla violenza domestica in Danimarca… 
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(A) io per esempio non ho mai visto una trasmissione danese, per esempio, quindi non so se ancora esistono 

le donne vallette…cose.. ecc. da noi questa cultura c’è…da noi…si va da un eccesso all’altro. Dall’eccesso 

della donna principessa.. lì il marito che le porta i fiori tutti i giorni, magari in Danimarca non ti si fila 

nessuno.. Però poi dall’altro lato, c’è la valletta che fa il festival di sanremo, quello che è.. 

Però da noi può pure essere un fatto culturale, come diceva lei, nelle piccole realtà, magari che sono più 

vicine a una certa mentalità, che magari era quella un po’ più del passato, magari questa cosa c’è di più 

perché siamo rimasti… (DIFFERENCES IN ITALIAN WOMEN: A WOMAN TREATED LIKE A 

PRINCESS, A WOMAN CONSIDERED AS AN OBJECT) (GENDER INEQUALITY IN ITALY) 

(L) il problema è che in Italia, la donna molte volte piace essere il sesso debole…non so come 

dire..cioè..piace essere tenute bene anche a me piace, mi piacerebbe se un uomo mi desse dei fiori, però poi 

penso,cioè perché se io li do a te non è la stessa cosa? (WOMAN LIKING HER CONDITION OF 

SPOILED WOMAN) quindi boh… anche il fatto che io abbia i capelli corti, molto spesso vengo definita 

lesbica, solo perché ho i capelli corti 

(A) però questo appunto è un problema italiano, secondo me.. noi invece abbiamo molto di più.. 

(F) a parte penso…non lo so, comincio a pensare..non che tutto il mondo è paese però non so quanto 

effettivamente in Danimarca non ci sia violenza domestica anche perché hanno dei tassi di 

alcolismo..(QUESTIONING THE ACTUAL LEVEL OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN DENMARK 

LINKED TO THE ABUSE OF ALCOHOL) (ABUSIVE CONSUMPTION INFLUENCES THE LEVEL 

OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(M) esatto 

(c) è vero…è vero…. 

(F)… che noi non abbiamo, quindi poi magari in realtà da sobri non lo farebbero…poi magari da sbronzi 

(L) loro si trasformano 

(F) l’alter ego….dottor jekill  mr hide… 

(M) ma come cultura.. tipo in Italia, secondo me siccome questa è una legislazione, non è così diffusa 

pubblicamente. Io so se denuncio mio marito, che cosa vado incontro, che cosa va incontro lui, quali sono le 

conseguenze.. secondo me siamo meno informati.. in quel senso cultura, nel senso di conoscenza delle cose.. 

Magari qua sono molto più informati, forse appunto più indipendenti e sanno il fatto loro e…(LACK OF 

KNOWLEDGE FOR CITIZENS IN RELATION TO THE REGULATION LINKED TO 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (CITIZENS’  UNAWARENESS ABOUT THE CONSEQUENCES OF 

REPORTING) 

(A) e in effetti se ci fai caso, le pubblicità che sono in Italia sono.. denuncia, cioè nel senso 

(M) si ma poi, il senso esatto.. il risultato qual è? 

(e) no no ma intendo, persona esterna o la donna che denuncia 

(A) la donna.. 

(L) mi pare che dicano entrambe…denuncia….. 
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(A) Se ci mandano la pubblicità con detto…denuncia.. evidentemente la gente non lo dice.. 

(F) ma noi abbiamo anche.. ora che ci penso, in Italia, che sia la giornata internazionale, o la giornata 

italiana, non lo so..però della violenza sulla donna…quindi anche per questo a volte lo associ, direttamente al 

femminile. Comunque non credo ci sia una giornata internazionale, contro la violenza psicologica…sugli 

uomini… (PRESENCE OF DAYS THAT INCREASE THE AWARENESS TOWARDS THE 

VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN) (PUBLIC RELATIONS ACTIVITIES)  poi magari uno mi 

dice,statisticamente, subiscono lo stesso tipo di violenza per carità, però la mente anche non fa sottrazioni 

(a) si è vero…è quel discorso della pubblicità.. vedi la donna con il pugno nell’occhio 

(c) i casi saranno molto meno…immagino, di uomini abusati. (TENDENCY TO CONSIDER THE 

VIOLENCE TOWARDS MEN AS A MINOR ISSUE) (UNDERESTIMATION OF THE INCIDENCE OF 

ABUSES TOWARDS MEN) 

(e) che tipo di abusi, secondo voi, sarebbero sugli uomini 

(C) secondo me sono più psicologici 

(F) stavo per dire solo che, anche solo istintivamente reagisci ti difendi 

(L) secondo me anche come cresce la donna, non cresce facendo boxe, cioè cresce magari facendo danza, 

cioè secondo me alla fine anche se vuoi darle botte….(CONSIDERATION AS A PSYCHOLOGICAL 

ABUSE TOWARDS MEN BECAUSE WOMEN ARE PHISICALLY WEAKER) (PSYCHOLOGICAL 

ABUSE TOWARDS MEN) 

(A) inizi magari con un oggetto. Magari immagino, la mamma col mestolo, per dire, magari il marito.. la 

violenza fisica…io penserei più psicologica che fisica. Il marito si trova nell’impossibilità di reagire, perché 

essendo uomo, se reagisse..magari, veramente le fa male parecchio. Però, a quel punto, se tua moglie ti 

picchia tutti i giorni con un bastone..che fai? 

(F) secondo me … è più psicologico 

(C) ma anche perché istintivamente, la donna secondo me non è portata a reagire.. 

(L) no.. perché siamo cresciute in un certo modo 

(C) è più autodifesa se uno reagisce, che tipo.. ti tiro una mestolata.. 

 

(L) perché sappiamo che la nostra capacità maggiore non è…il fisico.. è la mente.. quindi se ti voglio 

rompere i coglioni.. magari con il cervello. 

(e) poi un’altra domanda, cioè quanto pensate siano educati gli italiani in relazione alla condizione della 

violenza domestica, cioè gli italiani sanno che cos’è la violenza domestica? 

(C) secondo me dipende sempre dal posto, dove vieni e… dall’età che hai anche 

(M) secondo me lo sai come concetto 
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(c) però magari vieni da un paesino, dove hai visto magari tuo padre che lo faceva a tua madre e dici… 

(PARENTS’ BEHAVIOUR INFLUENCE CHILDREN’S BEHAVIOUR) (THE BEHAVIOUR IN-

HOUSE INFLUENCES THE ATTITUDE TOWARDS DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(F) più che altro, io ho sentito dire, più di una volta obbiettivamente, sia da…non da ragazze della nostra età, 

questo anche va detto, però l’ho sentito dire da una dell’età delle nostre mamme, quindi parlo 50enni 40enni 

forse.. più in là sui 50enni..cioè dire “eh si…ma cosa vuoi che sia”, cioè nel senso come se fosse…mi è 

scappato uno schiaffo o un oggetto lanciato al muro magari, non a te, però comunque è un atto intimidatorio 

secondo me, cioè boh.. io ho visto lanciare oggetti al muro.. tu sei lì e io, lo lancio di là sono l’uomo e però 

ok, non ti ho colpito.. non è una violenza ma una specie di minaccia…e dico vabbe’ però ho lanciato… 

(PEOPLE TEND TO UNDERESTIMATE THE ISSUE, CONSIDERING IT AS A TEMPORARY 

BEHAVIOUR) (GENERAL UNDERESTIMATION OF THE ISSUE BY OLDER GENERATIONS) 

(A) però io dico questo l’ho visto, per esempio, io lo assocerei più ad un comportamento femminile, il fatto 

di lanciare oggetti al muro.. cioè nel senso.. sono situazioni di coppie…cioè non è che ho visto io…cioè nei 

film …nelle cose…mi è capitato magari di vedere la donna che prende il piatto e lo lancia addosso…cioè 

l’uomo magari e più tira un cazzotto al tavolo…se proprio…mi verrebbe da dire…..uomini! 

(F) e comunque noi diciamo Danimarca, quando poi parliamo invece della Danimarca, ma Copenhagen e la 

Danimarca secondo me sono 2 cose completamente diverse…cioè  i paesini che ho visto in giro in 

Danimarca cioè ciao…i paesini toscani tutta la vita! Non credo che siano tutti rose e fiori eh. (THE 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN URBAN AND RURAL CONTEXT IN DENMARK, WHERE IT 

COULD BE WORSE) (THE IMPACT OF A RURAL OR URBAN ENVIRONMENT ON THE LEVEL OF 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(e) poi ti dirò le statistiche.. no ve le dico tra un attimo.. adesso in realtà vi volevo far fare un esercizio, 

praticamente volevo chiedere quali sono secondo voi i fattori che influenzano maggiormente la presenza…il 

crescere della violenza domestica.. tipo il livello di appartenenza alla classe sociale o l’età delle persone, la 

cultura nazionale, la genetica, se hai qualcosa dentro di te che vuoi…ti prende matto e ammazzi tutti. O a 

livello di educazione.. 

(L) dobbiamo sceglierne una? 

(e) discutete tra di voi.. quello che secondo voi potrebbe essere più sensato. 

(M) Io vedo tanto la cultura nazionale e il livello di educazione 

(L) per me la cultura nazionale non c’entra.. 

(A) però è legata all’educazione secondo me 

(F) anche secondo me 

(L) dipende dalla tua famiglia, non è nazionale.. nel senso ..magari il partito della nazione è la Lega, io sono 

comunista …ho un’altra visione della cosa 

(A) però in Italia.. siamo tutto è tutto patriarcale.. 

(M) esatto (THE PATRIARCHY AS AN INFLUENTIAL FACTOR IN ITALY) (ITALY AS A 

PATRIARCHAL SYSTEM) 
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(A) è più terreno fertile 

(C) forse c’entrava più magari prima, adesso cioè.. (THE NATIONAL CULTURE COULD HAVE BEEN 

LINKED TO THE PAST) 

(A) però tu sei figlia della cultura nazionale… 

(L)  in Italia c’è il cattolicesimo però 

(C)  forse è il livello di educazione che hai intorno però è basato sulla cultura nazionale (THE LINKAGE 

BETWEEN EDUCATION AND NATIONAL CULTURE WHICH INFLUENCE THE DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE)  

(A) ecco quello che dico io è che è basato sulla cultura nazionale 

(F) No.. volevo dire che secondo me, invece c’entra la cultura nazionale ancora parecchio, perché per 

esempio, porto un esempio, perché rimane più facile scusate. Però quando in tv, magari parla una politica, a 

prescindere che sia della Lega o tu sei del  PD e tu sei della Lega…però io sento spesso anche uomini, cioè 

..educati della mia famiglia, cioè.. o di amici…nel senso .. tutte persone laureate con lavori boh..nel senso di 

un certo anche , ceto sociale…però dire “ah questa troia”.. invece se un uomo, beh letteralmente… 

Invece se un uomo, se magari un uomo.. stessa situazione di un partito, che dice una cavolata, magari dicono 

“lo stronzo”.. cioè usano aggettivi che descrivono la donna come un oggetto. Perché se tu già.. se lei ha detto 

magari una stronzata, però le dico come una troia, le stai dando una certa classificazione a livello di oggetto.  

E poi..si ripeto, è solo la mia esperienza personale, però mi è capitato infinite volte di sentire..questi aggettivi 

usati… (OBJECTIFICATION OF THE WOMAN CONSIDERED DIFFERENTLY FROM MEN) 

(GENDER INEQUALITY IN ITALY) 

(A) per esempio io, mi ricollego al discorso tuo, vabbe sempre un esempio stupido.. sono stata in Belgio in 

Erasmus per un anno e lì parlavo francese e loro hanno un termine per definire la prostituta, che è una 

ragazza che va a letto con diversi uomini per denaro. E hanno un termine per definire una ragazza che va a 

letto con diversi uomini, perché le piace, che è diverso da ninfomane.. ovviamente lì vai anche su un discorso 

patologico, diciamo, ma è semplicemente una ragazza che le piace andare a letto con diversi ragazzi e da noi 

non esiste questo concetto.. 

(L) c’è anche per l’uomo? Cioè il termine per l’uomo che gli piace andare a letto con varie donne… 

(A) si però non ricordo..cioè nel senso però in Italia, per l’uomo magari ce l’hai.. 

(L) nel senso per l’uomo dici …. 

(A) magari “puttaniero” , “libertino”, “dongiovanni”,quello che te pare…il dandy…per la donna c’è solo 

prostituta in Italia, non esiste la donna che “libertina” si…però non esiste alternativa.. 

No…no per dire che a livello culturale…  

 

(e)…si..beh…però qua è come la donna è nella società italiana. La violenza domestica come abbiamo già 

detto, non è solamente a livello di donna…e quindi è una cosa più vasta…quindi si ci riduciamo a parlare.. 
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no.. va benissimo assolutamente… perfette! Però è più vasto e non è solo legato alla condizione della donna 

in Italia. Quindi ha tutto senso e l’età… 

(F)tanto anche l’età.. mia nonna… “ah si ..tuo nonno mi ha tirato un vaso addosso”mia mamma…ah tua 

mamma ha tirato la cosa, mi ha fatto incazzare come un lupo.. succede a me .. lascia alessandro.. (THE 

YOUNGEST, THE MORE DIFFICULT IS TO ACCEPT THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (AGE AS A 

INFLUENTIAL FACTOR FOR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(C) secondo me l’età c’entra tanto 

(e) quindi mi state dicendo, per quanto riguarda l’età..più sei vecchio, più è facile che ci sia la violenza 

domestica.. 

(A) per quanto io credo che quello dipenda dalla classe sociale e dal grado di educazione, cioè per esempio.. 

mio nonno che veniva da una famiglia di classe sociale oddio elevata.. nel senso comunque benestante.. non 

ha mai osato sfiorare mia nonna e non ho mai sentito storie da parte di mio bisnonno, pure lui aveva un 

livello di educazione aveva studiato eccetera.. però perché appunto magari se lo potevano permettere, però 

non ho mai sentito loro parlare di una cosa del genere per esempio.. casa mia non è mai successo, si sia 

detto…poi non so se magari è avvenuto. (THE AGE IS A SECONDARY FACTOR AFTER THE 

SOCIAL CLASS AND EDUCATION. HIGHER SOCIAL CLASS MEANS LOWER DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE) (HIGHER SOCIAL CLASS ARE LESS LIKELY TO UNDERTAKE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(L) secondo me l’età non c’entra.. è solo una storia.. 

(A) l’età è una conseguenza..magari l’educazione il livello di educazione adesso è più alto , prima era meno 

alto… 

(F) io con l’età intendo anche generazionale..intendo i ventenni del  1910, i ventenni del 2000 

(A) certo certo, perché bisogna…appunto la generazione è legata al fatto dell’educazione, che prima magari 

era meno..era più rara averla, mentre adesso… 

(M) però non metterei l’età a prescindere dalla classe sociale, cioè a prescindere che tu sia benestante o 

povero.. (HOW RICH A PERSON IS DOES NOT AFFECT THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(e) e invece per quanto riguarda l’educazione?.. anche quella a prescindere… 

(M) no secondo me quella lì è legata.. 

(A) però per esempio prima l’educazione era legata alla classe sociale, perché se non avevi soldi non potevi 

studiare..quindi per forza era legata prima.. (THE PRESENCE OF A CONNECTION BETWEEN THE 

POSSIBILITY TO HAVE AN EDUCATION AND THE SOCIAL CLASS) 

(M) educazione …intendiamo education…istruzione..  

(e) a livello…laurea…titolo di studio 

(c) perché non lo so…secondo me.. l’istruzione non è che c’entra tantissimo, cioè anche se sei laureato e sei 

cresciuto in una famiglia dove determinati valori, comunque c’erano, puoi essere anche laureato,ma una 

persona la picchi lo stesso. (THE EDUCATIONAL LEVEL DOES NOT PREVENT FROM HAVING 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (THE EDUCATIONAL LEVEL DOES NOT AFFECT THE LEVEL OF 
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DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) Però non penso, che questo sia collegato tantissimo alla cultura nazionale..lo era 

nel passato,  ma adesso dipende molto dalla famiglia in cui sei cresciuto. (THE NATIONAL CULTURE 

REPRESENTED AN IMPORTANT FEATURE IN THE PAST) (NATIONAL CULTURE IS  

Cioè..io magari ho da una parte mia nonna, che neanche mio nonno si sognerebbe di  torcergli un capello, 

proprio zero..ma dagli avi… e dall’altra parte ho.. la famiglia di mio padre, che magari. Quindi dipende 

anche tanto da dove sei cresciuto…si…i valori che ti hanno trasmesso.. (THE FAMILIAL EDUCATION 

REPRESENTS A CRUCIAL FEATURE IN THE PRESENCE OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (THE 

IN-HOUSE EDUCATION AFFECTS THE ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(e) ok…quindi vi sentireste di escludere genetica, età secondario e poi c’è un mix di livello di educazione e 

cultura nazionale e classe sociale. Adesso parliamo dei numeri… il 19per cento delle donne in Italia ha 

subito una violenza, quindi vuol dire 2 su 10 e l’età in cui la violenza avviene è tra i 18 e i 29 anni.. in 

Danimarca invece abbiamo il 32per cento, vale a dire una persona su 3 ha subito abusi.. 

(F) si ma lo denunciano! 

(e) cosa ne pensate di questo?..prima…se siete sorprese della statistica? 

(F) Penso che da noi stiano zitte 

(M) si…mi aspettavo molto più alta in Italia.. 

(F) io penso che se da noi le donne lo dicessero, sarebbe più del doppio…non è dichiarato 

(M) non lo dichiarano (THE STATISTICS IS NOT HIGHER BECAUSE WOMEN DO NOT 

DENOUNCE THE ISSUE) (EXPECTATIONS TO HAVE HIGHER NUMBERS IN ITALY)(THE NUMBER 

IS NOT HIGHER BECAUSE WOMEN DO NOT SPEAK UP) 

(A) perché hanno meno coraggio..meno consapevolezza.. 

(C) non sarebbe magari il doppio, ma sicuramente andrebbero alla pari 

(F) perché le statistiche sulla causa di morte, cioè comunque sono una conferma del fatto che parecchi non 

denunciano, perché come fanno ad essere morti… 

(e) ma perchè non denunciano secondo voi? 

(A) per paura, per poca consapevolezza.. (REASON BEHIND THE SILENCE ARE LOW SELF-

ESTEEM AND FEAR) (SELF-ESTEEM AND FEAR INFLUENCE THE SILENCE OF THE VICTIMS) 

(M) per non rovinare il nucleo familiare… 

(A) in Italia…per i figli.. 

(M) lo faccio per i figli 

(F) e..mia madre, lei è psicanalista, cioè…non è che mi dice i nomi, però a volte se entriamo in argomento, 

mi fa.. Non sai quante volte mi capita di sentire la donna, che mi dice, io non denuncio perché non voglio che 

i miei figli sappiano che il padre, no è un mostro, però ha fatto sta cazzata.. (WOMEN NOT 
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DENOUNCING IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN THE CONCEPT OF FAMILY) (THE IMPORTANCE OF 

FAMILY IN ITALY) 

(C) no perché noi abbiamo questa idea del… qua non ce l’hanno…escono di casa a 15 anni, vanno a vivere 

da soli a 15 anni, cioè noi non ci verrebbe in mente, perché abbiamo proprio l’idea di famiglia.. mamma.. 

papà o comunque quel che… (LOWER ATTACHMENT OF THE DANES TO THE CONCEPT OF 

FAMILY) (DANES DO NOT BUILD THE COUNTRY ON THE CONCEPT OF FAMILY) 

(A) e comunque si, da noi siamo ancora restii al divorzio, diciamo cioè c’è, però  secondo me qui forse è 

molto più in voga..tra virgolette..  

(L) anche da parte dei figli, se succede qualcosa in casa, non si vuole far perdere, secondo me la…, non si 

vuole far sapere in giro che i genitori si picchiano..vuoi farti un po i cacchi tuoi e dici bo… a diciott’anni me 

ne andrò di casa. Oppure te ne vai direttamente da casa e non lo fai sapere a nessuno, secondo me.. anche 

perché è una cosa di cui ti vergogni..come una donna! Cioè ti vergogni di dire che tuo marito ti picchia.. 

(THE ROLE OF THE SHAME IN SAYING AROUND A WOMAN WAS ABUSED BY A MAN) 

(THE IMPORTANCE OF THE COMMUNITY IN ITALY) 

(A) però perché appunto, cioè nel senso, è vero però perché in Italia si vergognano di più che in Danimarca.. 

(L) probabilmente perché la famiglia è vista come qualcosa di positivo, cioè quindi se è negativo ti senti un 

po la pecora nera, cioè non so, ti senti uno che non ce l’ha fatta a fare una famiglia..non so.. cioè quello che 

mi sentirei io dentro, se avessi una situazione di quel tipo, Vedi che tutti stanno bene e per te non è vero e 

dici…boh…sto bene anch’io. (TO MAINTAIN A FAMILY AND NOT TO BE ASHAMED WITH THE 

ACQUAINTANCES, WOMEN TEND TO PRETEND THERE IS NO ISSUE) (THE IMPORTANCE 

OF MAINTAINING THE APPEARANCE OF HAPPY FAMILY) 

(A) Ma infatti lo trovo ingiusto, una donna dovrebbe sentirsi libera di lasciare una relazione che le toglie la 

libertà. Dovrebbe cominciare una vita nuova, senza paura delle conseguenze. (THE BENEFITS OF 

LEAVING AN ABUSIVE RELATIONSHIP) (BENEFITS) 

(e) bene…quindi passiamo al prossimo esercizio. Adesso passiamo dalla parte che probabilmente vi interessa 

di più, per il fatto che cioè io non penso che la comunicazione personalmente, possa cambiare 

l’atteggiamento di un abuser, o della persona abusata.. 

(A) per comunicazione che intendi 

(e)pubblicità che potrebbe essere spot, billboard ..cartellonistica e poi qualsiasi tipo di manifestazione ad 

esempio qualsiasi cosa.. Quindi passerei dal punto di vista della testimonianza, cioè supponete di essere 

testimoni di un atto di violenza, perché comunque possiamo Assumere Che ci siano persone che sanno che 

queste violenze ci sono però non denunciano.. questo perché succede… Io pensato delle cose per voi… 

apatia, indifferenza, non sanno dove denunciarlo, paura, interesse personale, non sanno cosa sia la violenza 

domestica a livello tipo mancanza di educazione. . voi vi ho viste molto preparate, però per esempio le 

ragazze danesi associavano la violenza solo ad una cosa fisica. Oppure inconsapevolezza e ignoranza. 

(F) inconsapevolezza scusa …di cosa? 

(e) del fatto che non ci sia…. 

(F) ah ok …del tipo per mia nonna non esiste. 
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(L) ah ma non è uguale alla violenza domestica? 

(e) no perché lì, no le avevo intese in modo diverso perché non sai cos’è la violenza domestica e magari lo 

associ solo ad una cosa fisica e non mentale e quindi tu sei stato testimone però non lo sai. L’altro invece è 

solo boh…non esiste.. io non so la violenza domestica che cos’è. 

(m) però noi dobbiamo pensarla come io ho subito una cosa del genere? 

(e) no no.. ho visto…si ok…come testimone 

(e) perché, come ho detto, secondo me la comunicazione..(forse non avrei dovuto dirlo) però..la 

comunicazione può occuparsi della testimonianza, più che cambiare un comportamento 

(A) secondo me, in Italia c’è apatia, indifferenza e paura (INDIFFERENCE AND FEAR ARE THE 

MOST IMPORTANT BARRIERS TO DENOUNCE)  

(F) posso chiedere una cosa, scusate, prima che continuiamo? Interesse personale cosa voleva dire? 

(A) che magari tu hai interesse perché ci sia questa roba.. 

(e) no..interesse personale è che tu vuoi salvaguardare te stesso…egoismo.. 

(F) non ci vuoi entrare dentro.. 

(c) secondo me tante volte è anche l’interesse, perché se io vedo un uomo che picchia una donna è una mia 

amica.. cioè magari prima di andare a denunciarlo parlerei con lei o magari porterei lei a denunciare, più che 

denunciarlo io. Perché cioè, se c’è una situazione di cui sei testimone dovresti.  

(F) è una decisione troppo grossa (TO DENOUNCE IS A BIG DECISION AND IT SHOULD BE 

TAKEN WITH THE ABUSED) (THE WITNESS SHOULD NOT DECIDE TO DENOUNCE WITHOUT 

ASKING TO THE ABUSED) 

(C) esatto..quindi magari sei frenato per quello.. 

(F) anche perché secondo me,per quanto tu sia testimone, si chiama domestica per un motivo, magari le senti 

raccontate, vedi poco…penso che il peggio non si veda (THE DIFFICULTY OF BEING WITNESS OF 

SOMETHING SINCE IT IS DOMESTIC) (THE LIMITS OF THE CONCEPT “DOMESTIC”) 

(A) poi diciamo se non  è una tua amica, se tu vedi un uomo che picchia una donna.. 

(L) cioè, che non è tua amica,però il fatto  è che se è una persona sconosciuta, dici.. magari prima la cosa che 

mi verrebbe in mente, sarebbe magari non è successo altre volte.. cioè non so perché è la prima volta che 

capita.. (TENDENCY TO GIVE EXCUSES TO WHAT IS HAPPENING, SINCE YOU DO NOT 

KNOW IF IT THE FIRST TIME IT HAPPENS) (TENDENCY NOT TO GET INVOLVED) 

(F) perché anche questo non capisco, cioè che vuol dire ..se lo vedo e boh non la conosco, come fai a .. 

(A) potrebbe essere o pestata o…non domestica 

(e) ..domestica non significa dentro le mura domestiche.. domestica significa tra partners 
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(F) no cioè se non è una persona che conosci…cioè, quello che mi chiedo è…dove li vedi..in giro? come fai 

sapere.. (THE DIFFICULTY IN UNDERSTANDING HOW YOU COULD SEE IT ON THE 

STREET) 

(L) non è solo fisica è anche psicologica, quindi vedi un ragazzo che si comporta in un certo modo con la 

ragazza e si vede lei che non sta bene, cioè è anche la persona se la vedi in difficoltà 

(A) è anche difficile da vedere, se la conosci ok.. 

(F)  più che altro non capisco che esempi stiamo…cioè … 

(A) sei in mezzo al mercato, c’è una coppia, ti vedi loro che discutono.. dai non so…vedi lui che le afferra il 

braccio…sarà che io sto a sanlorenzo a Roma, mi capita di vedere ste scene in cui c’è lui lei che ….e c’è 

spesso gente che passa, io dalla finestra sento urlare,mi affaccio…Però non mi è mai venuto da dire..mo lo 

denuncio.. però perché (EXAMPLE OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ON THE STREET) 

(F) intervieni se c’è una situazione in cui ti puoi permettere di intervenire, cioè no, più che altro vedi uno che 

spinge una ragazza al muro, vai lì e fai..”oh pezzo di merda!” però se vedi uno due discutere non puoi andare 

lì e dire “ti denuncio” (TENDENCY NOT TO INTERFERE IF THE SITUATION IS NOT TOO 

SEVERE) (THE LEVEL OF SERIOUSNESS OF THE SITUATION INFLUENCES THE POSSIBILITIES OF 

INTERVENE) 

(A) no certo, però se vedi lui che molla uno schiaffo a lei.. 

(F) scusate ..avete bisogno di qualcosa 

(A) però non lo denunci 

(F) certo che lo fai… (INTERVENTION IF THE SITUATION BECOMES PHYSICAL)  

(L) io non so se lo farei.. no..ti becchi un attimo male non lo farei per paura.. 

(M) quando uno è alto 1,90 x 90 kg…dici boh…non so se mi metto in mezzo (DOUBTS ABOUT THE 

INTERVENTION IF THE GUY SEEMS TO BE STRONGER) (SENSE OF HELPLESSNESS DUE TO 

THE STRENGHT OF THE GUY) 

(A) siete 2 persone in una strada..si secondo me… 

(A) guarda c’era una mia amica che..ci è capitato una volta che noi stavamo in giro a SanLorenzo, c’era sto 

tizio che mena una…tira uno schiaffone a una tizia…c’era sta ragazza che stava con me,che lei subito è 

partita dalli dritta—io sono rimasta un po così…non sapevo se era il caso di intervenire 

(f) la situazione…cioè tiri subito fuori il cellulare e chiami la polizia..qualcuno.. 

(M) non intervieni tra le 2 persone per bloccare la violenza 

 (F) no intervieni..però lo intimorisci, perché sei già al telefono.. (NEED OF AN INTERVENTION OF 

THE POLICE) (THE IMPORTANCE OF THE INTERVENTION OF THE AUTHORITIES) 

- però come dice lei, per paura non lo farei.. (THE FEAR WOULD LIMIT THE ACTUAL 

INTERVENTION) 
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(A) però in ogni caso magari, se proprio ti verrebbe più da andare lì, che denunciare.. noi in Italia, non 

abbiamo la denuncia facile..non ci arrivi 

(M) tanto non otterrei niente…la giustizia fa cagare.. 

(A) ecco appunto te vai lì, pigli un bastone e lo dai in testa a lui…(ABSENCE OF TRUST IN 

CONSEQUENCES FOR THE GUY THROUGH THE ITALIAN JUSTICE) (ABSENCE OF TRUST IN 

THE ITALIAN JUSTICE) 

(F) comunque secondo me il caso per strada è la parte minore, io tutte storie di persone che conosco, che me 

lo dicono o che lo sento raccontare e che tu, cioè.. cerchi di intervenire come dicevano loro, cominciando 

dalla persona che non si deve far trattare così.. 

(C) si anche perché è una cosa troppo grossa, per prendere e andare a denunciare.. (THE NECESSITY OF 

A DIRECT CONVERSATION WITH THE ABUSED) (THE WITNESS CANNOT DECIDE WITHOUT 

CONSIDERING THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE ABUSED) 

(F) anche perché servon le prove, ragazze, al giorno d’oggi. Non è che puoi andare lì e dire boh..secondo me 

quello la picchia  

(M) e se poi lei nega? no io veramente sto bene, son caduta dalle scale e lì..cioè …secondo me capitano.. 

(F) a quel punto dovresti parlare con l’amica o la paziente ..se sei…analista o quello che è.. 

(F) boh la situazione in strada, non è che denunci..intervieni, perché denunciare.. 

(A) però appunto è la tua amica non denunci il fatto. Secondo me probabilmente non denunceremmo..però 

perché non denunciamo?se è per strada, un po per paura, per apatia.. 

(M) spingiamo lei a denunciare, non prendi tu l’iniziativa…guarda devi farlo per te stessa.. (TENDENCY 

IN TRYING TO CONVINCE TO DENOUNCE OR NOT TO DENOUNCE AT ALL) (WITNESS 

CANNOT DECIDE FOR THE ABUSED) 

(F) oppure, cioè per esempio, una cosa che mi viene in mente che di solito, si conosce anche l’altra persona, 

cioè conosci anche l’abuser. Che poi abuser, anche lì, nel senso.. se è un pezzo di merda che la picchia tutti i 

giorni a sangue, è un discorso..ma se appunto, vieni a sapere di uno schiaffo, che magari è successo 2 volte o 

1 volta, come dicevi te. Magari tu sproni lei a parlare con lui e cercare di risolvere la cosa, magari facendosi 

aiutare da un’agente esterno. Non a denunciare..e fare un casino.. (DIFFERENCES IN LEVEL OF 

VIOLENCE, NO NEED TO DENOUNCE IF IT IS ONLY A SLAP) (THE SEVERITY OF THE 

VIOLENCE INFLUENCES THE CONSEQUENT ACTION) 

(A) però per esempio, vorrei  vedere che se succede….non deve succedere 

(F) però se succede 2 volte, non è che vai alla polizia…mio marito mi ha dato uno schiaffo.. 

(L) anche mia mamma,mi ha tirato le scodelle addosso…se l’avessi denunciata? 

(A) pure io ho becccato qualche schiaffo da mamma… 

(l) non bisogna neanche esagerare dall’altro lato.. 
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(F) e comunque l’abuser, dipende..abuser è una parola grossa  

(A) vabbe no, nel caso dei figli è diverso..perchè uno schiaffo ce lo siamo beccato tutti, alla fin fine qualcosa 

però mio padre su mia madre, non ha mai alzato un dito..non lo deve fare..per come la vedo io.. 

(M) ..però la violenza su un bambino, a me è capitato boh.. una vicina di casa pazza.. che urlava come un 

ossessa ai figli e c’è stato un momento che io, veramente, avevo un telefono in mano e volevo chiamare 

qualcuno, telefono azzurro, qualcosa.. per denunciare chiaramente la situazione.. insostenibile. Devo aver 

avuto 16 anni.. poi hanno smesso e mi sono fermata. Però sono arrivata, veramente così vicino e secondo me, 

capitano anche molto più spesso anche sui figli.. e solo che sui figli, dici.. è una lezione di vita 

(COMPARISON BETWEEN THE VIOLENCE TOWARDS CHILDREN) (INTIMATE PARTNER 

VIOLENCE IS COMPARED TO VIOLENCE BETWEEN PARENTS AND CHILDREN) 

(L) loro sono i tuoi genitori ,sanno cosa devono fare..una sberla magari te la meriti.. 

(F) comunque io gli schiaffoni che ho preso, han fatto bene a darmeli.. 

(F) io..una volta uno può anche averlo preso in pubblico, ma ha fatto bene a non intervenire, comunque mio 

padre..io ho fatto una stronzata grossa, mi ha dato uno schiaffo 

(e) anche qua stiamo di nuovo svolando, però qua si parla di educazione dei figli in un certo modo, dall’altro 

lato è un rapporto che dovrebbe essere di amore tra 2 persone.  

(F) quello non è educare i propri figli, quello è violenza sui figli.. 

(M) però effettivamente è vero , il limite dove lo vedi?  

(L) Cioè io le sberle che mi ha dato mio babbo, sono state giustificate..quelle di mia mamma, ancora oggi mi 

dico, forse effettivamente poteva anche evitare..cioè dipende anche a volte dal nervosismo.. e lì dici quelle 

sberle lì non ci dovevano essere, Che anche il rapporto che io ho con mia mamma è molto diverso, rispetto al 

rapporto che ho con mio babbo..Però anche lì cosa fai, cioè.. per fortuna non ho denunciato mia 

mamma..però nel senso..ci sono situazioni in cui..o sei proprio al limite. Però un bambino non lo farà mai.. 

(DIFFICULTY IN DEFINING A LIMIT IN SLAPPING CHILDREN, WHERE IS THE END OF 

EDUCATION AND THE BEGINNING OF VIOLENCE) anche se la situazione fosse tragica, non ha 

neanche le conoscenze 

(F) io so di situazioni tragiche.. è chiaro che se tu ricevi la sberla, la scodella, quello che è..non è che vai dal 

babbo e dici..babbo è successa questa cosa enorme 

(L) ma io non lo dicevo neanche al mio babbo, di mia mamma. Perchè vedevo questa cosa, come una cosa 

tabù..cioè questa cosa in famiglia non doveva venire fuori. 

(F) boh..perchè io so di bambini, picchiati non con la scodella.. cioè ti spacco la faccia, ti abuso sessualmente 

e non lo dicono 

(A) lo dicono dopo tanti anni hai visto quelle storie, che escono fuori alle Iene, tipo dei preti cose.. 

 (e) tornando al fatto della violenza domestica,tra 2 persone dalla simile età, non rapporto tra figli e genitori, 

potrebbe essere quindi un problema il fatto che non si sa esattamente, dove finisce il fatto …ah mi ha dato 

soltanto uno schiaffo e questa è violenza? 
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(c)  dipende anche tanto da cosa succede realmente appunto, perché se è uno schiaffo così è ok..se senti 

urla..se tipo senti urlare i vicini a pazzo, ti ammazzo, così..la polizia la chiamo. 

(a) io ho sempre i vicini che urlano, davanti casa mia..sempre no no..lei..lei urla tantissimo, veramente tutti i 

giorni, parolacce,bestemmie che volano.. (DIFFICULTY IN DEFINING TO WHICH LEVEL OF 

VIOLENCE IT WOULD BE NECESSARY TO INTERVENE) (NOT KNOWING WHEN IS THE RIGHT 

MOMENT TO INTERVENE) 

(A)no per esempio il punto è anche questo..nel caso della donna, se vedi un uomo che tira uno schiaffo a una 

donna, qualcosa qualcuno se è capitato…però se è nel figlio…magari.. 

(e) no..lasciamo stare il figlio…se è un uomo che dà uno schiaffo a una donna, tu lo potresti considerare 

violenza.. 

(A) si..se vedi il contrario, no…te ne freghi di più.. (DIFFERENCES IN THE CONSIDERATION OF A 

SLAP AGAINST A WOMAN OR AGAINST A MAN) (UNDERESTIMATION OF THE VIOLENCE 

TOWARDS MEN) si penso che questa sia la cosa comune. Cioè se c’è un uomo che alza appunto,per 

strada..io faccio sempre SanLorenzo..che c’è la vita, veramente tantissima gente e cose..Capita! perché ci 

sono azioni, di tutto e di più. Se capita che il tizio ha qualcosa con la donna, qualcuno interviene o gli fa 

“OHH” quello…qualcosa succede..minimo si muove. Se è la donna con l’uomo no.. 

(F) a parte che penso capiti meno spesso.. 

(A) a me è capitato di questi che litigavano e lei come na pazza “Ahh perché!!!”  un uomo si sa a 

difendere…esatto per quello 

(F)  mi è venuto in mente…secondo me è anche una questione di tempo, un conto se uno ti dà uno schiaffo 

dopo che ci stai insieme da un anno, un conto se ti dà uno schiaffo , dopo che ci stai insieme..o ti rompe un 

vaso, dopo che ci stai insieme da otto anni. Io per lo meno che sono in una relazione da tanto tempo, cioè sai, 

se succede qualcosa mi viene da dire…cioè ti rimette in discussione anche tanti anni della tua vita. Quindi 

forse anche, cioè che comunque non vuoi dire..oddio..ma allora io sto con un violento.  

O oddio..sto con una persona, ti sballa il cervello.. 

(L) Questo per quello che tu dicevi di età prima, passa il tempo, hai una relazione da più tempo con quella 

persona..l’età l’ho collegata..agli anni..anche alla tua di vita, perché rimetti in discussione tutto. (A LONG-

LASTING RELATIONSHIP MAY INFLUENCE THE ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE VIOLENCE, 

THE SCOPE IS NOT LOSING ALL THE YEARS OF THE RELATIONSHIP) (THE LENGTH OF A 

RELATIONSHIP AFFECTS THE LIKELIHOOD TO DENOUNCE OR NOT)(IMPORTANCE OF THE 

FAMILY) 

(e) ok..volevo chiedervi, sempre il ruolo del testimone, sempre violenza domestica non sui figli. Quali 

sarebbero i fattori che vi incoraggerebbero a parlare a denunciare..a dire..io sono stata testimone di una 

violenza domestica con tizio e caio 

(F) quindi io non sono vittima, ma sono testimone 

(e) per una questione morale,per femminismo, qua perché si parte sempre dal presupposto che sia nei 

confronti delle donne.. empatia, istinto, legittimità.. cioè lo stato dice che è sbagliato e quindi io faccio così, 
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rabbia, per essere un perfetto cittadino insieme alla legittimità…e questo sempre bianco nel caso aveste altre 

idee 

(M) il fatto di sapere se ci sono conseguenze certe per la persona che vado a denunciare (THE NEED TO 

KNOW IF THERE IS ANY LEGAL CONSEQUENCE FOR THE PERSON I’M DENOUNCING) 

(NEED TO KNOW THE CONSEQUENCES FOR THE PERSON DENOUNCED) 

che secondo me non sta, né in legittimità, né  essere un perfetto cittadino. Perché non è che è lo stato che dice 

che è giusto o meno, ma.. lo stato dice…la legge n 14 art.2 la puoi usare incontrerà 5 anni di prigione 

(e) ok, ma da questo punto di vista, tu pensi che sia una mancanza dello stato … 

-si 

-si 

(e)… non è a livello di ignoranza nel tema.. tipo non so che c’è quella legge.. 

- no no.. 

(A) e che noi sappiamo che lo stato anche se ci fosse… 

(F) a parte che non c’è neanche certezza di sanzioni perche magari c’è la legge ma…(ABSENCE OF 

TRUST TOWARDS THE ITALIAN SYSTEM OF JUSTICE) 

(C)  il problema è si è che c’è magari c’è la legge, puoi andarti ad informare che è scritta.. poi però vai a 

denunciare e nessuno fa niente 

(A) diciamo poca fiducia nello stato italiano..chiamiamola così.. 

(L) ci metti la tua faccia se fai una denuncia e quindi vuoi che vada in porto, perché altrimenti se non va in 

porto tu ci hai messo la faccia e poi… 

(A) e anzi..magari ti trovi il tizio che ti ricatta, perché pure ste cose succedono.. (FEAR OF THE 

PERSONAL CONSEQUENCES FOR THE WITNESS IF THE JUSTICE DOES NOT HANDLE 

PROPERLY THE DENOUNCE) (ABSENCE OF TRUST IN THE JUSTICE SYSTEM) 

(e)quindi torni al fatto della paura.. 

(F) per me tantissimo femminismo e rabbia 

(e) quindi una cosa istintiva.. 

(F) ehhh..istinto secondo me come si diceva prima, quando non conosci, sei testimone  non conosci, ti piglia 

la rabbia e ti piglia al cervello e intervieni. Invece se conosci, (THE ROLE OF ANGER WHEN YOU 

DON’T KNOW THE SITUATION) (INSTINCTIVE REACTION TO AN ESPISODE OF VIOLENCE) 

(A) vabbe è una questione morale anche.. 

(F) Secondo me boh è una cosa che ti piglia addirittura prima di chiederti, ma sarà giusto..e te lo senti 

che..cioè t’incazzi. 
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(C) per me sono queste quattro.. 

(e)istinto questione morale rabbia empatia 

(C) un misto tra le quattro.. 

(F) prima scusa ho detto femminismo perché rimango, come al solito servirebbero le statistiche, rimango 

convinta che ci sia più violenza sulle donne che sugli uomini. (CONSIDERATION THAT THE 

VIOLENCE TOWARDS WOMEN MAY BE MORE THAN THE VIOLENCE TOWARDS MEN) 

(UNDERESTIMATION OF THE PRESENCE OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE TOWARDS MEN) 

(e) non ho le statistiche per gli uomini, cioè per l’Italia..tipo nello UK stando ad un articolo del the guardian, 

sono 40per cento degli uomini subiscono violenze. 40per cento non fisica, violenze a livello verbale penso.. 

(F) che comunque ragazzi,voglio dire ma non c’è nessuna differenza..scusate  e, ma c’è gente che 

(C)  però mi viene in mente che..esempio di coinquilini..posso dire i nomi..deborah e nicholas, che erano in 

passato coinquilini.. 

(A) con chi una coppia? 

(c) si una coppia, lei era italiana lui mezzo finlandese.. che proprio,io stavo male per lui, per come lo trattava 

lei. Io non so lui come faceva a ..tipo ad alzarsi e stare bene, perché proprio strisciava in un modo 

allucinante.. 

(e) però lì è violenza..cioè nel senso..non è che deborah passasse le sue giornate a dire a Nichlas sei 

stupido..non vali niente.. 

(A) potresti farci un esempio per capire.. 

(C) ma era proprio la situazione generale, tipo lei dettava qualsiasi cosa, lei decideva e lui doveva seguire e 

basta..non aveva voce in capitolo,non poteva uscire con gli amici, gli ha fatto togliere facebook, lui non 

poteva avere facebook e cose del genere… 

- non poteva guardare certi film, perché boh,, doveva vedere prima la percentuale di tette se c’era quel film, 

sennò non poteva vederli. Una volta ha beccato il mio ragazzo con questo, a vedere un film che lui non 

poteva vedere gli ha tirato un mazzo, tipo per giorni..quindi..era una situazione …io non so come abbia fatto 

lui a non ucciderla ad un certo punto.. (EXAMPLE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL VIOLENCE) 

(e) però anche lì, cioè.. nel senso..qual è la differenza? dov’è il limite.. che io sto facendo la violenza 

domestica o… 

(C) però togli la libertà che una persona ha in casa (THE DIFFICULTY IN ESTABLISHING WHAT IS 

A PSYCHOLOGICAL VIOLENCE) 

(A) però in realtà..l’obiezione potrebbe essere..però lui sceglie di stare con lei. 

(c) e che vedi l’atto fisico e vedi l’occhio nero… e però lui non poteva usare facebook, nel 2016..non poteva 

usare facebook… 
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(F)  però io mi chiedo…ecco vedi..mi chiedo se comunque questo suo carattere remissivo patologico, penso 

a sto punto..remissivo, diciamo così, in realtà in tutto lo spettro delle sue relazioni..mentre la donna che 

subisce violenza fisica..non lo so… 

(C) no no ci stavo pensando, ma secondo me può essere che già di base un uomo che subisce violenza 

domestica, ha un carattere remissivo, come la donna che subisce violenza domestica, ha dall’altra parte un 

carattere più remissivo..che diventa succube più facilmente.. rispetto a una che..cioè perché magari 

succedesse a noi, che uno ti tira una sberla, ti tiro un calcio e me ne vado.. (THE WEAKNESS OF THE 

INDIVIDUAL CAN CAUSE AN HIGHER LIKELIHOOD TO HAVE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(THE INFLUENCE TOWARDS THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE OF BEING A WEAK INDIVIDUAL) 

(F) la violenza fisica è una prova inconfutabile, quella psicologica..boh..come fai a definire (THE 

DIFFICULTY IN DEFINING WHAT IS PSYCHOLOGICAL VIOLENCE WHILE PHYSICAL ONE 

IS EVIDENT) (THE UNAWARENESS OF HOW TO UNDERSTAND WHAT IS A PSYCHOLOGICAL 

VIOLENCE) 

(C) la puoi giustificare caratterialmente.. 

(L) alla fine accetti tutte due che sia fisica che sia psicologica, poi vabbe il fatto è che se te hai una famiglia o 

meno, quello che….se hai una famiglia, dei motivi profondi che vanno al di là del tuo carattere (THE 

IMPORTANCE OF THE PRESENCE OF A FAMILY BEHIND THAT INFLUENCE THE 

DECISION IN RELATION TO THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (THE IMPORTANCE OF THE 

FAMILY) anche il carattere, ma c’è anche la situazione di per se…che se dico qualcosa la mia famiglia è 

completamente andata, invece sei fidanzato…nel senso via del tuo carattere che è talmente tanto 

remissivo..però non dici niente, non fai niente… 

(A) Mi verrebbe da pensare, però non lo so..la mia ignoranza in materia,non lo so..mi verrebbe da pensare, 

che la violenza fisica,magari viene più fuori dopo..mi verrebbe da pensare questo..per questo che 

magari..però non lo so.. Secondo me, se tu sei fidanzato con una persona, ti tira uno schiaffo..sei solo 

fidanzato, non dico che la denunci, però più facilmente allontani questa persona.. secondo me..e mentre poi 

nel considerare una famiglia, entrano in gioco, tutta una serie di problematiche e anche secondo me l’uomo 

violento lo vedi con il tempo..credo..però non lo so.. 

penso sia un dato, perché magari probabilmente si annoia della vita di tutti i giorni, che cacchio ne so, magari 

a 20anni sfoga la violenza in altro modo, magari a giocare a calcio con gli amici, arrivato boh a 40-50anni 

magari si rompe, inizia a bere un po di più…non lo so mi viene da dire così..però.. 

(M) non lo so..ma forse si percepisce anche prima..manifestare sto comportamento dal nulla..scatta 

qualcosa.. Piccole cose..che ..magari inizia a livello psicologico..non so ..non puoi uscire con le tue amiche.. 

(F) no..ma è pieno di gente così..e secondo me quelli là son violenti.. (THE VIOLENCE AS AN 

ESCALATING BEHAVIOUR) (ABUSERS ARE VIOLENT IN SEVERAL WAYS) 

(M) a livello di gelosia…possessività…che piano piano… 

(f) son perfettamente d’accordo che sia una sintomo, però io ci credo, quando le donne mi dicono lui..10 anni 

di matrimonio, era un’altra persona..cioè ci credo, perché comunque, perché dovrebbero dire il contrario.. 

(M) che magari non volevi vedere.. 
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(F) la persona che ti dice, tu non esci il sabato, la domenica con le tue amiche in discoteca perché sono 

geloso,cioè..lì è già palese 

-come fai a vedere uno che ha la violenza… 

(M) infatti deve per forza avere un carattere remissivo, per potere accettare sta cosa..io ho visto un sacco di 

mie amiche, che veramente superstrong, delle vere personalità, spaccano il mondo per qualsiasi cosa super-

attive eccetera, che venivano incastrate..boh..non so..da questi ragazzi, che dicevano..no guarda se tu non 

esci con le tue amiche il sabato sera..ma neanche che ne so per uscire loro 2…proprio x un principio..no 

..non esci. 

(F) no..però..scusa  io non riesco a pensare che siano persone forti.. 

-dipende… 

(F) cioè x quello che prima dicevo magari, il ragazzo di deborah..non mi ricordo il nome..cioè assume questa 

remissività nello spettro di tutte le relazioni..da una parte capisco quello che dici, però subire una violenza e 

dire però sono una donna forte…. 

(C) per esempio, il ragazzo di deborah, a livello sociale..fuori dalla loro relazione, era uno che spaccava 

tutto! 

(e) stiamo uscendo…entrando nella psicologia. Ritornando al fatto della comunicazione, secondo voi quanto 

può essere utile, creare una comunicazione che abbia come tema la violenza domestica. Che sia rivolta, sia al 

testimone, oppure all’abuser o alla donna abusata..quanto può essere efficace? 

(C) se fatta magari, sulla persona che viene abusata è di più rispetto.. 

(e)cosa intendi.. 

(C) cioè tipo alla donna che viene picchiata, di più rispetto al testimone, cioè magari sul testimone.. fatta in 

modo che ..guarda che non devi stare zitto, o che vai a denunciare o che parli con la persona, devi  fare 

qualcosa,ma secondo me è più diretta alla persona che deve denunciare. Dandogli degli strumenti, magari 

tipo guarda se tu vai alla polizia e gli dici questa cosa, non c’è problema perché questa è la conseguenza alla 

tua denuncia… (THE ROLE OF THE COMMUNICATION TO EXACTLY EXPLAIN THE STEPS 

TO UNDERTAKE AND THE CONSEQUENCES OF CERTAIN CHOICES) (THE 

COMMUNICATION NEEDS TO MOVE FURTHER AND GIVE THE AUDIENCE THE INSTRUMENTS TO 

ACT) Cioè magari spiegato chiaramente cosa succede..se denunci o non denunci. 

(A) sono d’accordo, è fondamentale dare dei mezzi sia al testimone che alla donna abusata, se nessuno dice 

loro cosa devono fare, è improbabile che ci sia qualche azione… Se io sono un testimone, voglio sapere cosa 

devo fare se vedo un abuso e allo stesso modo penso sarebbe più facile per una donna abusata capire con 

chiarezza cosa deve fare per uscire da quella situazione.. 

(e) quindi mancanza di chiarezza, attualmente potresti dire la comunicazione manca di chiarezza.. 

(C)  si per gli strumenti che una donna può avere comunque per difendersi..  

(A) io in realtà credo che ci siano …abbiamo parlato delle donne, credo te lo dica..tipo chiama il  numero 

tot.. 
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(F) però fanno molto più leva sul fatto emozionale, che su quello informativo, secondo me. Perché tu fai, ok 

ho visto lei picchiata, ho visto lui che piange, però..boh..cioè, per carità , mi ha mosso ha attratto la mia 

attenzione, però dipende.. (COMMUNICATION MORE FOCUSED ON THE EMOTIONAL ASPECT, 

WHILE INFORMATION COULD BE MORE USEFUL) (INFORMATIVE COMMUNICATION) 

(e) dipende.. lo scopo della pubblicità, quella che dici tu potrebbe essere per …io ti dico che la violenza 

domestica c’è esiste ..dall’altro è si.. la violenza domestica c’è, lo sanno tutti, devi fare questo. 

(C)  si…però..appare il numero ma nessuno ti spiega che cosa succede, quando chiami quel numero. Cioè ti 

dicono che devi chiamarlo, però magari tu hai paura che lo chiami  e dici ok  io lo chiamo e chiamano subito 

mio marito che mi ha picchiata, o viene qua la polizia e lo prende ..questo mi ha picchiata 2 giorni.. (LACK 

OF POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE DECISION TO DENOUNCE) (OPENNESS ABOUT 

THE CONSEQUENCES OF AN ACTION TO FACE THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(L) si…viene sempre indirizzata a quello che viene abusato e non a un possibile testimone, cioè io non 

penserei di chiamare qualcuno, in questo momento se vedessi qualcosa..cioè non ..mi sentirei fuori luogo. 

Non so …una cosa che non c’entra con te..cavoli loro magari. (“IT IS NOT MY BUSINESS ATTITUDE”) 

(LACK OF FOCUS ON THE ROLE OF WITNESS) 

(e) quindi i panni sporchi te li lavi in casa tua.. 

(L) sì.. secondo  me non sono io, tenuto a fare questa cosa, perché di solito è quello abusato che deve 

chiamare.. 

(F) ..i panni sporchi…cioè io vengo a casa tua e ti aiuto a lavare i panni, non chiamo un’agenzia di pulizie 

perché ho visto che i letti fanno ribrezzo.. 

(e) non la posso usare la metafora.. 

(A) però è bellissima..mi piace un sacco 

(F) però sono d’accordo, non chiamo il numero…cioè chiami la tua amica, il tuo amico..(THE WITNESS 

SHOULD NOT TAKE ACTION DIRECTLY CALLING THE POLICE, BUT IT COULD HELP TO 

CONVINCE THE ABUSED) (THE WITNESS CANNOT DECIDE FOR THE FRIEND) 

(e) ok..quindi qualche altra idea ..quanto a efficace… 

(L) no magari è più efficace quella rispetto a un testimone, perché solitamente quello abusato, ha più il fatto 

emotivo..e su un testimone e più al di fuori della situazione potrebbe essere più utile rispetto a quello 

abusato, che molte volte non ha il coraggio di farlo, non so come dire. (THE EMOTIONAL APPEAL 

COULD BE MORE USEFUL FOR THE ABUSED THAN FOR THE WITNESS) (INFORMATIVE 

COMMUNICATION SHOULD BE USED FOR THE WITNESSES) Magari anche il soggetto, da prendere in 

considerazione, per me potrebbe essere più il testimone, più che la persona interessata.. 

(A) più che altro, mi vien da pensare, che tutti quanti noi abbiamo pensato..se succedesse lo direi alla mia 

amica ok tutti questo alla fine. E’ positiva questa cosa o non è positiva.. Cioè nel senso, tu che poi stai 

studiando più la materia..forse lo sai meglio di noi..però magari..Il fatto che tutte noi, siamo 5 persone…la 

prima volta che ci siamo viste. Tutte quante ci è venuto da dire, no vabbè non chiamerei la polizia, ma lo 

direi alla mia amica. Allora mi chiedo, cioè è una cosa giusta o nonè giusto… 
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(e) ma e se tu.. appunto..la mia domanda è questa..se tu dici, io scrivo alla mia amica, serve la comunicazione 

a quel punto…cioè parlo con la mia amica … la comunicazione…serve? 

(A) se lo stato italiano ritiene, lo stato italiano barra gli psicologi, barra chi per loro, ritiene che parlare con la 

tua amica sia efficace ma fino a un certo punto..io non lo so..Se a me lo stato italiano dicesse, guarda si dillo 

alla tua amica, perché glielo devi dire..però se lei entro 5 giorni non fa niente, fai questo..denuncia. 

Cioè nel senso, io non ho questa informazione, questa è l’informazione che mi manca.. 

Se a me mi mandassero una pubblicità, in cui mi dicessero, guarda fai bene a parlare con la tua amica, perché 

è giusto che sia così, però sappi che nel 70percento…a volte le mandano ste percentuali, nel 70xcento dei 

casi, dico x dire ..perchè ripeto non lo so… nel 70xcento dei casi, le donne anche se sono spronate dall’amica 

non fanno il passo di denunciare. Quindi a quel punto, denuncia tu.Se a me lo stato italiano, mi dicesse 

questo, mi mandasse una pubblicità in cui mi dicessero..guarda che non lo so…però immagino che sia 

nell’interesse anche dell’altra persona che ..perchè l’altra persona, è vero, in tanti casi preferirebbe non 

farlo.Però io non so..cioè..mi fermerei dopo che gliel’ho detto, non andrei oltre perché non so cosa è giusto 

fare. (NEED OF MORE INFORMATION RELATED TO HOW TO REACT TO SITUATIONS OF 

BEING A WITNESS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (INCREASE THE AWARENESS RELATED TO 

HOW TO REACT TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(L) sarebbe utile avere..perchè un video con una con un pugno, è palese che sta male..avere delle situazioni 

in cui un testimone è giustificato a chiamare, Perché io non riesco a capire il limite tra il momento in cui 

magari devo stare zitto e il momento in cui magari devo stare zitta e il momento in cui devo chiamare 

(UNAWARENESS OF WHEN IT IS RIGHT TO DENOUNCE) (INCREASE THE AWARENESS 

TOWARDS WHEN TO DENOUNCE BECAUSE THERE CAN BE A PROTECTION BY THE LEGAL 

SYSTEM) 

(e) ok…non sai cos’è la violenza domestica… 

(A) lo sappiamo, ma non sappiamo come intervenire (AWARENESS RELATED TO WHAT IS 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, BUT UNAWARENESS ABOUT WHEN TO INTERVENE) 

(L)  il limite che tu dici..ah ok..io ho visto in quel video, che se succede questo io devo chiamare, perché 

altrimenti tu non ti senti tenuto a chiamare, perché non sai se quel limite lì è stato varcato o meno..non vedi 

una tipa con un pugno…cioè si magari capita…ma molte volte non è che vedi il pugno, vedi l’atto che viene 

fatto..quindi probabilmente è far capire alla gente dov’è il limite, che viene superato oltre al quale tu sei 

tenuto a fare certe cose e anche metterti in mezzo a una coppia o a una situazione.. 

(F) secondo me la comunicazione dovrebbe, come penso faccia già, però la dovrebbe fare in maniera molto 

più efficace. Cioè spronare chi subisce ad avere le giuste informazioni, a sentirsi tutelato a sapere che ci sono 

tante persone nella sua stessa condizione e che non è appunto, lo sfigato che ha scelto uno stronzo.. (THE 

ABUSED HAS TO FEEL SECURE AND TO KNOW THE CONSEQUENCES FOR HIM/HERSELF) 

(COMMUNICATION NEEDS TO SPREAD A SENSE OF POTENTIAL SAFETY) 

(A) si però quello lo fanno, secondo me il problema , come dice pure lei..è proprio il testimone, cioè che tu 

da testimone non sai che fare.. 

(F) il fatto è che questo, se tu sei testimone perché, ripeto secondo me il più delle volte sono persone che 

conosci.. non conosci per strada così. Cioè se tu arrivi a casa e c’è una donna stesa per terra, che sanguina, tu 
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chiami la polizia se ci sono tutte le altre situazioni, dove lei ti racconta o che…non fai la denuncia!Ma 

giustamente! 

(e) volete dire qualcosa voi 2… 

(M) si..secondo me la comunicazione non è efficace, tornando alla domanda d’inizio, io sono fissa sulla 

strada dello stato. Ok..tu dici ok, chiamo denuncio e così la persona sa che si sente tutelata. Ma scusate una 

cosa..non c’è un background legale.. (ABSENCE OF LEGAL BACKGROUD) (UNAWARENESS OF THE 

LAWS TO FACE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(F) ma io non ho detto questo, ho detto che la comunicazione dev’essere efficace e riferirsi 

all’abusato,perché il problema di prima era il testimone. Secondo me il testimone.. 

(M) non è proprio efficace, fino a quando il livello politico legale..le cose non cambiano.. a prescindere..e 

potrò continuare a vedere cartelloni..cartelloni di donne denuncia denuncia…poi dico..se vedo una situazione 

così per strada..cosa devo fare.. 

(F) però per esempio, tu prima non sapevi rispondere alla domanda, come nessuno di noi qui..c’è una legge 

specifica per la violenza domestica? boh…e la pubblicità ce la schiaffi dentro intanto..poi il fatto che lo stato 

la faccia applicare o no..sicuramente è il passo successivo. Ma se tu già non lo sai a prescindere se ci sono le 

leggi..comunque fa differenza regà… (THE PROBLEM IS LINKED TO THE FACT THAT PEOPLE 

DO NOT KNOW IF THERE IS ANY LAW  WHICH PROTECT THE ABUSED). Io il fatto che so che 

c’è una legge mi rincuora..cioè poi boh..magari poi non è così per voi, ma si mi rincuora. Perché comunque 

so che ho un appiglio.. 

(M) si magari per tirare avanti..se non è mai stato..boh poi non so di casi specifici in cui.. 

(F) e questo il fatto..che non si sa, quindi vuol dire che la comunicazione è inefficace.. 

(A) dovrebbero portare delle testimonianze di persone che dicono… 

(M) che ce l’hanno fatta!!! 

(F) si che dicono…effettivamente, me lo stato mi ha aiutato..ha fatto questo questo… 

(F) secondo me ci sono casi, il fatto è che appunto, è inefficace la comunicazione e il discorso del testimone 

secondo me è inutile. Non dovrebbe.. 

(C)  secondo me è appunto che adesso le pubblicità cercano di colpire solo il lato emotivo ecc, della persona 

che…cioè va bene, però la sappiamo tutti come può stare male una persona che viene picchiata in casa, o che 

subisce violenze psicologiche. Cioè bisogna appunto dare gli strumenti, come diceva lei..fare la legge.. Cioè 

guarda che questa legge ti può aiutare in questo, puoi chiamare a questo specifico numero e se chiami ti dà 

un avvocato. Denuncerai questa cosa e ti aiuterà in questo modo. (NOT ONLY EMOTIONAL APPEAL, 

BUT REAL INFORMATION ABOUT HOW TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM) 

(e) ok..ma voi avete mai visto delle comunicazioni, vi ricordate delle comunicazioni che abbiano come tema 

la violenza domestica? 

Tutti dicono di sì 

(e) mi fate degli esempi? 
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(a) ..sfondo nero 

(l) si sfondo nero, tizia presa a pugni 

(F) credo ci sia solo quella nell’immaginario comune.. 

(A)  mi ricordo quella con tutti i pugni, tipo un film di quentin tarantino.. 

(C)  ma ci sono anche quelle più sottili, tipo che si vede solo l’uomo con una sedia in mano.. 

(F) ah…c’era anche l’altra bella,che secondo me era appunto sul discorso che molti si sentono soli cioè dice 

non lo faccio, solo perché non so la legge perchè…era un’immagine buia…tipo..un video in una stanza buia, 

con una luce tipo faro. Poi c’era una donna in un angolo, cioè da sola., che diceva appunto cioè..ora non 

ricordo cosa diceva. Però lei si sentiva sola, questo era il concetto.. 

(e) Marta…ti ricordi..  

(M) si..la sua stessa dei pugni.. (EXAMPLES OF ADVERTISING RELATED TO DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE) 

(e) ok.. quindi sono principalmente indirizzate a donne..abusate.. 

-si 

(L) anche abusate fisicamente..prese a botte.. (MAIN FOCUS ON THE PHYSICAL ABUSE) 

- forse ultimamente ce n’è una più psicologica.. 

-ce n’è una.. 

-si..era di uno stalker.. 

(e) e ma lo stalking va..in un’altra cosa.. 

(e) ok adesso inizieremo con l’ultima parte del focus group..vi vorrei far vedere 3 pubblicità.E poi vorrei 

sapere da voi cosa ne pensate, che sentimenti provate,perché comunque da quello che ho capito, tutte 

Le emozioni che trasmettono queste comunicazioni, sono negative.. giusto? e poi.. se avreste fatto qualcosa 

diversamente.. ve ne faccio vedere una alla volta.. 

ADVERTISING 1 

(F) cioè secondo me chi fa questi video, ha una frustrazione  che non è stato regista..non ottieni nulla fuori.. 

(M) è completamente scollegato… 

(A) sembra indirizzato a lui 

(e)… no no il target è l’abuser.. la violenza non si cancella 

(L) ti fa sentire una merda.. ma uno che si sente così, non chiamerebbe mai.. non ammetterebbe mai.. di fare 

certe cose.. 
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(C) una persona che comunque fa violenza domestica, la fa ripetutamente 

(e) avreste fatto qualcosa di diverso oppure proprio.. 

(C) poi non era chiaro.. 

(A) era abbastanza un simbolo..lei si trucca, ma rimane il segno della violenza, quindi vuol dire che anche se 

una si copre, non vedi..sul viso, ma su di te rimane questa cosa.. 

(L) ti fa vedere che ci sono dei mostri nella società poi non ti fa vedere la speranza..perchè il problema è che 

vedi tutti sti qua così… 

(F) l’abusata deve avere..quello che si dice come prima, deve capire.. 

(L) però comunque l’abuser in ogni caso, si sente magari non l’unico che lo fa e quindi si sente magari anche 

giustificato.. 

(C) poi gli strumenti in fondo,cioè è vero..chiami il comune di Milano, pronto comune di Milano..si  vorrei 

denunciare un abuso 

(e) ma..il fatto che non dava speranza.. quindi siete contrarie al fatto.. cioè nel senso, la cosa negativa.. 

(A) si dev’esserci un risvolto positivo …qualcuno che ti dice io ce l’ho fatta 

(L) un happy ending.. 

(F) come dice lei, bravissimo …ha proprio colto il punto.. si perché far vedere che a Milano ci sono 18000 

uomini che abusano e poi vanno a casa e si lavano le mani ..ti giustifica..perchè dici vabbe lo fanno tutti.. 

(M) questo anche visto da lei…boh…tutti sti uomini che lo fanno, allora ci sono anche altre donne..non sono 

solo io, quindi…non è una cosa sbagliata. 

(e) questa invece non è andata..è virale.. 

Molte l’hanno vista 

VIDEO 

(e) quindi..quale pensate sia lo scopo..a chi è indirizzata questa pubblicità.. 

(L)botte contro le donne e basta 

(F) agli abuser 

(e)ok e cosa ne pensate? 

(C) che è più efficace di quella di prima 

(L)vede le donne come sesso debole, che non vanno toccate..la donna invece 

(F) e poi anche una cosa che cambierei è che lei è più alta di tutti i bambini che sono lì ed è più grande 

sensibilmente..si vede..e invece dovevano mettere una bambina più piccola..più bassa..perchè secondo 
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me,spesso uno dei problemi è che ti senti più piccolo..cioè più indifeso..solo,,tutto quello che abbiamo detto 

prima. invece lei è una stanga che per fargli una carezza…. 

(M) però è ancora troppo lunga.. 

(F) più che altro anche per i bambini forse..non so non la vedo come una campagna efficace per l’abusato.. 

 (e) invece come campagna di sensibilizzazione.. 

(F) si..anche se condivido molto quel fatto, che riflette la cultura nazionale..perché so omo!... 

(L) una donna non si tocca neanche con un fiore.. 

(e)quindi pensi che avrebbero potuto fare qualcosa diversamente tipo..lei più bassa 

(C) mettere bambini diversi e non già stangona, capello liscio biondo, magra 

(F) Si..metti una bambina normale.. 

(c) magari più bassa..quella ha 15 anni ..loro 9 

-secondo me non deve essere diversa fisicamente,deve essere della loro età 

-una ragazza normale..non una ragazzetta figa che fa la ragazza immagine 

- lo stereotipo della velina.. 

(L) oppure far la domanda a lei…vabbe lì è indirizzato solo.., però..sarebbe stato bello..e che non se ne parla 

mai..vabbe è anche rivolto a dei bambini..l’idea della bimba che non si tocca.. 

(e) e per quanto riguarda il messaggio positivo? Cioè..perchè non c’è paura.. 

(A) si questo ci lascia più positivamente.. 

(F) ti lascia positivamente, però a noi italiani, come appunto s’è visto ci dà fastidio, perché ti fa incazzare che 

poi.. Cioè se cresci con quella mentalità comunque..e poi in realtà rifletti con la cultura nazionale… 

(e)ti fa incazzare perché è positivo? quindi dici prendo superficialmente un problema che è negativo… 

(F) no no è semplicemente la mentalità 

(C) però secondo me una cosa positiva di questo video è che proprio diventato virale.. 

(L) però effettivamente..ti dà quella musichetta sotto ..felice… 

(F) cioè è già più leggero..lo guardi rispetto quello di prima…era impossibile.. 

(m) Però ancora non mi spinge a condividerlo, cioè arrivo al limiti a dire..ok è carino..però dico vabbe..è una 

campagna di sensibilizzazione,però non cambia le cose..non è abbastanza efficace.. 

(f) secondo me potrebbe essere di sensibilizzazione dei piccoli, ma..gli inculchi la cultura nazionale nel 

cervello 
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(e) ok ..quindi bocciato..vabbe questa è l’ultima  

VIDEO 

(e) cosa ne pensate? 

(F) che manca la parte positiva, che dice io l’ho fatto.. 

(C) però questo è efficace.. 

(A) però manca un po’ d’immagine.. nel senso.. diamo informazioni.. 

(e) no no cioè.. a livello di messaggio 

(A) anche a livello di messaggio cioè dico si anche a livello d’informazione..però dico ci avessero messo 

qualche immagine in più..cioè magari dei volti.. 

(M) I dati sono troppi 

-dopo un po’ uno si rompe le scatole 

-se avesse iniziato con, già i racconti delle persone..e vabbe ascolto, poi in mezzo ti piazzo un dato.. 

(F) a me è piaciuto che all’inizio parte con i dati e dopo fa la storia, perché io sennò, quando sento ste 

cose…forse personali..però sono d’accordo che sono troppi.. mi veniva da ridere all’inizio, mi dispiace dirlo 

però è vero..sembrava proprio istituto luce..fascio..pensavo fosse vecchio come video.. 

(C) però secondo me, il fatto che non ci siano i volti non è completamente negativo, perché ti  concentri di 

più e poi se c’è….. è tipo una banalizzazione della cosa.. 

(A) non un volto picchiato..boh..immagino la persona media vedere tutte ste parole, tutte ste cose non so se 

sia efficace 

(C) ma secondo me è più efficace delle altre.. 

(e) ok.. è la migliore..ma se doveste dare un consiglio al governo in generale, al ministero delle pari 

opportunità o dellONG quale sarebbe, per le prossime comunicazioni.. 

(L) di non tenere solo la parte negativa, ma anche quella positiva del dopo, che cosa.. 

(F) dare messaggio del trionfo..io l’ho fatto e allungare secondo me,quella parte lì e dire cosa è 

successo..cioè adesso sono felice sto qui.. 

(L) aggiungere..adesso qua c’è la testimonianza, cioè le persone che raccontano, mi faceva così e cosà, anche 

le persone dopo..la loro vita che ha ripreso. In qualche modo prima la situazione era brutta e dopo aver fatto 

questa cosa..la tua vita ritorna ad essere normale.. 

(F) cioè sei felice..puoi essere felice, puoi avere una vita tua.. 

(c) si io mostrerei anche la parte dopo, anche perché se una persona subisce violenza domestica sa 

perfettamente come sta..e però non sa come uscire da quella situazione..quindi devi fargli capire, uno come 

può fare e due come sta messa dopo, perché come ci sta adesso lo sa perfettamente. 
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(f) basta non confondere le awareness di tutti  e tu vittima ti senti  perché il filmone di 3 minuti .. 

(c) sai come stai, non è che hai bisogno di 3 minuti per farti sentire ancora di più una merda..devi capire 

come uscirne.. 

(e) altri… 

(m)  secondo me, avere un pezzo del video della pubblicità, in cui c’è proprio lei che chiama, cosa c’è 

dall’altra parte..un’associazione..ministero delle pari opportunità, che mi dice che cosa faccio e 

poi..ok..messaggio positivo..farti vedere negativo..beh ok..il pugno nero.. anche se è un classicismo ecc.. 

Vedere..il processo, che cosa succede nel mezzo..il buco nero.. 

-come nella pubblicità dei soccorsi navali..non so.. 

-ehi…arriviamo!!!... 

-ti senti in pericolo..situazione del cavolo, bufera, non so che cosa.. 

-ci sono solo i numeri.. 

(e) ok..avete qualche domanda?considerazioni finali da aggiungere….. 

Vi ringrazio tantissimo per la vostra 1ora e 40 ..avete superato anche l’altro focus group 

Focus group 3 – Italian men and women 

(e) sono Elena, sto studiando Brand and communication management, sto scrivendo la tesi sulla violenza 

domestica e come le generazioni più giovani, reagiscono alla comunicazione legata a questo tema. Per questo 

motivo voi, siete qui oggi. Una cosa vabbè ovviamente, sto registrando e poi quest’aula è un luogo sicuro e 

voglio assolutamente che diciate qualsiasi cosa vogliate, perché serve tutto, è tutto utilissimo per la mia 

ricerca. La prima cosa che vorrei chieder di fare è ..  a coppie.. Giulia con Ale, Marika con Teo, Giorgio con 

me, di presentarvi a vicenda perché voglio che tutti, conoscano il nome di tutti, così siamo proprio sicuri che 

possiamo esprimerci come vogliamo..ok un paio di minuti..ahh il vostro nome, cosa avete fatto oggi.. 

(presentazioni) 

(e) il prossimo step, così tutti sanno i nomi di tutti…anche se lo so che li sapete i nomi, però non 

importa..bisogna farlo..la persona con cui avete parlato vi presenterà…non so se si capisce, io presenterò 

Giorgio e così via.. in cerchio velocemente, giusto 2 cose.. 

Allora..lui è Giorgio ha 23 anni, studiamo insieme, adesso lavora part-time in 2 diverse compagnie una in 

remoto e una qui a Copenhagen..e sta scrivendo la tesi con la Ale e oggi ha passato tutto il giorno al Nexus a 

scrivere la tesi 

(gio) Lei è Elena, sta facendo il focus group con noi..lavora anche lei part-time in un’altra start  up qui a 

Copenhagen, ha passato la giornata a scrivere teoria per la tesi e adesso facciamo questa cosa bellissima, tutti 

insieme 

(t) lei è Marika, ha 23 anni..giusto..22?..vabbe…devo riiniziare?..a Copenhagen studia in CBS e non…mi 

sembra di aver capito che non ha un lavoro al momento e ..insomma vorrebbe cercare altre opportunità, 
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perché diciamo..non si sente particolarmente gratificata, da quelle che sono le condizioni lavorative in questo 

momento a  Copenhagen 

(m)lui è Matteo, è il ragazzo di Chiara Monetti, ci siamo incontrati qualche volta in passato, al momento sta 

cercando opportunità di lavoro fuori da Copenhagen e posso anche capirlo, vista la situazione..niente…è 

felice con la Chiaruzza…si abbiamo parlato di questo in generale 

(e)no..va benissimo 

(a)  lei è giulia, studia stratetegic….. qui in CBS, praticamente oggi ha studiato, non ha fatto altro..si è 

concentrata tantissimo sullo studio..molto studiosa.. 

(giu) lei è Alessandra, direi di fare un applauso perché ha finalmente trovato un lavoro, eri in classe o 

sei..ancora in classe con Elena e Giorgio.. oggi è stata una giornata molto improduttiva 

(e) ok, perfetto.. adesso sappiamo tutti i nomi di tutti…e vorrei iniziare…allora questo focus group sarà 

diviso in 3 parti principalmente .La prima parte…lo scopo è quello di vagliare le vostre conoscenze in 

relazione alla violenza domestica. Quindi la mia prima domanda per voi oggi è.. 

quando pensate al concetto di violenza domestica che cosa pensate..ovviamente potete rispondere,cioè 

rispondere quando volete, aggiungere idee alle idee degli altri..molto libero.. 

(a) ma la prima cosa che a me viene in mente ad esempio, è purtroppo proprio così a flash, è di un uomo che 

picchia una donna.. (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS A WOMAN-RELATED PROBLEM) (DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE MAINLY WOMEN RELATED) questa è la prima immagine, che mi viene in mente e quella 

subito dopo in realtà è di un genitore.. però nella mia testa non è.. diciamo.. è asessuato.. che invece picchia 

un bambino..  questa è proprio così a flash la prima cosa.. le prime cose che mi vengono in mente.. 

(DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS AN ISSUE TOWARDS CHILDREN) (CONNECTION BETWEEN 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND CHILDREN ABUSE) 

(t) posso aggiungere qualcosa?.. ma sicuramente.. l’idea, l’immagine più forte è quella della violenza fisica 

penso però, in tutti i lati…verso figli, verso compagni e penso che anche una forte componente di violenza 

psicologica, piuttosto che non avere considerazione rispetto le idee o ai pareri dell’altra persona, o addirittura 

peggio offendere o diminuire in qualsiasi modo. (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS BOTH PHYSICAL AND 

PSYCHOLOGICAL) (PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL VIOLENCE AS TWO PARTS OF A WHOLE) 

(M) si sono d’accordo volevo dire la stessa identica cosa.. penso che entrambe le componenti di essere feriti 

o picchiati mentalmente o fisicamente, sono importantissime, tutte e due sono allo stesso livello.. 

(A) magari quella psicologica è anche più profonda.. 

(gio) io devo dire che, se dici violenza domestica, la prima cosa che mi viene in mente effettivamente, non 

una violenza fisica, ma tanto l’immagine della donna che sta al fornello con l’uomo a distanza e la donna è 

china, cupa sul fornello..che aspetta…è una cosa piuttosto triste..si.. (PSYCHOLOGICAL VIOLENCE AS 

DEEPER) (CONSEQUENCES OF PSYCHOLOGICAL ABUSE ARE LONG-LASTING) 

(e) psicologica? 

(A) tipo sottomissione.. 
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(e) ok…giulia? 

(g)..mi ritrovo in tutto quello che è stato detto..cioè..l’immagine della donna sottomessa fisicamente, 

verbalmente, psicologicamente…quella che abbiamo tutti più in mente, che è quella che vediamo più 

spesso..in diversi media, che sia una pubblicità progresso o film o libro…diciamo un po’ più lo stereotipo 

della violenza (COMMUNICATION SENDS THE IMAGE OF THE WOMAN PHYSICALLY, 

VERBALLY AND PSYCHOLOGICALLY ABUSED IN RELATION TO THE DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE) (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS A WOMEN-RELATED ISSUE) 

(e) quindi..da quello che ho capito, voi legate il concetto di violenza domestica all’ambito femminile 

solamente…quindi un uomo che picchia una donna.. 

(M) non solo..però principalmente questo è quello, come dice giulia, i media ci mostrano..  

(A) cioè proprio a stereotipo più che altro... 

(M) si proprio a stereotipo.. 

(A) cioè nel senso la prima cosa che viene in mente, perché magari è quello, appunto come stavamo dicendo, 

su cui i media si focalizzano di più, ma questo non significa che non possa essere il contrario, anzi molte 

volte è il contrario, però se ne parla magari di meno..perchè magari in generale si tende a cercare di portare la 

donna ad un livello, non dico superiore…ma cercare di raggiungere una sorta di uguaglianza e quindi la 

storia della società, ha sempre portato la donna ad essere leggermente in svantaggio.. (COMMUNICATION 

MAINLY RELATED TO THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE TOWARDS WOMEN TO INCREASE 

THEIR POSITION WITHIN THE SOCIETY) (COMMUNICATION AS WOMEN-RELATED DUE TO 

THE GENDER INEQUALITY) E quindi la sensibilizzazione nel cercare di arrivare ad un livello paritario per 

entrambi i sessi.. però secondo me è più una storia, proprio di società.. che sta cercando di recuperare un 

divario tra i due sessi.. ma non significa che non ci sia violenza domestica al contrario, cioè di una donna che 

faccia violenza fisica o psicologica su un uomo.. (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE TOWARDS MEN EXISTS 

BUT THE SOCIETY IS TRYING TO FOCUS MORE ON VIOLENCE TOWARDS WOMEN) 

(UNDERESTIMATION OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS MEN-RELATED ISSUE) 

(g) no…solo che quando parli di violenza domestica, quello a cui penso è la casa…quindi.. le 4 mura di casa, 

c’è sempre una presenza femminile..(WOMEN AS PART OF THE CONCEPT OF DOMESTIC – AS 

RELATED TO THE HOUSE - FEMININE PLACE) e può essere sia nella parte cattiva, magari 

infanticidio e tutte le violenze più sui bambini ..neonati..e molto più spesso nella parte della vittima, però la 

presenza femminile è indubbiamente legata alla violenza domestica.. ma proprio perché è all’interno della 

casa. (THE HOUSE AS A FEMININE PLACE) 

 (e) ok..è quindi più legata… cioè il concetto di domestica, tu lo leghi al concetto di casa e quindi al concetto 

femminile 

(giu) si..però non solo come vittima, ma anche come carnefice.. 

(e) teo e giorgio… 

(a) no cioè.. mi ha fatto un po’ riflettere…diciamo a sensazione.. mi viene anche da pensare che in realtà si 

sente molto più spesso di madri che uccidono i propri figli.. piuttosto di padri. I padri quando sono violenti, 

di solito sono violenti con la moglie e i figli. Però in generale  quando succede qualcosa, magari più spesso.. 
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si sente di più la madre che ha avuto qualche problema e…diciamo ha fatto violenza sui figli o ha ucciso un 

bambino.. 

(t) però parlando ovviamente di violenza verso i figli, subentra anche un fattore patologico, immagino..oltre a 

quello diciamo della pura violenza, che magari non è prettamente patologico, però mi sembra che far del 

male a un bambino, sia dalla parte della madre o il padre, sia un fatto…qualche sorta di malattia 

mentale..non più semplicemente di comportamento violento.. 

(A) si son d’accordo.. 

(e) no beh, in questo focus group ..più che altro è relativo alle relazioni tra uomo….no beh alle relazioni tra 

persone della stessa età, cioè non tra genitori e figli.. 

(e) giorgio? 

(gio) quello che penso è che la componente femminile comunque c’è sempre, nel senso che abbiamo detto 

non per i figli, ma se il padre deve fare violenza sul figlio, la donna spesso non può intervenire.. ed è perché 

violenza è  psicologica nello stesso tempo, quindi può essere fisica con un altro componente della famiglia e 

ma..la madre comunque..boh…è comunque all’interno del processo e spesso non può fare nulla perché sa 

che quello che succede al figlio potrebbe succedere anche a lei. (WOMEN AS WEAK INDIVIDUALS 

WHEN HAVING A DIFFICULT SITUATION AT HOME)  

(A) e quindi c’è anche un senso di essere inermi, non poter fare nulla.. distruggerlo.. psicologicamente.. 

(e) e quanto pensate sia importante come problema in Italia..un problema grave, un problema non troppo 

grave.. 

(A) che sia grave, è grave. Non, purtroppo non riesco a..diciamo, creare un numero nella mia testa, non so 

dire l’incidenza di episodi del genere, quanto sia frequente in Italia o meno. Penso che la frequenza sia medio 

alta, però lo dico sulla base di una mia idea mentale..non so…se sia effettivamente così..ma come fatto di per 

se è molto grave.. 

(e) altri pareri? 

(m) non riuscirei appunto a dire se è diffusa in Italia o meno, certamente ci sono tanti casi come li senti, nei 

media, nelle cronache e dappertutto o tra amici anche, parenti, può capitare. Quindi non si può dire, che non 

sia presente in Italia…questo non si può dire. Però, non posso nemmeno dire che sia diffuso, perché non ho i 

dati materiali per..la conoscenza per affermarlo.. (NOT ENOUGH KNOWLEDGE TO KNOW THE 

EXACT IMPACT OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN ITALY) (UNAWARENESS ABOUT THE 

INCIDENCE OF THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN ITALY) 

(gio) allo stesso  tempo, anche se lo potessimo sapere, dalle notizie o cose del genere, la maggior parte 

probabilmente, non avremmo comunque accesso, nel senso di solito la storia non esce dalle quattro mura di 

casa.. (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS A SILENT ISSUE, RELEGATE TO THE DOMESTIC 

ENVIRONMENT) (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS AN HIDDEN ISSUE WITHIN THE SOCIETY) quindi sulla 

gravità del fatto, siamo tutti d’accordo, ma spesso non lo sappiamo.. questo è quanto. 

(e) altre opinioni.. 
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(t) beh  sul fatto che sia grave, è fuori discussione.. nel senso che la famiglia è la base della nostra società, la 

società penso, di qualsiasi nazione.. quindi che sia un qualcosa che affligge la famiglia, quindi alla base della 

società e che sia grave, insomma è abbastanza ovvio. Anch’io non saprei, appunto quanto è diffuso in Italia e 

quanto è diffuso negli altri paesi, soprattutto se c’è… quali sono i termini di paragoni con gli altri paesi, non 

so questo numero.. rispetto tra l’Italia e altri.. 

(e) e appunto parlando di termini di paragone, la stima di paesi come questo.. come la Danimarca, che cosa 

vi aspettereste da un paese come questo.. 

(A) a livello di proporzioni, secondo me ce ne dovrebbero essere di meno qui in Danimarca, perché la 

differenza tra la mascolinità, proprio a livello di fattore culturale è molto più forte in Italia,piuttosto che in 

Danimarca, per cui c’è una differenza minore qua tra la posizione della donna e dell’uomo nella società e 

anche all’interno della famiglia. Basti vedere ad esempio, come la divisione dei lavori e come la maternità e 

la paternità vengano considerate allo stesso modo qui in Danimarca, invece in Italia non è la stessa cosa, per 

cui..diciamo io mi aspetto, la mia aspettativa è quella di trovare meno incidenza in Danimarca piuttosto che 

in Italia. (DENMARK AS A PLACE WHERE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IS LOWER DUE TO THE 

CONDITION OF WOMEN WITHIN THE SOCIETY) (DENMARK AS CHARACTERISED BY 

GENDER EQUALITY AND LESS DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(e) altri pareri..Giulia.. 

(giu)anch’io penserei la stessa cosa e si, comunque credo che la violenza, nasce da una posizione, almeno 

esteriore.. di debolezza forse di uno dei 2 individui, della vittima e questa posizione è probabilmente 

innescata dal fatto che non ci sono gli stessi diritti, gli stessi doveri..tra i 2 ses..non per forza tra 2 sessi 

diversi, tra 2 persone diverse. (VIOLENCE CREATED IN SITUATION WHERE ONE OF THE 

INDIVIDUALS DOES NOT HAVE THE SAME STRENGHT OR RIGHTS) (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 

PROSPERS WITH INEQUALITY) 

(e) adesso faremo un piccolo esercizio, vi volevo chiedere secondo voi quali sono i fattori che influenzano 

negativamente la presenza della violenza domestica, rimaniamo focalizzati comunque adesso sull’Italia, 

senza fare comparazioni con la Danimarca.. a livello di educazione, poi ho messo tra parentesi istruzione.. 

effettivamente non si capisce più di tanto.., l’età, l’appartenenza a una classe sociale, la cultura nazionale e la 

genetica.. e con genetica intendo se è qualcosa che scaturisce da dentro di te.. che hai nel DNA.. 

(M) indole? 

(e) si…si indole.. 

(A) la cosa è che cioè secondo me, anche se mi parli di attitudine, di indole o di genetica in generale,.. io.. la 

mia opinione è...non nasci con una cosa del genere, non nasci con una parte violenta di te, è ovviamente il 

contesto che ti influenza. Per cui nel momento in cui tu impari, cioè quando cresci proprio, evidentemente il 

contesto intorno a te, ti dà degli input che ti portano ad essere in quel modo anche.. almeno, dal mio punto di 

vista.. è soprattutto un contesto che possa influenzare il modo in cui tu sviluppi poi la tua personalità. Quindi 

non ci nasci con un atto violento.. (VIOLENCE INFLUENCED BY THE ENVIRONMENT WHERE 

YOU GROW UP) (THE ENVIRONMENT WITHIN THE HOUSE INFLUENCE THE ATTITUDE 

TOWARDS THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(e)quindi tu sentiresti di escludere la parte genetica.. 
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(A) io lo escluderei…. 

(e) qualcun altro ha altre idee riguardo la genetica.. cioè vi sentireste di escluderla o…tenerla.. 

(GIU) emm… io non se.. per genetica intendi cromosomi, credo non ce ne sia uno della violenza e quindi da 

quel punto di vista lo escluderei.. però 

(e) ma anche tipo malattie incurabili.. in quel senso.. 

(GIU) esatto.. quando secondo me, il concetto di violenza è abbastanza.. è molto esteso e bisogna 

differenziare tra i casi patologici, come dicevi tu prima e quei casi di violenza che sono più borderline. E nei 

casi patologici, credo che ci sia una componente, non controllabile da parte del singolo individuo.. 

comunque.. non so come esprimerlo, ma che è legato al suo contesto alla sua storia.. potrei un po’ assimilarlo 

con la genetica, se hai una definizione di genetica così estesa, però rispetto agli altri sicuramente è quella che 

ha meno valore.. 

(t) no sto dicendo.. sono d’accordo, poi penso che anche comunque se in questi casi ci fosse una 

componente, appunto…data dalla  persona, penso che rappresenti la minoranza dei casi.. qualcosa da noi 

difficilmente controllabile o quantificabile rispetto a quello che può essere la violenza psicologica o fisica su 

larga scala, come insomma..penso un caso che sia da analizzare.. (GENETICS AS A NEGATIVE 

FACTOR FOR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE WHICH IS NOT CONTROLLED AND LESS 

RELEVANT) (GENETICS DOES NOT INFLUENCE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(M) no non credo che abbia un impatto significativo..sono d’accordo con lui.. 

(e) quindi se genetica esclusa..quali altri fattori, quale potrebbe essere quello che affligge più negativamente 

la presenza di violenza domestica.. secondo voi.. 

(gio) lo stereotipo e la classe sociale..ma è lo stereotipo.. (SOCIAL CLASS AS AN INFLUENCIAL 

FACTOR IS A STEREOTYPE) (THE INFLUENCE OF THE SOCIAL CLASS ON DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE IS A STEREOTYPE) 

(A) io avrei detto il livello di educazione 

(t) anch’io 

(gio) li vedo come una cosa che vadano più o meno insieme 

(e) della serie se tu hai una laurea, appartieni a una determinata classe sociale, tendenzialmente non fai 

violenza domestica? In quel senso… 

(t)posso…avrei delle domande..per educazione intendiamo l’educazione scolastica o il contesto familiare.. 

(e) istruzione 

(t) a veramente l’aspetto.. 

(e) però possiamo anche dargli un altro..cioè un altro punto di vista e considerarlo come educazione a livello 

familiare.. però sarebbe comunque un'altra categoria…ovviamente.. 
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(M) in questo caso, secondo me l’educazione a livello familiare importa, ha molto peso..poi anche il contesto 

appunto che è legato all’educazione familiare è importantissimo. (THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR 

IS RELATED TO THE EDUCATION WITHIN THE FAMILY) (THE EDUCATION WITHIN THE 

FAMILY INFLUENCES THE ATTITUDE TOWARDS DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) Anche il livello di 

educazione, sì, può influenzare ma non significativamente.. influenza secondo me fino al punto in cui tu 

riesci a vedere differenti  punti di vista, quindi andare un attimino out of the box. Dal contesto appunto, in 

cui cresci no…più puoi avere dei diversi punti di vista e delle diverse opinioni, più magari può vedere le cose 

da una diversa prospettiva.. Quindi, magari da questo punto di vista, può influenzare il livello di educazione, 

conoscenza di diversi punti di vista o a livello di istruzione più di esperienza direi.. più che altro.. (THE 

LEVEL OF EDUCATION CAN BE INFLUENTIAL IF IT HELPS TO HAVE A MORE OPEN-

MINDED PERSPECTIVE TOWARDS THINGS) (THE EDUCATION HELPS IN HAVING AN OPEN-

MINDED APPROACH TOWARDS SEVERAL ASPECTS) 

(e) invece per quanto riguarda la cultura nazionale, pensate che affligga negativamente la presenza di 

violenza domestica.. 

(A) secondo me sì’, anche perché il problema, poi ad andare a parlare di cultura nazionale è così intrinseco 

comunque alle persone.. è difficile andare a chiedere parlami della tua cultura.. (DIFFICULTIES IN 

DEFINING WHAT IS THE CONCEPT OF CULTURE) (VAGUENESS OF THE CONCEPT OF 

CULTURE) ti rendi conto della tua cultura quando sperimenti, come dicevamo prima, quando sperimenti 

qualcosa di diverso, allora puoi fare un paragone e dici ..a cavoli, ma io per..cioè..la mia normalità non è la 

tua normalità. Il punto per andare a riflettere su quelle che sono proprio le variabili interne della nostra 

società comunque. Per cui quello che per noi magari, è meno normale..che la donna stia a casa a cucinare..di 

quanto non lo fosse per esempio per i nostri genitori o per i nostri nonni. (THE CULTURE IS 

DIFFERENT FOR EVERY INDIVIDUAL) (THE CONDITION OF WOMEN CHANGED OVERTIME) 

Quindi diciamo che.. 

(e) interviene anche il concetto di età? 

(A) sì ma..emm.. il fattore età io non saprei come legarlo alla violenza, posso capire che le varie fasce di età 

abbiano delle mentalità diverse, possano avere delle mentalità diverse, però proprio a livello di relazione con 

la violenza, non mi sento di dire che, non lo so.. quelli tra i 18 e i 25 anni, siano più violenti di quelli tra i 50 

e i 60. Questo io non credo sia misurabile o non credo sia rilevante.. (DIFFERENT GENERATIONS 

HAVE DIFFERENT MENTALITIES BUT THESE MENTALITIES DO NOT AFFECT THE 

LEVEL OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE)  

(t) son d’accordo su questa cosa, forse un’idea di collocazione del fatto dell’età, secondo me sta più non nel 

fatto di chi pratica violenza, quanto di chi ha il coraggio di denunciarla, probabilmente se pensi a una coppia 

di 60-70 anni, con una situazione familiare tesa, che si protende da magari 20-30 anni e l’uomo la donna che 

non  dice nulla, insomma.. (THE LENTGHT OF THE RELATIONSHIP AFFECTS THE 

LIKELIHOOD TO DENOUNCE A DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (THE IMPORTANCE OFA STABLE 

FAMILIAR CONDITION) 

(A) e ma lì rientra un po’ nella cultura nazionale..cioè nella società.. 

(t)si..si  

(A) perché magari è più normale per loro accettare la cosa.. 
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(t)…questo tipo di comportamento, mentre magari per una coppia più giovane è più difficile accettare certe 

cose, quindi denunciarlo, quindi che la cosa venga allo scoperto.. 

(A) sono d’accordo.. 

(e) sì per esempio, tu che parlavi molto di sistema patriarcale, maschilismo..in quel senso, pensi che possa 

affliggere negativamente.. 

(A) secondo me sì, secondo me influenza.. può influenzare.. poi nel senso che….magari solamente uno 

stereotipo, che ho io nella mia testa.. ma io ad esempio avendo un background familiare di.. i miei nonni 

sono meridionali no..e spesso mia nonna mi ha raccontato comunque di..non dico di violenze, però di 

situazioni in cui lei non aveva potere decisionale.. (OLDER GENERATIONS WHERE THE 

PATRIARCHY AFFECTED THE DECISIONAL POWER OF A WOMAN WITHIN THE FAMILY)  

(e) si comunque un abuso.. 

(A) è un’abuso!è un’abuso.. però per lei era talmente tanto..era normale. Era uno stato di fatto. Era…cioè lo 

status quo era quello in cui , lei comunque non poteva prendere decisioni.. (EXAMPLE OF HER GRAND-

MOTHER WHERE SHE COULD NOT TAKE ANY DECISION) 

L’altra nonna ad esempio, la prima nonna è della provincia di Roma, mentre l’altra nonna è pugliese e la mia 

parte di famiglia pugliese, invece ha un sistema matriarcale. Era lei che prendeva qualsiasi tipo di decisione 

ed era lei che faceva violenza psicologica su mio nonno…e sui componenti maschili. Così come faceva 

violenza psicologica nei confronti di mio padre..perchè appunto era lei quella che ricopriva una posizione.. 

un ruolo dominante nella famiglia. Quindi anche lì poi, varia da cas…io, magari la mia può essere una 

casistica particolare.. Ma tornando alla domanda generica, secondo me un sistema patriarcale, un sistema per 

così dire maschilista, in modo molto semplicistico di definire la cosa..secondo me influenza parecchio.. 

(THE PATRIARCHY AS AN INFLUENTIAL FACTOR OF DOMESTIC ABUSE) (ITALY AS A 

PATRIARCHAL SYSTEM) 

(e) giulia.. secondo te qual è quello che più influenza.. 

(giu) secondo me, manca perché  il contesto..cioè è la cultura ma.. non direi cultura nazionale, ma cultura di 

ogni singolo nucleo familiare.. contesto in cui sei cresciuto (THE CONTEXT WHERE YOU GROW UP 

AFFECTS YOUR APPROACH TO THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (THE IN-HOUSE EDUCATION 

AFFECTS THE ATTITUDE TOWARDS DOMESTIC VIOLENCE), Perchè…classe sociale, livello di 

educazione..tendiamo a pensare, che se sei abbastanza istruito.. non.. non fai violenza.. ma potrebbe anche 

essere un arma a doppio taglio perché dà comunque la legittimità di essere una persona più importante che 

può prevaricare l’altra persona in una relazione. Allo stesso tempo la classe sociale, tendiamo magari a 

pensare che sono quelli più poveri a fare violenza o ad avere situazioni disagiate in casa, però anche uno 

status alto ti dà il potere di prevaricare sull’altro e anche di nascondere la violenza più facilmente.. (IT IS 

POSSIBLE TO HAVE MORE POSSIBILITIES TO USE YOUR POSITION AGAINST SOMEONE 

WEAKER IF YOU HAVE HIGHER EDUCATION OR YOU ARE PART OF HIGHER SOCIAL 

CLASSES) (HIGHER EDUCATION OR SOCIAL CLASS GIVE A MORE POWERFUL POSITION) Quindi 

secondo me dipende tutto dal contesto in cui un’individuo è cresciuto, come storia familiare..cultura 

(a) secondo me influenza veramente tanto la famiglia.. (THE FAMILY IS AN IMPORTANT FACTOR 

IN RELATION TO THE APPROACH TOWARDS VIOLENCE) (THE FAMILIAR EDUCATION 

AFFECTS THE ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 
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(e) quindi è molto più flessibile.. cioè non c’è un confine netto.. secondo voi è molto flessibile come 

cosa..giorgio…. 

(gio) lo è…il problema è che appunto stereotipicamente si tende a pensare che educazione e classe 

sociale,abbiano abbiano la loro importanza però è vero (SOCIAL CLASS AND EDUCATION ARE 

CONSIDERED AS FACTORS BECAUSE OF PREJUDICES) (SOCIAL CLASS AND EDUCATION 

ARE PREJUDICES).. che appunto come dicevi tu, nascondi più facilmente..ciò che succede magari in casa.. 

(A) o magari ti senti anche più in diritto, magari non più in diritto, però hai quella sorta di sottile 

presunzione, che magari nella tua mente ti t’immagini leggermente dominante rispetto ad una persona che 

possa avere un livello d’istruzione inferiore al tuo (HIGHER SOCIAL CLASS GIVES YOU MORE 

CONTROL AND POWER)..ma non significa nulla..perchè ad esempio c’è stato il caso, qualche anno fa di 

una studentessa della Bocconi che aveva gettato dell’acido in faccia al suo ragazzo..quindi si parla comunque 

di un’ambiente universitario, abbastanza..non dico..elevato, è una parola sbagliata..però dove si tende a 

pensare che sia un contesto sociale stabile..e in realtà comunque ha buttato l’acido addosso in faccia ad un 

altro ragazzo..  

 (e)no..vabbe adesso vorrei parlare un po’ di numeri.. x il  fatto che in Italia una donna su 5 è stata abusata da 

un partner a livello psicologico o fisico o verbale..e ..niente vi volevo chiedere se siete sorpresi da questa 

statistica..che una persona su 5, che poi non ho le statistiche alla mano per quanto riguarda gli abusi sugli 

uomini.. in Italia.. però secondo un articolo il 40per cento degli uomini, subisce un abuso da parte della 

donna anche ..questo in Inghilterra. Però comunque possiamo considerare il fatto che..è comunque.. 

(A) 40 per cento è tanto! 

(t) beh…penso si tratti di abusi psicologici..non..fisici..mi è difficile credere che… 

(e) si..si.. 

(A) più che altro io mi domando quell’una donna su cinque…cioè mi viene da pensare..ma le altre 4, 

magari.. 

(t) vanno denunciati..no..? 

(A) esatto..non l’hanno detto perché si vergognano, perché hanno paura di ritorsioni.. come fai a sapere che 

magari non siano 2 o 3 donne su cinque, perché magari appunto non se ne parla o non si sentono abbastanza 

sicure da poterne parlare, cioè mi..mi..spaventa e mi incuriosisce questa cosa.. (THE NUMBER MAY BE 

HIGHER, THE OTHER WOMEN JUST WEREN’T BRAVE ENOUGH TO DENOUNCE) (THE 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN ITALY IS MUCH MORE HIGHER) 

(e) quindi , tendenzialmente sei più portata a pensare che sia stato minimizzato questo problema.. 

(A) io.. credo che sia più di una su 5, solo che non diciamo il…fattore denuncia ancora non è  così diffuso.. 

(M) anche se fosse 1 donna su 5, comunque sarebbe una grande percentuale.. da non trascurare, quindi 

sinceramente non.. anche se fosse realmente 1 donna su 5, non mi sarei aspettata questa percentuale in Italia.. 

(SURPRISE ABOUT THE NUMBER) Forse perché magari noi siamo giovani,cioè..apparteniamo ad 

un'altra generazione, quindi magari non lo sentiamo di persona.. perché ancora non siamo arrivati ad avere 

una famiglia o magari abbiamo un ragazzo della nostra stessa età..che magari ha potuto avere non lo so.. 

diverse opinioni, diverso modo di pensare. Quindi magari non lo sentiamo così tanto.. non pensiamo che sia 
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una persona su 5. Però. .per questo sono meravigliata.. sinceramente, non me lo aspettavo.. (THE YOUNG 

GENERATION MAY NOT HAVE BEEN TOUCHED PERSONALLY BY THIS ISSUE BECAUSE 

STILL YOUNG) (GENERATIONS INFLUENCE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(e) e più che altro il fatto che le persone abusate sono tra i 18 e i 29 anni..cioè la stragrande maggioranza di 

donne abusate è in questa fascia di età.. della vostra fascia di età.. 

(A) avrei pensato più grandi in realtà.. 

(M) si anch’io avrei pensato più.. (IDEA THAT THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE TOUCHED JUST 

OLDER GENERATIONS) (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS A PROBLEM FOR OLDER GENERATIONS) 

(t)beh però consideriamo che probabilmente il fattore legato all’età determina che magari su età più giovani, 

ci sia più tendenza a denunciare questa cosa..quindi a essere un numero più alto.. (YOUNGER 

GENERATIONS MAY HAVE A HIGHER TENDENCY TO DENOUNCE ABUSE EPISODES) 

(LOWER TOLERANCE TOWARDS DOMESTIC ABUSE FOR YOUNG GENERATION) 

(gio) a me sorprende molto il fatto che il 20per cento delle donne, appunto, cioè abbia denunciato questa 

cosa..abbia avuto il coraggio di dirlo..se ha avuto il coraggio di dirlo..per rientrare nella statistica e non è 

stata una statistica anonima.  

-e ma ancora mi chiedo appunto, se magari le donne in quella fascia di età , si possano sentire più sicure nel 

denunciare, magari quelle di una fascia di età più elevata si sentano meno sicure, quindi  lo denunciano di 

meno.. 

-si si 

(t) oppure sei nella situazione di vita più statica..tendono diciamo a passar sopra  a certe.. (LONG 

RELATIONS MAY REDUCE THE LIKELIHOOD TO DENOUNCE) (THE IMPORTANCE OF THE 

STABILITY OF THE FAMILY) 

(A) perché magari è ..mettere in discussione tutto quanto .. quando hai un’età più matura..magari è fin troppo 

difficile.. 

-si.. 

(t)dicevi.. scusa..la fascia è tra..? 

(e) i 19 e i 29 anni..no ..i 18 e 29 anni.. 

(t)però a questo punto mi vien da pensare anche  18 anni è difficile che uno anche abbia già una vita 

domestica completa ..nel senso che viva già.. 

(e) domestica nel senso..eh…appunto.. il contesto di violenza domestica non significa che avvenga in 

persone che vivono nella stessa casa.. e comunque una violenza domestica è una violenza tra partner.. 

tendenzialmente.. giulia cosa ne pensi.. 

(giu) oh..vabbe..ovviamente una su 5 è un numero altissimo..è  preoccupante, però se parli anche della fascia, 

quella in cui siamo noi e noi siamo già qua 4 donne, ne aggiungerei una che magari conosciamo.. visto che 

abbiamo molte amiche in comune…eh.. sono un po’ sorpresa perché tra la maggior parte delle mie 

conoscenze femminili, non sospetto nessun caso di violenza. (SURPRISED BY THE FACT OF NOT 
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KNOWING ANY EPISODE OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS AN HIDDEN 

ISSUE) Forse perché noi viviamo in un ambiente un po’ elitario non so come dire però..noi siamo tutti 

universitari, spostati qua.. 

(t) quindi riconsideri la classe sociale, come fattore di.. diciamo di..frequenza di questi casi? (BEING 

STUDENTS COULD AFFECT THE LOWER PRESENCE OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE)  

(GIU) non lo so ..o sono casi che non emergono in superficie, perché l’abuso fisico magari.. puoi vedere 

qualche.. non cicatrice, ma qualche segno. Quello psicologico è molto più difficile da..vedere se non sei in 

stretto contatto.. 

(t) beh è anche personale la definizione secondo me,  di abuso psicologico, quello che per tante persone 

magari può essere una cosa da niente per altre magari, può essere considerato una cosa più grave.. 

(DIFFICULTIES IN DEFINITION OF WHAT IS DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (UNAWARENESS 

RELATED TO THE EXACT DEFINITION OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(A) certo.. poi dipende anche magari da quanto una stessa persona è abbastanza.., non dico forte da 

sopportare, però quanto il comportamento altrui possa incidere e proprio pesare sulla psiche di una persona, 

anche quello è molto soggettivo.  (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AFFECTED BY THE STRENGHT OF A 

PERSON AND HOW MUCH THIS PERSON IS ABLE TO TOLERATE) (WEAKNESS OF A PERSON 

INFLUENCES THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(e) ma potrebbe anche essere per il concetto che noi abbiamo di violenza? Intendo..che non si sa cos’è la 

violenza.. non sai dove finisce un litigio e inizia la violenza..un abuso..?..non so..chiedo.. 

Perché appunto da quello che stavi dicendo tu, per il fatto che tu non conosci nessuno che abbia avuto una 

violenza da parte di un partner.. 

(GIU) sono sicura che ci sia qualcuno..maa.. non che io me ne sia accorta.. 

(A) o magari non te l’hanno detto..comunque non è una cosa facile da dire.. 

(giu) assolutamente.. 

(A) non è facile da raccontare.. 

(GIU) però non ho molti…forse un esempio, mi viene in mente forse solo un caso tra tutte le mie amicizie 

femminili..anche maschili.. in questa fascia d’età. Magari sono solo fortunata  o voi ne avete di più non lo 

so.. 

Però scusami, la…il concetto di violenza, forse è molto soggettivo perché dipende da come tu reagisci o da 

come dici tu, una cosa può fare.. può essere violenza per qualcuno,può essere non violenza per qualcun 

altro..dipende anche dal carattere personale, quindi..assolutamente..(THE DEFINITION OF DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE IS SUBJECTIVE AND DIFFERENT FOR EVERY INDIVIDUAL) (THE CONCEPT OF 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IS SUBJECTIVE) 

(t)si diciamo che se parliamo di violenza fisica..lo spintone, uno schiaffo, un pugno qualsiasi altra cosa è lo 

stesso per tutti, mentre con la violenza psicologica, si entra nel campo dei..del personale. (PHYSICAL 

VIOLENCE IS MORE OBJECTIVE THAN PSYCHOLOGICAL VIOLENCE) 
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(GIU) assolutamente.. 

(e) invece per quanto riguarda la Danimarca è 1 donna su 3 che viene abusata.. fisicamente, mentalmente, 

verbalmente..vi stupisce? 

(A)si tantissimo 

(M) tantissimo 

(G) eh si 

(e) è il 30 per cento.. 

(A) avrei pensato che..l’inverso proprio.. 

(M) si pure io.. 

(e)vi riuscite a dare una spiegazione? 

(M) magari hanno più coraggio, loro, di.. dichiararlo..(THE HIGHER NUMBER IN DENMARK 

RELIES ON AN HIGHER BRAVERY TO DENOUNCE OF DANISH WOMEN) (DANISH WOMEN 

ARE MORE BRAVE) 

(gio) è una società un po’ più femminile..sì.. (IT IS LINKED TO A MORE FEMININE CULTURE) 

(THE DANISH SOCIETY IS WOMEN-ORIENTED) 

(t) quindi il dato viene da fatti denunciati? O da…un sondaggio..da un persona che lo dice off the record per 

dire..e non che ci sia effettivamente… 

(e) no..  sono state interviste telefoniche e.. e.. dipende dai paesi, comunque sono state maggiormente 

interviste telefoniche .. via mail.. face to face.. cioè dipende dai paesi.. 

(M) un normale sondaggio online …ok.. quindi ancora più peso, ancora più importante.. 

(e) perché comunque sono anonime.. 

(T) e la fascia d’età è la stessa..quindi 

(e) sì è totale, è generica questa fascia d’età.. sia in Danimarca che qua.. e quindi.. 

(A) giuro che è difficile da da.. metabolizzare come cosa, cioè.. rimango purtroppo, rimango convinta che 

secondo me in Italia l’incidenza sia maggiore, ma non si denuncia, quanto lo si possa denunciare qui in 

Danimarca.. (DANISH NUMBER IS HIGHER JUST BECAUSE DANISH WOMEN DENOUNCE 

MORE THAN ITALIAN ONES) (DANISH WOMEN ARE MORE BRAVE THAN ITALIAN ONES) 

(e)quindi ti senti di dire ci sono ancora tanti casi che non sono…piuttosto che.. l’Italia ha una condizione 

femminile migliore rispetto alla Danimarca.. 

(A) esatto..esatto.. 

(e) e in base a che cosa? 
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(A) in base alla mia idea di società italiana e alla mia idea di società danese, perché secondo me una donna in 

Danimarca la vedo più indipendente, la vedo più sicura di se..la vedo più incline a potersi ribellare, potersi 

anche permettere, purtroppo, ..il purtroppo è che lo possa fare in Danimarca e non lo possa fare in Italia.. 

(CONDITION OF WOMEN IN DENMARK ALLOW THEM TO FEEL MORE SECURE IN 

DENOUNCING) (DENMARK AS A MORE SECURE COUNTRY) almeno dalla mia prospettiva,nel senso.. 

dal mio punto di vista è che la donna in Italia, magari si sente inf..non inferiore, però messa all’angolo, o 

comunque che non pos…non si senta tutelata e non si senta protetta, appunto, nel poter ammettere una cosa 

del genere..non poter denunciare una cosa simile. Anche perché ci sono tantissime casistiche, di donne che 

magari denunciano un partner, ma il caso non viene preso in considerazione o comunque vengono..ri..magari 

chiamano la polizia o vanno in commissariato, vengono rispedite a casa..vengono ignorate. E poi si scopre 

dopo che effettivamente o il partner fa qualcosa di brutto o comunque…è addirittura troppo tardi. Quindi 

anche questo spaventa..mi fa pensare queste cose.. (NOT TRUST TOWARDS THE LEGAL SAFETY IN 

THE ITALIAN CONTEXT) (TRUST ISSUES WITH THE ITALIAN JUSTICE SYSTEM) 

 (e)riguardante questo fatto della legislazione, del concetto Stato e della violenza domestica..sapete che tipo 

di leggi ci sono per evitare che ci sia la violenza domestica, per ridurre il suo numero.. 

(t)no 

(A) no so che c’è una legge contro lo stalking, ma per la violenza domestica..so ..lo so che c’è un numero 

verde..ma non so altro… (KNOWLEDGE ABOUT A LAW AGAINST STALKING) 

(e)quindi non vi sentite di dire che magari siete voi che non avete la conoscenza della legislatura in 

relazione.. 

(A) assolutamente si..io ammetto di non aver conoscenza della legge in vigore, o di quello che possa..mm 

..diciamo..provved…di ciò che lo Stato possa dare alla donna, come sistema di difesa..non ho idea.. 

(e)qualche altro parere? 

(t)no..anch’io non conosco esattamente la  legislazione, quindi.. 

(M) nemmeno io.. (ABSENCE OF KNOWLEDGE OF SPECIFIC LAWS RELATED TO HOW TO 

REACT TOWARDS DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ) (UNAWARENESS IN RELATION TO THE LAW 

PROTECTING DOMESTIC ABUSE) 

(e)nessuno quindi..a parte la legge sullo stalking.. però..va…tutta un’altra..per quanto sia.. E un'altra 

cosa..per quanto riguarda l’educazione invece, dell’italiano..riguardante che cos’è la violenza domestica, 

sentite che vi sia stata data un’educazione giusta e riguardante che cos’è ..e da chi vi sia stata data? 

(A) se devo pensare un’istituzione, ti dico che io non ho ricevuto alcun tipo d’informazione al riguardo. E’ la 

mia famiglia che mi ha dato il tipo di educazione che ho ricevuto e che mi porta a pensare in un determinato 

modo e avere un mio punto di vista. Però ad esempio, a parte qualche pubblicità progresso, non ho ricevuto 

alcun tipo di istruzione al riguardo.. (ABSENCE OF AN INSTITUTION GIVING AN EDUCATION 

RELATED TO THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (EDUCATION ONLY THROUGH 

COMMUNICATION) (THE INFLUENCE OF FAMILIAR EDUCATION AND EDUCATION THROUGH 

COMMUNICATION) 

(e)…gli altri?.. 
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(t) d’accordo però la percezione che in Italia o in Danimarca..perchè non conosco… 

(e) no..no torniamo.. sempre Italia.. 

(t) che sia molto associato alla violenza fisica, quando vedo la pubblicità progresso.. sempre la donna con 

l’occhio nero…il livido in faccia.. non ho la percezione di vedere la donna..diciamo nell’angolo che piange 

senza nessun livido. Questo è quello che vedo con i miei occhi.. (COMMUNICATION ORIENTED 

ONLY TOWARDS PHYSICAL VIOLENCE) (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS MAINLY PHYSICAL 

VIOLENCE) 

(gio) boh..non so.. a casa mia se n’è sempre parlato e appunto hanno sempre cercato di comunicarmi che 

questa cosa non deve succedere, ma non solo in casa anche a scuola, tra elementari e medie.. per corsi di 

educazione civica, per esempio, è un argomento che tornava più volte. 

(e)ok…marika? 

(M) si anch’io ..qualche nozione a scuola , alle elementari o alle medie..su la violenza domestica, sul tutelare 

la donna, soprattutto perché si parla raramente della violenza opposta, quindi donna uomo invece di uomo 

donna..poi ovviamente ci sono.. ho visto tantissime campagne di sensibilizzazione sui social media, sulla 

televisione da parte di personaggi famosi, sia stranieri che italiani nei loro blog, instagram, twitter e 

qualunque cosa, che è una cosa buona, perché almeno loro possono cercare di raggiungere una massa più 

vasta di pubblico ovviamente. (CELEBRITIES COMMUNICATES AGAINST DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE) (THE USAGE OF CELEBRITIES WITHIN COMMUNICATION) Quindi sì, posso dire che c’è 

una vasta sensibilizzazione in Italia, di quest..di questo argomento..poi il fatto che ci sia una persona su 5, mi 

scandalizza comunque, perché è una grande percentuale.. 

(e) ma quindi secondo te dov’è il gap.. dov’è che per.. cioè tu dici che c’è una forte sensibilizzazione, però 

c’è un numero alto di persone che rinunciano, che quindi subiscono abusi.. secondo te.. 

(M) forse non è abbastanza alto, secondo me, come dice Alessandra magari sono più persone di una su 5, 

magari ce ne sono 3 su 5, molte di loro non dichiarano perché .. non lo so secondo me la sentiamo di più 

questa cosa rispetto.. non so.. che rimando alla Danimarca.. però.. 

(e) no no no ma….va benissimo.. 

(M) comunque sapendo che c’è una società molto più mascoli..maschilista.. in Italia rispetto qua alla 

Danimarca, non mi quadrano le statistiche sinceramente..poi è una mia opinione..il senso.. (A MORE 

MASCULINE SOCIETY SHOULD INFLUENCE MORE THE PRESENCE OF DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE – DIFFICULT TO UNDERSTAND THE PERCENTAGE IN DENMARK) (MASCULINE 

SYSTEM INFLUENCE THE PRESENCE OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(e)..no no ma è quello che chiedo..cioè.. 

(M) si si si si…quindi è sì è un gap molto strano..però 

(A) comunque il fatto che magari, cioè come dici tu, i social media ..persone che possono avere una certa 

influenza con la massa, ne parlano sì, ma magari non si va così in profondità, nel senso rimane una cosa 

molto di superficie e che ogni tanto, possa essere fatto solo perché si deve fare ..parlo maga…non ho nessuno 

in mente in particolare, però magari mi viene in mente,un..il classico post su facebook, che ok..sensibilizza 

ma è messo là.. quindi non è..non va proprio a coinvolgere. Non so, cioè ho questa specie di sensazione per 
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cui la sensibilizzazione ci sia, ma non sia così profonda..non sia così.. (AWARENESS TOWARDS THE 

ISSUE WHICH DOES NOT GO INTO DEPTH, THERE IS NO INVOLVEMENT – THE USAGE 

OF SOCIAL MEDIA IS NOT ABLE TO INVOLVE) (COMMUNICATION NOT ENOUGH STRIKING) 

(t) son d’accordo, anche secondo me non ha molta presa la sensibilizzazione…. Per quanto mi riguarda, io 

penso ah beh all’ora di educazione civica a scuola, penso la persona che comunque abbia un certo 

background familiare sente certi insegnamenti dici, perché me lo ripetete fondamentalmente, sono cose che 

vedo già in famiglia.. mi sono scontate. E poi invece un ragazzino che magari ha questi tipi di casi in 

famiglia, sente dire queste cose in casa, ma poi torna a casa e vede queste situazioni  di violenza, non penso 

che gli rimane molto in testa quello che potrebbe essere l’insegnamento a scuola .. e allo stesso tempo non mi 

viene in mente una persona che ripensa a quello che ha visto sui social media piuttosto che sui mezzi di 

comunicazione quando sta per fare una cosa del genere. 

(A) e che magari lo dai anche un po’ per scontato..della serie no si lo so che non si fa,però poi non so cosa 

possa scattare effettivamente..cosa possa portare una persona a comportarsi in quel modo.. (TAKEN FOR 

GRANTED THE IDEA THAT A PERSON SHOULD NOT DO IT) (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS A 

TAKEN FOR GRANTED SOCIAL ISSUE) 

(t)tante persone addirittura che magari condannano, dicono schifosi voi che fate queste cose e poi…e….mi sa 

che loro poi sono i primi.. 

(A) così come , nel senso a me, ma come penso possa essere un’opinione condivisibile..il fatto che ..cioè noi 

credo e spero, non diremmo mai ad una donna che si è meritata una violenza perché si veste in un 

determinato modo, ma quante persone ci sono che effettivamente puntano il dito e dicono ti sei vestita 

provocante e allora te la sei andata a cercare. Io mi chiedo anche solo, come si possa pensare una cosa del 

genere.. (CONNECTION BETWEEN DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND SEXUAL HARASSMENT) 

(M) son d’accordo.. 

(A).. poi il punto è che c’è…ci sono 2 fattori che sono un po’ diversi, nel senso la società è maschilista.. ok.. 

ma è anche mascolina, nel senso, ci sono delle variabili di determinate società, che magari sono più 

incentrate sul potere, sia come potere fisico, ma come potere psicologico piuttosto che altre società come la 

Danimarca che invece è più sulla condivisione, sul collettivismo o cose del genere (PERSPECTIVE OF 

DENMARK AS MORE COLLECTIVE) (DENMARK AS CARING OF THE COLLECTIVISTIC WELL-

BEING). E quindi sono tantissimi i fattori che vengono.. che dovrebbero  essere presi in considerazione, cioè 

sia mascolina che maschilista la cosa.. cioè.. nella.. ora non lo spiegare però nella mia testa c’è una 

distinzione. 

(e) prova a spiegarlo però… 

(A) nel senso ok.. cioè..il mio pensiero di maschilista è un legittimare il fatto che l’uomo abbia più potere 

nella società, invece l’idea di mascolinità è che ci siano determinate caratteristiche che sono legate alla figura 

dell’uomo che possano riflettere la società.. (PRESENCE OF A MASCULINE SOCIETY BUT ALSO 

MASCULINE FEATURES WITHIN THE SOCIETY AS THE IMPORTANCE OF PHYSICAL 

POWER) (ITALIAN SYSTEM DEFINED BY MASCULINE FEATURES) 

(e) ok..si..si.. ho capito 

(a) te lo dico Hofstede.. asser… 
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(e) si.. tipo  invece del teamwork    individualismo, quelle cose lì..perfetto…tornando a quello che stavi 

dicendo tu, per la comunicazione e i social media e il fatto che secondo te, tu non te lo ricordi..quello che 

vedi sui social media non te lo ricordi..quanto secondo voi puà essre efficace la comunicazione intendo 

pubblicità di qualsiasi tipo, social media, spot pubblicitario, bildboard, cartellonistica, marketing di qualsiasi 

tipo…no no no generica.. 

(M) secondo me, sarebbe più efficace se potessero comunicare le leggi che tutelano effettivamente la donna. 

Perché anche se ci sono tantissime campagne di sensibilizzazione, pubblicità sui social media televisione 

eccetera, io personalmente in tutte queste campagne di sensibilizzazione e pubblicità non ho mai visto delle 

leggi che effettivamente dicono.. guarda se tu subisci una violenza domestica hai queste leggi che ti tutelano, 

che ti fanno sentire..che ti possono dire..guarda puoi denunciarlo perché sei protetta. Questo non l’ho mai 

visto, sinceramente.. (NECESSITY TO COMMUNICATE THE PRESENCE OF THE LAWS THAT 

PROTECT A PERSON THAT EXPERIENCED THIS ISSUE) (UNAWARENESS OF THE PRESENCE 

OF LAWS TO PROTECT AGAINST DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(A) ma magari c’è anche quel senso un po’ di sfiducia nelle istituzioni che può…. (THE ABSENCE OF 

TRUST TOWARDS THE INSTITUTIONS) (TRUST ISSUE TOWARDS THE GENERAL ITALIAN 

SYSTEM) 

(gio) c’è anche da dire che c’è questa aura di vergogna quando si parla di violenza domestica ed è un 

argomento di cui non si parla tutti i giorni, può anche esserci la legge, ma il silenzio che si crea limita il 

potenziale aiuto da parte dello stato. (LIMITED POSSIBILITY OF INTERVENTION OF THE STATE) 

(SOCIAL TABOO) 

(M) si si però come diceva prima Elena, effettivamente noi non conosciamo le leggi che tutelano la donna o 

la violenza domestica in generale, quindi magari sarebbe più efficace che queste leggi venissero diciamo, 

pubblicizzate..ecco.. 

(t) quindi praticamente capire il target di questa pubblicità se è sulla prevenzione dire non fate questo, 

piuttosto che qua ci sono i vostri strumenti per difendervi, piuttosto che qua ci sono le pene per chi fa queste 

cose.. penso che sia un po’ diversa la cosa.. (NECESSITY OF DIFFERENT KIND OF GOALS FOR 

THE COMMUNICATION) (COMMUNICATION AS FOCUSED ON DIFFERENT GOALS) 

(e)e in quale caso tu considereresti che la comunicazione è più efficace, verso quale tipo di target 

(t)dovrei dirti sulla prevenzione, nel senso che di solito i problemi si risolvono prevenendo..però onestamente 

non mi vien da pensare ripeto, una persona che sta per fare quel che sta per fare, gli viene in mente.. oh 

guarda ho visto quello sul cartellone, o quello mi ha influenzato in qualche modo.. onestamente.. 

(INEFFICACY OF THE ROLE OF COMMUNICATION IN RELATION TO THE PREVENTION 

OF THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (COMMUNICATION AS INEFFECTIVE IN RELATION TO THIS 

ISSUE) 

(t) anche se penso che l’azione dovrebbe essere  sulla prevenzione, fondamentalmente..e però penso che sia 

molto più  difficile in quel campo, avere una comunicazione efficace..efficiente efficace.. 

(A) però ci sono anche magari le pubblicità.. adesso forse sto confondendo campagne pubblicitarie tra di 

loro, però mi sembra che ci fosse una campagna di amnesty international, che non era..non era però sulla 

violenza domestica, ma era sulla violenza in generale sulla donna.. che diceva praticamente non sta 

succedendo qui ma non significa che non stia succedendo. (AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL CAMPAIGN 
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– ONLY BECAUSE IT IS NOT HAPPENING HERE, IT DOES NOT MEAN IT IS HAPPENING) 

Quella ad esempio, a  me personalmente m’ha colpito perché è stata molto forte, perché mi ha fatto riflettere 

sul fatto che semplicemente perché non me ne rendo conto io, non significa che non stia succedendo. E..e 

magari non ci si rende conto, di come anche tra amici, ci si possa supportare.. nel senso far capire anche alle 

altre persone che dei problemi si può parlare e che magari con un aiuto si possono anche risolvere. Quindi 

magari ci sono delle campagne pubblicitarie che possono essere utili.. ora non.. nel senso quella aveva avuto 

anche una buona risonanza, nel senso se ne era parlato anche abbastanza.. 

(e) si ma quello era anche per.. riguardante la violenza sui bambini.. 

(A) violenza in generale nel mondo.. 

(e) sì.. sì me lo ricordo.. giulia.. cosa ne pensi.. 

(giu) penso che ci sia stato un cambio nella comunicazione, perché secondo me sia comunicazione che 

educazione in passato erano molto più incentrate sul non essere il carnefice, non fare del male.. mentre ora 

stanno un po’ più diventando focalizzate sul… non devi essere la vittima per forza (CHANGE IN THE 

DIRECTION OF THE COMMUNICATION, BEFORE MAINLY ORIENTED TOWARDS THE 

ABUSER, NOW MAINLY TOWARDS THE ABUSED WHO CAN CHANGE THE CONDITION) 

(FOCUS OF THE COMMUNICATION ON THE ROLE OF ABUSED). Mi viene in mente, non so se l’avete 

vista quella del superbowl .. si vede una conversazione di messaggi di una ragazza che sta invitando la sua 

amica alla festa e lei dice, no.. non posso, il mio ragazzo ha uno dei suoi soliti mood così e poi esce con una 

altra tagline tipo .. non me la ricordo…ma il significato è che non emerge la violenza, ci sono dei piccoli 

segnali, come il fatto che una non esce , non va alla festa.. sta in silenzio, non risponde spesso e  c’è questo 

numero telefonico a cui tu ti puoi rivolgere, per  denunciare i casi. Quindi ci sono molte più pubblicità, 

rivolte insomma alle vittime.. per uscire. E anche l’educazione a scuola, dovrebbe più essere incentrata su 

questo, perché prevenire la violenza, la vedo molto difficile.. perché non penso che qualcuno ha la voglia di.. 

semplicemente picchiare per il senso di picchiare qualcuno o sminuire qualcun altro. Ci sono delle cause 

dietro e ognuno ha delle cause diverse, probabilmente, quindi la prevenzione dovrebbe essere 

individuale..ma è impossibile..quindi è più efficace una comunicazione volta verso le vittime per uscire da 

questa situazione. (DIFFICULTY IN PREVENTING THE VIOLENCE OF THE ABUSER, THE 

COMMUNICATION SHOULD BE MORE FOCUSED ON THE ABUSED) (COMMUNICATION 

SHOULD BE RELATED TO THE ABUSED) 

(gio) allo stesso tempo però, quello che mi viene da pensare è che se tu sei una vittima e vedi questa 

pubblicità in televisione, con il numero telefonico, ci sono troppi fattori che ti spingono a non chiamare..Lo 

puoi fare, ma .. se vieni scoperta.. dopo sappiamo come va a finire.. (THE PRESENCE OF A LOT OF 

FACTORS THAT CONVINCE THE ABUSED NOT TO ASK FOR HELP) (THE CONDITION OF 

ABUSED IS A DIFFICULT CONDITION TO INFLUENCE) 

(giu) certo.. 

(gio) e quindi non so se effettivamente, questo tipo di comunicazione è stato efficace e può essere efficace in 

un qualche modo, però è anche vero che quello sulla prevenzione, come dici  tu ..può prevenire in parte solo.. 

(A) Cioè secondo me, magari la prevenzione può funzionare a livello di sensibilizzazione della società, però 

a livello individuale, magari può essere più d’impatto se tu vittima ti riconosci in una campagna pubblicitaria 

e ovviamente magari all’inizio.. (TWO LEVELS OF COMMUNICATION, TOWARDS THE 
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SOCIETY TO INCREASE THE AWARENESS AND TOWARDS THE ABUSED TO EXPLAIN 

THERE ARE PEOPLE WHO ESCAPED THIS CONDITION) (COMMUNICATION NEEDS TO BE 

TOWARDS THE SOCIETY AND TOWARDS THE ABUSED) sei tentata di liberarti, da questa gabbia di 

questa situazione, però hai paura, ma vedendo magari che è una cosa comune, secondo me la cosa che si 

dovrebbe fare è .. far capire che non sei sola.. che ci sono tante persone che si sono liberate da una situazione 

del genere.. e ti puoi liberare anche tu. Secondo me ..questo dovrebbe essere un messaggio che si dovrebbe 

condividere di più. 

(e) voi avete parlato di due, principalmente due prospettive.. l’abuser cioè quello che abusa, l’abusata.. come 

target. Se ne aggiungiamo un altro.. il target del testimone.. cioè assumendo che comunque in questa società 

ci sia tanta gente che non parla, volevo sapere da voi.. con queste carte, secondo voi qual è la principale 

ragione per cui non si parla.. Paura, questa è bianca nel caso vi vengano altre idee, non sanno dove si possa 

denunciare, ignoranza, inconsapevolezza, apatia indifferenza… cioè , come dicevi tu, il fatto che non mi stia 

accadendo.. cioè a me non capita, a me non interessa, interesse personale, non sanno cosa sia la violenza 

domestica .. 

(A) ma questo da parte del testimone o delle altre persone.. 

(e) testimone.. 

(t) quindi la terza persona, che assiste a un fatto e non lo fa perché..  

(e)esatto.. cioè non denuncia, non ne parla, insomma non fa il passo successivo .. 

(t) mah.. io mi sentirei di escluderne una assolutamente.. 

(e)quale.. 

(t) non sanno dove denunciare. Penso che il 112 comunque lo conoscono tutti e  che poi le forze di polizia, si 

possono rivolgere agli organi competenti. Mi sembra naturale che ci sia una via molto semplice per 

denunciare una cosa del genere, quindi..la mia opinione è di escludere: non sanno dove denunciare.. (THE 

IMPOSSIBILITY NOT TO KNOW WHERE TO DENOUNCE, EVERYONE KNOWS A SPECIFIC 

NUMBER TO CALL) (NOT KNOWING WHERE TO DENOUNCE IS NOT A BARRIER) 

(e)tu sei d’accordo oppure.. 

(A) si si..lo escluderei.. 

(M) assolutamente 

(e)invece per quanto riguarda gli altri? Qual e quello che secondo voi , ferma la persona dal testimoniare.. dal 

denunciare, dal fare qualcosa comunque.. 

(A) io mi sentirei quasi di collegare o di trovare una specie di nesso tra paura ed apatia-indifferenza. Della 

serie… e forse anche interesse personale. Nel senso, non sta accadendo a me, magari ho paura di interferire e 

quindi rimango indifferente alla cosa. Nel senso, riconosci magari che il motivo per cui, tu magari vedi una 

violenza per strada, guardi ma non sai se aiutare la persona, se intervenire. Guardi e basta e non fai nulla e.. è 

una cosa che secondo me capita a tante persone ed è ricollegata alla paura, che magari la persona violenta, 

possa poi ritorcersi contro di te. Ma…nel senso… in quel ..il fatto che tu non stia facendo niente, ti porta ad 

essere indifferente. Cioè nel senso, tu lo vedi e non fai nulla, comunque tu non stai facendo nulla.. 
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(CONNECTION BETWEEN INDIFFERENCE, FEAR, SELF-INTEREST – A PERSON DOES NOT 

KNOW WHEN TO INTERFERE AND SINCE IT IS NOT HAPPENING DIRECTLY TO HIM/HER 

THERE IS NO ACTION) (UNAWARENESS RELATED TO WHEN INTERFERE) 

e quindi secondo me, un pochino sono collegate. 

(t) quindi per interesse personale, non intendi una terza persona, che possa trarre qualche vantaggio.. 

(e) no..no è interesse personale..tipo salvaguardia di se stesso.. 

(t)oppure non mi voglio immischiare in una situazione che non è mia.. 

(e)si..non è un mio problema.. alcuni di questi si uniscono .. 

(giu) io.. io.. pensavo all’interesse personale, ma nel senso che, quando penso alla violenza domestica 

magari..vieni a sapere che tuo zio picchia tua zia e non è un’estraneo. Puoi semplicemente andare alla polizia 

perché una volta che denunci, ci sono ritorsioni o comunque effetti negativi, su tutta la dinamica familiare..e 

quindi non lo fai per proteggere la reputazione di tutta la famiglia o non lo fai perché non credi che tuo zio 

che è così affettuoso nei tuoi confronti possa essere un tale stronzo nei confronti della moglie, o a volte 

anche perché .. (SELF INTEREST BECAUSE AN INDIVIDUAL DOES NOT WANT TO RUIN THE 

FAMILIAL DYNAMICS) (THE IMPORTANCE OF FAMILY IN ITALY) mi viene in mente un’amica di 

una ragazza che è vittima di violenza. La vittima comunque non ha relazione con il suo abusatore.. ok .. e.. 

magari lei è stata la prima a dire, per favore non denunciarlo, perché io lo amo, perché magari andrà meglio, 

perché può  cambiare, perché  è stato solo un episodio, perché era ubriaco, perché è stressato dal lavoro, 

cioè.. nessuno fa del male… OK c’è gente che fa del male solo per fare del male, ma molto spesso la 

violenza domestica deriva da altri fattori, che sono appunto lo stress, l’alcool, o qualsiasi altra cosa 

(DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS CAUSED BY OTHER ABUSIVE CONSUMPTION AS ALCOHOL 

OR OTHER NEGATIVE BEHAVIOUR AS STRESS) (DOMESTIC BEHAVIOUR CONNECTED WITH 

OTHER NEGATIVE BEHAVIOUR) . E quindi la persona non è.. cattiva. Sei in una relazione con questa 

persona, la ami, hai visto altre sfaccettature e quindi ti viene molto difficile, andare a denunciarlo. E rientra 

un po’ nell’interesse personale..non come prendere vantaggio dalla situazione.. ma il fatto che..va a 

danneggiare te, la tua famiglia i tuoi cari.. 

(e) si si… 

(A) la cosa è che magari ogni tanto si tende tanto a giustificare.. come dici tu, io lo amo quindi non dirlo, non 

denunciarlo e lì poi.. 

(t) si forse rientra anche un po’ nell’inconsapevolezza .. 

(gio) si è vero a questo punto.. 

(GIU) e anche la paura.. 

(A) io..il non sanno cosa sia la violenza domestica, non lo capisco! 

(e) nel  senso dov’è il borderline, dov’è che finisce il litigio e inizia la violenza. 

(A) però ad esempio, se magari dici..non lo so.. faccio un esempio. Episodio, litighi con il tuo ragazzo , ti tira 

uno schiaffo o ti spinge e..chiamiamolo incidente. E tu sbatti contro uno spigolo e rimani con una botta 
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visibile. Ora ..se magari tu, l’amica .. amico.. ti vede che hai sto bozzo in faccia e gli spieghi.. No.. guarda 

che è stato un episodio, è stato solo un litigio. Però comunque un minimo, come.. diciamo.. come spettatore, 

se tu non sei indifferente, alla persona che ha subito.. diciamo, quella con la botta, una così.. cioè glielo vai a 

dire.. però mi raccomando, se vedi che la cosa si ripete, puoi parlarmene oppure vai .. che ne so.. è un cercare 

di stare vicino alla persona. (FIRST STEP IS DEFINED BY TALKING WITH THE PERSON WHO 

EXPERIENCED THIS SITUATION) (THE WITNESS CANNOT DECIDE FOR THE ABUSED) Capisco 

che appunto, non.. non..non sia definito il limite, cioè la differenza tra episodio o violenza domestica, o 

violenza psicologica eccetera. Ma secondo me è anche tanto un fattore di comunicazione tra .. diciamo tra 

cerchie ristrette..nel senso con il tuo in gruppo, con le persone a te care, almeno con loro potresti parlarne e il 

fatto di dare supporto appunto ad una persona a te cara, secondo me fa tanto.  Anche se.. non non ..magari io 

non mi sento di giudicare quell’episodio, come violenza domestica, però è comunque un cercare di dire 

guarda.. ti ripeto… stai attenta..e cose del genere.. (IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO KNOW THE 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN VIOLENCE AND ARGUMENT, IT IS IMPORTANT TO SUPPORT 

THAT PERSON IN ANY CASE) (THE EXACT DEFINITION OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IS NOT 

IMPORTANT) 

(e)ok invece..passando al momento successivo se nessuno ha nient’altro da dire..em.. supponete di essere 

nella parte del testimone, che cosa vi potrebbe spingere a parlare, perché parlereste per una questione morale, 

per empatia con la persona abusata, per essere un perfetto cittadino, per femminismo, questo è focalizzato 

sulle donne, anche se abbiamo capito, che non è solamente qualcosa femminile, questa è bianca se volete 

aggiungere qualcosa, la legittimità, per istinto o per rabbia  

(gio) è bello ..più o meno quando le hai messe giù, il mio cervello diceva, sì.. poi anche questa sì, anche 

questa sì..esatto.. 

(e) anche per femminismo hai detto sì… 

(gio) un po’ meno per il femminismo..  meno di tutte, forse per essere un perfetto cittadino.. perché non fai.. 

essere un perfetto cittadino, sembra che tu lo stia facendo per te stesso, quando invece lo stai facendo per 

l’altra persona. Quindi io non sono il perfetto cittadino, non vado a denunciare una violenza perché voglio 

che le persone mi vedano come una persona, buona.. lo faccio per tutti gli altri motivi, che riguardano più 

l’altra persona. (A PERSON DOES NOT DENOUNCE TO BE A PERFECT CITIZEN BECAUSE IT 

WOULD MEAN HE/SHE IS DOING IT FOR HIMSELF/HERSELF WHILE THIS ACTION IS 

CONNECTED TO THE WELL-BEING OF SOMEONE ELSE) (BEING AN EXCELLENT CITIZEN IS 

A SELFISH WAY TO ACT) 

(t) però si può dare per asserito che, un testimone tenda più a intervenire in caso di violenza fisica piuttosto 

che in caso di violenza psicologica.. (INTERVENTION MORE LIKELY WHEN THERE IS A 

PHYSICAL VIOLENCE) (THE ACTION IS MORE LIKELY WITH THE PRESENCE OF PHYSICAL 

VIOLENCE)mi sembra più verosimile che una terza persona intervenga nel caso in cui ci sia qualcosa di 

tangibile, che  lui può vedere di primo acchito senza dover analizzare la situazione in modo più profondo, 

come può essere il caso di una violenza psicologica.. 

(gio) o che venga detto 

(t)lo trovo più verosimile, che si intervenga su una situazione magari fisica e non.. 
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(A) però magari hai l’amica che arriva a casa alle 3 di notte, tremante, spaventata è l’ennesima volta che ho 

litigato con il mio ragazzo, ho paura mi spaventa. Non mi ha ancora picchiato, ma mi spaventa.. 

(t)la minaccia potrebbe anche essere..semplicemente un.. 

-e esatto..  

(e)si no.. oppure che la tua amica ti dice, il mio ragazzo mi dice che sono stupida, il mio ragazzo mi dice che 

non valgo nulla o…questa è violenza.. 

(GIU) scusa.. assolutamente sì. Ma in quel caso non saprei bene come comportarmi, cioè posso andare dalla 

polizia o da qualche autorità, a  dire.. 

(t) e non penso che… a dire.. che sono una stupida e la mia opinione non conta niente..non penso che puoi 

denunciare, che ci siano dei capi d’accusa per la persona che… (IMPOSSIBILITY TO TAKE ACTION 

IF IT IS PSYCHOLOGICAL VIOLENCE BECAUSE AN INDIVIDUAL CANNOT GO TO THE 

POLICE AND DENOUNCE THIS KIND OF VIOLENCE) (THE HELPLESSNESS FEELING WITH 

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL VIOLENCE, NOT PROTECTED BY THE SYSTEM) 

(e) quindi in quel caso, ritornando al fatto della comunicazione di prima, voi considerereste la 

comunicazione, più volta verso episodi di violenza fisica e non per.. supponiamo .. aumentare la conoscenza 

delle persone riguardo che cos’è la violenza psicologica, riconoscerla e fare qualcosa.. 

(A) puoi riformulare un po’..? 

(e) si..avete ragione scusate.. nel senso, se io creo una comunicazione, un tipo di comunicazione , dovrebbe 

essere volta solo al tipo di violenza domestica?.. violenza fisica scusate.. Perché comunque se è una violenza 

psicologica, non posso andare dalla polizia, non posso fare niente..  

(A) nel senso,magari non puoi..cioè è proprio più difficile da gestire. Nel senso, una violenza fisica , avendo 

una prova concreta magari, che può essere un livido, un taglio un qualcosa.. magari è più facile da usare 

come prova, contro la perso..contro il carnefice ok..mentre una violenza psicologica, come la fai, come fai a 

comprovarla.. quindi come fai a intervenire. Non significa che sia meno grave o meno potente, anzi secondo 

me ..è..più potente.. però mi chiedo, cioè come dicevi tu cosa ..ma in generale non solo io, ma  cosa si può 

fare, per aiutare una persona, che sta subendo una violenza psicologica cioè.. o darle sostegno, più che 

andare a ..non lo so.. ad allontanare il carnefice, della serie tu hai fatto violenza psicologica devi allontanarti 

da lei, non la puoi più vedere, per dire.. (EVEN THOUGH THE PSYCHOLOGICAL VIOLENCE IS 

EVEN WORSE PROBABLY, BUT IT IS MORE DIFFICULT TO HANDLE) (UNAWARENESS 

ABOUT HELP IN RELATION TO PSYCHOLOGICAL VIOLENCE) magari sarebbe più un dare un sostegno 

un conforto all’altra persona, quindi  magari.. dei dei..non lo so..una specie di telefono rosa  dove puoi, 

parlare dei tuoi problemi, parlare di questo episodio in cui mi ha detto sono stupida, continua a dirmi che io 

non valgo niente, quindi che ci sia una specie di counseling , qualcuno che ti dica.. che ti faccia capire che 

non è così, che non solo perché te lo dice lui, non è vero che debba essere così.. è importante come tu 

percepisci.. (THE DENOUNCE IS NOT POSSIBLE, THEREFORE A PSYCHOLOGICAL SUPPORT 

COULD BE MORE USEFUL) (PSYCHOLOGICAL SUPPORT FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ABUSE) 

(e) ok..quindi  la comunicazione più indirizzata alla persona abusata a livello mentale.. 
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(A) sì.. cioè sono 2 problemi che .. nel senso, perché  si parla di violenza domestica e quindi le mettiamo 

nello stesso gruppo mentale, nella stessa categoria mentale, però secondo me vanno affrontati in modo 

diverso. (PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL VIOLENCE ARE TWO DIFFERENT FORMS OF 

VIOLENCE AND THEY HAVE TO BE TREATED IN DIFFERENT WAYS) (DIFFERENCES 

WITHIN THE CONCEPT OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(GIU) si assolutamente, anche perché ormai la violenza fisica è abbastanza sdoganata come concetto, nella 

nostra società in cui, penso che sappiamo tutti che non bisogna farlo.. ovviamente.. e sappiamo anche come 

reagire, quindi dove denunciare, sappiamo magri non so un numero a memoria , ma su google o qualcosa, ci 

sono molte risorse, (PHYSICAL VIOLENCE IS MORE MAINSTREAM AND THE SOCIETY IS 

MORE ABLE TO REACT IN SOME WAY) (HIGHER AWARENESS TOWARDS PHYSICAL 

VIOLENCE) mentre per quella psicologica, verbale non c’è abbastanza materiale e poi ancora tutta 

l’educazione è volta a insegnarci di non essere i carnefici, mentre dovrebbero insegnarci  a non essere le 

vittime, nel senso che se il .. se in una relazione il tuo ragazzo, inizia a dirti che sei una stupida e tutte queste 

cose, devi avere automatica come reazione il fatto di uscire da questa relazione. E non penso che al giorno 

d’oggi sia così facile.. o così immediato.. (THE SOCIETY NEEDS MORE AWARENESS IN 

RELATION OF THE NECESSARY ACTION AND REACTION WHEN THERE IS MENTAL AND 

PSYCHOLOGICAL ABUSE) (UNAWARENESS ABOUT HOW TO REACT TO PSYCHOLOGICAL 

ABUSES) 

(A) la cosa anche ad esempio, se se.. io dovessi subire una violenza psicologica, diciamo continua e proprio.. 

che mi deprivi… proprio della linfa vitale, io non saprei così adesso.. non saprei a chi rivolgermi, nel senso 

per  dire una violenza fisica, io chiamo la polizia. (WITH A PHYSICAL VIOLENCE, IT IS POSSIBLE 

TO CALL THE POLICE, BUT WITH A PSYCHOLOGICAL ABUSE WITH WHOM AN 

INDIVIDUAL HAVE TO TALK?) (UNAWARENESS ABOUT HOW TO HANDLE PSYCHOLOGICAL 

VIOLENCE) Ma una violenza psicologica, che io subisco in continuo, che poi è tipo la goccia.. tipo la tortura 

cinese no..la goccia d’acqua che continua.. e ok, magari dopo un po’  ne parlo con i miei amici, ne parlo con 

la mia famiglia, posso andare da uno psicologo però lì per lì, io ora dirti come affrontarla non non.. in pratica 

non saprei parlarne ..  

(e) ok.. marika? 

(M) sì, sono d’accordo ma da testimone, cerco di immergermi in una situazione pratica ok.. ? ..per esempio 

ho un’amica .. esempio .. non ce l’ho questa amica.. 

(e).. non ti preoccupare.. 

(M) che subisce delle violenze psicologiche dal suo ragazzo. Dopo tanti mesi, riesce a parlarmene, mi dice.. 

guarda Marika, io sto passando questa situazione , però lo amo troppo.. non riesco a staccarmi da lui, perché 

ho sviluppato un senso di dipendenza. La prima cosa che farei, sarebbe uno.. cercare di ridarle un po’ di 

razionalità, cercare di dirle ..guarda cerca un attimo di prenderti tempo per te stessa .. primo, secondo valuta 

che persona hai di fronte, indipendentemente dai sentimenti che tu puoi avere per questa persona.(THE 

FIRST STEP IS TO TALK WITH THE ABUSED IN ORDER TO GIVE HER A BIT OF 

RATIONALITY) (THE WITNESS CANNOT DECIDE FOR THE ABUSED)  Se questa persona, mia amica, 

non riesce a farlo .. io personalmente da Marika me stessa, andrei dal suo ragazzo e gliene direi 4. Cioè.. non 

sto mentendo.. (SECOND STEP TALKING WITH THE ABUSER) (INTERVENING TALKING TO THE 

ABUSER) 
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(A) non temi che lui possa ritorce….è una domanda proprio così, sono d’accordo ma.. 

(M) sì sì cioè nel senso, se c’è una violenza fisica è un discorso.. vai dalla polizia, denunci.. hai le prove no..? 

(A) sì 

(M)..hai i segni in faccia, dici guarda sono stata picchiata dal mio ragazzo, se è una violenza psicologica, non 

hai le prove tangibili che il tuo ragazzo ti abbia violentato psicologicamente. Quindi magari è più difficile, 

riuscire a denunciare una cosa del genere(PHYSICAL VIOLENCE IS CHARACTERISED BY 

EVIDENT SIGNS, THE PSYCHOLOGICAL VIOLENCE IS MORE DIFFICULT TO IDENTIFY) 

(UNAWARENESS RELATED TO HOW TO RECOGNIZE PSYCHOLOGICAL ABUSE) . Ne parli, se riesci a 

parlarne con la tua amica, però se vedi la tua amica che soffre pesantemente e non riesce a distaccarsi da una 

situazione difficile.. che cosa fai in quella situazione.. stai lì fermo..  a non fare nulla.. 

(A) nooo , son d’accordo , il problema che a me vien da pensare .. quella persona.. ma son ragionamenti che 

faccio proprio a livello così..teorico no.. quella persona ha sviluppato una vera dipendenza! Perché.. tipo la 

sindrome di Stoccolma, cioè tu comunque sai.. sei dipendente da quella persona. E se tu, vittima, non riesci a 

staccarti da quella persona, io posso parlarti razionalmente quanto voglio.. ma se a te da qua entra, da qua ti 

esce.. perché emotivamente s’innesca un meccanismo negativo che ti porta a non riuscire a staccarti da 

quella persona, è moolto difficile. Per cui c’è bisogno, non soltanto di un supporto tra amicizia, ma 

bisognerebbe avere un supporto psicologico più più affordable … nel senso, cioè secondo me dovrebbe 

esserci..non dico uno psicologo comunque..  

(t)anche più immediato..più vicino.. 

(a)  però magari è l’amica con cui parli.. ci parli una volta.. ci parli 2 volte, poi magari hai paura di essere 

pesante, quindi non ne parli più.. non vuoi che l’amica vada dal tuo ragazzo, perché dici se lei parla con lui, 

poi litigo con lui.. non voglio litigare con lui perché lo amo.. tantissime variabili… 

(M) è importante avere anche un parere professionale, che magari è molto più distaccato dalla componente 

affettiva che un amica può avere nei confronti della vittima. 

(A) ahh. L’unica cosa che.. la cosa che mi aveva un attimo lasciato, non così.. però..  che ho pensato come 

obiezione, tra virgolette, è che andare a parlare in modo razionale ad una persona che subisce un abuso 

psicologico, è difficile. Cioè è difficile che quella persona, percepisca che tu abbia veramente ragione, che lei 

debba effettivamente togliersi da quella situazione. E difficile accettare la razionalità.. 

(t) sì però voglio dire che allora una donna che..un uomo.. mettiamola così, un individuo che subisce una 

violenza psicologica e non ha la persona al suo fianco, sicuramente mi sa..questo tipo di inquadramento non 

esce .. se ha qualcuno ..ha una probabilità anche bassa di uscirne.. (DIFFICULTY IN ESCAPING FROM 

THIS KIND OF VIOLENCE IF THERE A DEPENDENCY WITH THE ABUSER) (DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE AS AN UNSOLVABLE PROBLEM) 

(A) sì sì .. son d’accordo.. per carità io non giustificavo né la vittima né il carnefice… è giusto parlarne per 

discuterne.. 

(M) certo sarebbe il risultato di un lungo processo, non è una cosa che arriva immediata, però è importante 

che la vittima, abbia il coraggio di parlarne con una persona  a lei, lui prossima e magari avere un parere 

professionale  o avere un telefono rosa, con cui magari può parlarne anonimamente e quindi magari sentirsi 
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più a suo agio nell’esprimere ciò che subisce. Quindi sicuramente ci sono tanti fattori che devono essere 

tenuti in considerazione. (THE PRESENCE OF A CALL LINE WHERE IT IS POSSIBLE FOR THE 

ABUSED TO BE ANONIMOUSLY OPEN ABOUT THE ISSUE) 

(t) quindi alla luce di questa considerazione, secondo me si può dire che la comunicazione efficace se 

arrivasse alla vittima, però allo stesso modo se non magari anche di più, a un testimone .. 

(e) ok.. perfetto.. non adesso inizierei l’ultima parte.. e no.. vi volevo chiedere.. se avete testimonianza di 

comunicazioni che riguardano la violenza domestica.. tu hai detto quella del superbowl, però in contesto 

italiano. Che siano passate in Italia e che vi ricordate, perché vi hanno colpito .. non so..  

(A) io ho un’immagine sfocata, nella mente, ma no ti saprei andare a dire i dettagli .. mi ricordo di una 

pubblicità dove c’era scuro.. ombre sfocate.. cioè.. le immagini, non è che non sono nitide nella mia mente, 

ma proprio la pubblicità era fatta così.. che aveva l’immagine sfocata. E quindi, secondo me andava anche un 

po’ a.. prendere in considerazione il fattore vergogna , il fattore non voglio espormi.. cose del genere.. 

(ADVERTISINGS THAT PLAY WITH THE SHAME FACTOR) (SHAME APPEAL) 

(gio) sicuramente del ministero.. qualcosa in televisione è passato.. 

(t) io ricordo, sì una pubblicità di una donna con un livido in faccia e diceva… sono caduta dalle scale.. e ho 

picchiato contro lo stipite.. mentre parlava .. diverse scuse.. (ADVERTISING WHICH IS FOCUSED ON 

DIFFERENT EXCUSES OF THE ABUSED AFTER THAT THE PHYSICAL VIOLENCE 

HAPPENED)  

(e)ok.. ma solitamente quali tipi di espedienti usano per fare questo tipo di pubblicità, questo tipo di 

comunicazioni.. vanno più sul negativo, sul positivo.. che voi vi ricordiate.. no.. ma anche in generale, per la 

violenza sulle donne oppure per la violenza in generale..  

(A) è più un fattore, tipo un fattore  shock , nel senso è più un buttarti avanti la realtà del fatto, piuttosto che 

cercare di alleggerire l’argomento o parlarne in tono lieve. Quindi è una.. sia il linguaggio che l’immagine 

sono molto .. 

(t)pesanti sì.. 

(A) .. pesanti, visive proprio che colpiscono e in generale i toni sono abbastanza cupi e non dico negativi, 

però c’è una componente molto pesante.. quindi non  leggera come cosa.. (SHOCK APPEAL AND DARK 

TONE OF VOICE) 

 (gio) però alla fine, la pubblicità parte sempre dal contesto negativo e ti dà il famoso barlume di speranza  

alla fine, dicendoti però  puoi risolverlo chiamando questo numero  o facendo altre cose simili.. 

(NEGATIVE FACTORS WITHIN THE ADVERTISING AND IN THE END THERE IS HOPE) 

(NEGATIVE APPEAL IN THE COMMUNICATION, STILL ABLE TO GIVE HOPE) 

(A) Sì però comunque fa capire che da lì..cioè c’è una soluzione.. 

(e)quindi più che altro sempre rivolte verso la donna abusata.. questo è quello di cui abbiamo esperienza? 

(GIO) sì 

(M) sì 
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(t)lì è più violenza fisica secondo me.. (ADVERTISING RELATED TO THE PHYSICAL ABUSE) 

(HIGHER AWARENESS TOWARDS PHYSICAL ABUSE) 

(e) ok.. vorrei farvi vedere 3 pubblicità e poi alla fine di ognuna vorrei chiedervi cosa ne pensate.. che 

sentimenti vi provocano , che cosa avreste fatto diversamente.. e se la trovate efficace.. soprattutto. 

Video 1 

(e)ok cosa ne pensate di questa? No… prima di tutto a chi secondo voi è indirizzata.. 

(a) secondo me un po’ confonde.. 

(t)secondo me sia a vittime che a carnefici.. 

(a) nel senso.. all’inizio pensavo che fosse indirizzata alla vittima..e mi ero ricordata di aver letto sui social… 

su facebook  di una campagna, per cui ad esempio se tu sei la vittima dovevi farti un punto nero.. sulla mano, 

in modo da far capire agli altri che tu sei vittima di abusi .. 

(gio)ho pensato esattamente la stessa cosa e mi è venuto in mente quando ho visto.. 

(A)..e quindi quando ho visto il segno rosso ho pensato che fosse la vittima ad avere il segno rosso non 

avevo capito che era il carnefice.. ma perché io ero cioè ero influenzata da questa campagna di cui sapevo in 

precedenza..  

Però in generale, proprio come comunicazione, vedendo la donna , vedendo la vittima che si trucca cioè 

cercando di coprire, fa vedere che le fa male quando si trucca, pensavo che fosse lei il centro della pubblicità 

e solo alla fine ho capito che in realtà, la pubblicità è… si indirizzata a tutti 2, però il messaggio finale è 

fermati .. quindi al carnefice. (DIFFICULTY IN DEFINING THE TARGET) 

(gio) ..poi chiama con il numero. Cioè parte con un focus sulla donna, poi passiamo al carnefice..e tutta 

questa cosa dei segni, della violenza sulle mani  e poi il messaggio finale è indirizzato ad entrambi.. poi che 

sia più grande il fermati, per l’uomo .. 

(T) quindi.. il numero è indirizzato sia ai carnefici, che alle vittime o…  

(gio)secondo me alle vittime.. 

(t) ma il fermati, è il fermati all’uomo o fermati alla donna prima di denunciare..di subire..è un po’ 

equivoca..un po’.. 

(GIU) Secondo me..andava molto sul senso di colpa dell’uomo .. 

(A) sì sì.. si realizza di aver fatto una cosa orribile e quindi si vergogna di se stesso quando si guarda allo 

specchio.. però la comunicazione secondo me è confusa..  

(gio) se quel chiama è per l’uomo.. 

-nooo, non può essere  

- ..secondo me ..è più un’autodenuncia.. 

-.. e secondo me anche il motivo per cui è efficace..  
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(t) però ha dei concetti evidentemente rivolti alla vittima..come il fatto che si vedevano tante persone diverse 

che facevano diverse cose con su il segno.. quindi vuol dire che è una cosa che può diciamo, colpire tutti, 

anche le persone meno..diciamo.. sospette.. 

(A) magari è anche il call cen..cioè.. un centralino in cui tutti possono chiamare, sia la vittima che il 

carnefice.. lo chiami sia per denunciare qualcuno, che per autodenunciare.. 

(t)no..non arriva il messaggio secondo me, di questo. Cioè se fosse così, non arriva il messaggio secondo 

me..  

(A) eh ma..mi sembra.. non capisco l’autodenuncia, cioè nel senso .. sarebbe bello che una persona capisse di 

avere fatto una cosa sbagliata..e chiedesse aiuto si autodenunciasse, non lo so. Però non.. mi lascia un po’ 

perplessa.. non.. diciamo che non ho capito bene.  

(t) poi c’era anche l’altra cosa della donna che camminava dietro l’uomo, per diversi fotogrammi si è vista la 

donna  che era sempre dietro l’uomo, quindi quello probabilmente faceva anche.. 

(giu) si quello non è chiaro per niente 

(t) probabilmente anche la violenza psicologica, quello.. poteva anche tirare in ballo anche quello.. non so, 

non mi sembrava molto chiaro..  

(e)inefficace insomma.. ok 

(a) ti lascia un attimo dici boh.. chi.. cioè..  

(gio)il messaggio arriva.. però.. 

(e)questa invece non è stata una pubblicità, è diventata virale .. 

Video 2 

(a) secondo me è bellissimo il bambino che dice , perché sono uomo, fa un effetto incredibile .. 

(e)cosa ne pensate però in generale..cioè.. efficace.. 

(giu) allora.. molto carino, condividiamolo ok, però è molto italiano .. ci sono solo i ragazzi, uomini, che 

parlano .. la violenza è solo maschio verso donna , la ragazza sta lì.. bella carina e non dice una parola in 

tutto il video .. (IT REPRESENTS THE ITALIAN SOCIETY WHERE THE MAN IS STRONGER) 

(ITALIAN MASCULINE SOCIETY) 

(a) è molto passiva .. 

(giu) cioè è una barbie, è una bambola non è un essere umano, quindi è efficace, però è ancora molto indietro 

rispetto agli standard nordici.  

(t)io penso anche il fatto che lo stiamo analizzando con gli occhi delle persone che penso non hanno ma 

subito, o non pensano di fare una cosa del genere , quindi penso che la percezione sia diversa, rispetto agli 

occhi di qualcuno che poi effettivamente lo fa.  

(gio) sì, magari a noi lascia un sorriso, quando arriviamo alla fine del video però.. 
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(a) è emozionale , nel senso va a .. diciamo, non mi viene la parola in italiano, trigger va.. a stimolare molto 

la parte emotiva , perché vedi i bambini, c’è la musica piacevole. Però son d’accordo con lei che  è una bar..è 

una bambola messa là, che non ha voce in capitolo.. cioè non parla mai non interagisce.. Sì sorride, ride ok.. 

Capisco anche che vada a prendere una società che è così.. cioè vada a parlare ad una società in cui è l’uomo 

in media, che possa essere più portato a far violenza. (IT TALKS TO A SOCIETY WHERE THE MAN 

IS MORE LIKELY TO UNDERTAKE VIOLENCE) E il fatto che non sia con gli standard nordici, però 

è perché tu vivi in un paese nordico , ossia che noi viviamo in un paese nordico, però magari l’italiano 

medio, che magari non ha sperimentato la società nordica, magari non ci va nemmeno a pensare ad una cosa 

del genere..  

(gio)secondo me l’italiano medio, vede una pubblicità del genere.. boh.. 

(A) ma non è che magari l’italiano medio..cioè non lo so..  

(t)e poi trovo che punti molto sull’empatia e non abbia un target preciso..  

(gio)quello è vero.. 

(A) nel senso fa sorridere, però.. appunto, magari non essendo realistica come cosa, nel senso ..non so.. son 

bambini, è quasi scontato che non debbano essere violenti. Nonostante comunque poi i bambini.. cioè 

apriamo un capitolo a parte..  

(e)no..no.. non lo apriamo..  

(t)poi io non so.. voi l’avete mai vista una pubblicità del genere.. nordica o di qualche altro paese. Cioè non 

so, non hon proprio idea se .. del fatto che.. 

(A) l’unica pubblicità che aveva i bambini coinvolti, l’ho vista o ieri o l’altro ieri .. praticamente c’era il 

bambino che colorava in casa sul muro e arrivava il padre lo percuoteva , per farlo smettere lo rimproverava 

così e poi si vedeva il bambino ad un  tavolo che disegnava , c’era la sorellina che andava a disegnargli sul 

suo  disegno, allora lui le gridava contro ..sei stupida, fermati e urlava.. E poi facevano rivedere la scena , in 

cui il padre invece di percuotere il bambino , gli spiegava, è meglio se prendi un foglio per colorare, non si 

colora sui muri perché è sbagliato e allora dopo il bambino, quando la sorellina voleva disegnare sul suo 

foglio , diceva tieni.. tieni un foglio bianco così puoi disegnare anche tu. Quindi.. 

(e)sì però lì entriamo tutto in un'altra cosa.. perché lì entra in gioco l’educazione..  

(A) capisco.. però  con i bambini.. per la violenza domestica, non so se..  

(t)è una trasposizione cioè.. sulla sfera infantile che non mi sembra molto applicabile.. nel contesto..no.. 

(e)cioè.. il fatto di fare appeal sul lato positivo, lo trovate inefficace..? 

(A) no è che.. comunque te la ri…magari una cosa del genere puoi anche ricordartela  

(e)infatti sia tu che Marika avete detto l’ho già visto..  

(gio) però il carnefice guarda questa pubblicità che cosa dice, beh.. da bambino no avrei picchiato una donna 

e non lo faccio adesso. Poi va a casa.. e mena tutti.. capite.. 
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(A) non riceve nulla in cambio .. non riceve sostegno, non .. 

(t) secondo me è difficile capire il punto di vista di una persona che effettivamente fa quello, cioè  per una 

persona che non lo subisce e non pensa neanche di  farlo è..  cioè è difficile mettersi nello stato d’animo, 

negli occhi di una persona che effettivamente l’ha fatto.. quindi la percepiamo secondo me .. non siamo 

probabilmente nel target di quella pubblicità, cioè noi non ci fa nessuna differenza, vedere qual filmato.. 

(A) la cosa.. io ad esempio, son rimasta molto spaventata tra l’altro, perché è stata una cosa abbastanza 

scioccante per me personalmente ..e ..io ho conosciuto un uomo che ha ucciso la moglie. E l’ho conosciuto in 

un contesto completamente amichevole, amico della madre del mio.. allora ragazzo. Qualche anno dopo al 

telegiornale, ho sentito il suo nome..ha dato non so se 9 o.. 16 coltellate alla moglie, mentre il figlio era in 

camera con l’ipod alle orecchie , ascoltava la musica e non se n’era accorto. E.. sembra stupido, ma è 

veramente il commento che veniva in testa.. e .. sembrava un uomo per bene. Sembrava un uomo comune, le 

classiche cose che si dicono .. e… ovviamente poi andando a riparlare con appunto, amici comuni .. in 

generale di quest’uomo, lui non si è reso conto di quello che ha fatto, a lui è scattato qualcosa nel cervello e 

non.. black out.. e non si è reso conto di quello che ha fatto.. poi è andato in camera del figlio, ha aperto la 

porta e ha detto .. ho ucciso la mamma. Cioè .. è una cosa, io ho avuto la pelle d’oca alta così, i brividi per 

una settimana.. a pensare a una cosa del genere. Che è una cosa , che noi diciamo adesso io non farei mai,  

chiunque direbbe io non lo farei mai.. nel senso è un uomo , era un uomo normale.. un uomo che ha sempre 

..i valori.. nel senso io l’ho conosciuto di persona , ho speso vacanze insieme a lui .. 

(t) dici che la moglie non aveva mai avuto un sentore in tutta la sua vita matrimoniale, un segno, un piccolo 

gesto , un comportamento sia fisico che psicologico che non avesse mai fatto…sospettare.. 

(A)io purtroppo non ne ho conoscenza.. però è un’esperienza personale , in cui dico.. non è che debba esserci 

per forza una mentalità predisposta..possono essere veramente episodi ma son così lampo e ..che.. è 

abbastanza scioccante.. io son rimasta scioccata..  

(e)vi faccio vedere l’ultima dura 2minuti e 29.. poi vi chiedo il vostro parere su questo.. e poi un’altra cosa e 

poi abbiamo finito.. 

Video 3 

(A) questa l’avevo vista, me la ricordo..  

(gio)si anche io 

(e)cosa ne pensate di questa,  chi è il target, cosa ne pensate..  

(t)il target mi sembra le vittime.. è hanno abbastanza.. hanno poi molto dato sui numeri sui dati, mi sembra di 

vedere..e su storie reali, quindi molto..con dei riscontri sulla realtà molto forti..   

(A) come messaggio è molto nitido.. chiaro 

(gio) un po’ troppo forse informativo però, cioè la parte iniziale con i dati, forse è troppo lunga ed è 

probabilmente la meno efficace.. fra le tante. Perché, nonostante sia forse la più interessante, per il pubblico 

generale, per la vittima stessa è più importante sentire delle voci. Le donne .. le esperienze.. 

(A) da quello che ho pensato è che , le voci suonavano troppo come attrici.. cioè ovviamente ci mettono la 

loro parte di pathos, però non sembrano testimonianze reali..  
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(gio) sì mostrare un’immagine, non avrebbe fatto male..  

(a) non lo so.. nel senso , sei concentrato sul messaggio su quello che stanno dicendo, però la sensazione che 

ha trasmesso a me, è che fosse un’attrice a recitare una parte.. non una donna che stesse dando una 

testimonianza  

(e) marika? Volevi dire qualcosa? 

(M) ma…e…non lo so, magari sarò io, che sarò molto sensibile ma sinceramente non ho notato questa 

componente dell’attrice che cerca di recitare. Io, magari ho pensato che erano persone reali, che dicevano 

quella frase, persone che avevano subito.. 

(t) a me sembrava che leggesse in modo molto..   

(A) a me ha dato l’impressione che qualcuno leggesse.. non sembrava una persona che stesse parlando a 

ruota libera di una propria esperienza, mi sembrava … per come.. forse perché ero attenta ad analizzare la 

pubblicità e quindi mi ha dato la sensazione di una cosa.. la percezione di una cosa costruita.. 

(gio) il fatto strano è che non ci fosse .. boh per tutte le altre ci sono testimonial , o almeno persone che puoi 

vedere e con cui magari puoi rifletterti nella loro immagine. In questo modo invece non .. 

(e) manca di empatia? 

(gio)non direi nel senso che le voci ti rimangono comunque, però la componente visiva secondo me, manca 

moltissimo in questa. 

(t)io sto ripensando però anche al fatto dei  numeri, che forse non sono da sottovalutare così, nel senso che 

mi sembra di capire che uno dei primi problemi è il fatto che molte persone non lo fanno perché dicono, sono 

io l’unica mi vergogno.. Invece magari sentire dei numeri, sentire che effettivamente una donna su 5 o una 

donna su 3 … (THE IMPORTANCE OF NUMBERS RELATED TO PERCEIVED SOLITUDE OF 

THE ABUSED) e per quello fa capire che è un fenomeno diffuso e quindi magari invoglia di più a non 

pensare che sia  un caso isolato il suo, che il fatto che sia una cosa strana che lo sta facendo.. che sia una cosa 

anormale.. ecco..  

(A) però la cosa che dicevi tu dell’immagine ..cioè capisco .. però per dire, delle 3 pubblicità .. questa qui è 

quella che secondo me è andata più dritta al punto. 

(gio)si…sono molto d’accordo.. 

(A)..si è persa meno nella narrativa .. nel contesto..ma è andata molto più diretta contro.. 

(gio) beh cioè..l’unica giustificazione che riesco a dare è che sono donne che non vogliono però.. a me viene 

da pensare .. è una donna che parla, che non vuole farsi vedere.. vuole essere anonima. Ora, in una pubblicità 

dove ti incoraggiano ad essere te stessa e a liberarti da questa cosa , quest’idea che ho dell’anonimato, 

guardando la pubblicità.. non mi pare del tutto efficace.. 

(A) magari è difficile per una donna aprirsi, è più facile parlare in anonimo con un numero e iniziare a 

ricevere questo tipo di aiuto, a parte che comunque è una pubblicità.. comunque vecchia..datata..quindi 

magari è anche normale che sia stato un tipo di sensibilizzazione fatto all’inizio, per .. in realtà cominiciare a 

fare aprire le donne, perché magari non era ancora facile riuscire ad essere ancora così aperte e identificarsi 
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in qualcun’altra. Anche perchè magari c’è quella…quella variabile del.. è una cosa mia, che sto vivendo solo 

io, che magari non sta vivendo nessun’altro.. quindi  vedere una persona, magari può anche destabilizzare un 

attimo però.. 

(t) e poi stavo pensando a quel la prima pubblicità dove..il chiama il era solo un fotogramma, mentre invece 

il numero della prima non me lo ricordo.. questo era 1522 … era stampato no..era una cosa estremamente..la 

prima era fermati! Col numero grosso così.. non c’era un evidenza di quello che la donna o la persona 

minacciata deve fare..  

(e)ok..l’ultima domanda..se voi doveste creare una comunicazione, foste il governo, o un ONG in generale, 

alla base della discussione che cosa utilizzereste, come escamotage oppure che cosa cambiereste 

nell’approccio che la comunicazione ha adesso riguardo a questo problema..cambiereste qualcosa.. 

(A) capisco che nelle pubblicità si possano usare delle attrici o degli attori, però la farei più recitativa nel 

senso non sentire solamente una voce che legge, ma più come se io stessi  filmando una persona che mi sta 

parlando della sua esperienza .. (THE IMPORTANCE OF ACTING) non so se filmarla proprio di faccia o 

magari… l’ombra mi sembra qualcosa di negativo, quindi l’ombra non so se la userei , però comunque la 

farei molto più a persone che fermo per strada o che racconta la sua esperienza.. o magari non proprio per 

strada però..esperienze di una persona che mi sta raccontando.  

(e)..ok..un testimone vero? 

(A) testimone vero una cosa del genere… 

(e)altre idee? 

(A) quanto meno sia un testimone vero non un attore.  

(gio)l’idea dei numeri mi piace.. messaggio meglio..un po’ più efficace .. un po’ più di enfasi sul numero 

stesso.. sul dato e non così tanti, perché si sono visti quei numeri  e al quinto numero ho dimenticato tutti i 

precedenti.. (THE IMPORTANCE OF NUMBERS, JUST FEW) 

(e)giulia? 

(GIU) boh..un po’ dipende anche da quello che vuoi fare.. cioè se vuoi .. se lo scopo è quello di aumentare le 

denunce o se è quello di far sentire le donne più protette, della serie puoi denunciare e dopo sai che avrei un 

supporto o potrebbe esserci lo scopo di parlare della violenza psicologica che qua non è molto affrontato.. ma 

…. In mente che mi dice che sono inutile , però nella mia mente era sempre ricollegato anche a una violenza 

fisica. Quindi definire lo scopo e poi non lo so, perché posso provare a mettermi nelle scarpe di una donna 

vittima di violenza e pensare.. quale tipo di pubblicità mi spingerebbe a uscire.. (THE IMPORTANCE OF 

DEFINING THE PURPOSE OF THE ADVERTISING) 

(e) e invece se fosse ..tipo mi metto nelle scarpe di…sono un testimone della violenza … perché questo 

potrebbe .. cioè nel senso, piuttosto che .. 

(t)forse non va bene nessuna delle 3 pubblicità che abbiamo visto .. in quel caso.. 

(t)io penso che non so ci siano alcune persone che non v… 
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(e)..no.. scusami.. queste pubblicità qua..sono le pubblicità che ci sono , che siano adatte o inadatte, cioè è 

tutto da vedere. Cioè, secondo me, c’è tutto un altro mondo da esplorare, delle potenzialità di pubblicità da 

fare . Questo è quello che abbiamo.. era.. quello.. 

(gio)probabilmente metterei un po’ più  di enfasi sul fatto che bisogna tenere gli occhi aperti e quindi è 

un..guardati intorno, cerca di capire quello che succede e se hai dei segnali, cerca di.. non lo so.. prova a 

comprendere..(ATTEMPT TO UNDERSTAND WHAT’S GOING ON AROUND YOU, SPOT THE 

SIGNALS) 

(A) magari cercare di far  capire, può succedere anche ad una tua amica, a tua sorella, a tua madre e il fatto 

che tu non sia là, non significa che tu non possa far qualcosa .. (EVERYONE CAN BE A VICTIM OF 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(e) ok..perfetto .. mi siete stati utilissimi, vi ringrazio tantissimo , avete parlato di più e.. siete il gruppo che 

ha parlato di più..congratulaizoni.. e.. grazie tante..  

Focus group 4 – Danish men and women 

E: First of all I would like to thank you, you are really welcome and thank you for coming. It really means a 

lot to me. I’m Elena if you don’t know me, I’m studying brand and communication management here at CBS 

and I’m writing my master thesis and you are here today to help me with my master thesis. I decided to work 

with domestic violence and how younger generations approach this kind of issue in relation to the 

advertising and also in relation to the social issue in general as a concept. So I will test your knowledge about 

the problem and so on and so forth. It will be divided in 3 different parts. The first part is about your 

knowledge, the second part has a more specific approach to the domestic violence, the third part I will show 

you some advertising and I will ask you for an opinion. It will take around 1 hour and a half and it will be 

recorded and of course everything you can say is really helpful to me so just say it. Don’t think about “this is 

wrong, this is right”, there is not right or wrong this is a social issue so you are perfectly fine to share 

whatever you have in your mind. 

Since this is a safe environment and I would like you to know each other perfectly, I would like you to pair 

up, of course in couples and share something about you, your name, what you are studying or what you did 

today for a couples of minutes and after that you have to present the other person to all of us. 

(Talking in Danish for a couple of minutes) 

(Presentation of people in front of others) 

E: again, thank you for coming because I see that everyone is really busy with projects and stuff so thank you 

and I would like to start the focus group asking a general question and asking you what is for you domestic 

violence. What’s its meaning for you. 

Of course just feel free to say whatever you want, add thoughts to the others’ thoughts. 

CE: To me domestic violence is a lot about physical abuse because I think in my opinion that’s what I hear 

the most about, this poster where women try to hide their bruises with make-up and whatever. To me, that is 

mainly what domestic violence is, mostly towards women than men but men are also victims. (DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE AS MOSTLY PHYSICAL AND WOMEN-RELATED ISSUE BECAUSE THIS IS THE 
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FOCUS OF MEDIA) (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS CONSIDERED MOSTLY PHYSICAL AND WOMEN-

RELATED) 

CA: Adding to that I think if you see the media it is a lot about the physical violence but I think maybe the 

subject of the psychological violence is a bit underestimated cause it can be just as bad but it is not really 

what you are focusing on when you hear about domestic violence. (UNDERESTIMATION OF THE 

PSYCHOLOGICAL ABUSE) (NEED OF MORE AWARENESS TOWARDS PSYCHOLOGICAL ABUSE) 

EM: And I think you need to be aware that goes both ways. I don’t think it is only male to female, I think it 

is the other way around as well. (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS A MEN-RELATED ISSUE AS WELL) 

(NEED OF MORE AWARENESS IN RELATION TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE TOWARDS MEN) 

R: And also towards children I would say, if you have an alcoholic father, the mother just doesn’t care, he 

hits the children on a regular basis so I would say is domestic violence in some cases. (DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE AS A CHILDREN-RELATED ISSUE) (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS NOT ONLY RELATED 

TO PEOPLE OF THE SAME AGE) 

L: I think it is somehow also more like you know so much more about domestic violence towards women 

than towards men that in some way I think if a woman and a man have a fight, the woman would hit her 

husband, it may not be seen as domestic violence but it actually is because she was giving him a (Danish 

word), how do you say it, a slap. (THE VIOLENCE TOWARDS MEN IS NOT CONSIDERED THAT 

BIG ISSUE AS THE VIOLENCE TOWARDS WOMEN) (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE TOWARDS MEN IS 

NOT REAL DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

CE: I actually saw a video like that, It was awareness rising video, kind of meme on internet where, it was a 

role play between in the public space, in a park where a woman was slapping a guy and yelling at him and 

people walking around were just laughing. 

R: Filming? 

CE: yeah, filming, saying “I wonder what this guy did, if he cheated on her or whatever” and when the exact 

opposite happens and someone intervenes “you can’t do this”, this is wrong, I think there is definitely a bias 

in the society. 

R: I saw a video with a guy in a talk-show or something where he was talking to the host about how have 

been hit by his girlfriend, wife or whatever and all the women in the audience were just laughing and he just 

said if it was the other way around, the lady was sitting here, you wouldn’t be laughing you would  just hate 

the guy instead. He also got the point that it goes both ways. We just don’t know about the other way. 

(SOCIETY DOES NOT TAKE SERIOUSLY THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE TOWARDS MEN) 

(DOMESTIC VIOLENCE TOWARDS MEN IS NOT REAL DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(CE agreed all the time with R) 

ELI: cause I think a lot of men, how society looks at it, they feel more ashamed or they feel ashamed about 

the fact that the girlfriend or wife is hitting them. (MEN FEEL ASHAMED TO TALK ABOUT 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AGAINST THEMSELVES) (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE TOWARDS MEN 

UNDERLINES A LACK OF MASCOLINITY) It is really… 

R: It is not manly. 
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ELI: it is not manly exactly, doesn’t feel it. 

E: Christine, what do you think? 

CH: I just think I agree mostly and I think especially the part of the psychological aspect, it is very 

overlooked, just as much a part of it. 

E: so you think that domestic violence is characterised by physical but also psychological. And I would like 

to ask you how big you think it is this issue in Denmark? 

EM: In percentage or…? 

E: No, no, just like do you think it is a big problem or do you think “oh, domestic violence is not here in 

Denmark”. 

R: it definitely exists but you just may not hear that much about it because maybe it is not that common. If 

you say in percentage, how many are we? we are 6 million people in Denmark, 1-2% or something may 

experience domestic violence at home, that’s what I think but… (THE CONSIDERATION THAT 1-2% 

OF PEOPLE IN DENMARK EXPERIENCED DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IS 

NOT A BIG ISSUE IN DENMARK) 

L: I think it’s more 

CH: Yeah, I agree 

R: Probably, it is more (PROBABLY A BIGGER PROBLEM THAN EXPECTED) 

L: but I don’t know, I mean I have no clue, no percentage, but I just think..  

R: There is all the psychological to think about, telling people 

L: Exactly 

R: There is domestic violence at home, because if people know. Let’s say a woman knows she is getting hit 

by a man or the other way around. She sees a commercial, but she may be as scared as hell to go to the 

police, whatever, just to reach out for help. Because he doesn’t know what would happen if they figure that 

out. (FEAR OF NOT KNOWING WHAT HAPPENS AFTER GOING TO THE POLICE) (LACK OF 

KNOWLEDGE OF CONSEQUENCES FOR THE ABUSER) 

CH: And maybe also because here in Denmark we have a lot of focus on equality so it is maybe a subject 

that we don’t really… we think “no, we got it”. It is not a big issue in Denmark so we don’t need the 

awareness about it that much. (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PERCEIVED AS A SOLVED PROBLEM 

DUE TO THE HIGH EQUALITY BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN WITHIN THE SOCIETY) (THE 

GENDER EQUALITY SOLVED THE PROBLEM OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

CA: I think because people are aware but people who get abused may not be able to tell about it even though 

people are aware. The issue may not be awareness, it may be you are afraid of the person hitting you or (CE: 

the consequences) or you feel psychological drained or something (THE PROBLEM IS NOT THE 

AWARENESS WITHIN THE SOCIETY, BUT THE FEAR OF THE PEOPLE BEING ABUSED 

WHO DO NOT TALK) (THE FEAR TO SPEAK UP IS AN IMPORTANT FACTOR WITHIN THE 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE). So, yeah, even though we know it is happening, it is hard to say how much it is 
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happening because I still think a lot of people don’t talk about it. (DIFFICULTIES IN DEFINING THE 

ENTITY OF THE PROBLEM) (UNAWARENESS OF THE ENTITY OF THE PROBLEM) 

ELI: I have lived here for 2 and a half years only one time I’ve seen a commercial about it in norreport (R 

agrees), so I mean it is definitely an issue at least for people to (incomprehensible wording) 

E: Ok, Cici? What do you think? 

CE: I agree, there is definitely a hidden percentage, a real percentage out there, of people who, I don’t want 

to say, have the balls but are courageous enough to declare that something happened and those who just 

don’t want to say anything, yeah, for fear of consequences, not being taken seriously depending on the 

situation. (THE PRESENCE OF A POTENTIAL HIDDEN PERCENTAGE IN DENMARK) (THE 

PROBLEM MAY BE BIGGER THAN EXPECTED) I don’t think in Denmark is too common but I know 

other countries where women get assaulted or abused by their partner. Policemen may not take them 

seriously or just say, you know, just be careful next time whatever. So maybe the fear that even the 

authorities may not take it seriously or think it is worthless to declare anything. (DENMARK AS BETTER 

THAN OTHER PLACES WHERE POLICEMEN DO NOT TAKE SERIOUSLY THE ISSUE) 

(DENMARK AS A COUNTRY WHICH TAKES CARE OF THE CITIZENS) 

EM: actually, that’s a good point because some tv programmes about the subject and the problem is that 

when you get a restraint order the police doesn’t always hold it because they cannot be running around 

looking at one guy, they don’t have the resources so if a woman turns a man in he goes to jail for what? 

Maybe one month, maybe he doesn’t even go to jail and he is still there. She may be too afraid to do it 

because the police can’t protect her. (LACK OF PROTECTION OF THE SYSTEM TOWARDS THE 

WOMAN BEING ABUSED) (LACK OF RESOURCES TO PROTECT THE ABUSED) 

CE: There is just not enough of consequences for them to change their behaviour. 

R: No, no, no 

EM: Also that. 

R: Is it also domestic violence, let’s say we have a man and a woman living together can be both ways where 

one them is the one in charge of the other one. 

CE: What do you mean? 

R: like the person is the one who has the big more pants on, so let’s say that the man and woman living 

together and they have some problems or the guy has some problems, the other person is the one controlling 

everything, we are going to do this, you basically don’t have a saying at home, don’t have your own opinion. 

Is that also kind of domestic violence if it goes to an extreme level? Not basically hitting or it is like a 

physiological domestic violence but it is still kind of… how is it called, subduing the person.. 

CA/CE: It is part of the psychological abuse, yeah! 

EM: But I think legally  that’s going to be really hard to prove (R agrees) and I don’t even know if that’s 

covered. (DIFFICULTIES IN PROVING A PSYCHOLOGICAL ABUSE) (PSYCHOLOGICAL ABUSE 

AS LOWER-LEVEL ABUSE) 
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CA: And maybe that’s why it’s hard for people to say it that something is happening because how they are 

going to prove that they are going to get this psychological violence, you can say it but unless there is 

someone actually seeing it happening, how will you prove it. (DIFFICULTIES IN ACTUALLY 

DENOUNCING DUE TO THE HARD TIME IN PROVING PSYCHOLOGICAL ABUSE) 

(PSYCHOLOGICAL ABUSE TAKEN LESS SERIOUSLY) 

R: Let’s have an example: the partner has to go to an event but the other person says “if you are going, so to 

the birthday party or whatever, you will be in a hell of a shit when you get home or when you leave or 

whatever”. That’s basically domestic violence right? 

CE: Yeah, I would say so 

R: There is not a need of hitting or slapping but still… 

CE: Not allowing the other person to have liberty, yeah! (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS LACK OF 

FREEDOM)  

CH: It is a psychological threat. 

E: Cici, you were talking about other countries, what countries have you experienced in terms of domestic 

violence? 

CE: Luckily I have never experienced that. 

E: no, no, in terms of awareness. 

CE: Yeah, well… my country of reference would be France for example I know it happens a lot because 

women, the equality level between men and women in France is not as high as it is here. It is still very 

patriarchal a bit, yeah, women are not there yet.  

R: Is it because the men are the ones who are making the money especially if it is rich people. 

CE: Yes, a lot of times. 

R: And they are just born to raise children (EM laughs), that’s an extreme though. 

CE: But it is still like that. It is taking, I don’t want to get to France, but it’s like.. you know… French hate 

change, so anything that involves a shift in society will always take a little bit longer, but that’s my 

framework of reference. I’ve heard or read stories that police, authorities will not, you know, protect the 

person who is receiving the abuse, not benefits but not taking them seriously. 

E: And to move to another country, in relation to maybe Italy, what would it be the situation according to 

you? Would it be different from Denmark or…? 

CE/R: I think so, yeah! 

L: I would assume 

E: But in which sense, like how? Would it be better or worse than here? 

R/L/EM: worse 
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CH: I think it would be maybe similar to France. Maybe not as much, but yeah. 

L: I mean Italian culture is so servile, a lot of women are going home, I think in that sense Italian and French 

culture are somewhat similar, like equality issue. (ITALY AS A SERVILE CULTURE WHERE 

WOMEN HAVE EQUALITY ISSUES) (ABSENCE OF GENDER EQUALITY IN ITALY) 

CE: I would agree, it is dangerous to fall into the stereotype but I think Italy and France are pretty similar 

culture wise. I don’t think I have been to Italy enough to tell but I don’t think women  have… are having that 

position in the society women in Denmark are enjoying at the moment. (DIFFERENCES IN EQUALITY 

BETWEEN DANISH WOMEN AND ITALIAN WOMEN) (DENMARK AND ITALY HAVE 

DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES TOWARDS THE ROLE OF WOMEN) 

R: I agree. 

E: Do you have any other opinion or do you all agree with that? 

CE: But then again are men experiencing domestic violence like that what’s… 

E: I will tell you later. 

EM: But there would be more factors to it, you cannot generalise a country. Maybe democracy has a big role 

to play. I could imagine, I don’t know maybe older women would be more subject to that than younger 

women but I don’t know. (OLDER WOMEN COULD BE MORE AFFECTED BY DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE THAN YOUNGER WOMEN) (AGE AS A FACTOR AFFECTING DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

CE: Really, I actually 

R: I actually would say the other way around actually  

EM: It depends though 

L: I would say that country like Italian for example, I don’t know, I used to leave in Buenos Aires and they 

are Italian, so just referring a bit to that and I mean there  it was at least really common to older generations, 

all my friends (not comprehensible), but our generation would be more normal for women to have an 

education and stuff like that. So I think those cultures which are going through development where women 

and men are getting more equal, so in that sense, the men is not as macho as he used to be and that may be a 

tendency to less domestic violence as well, I hope so. (THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE EQUALITY 

BETWEEN GENDER COULD DEFINE A LOWER INCIDENCE OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

(THE DECREASE OF A MACHO CULTURE DEFINES A DECREASE IN THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

CA: But it may be also a tendency to the other way around like if you feel you are losing your masculinity, 

that’s what it triggers, I don’t know. (THE LOSS OF MASCULINITY COULD INFLUENCE 

NEGATIVELY IN HAVING A HIGHER DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (MASCULINITY AS A FACTOR 

AFFECTING THE LEVEL OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

CH: And also maybe it is just a shift in the roles, now that women are gaining more power and they are the 

ones who could abuse their husbands. (THE HIGHER POWER OF WOMEN COULD CAUSE AN 

HIGHER LEVEL OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE TOWARDS MEN) (A GENDER WITH MORE POWER 

AFFECTS THE LEVEL OF VIOLENCE TOWARDS THE WEAKER GENDER) 
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E: Elias, do you want to add something? 

ELI: Seems about right. 

E: Ok, I would like you to do a sort of exercise because I wrote down some factors which could affect 

negatively domestic violence and I would like you to decide which one according to you is the most relevant. 

When there is a lot of domestic violence, why there is a lot of domestic violence according to genetics, so 

there is something wrong with that kind of people, or age, as you said before, if you are older or younger it 

affects negatively as a factor, in terms of education, in terms of social class, what kind of social class you are 

a part of and national culture. 

EM: So we pick up the one that makes it worse. 

E: Yes 

L: put them in like of a rank? 

E: Yeah. 

R:I’m just going to spit out saying social class is the top one and then we have national culture, then you 

have genetics, age and education 

L: I think this is impossible actually  because I don’t think it has anything to do with the other things. I think 

it may occur as much in the high class and lower classes. (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE CAN OCCUR IN 

EVERY SOCIAL CLASS) (SOCIAL CLASS IS NOT A FACTOR AFFECTING DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

EM: I don’t agree with that, I think there is going to be differences. 

L: yeah, do you think so? 

EM: definitely. I think something like education (everyone agrees) 

CE: I think education and social class are somehow linked in a way. 

CA: I was going to say that, that’s kind of similar. 

EM: But they are opposite end of the spectrum, I think. I think if you have a low social class, then you are 

going to be, you are going to have a lot of domestic violence. (BEING PART OF LOWER SOCIAL 

CLASSES CREATES A HIGHER LIKELIHOOD TO HAVE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE)  

CA: it doesn’t say if it is high education or low education 

EM: Yeah, I agree 

L: I think it happens in low but in high society as well (ELI/CE agrees) 

ELI: Yeah, I would agree  

EM: In lower classes doesn’t happen? 
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L: no, in both. I think it happens less in the middle class, a lot in lower social class and a lot in high because 

in high it is again the man who is out working. (IT IS MORE LIKELY TO HAVE ABUSES IN LOW 

AND HIGH SOCIAL CLASS, NOT IN THE MIDDLE)  

R: It is competition 

L: Yeah. 

EM: In Denmark or just in general? 

L: in general 

EM: this is worldwide? 

E: Ah, yeah. Like from your perspective not in Denmark. 

CA: I also  think generally the social class that is hard to tell because I think some social classes it’s more 

visible. So for example if you come from a lower social class, it may be that you are experiencing abuse or 

you dress less well and you can’t go to work and look bad in a way but if you are from an higher social class, 

you may also be better at hiding it so I think sometimes it is just easier to see in some social classes that is 

happening than in others. (HIGHER SOCIAL CLASS MAY HIDE MORE EASILY THE VIOLENCE) 

(HIGHER SOCIAL CLASS PEOPLE  HAVE INTEREST IN HIDING THE VIOLENCE) 

R: I think this is also really important: national culture because you have to remember that there are different 

kind of people all over the world. It is like in, even though, let’s pick an example, in Africa, there are 

different kinds of, I don’t know, what it is called,.. 

L: tribe? 

R: tribes, thank you… and there are different stories of these tribes and how they treat each other or other 

way around. Some places there is a guy who has 10 wives, I don’t know, he may hit all of them or who 

knows the children or whatever. I think that’s also a really important part. (THE CULTURE CAN 

AFFECT THE LEVEL OF VIOLENCE – AFRICAN EXAMPLE) (CULTURE AFFECTS THE 

ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE DINAMICS WITHIN THE COUPLE) 

CE: Like what is accepted in the culture. 

R: yeah. What is normal in this kind of culture. How does the culture evolve over few hundreds of years, in 

millions of years and how it is still today. Things that happened 400 years ago are still here today. 

EM: But I’m wondering why you don’t have family traditions here because I think if you were hit by your 

parents you are going to go lie down (?) (everyone agrees) (FAMILIAL EDUCATION CAN 

INFLUENCE THE ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

R: genetics 

E: it could actually be between.. I thought about education, it could be both, like education within your 

family and education within your school or educational level as you said. It depends on your perspective. 

EM: that makes it tougher  
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L: I think I would also put if there was one saying family traditions or (Danish word).. social heritage, I 

would put that, but that’s not genetics (answering to R that considers it as genetics) (THE 

CONSIDERATION OF SOCIAL HERITAGE AS A INFLUENTIAL FACTOR) (THE EDUCATION 

WITHIN THE FAMILY AFFECTS THE ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE ISSUE) 

R: Kind of 

EM: No, that’s family culture  

L: genetics is if you are like adopted somewhere, you have the same genetics, but social inheritance is what 

you get from the environment.  

CE: If you were hit by your parents 

L:We can say that education is social inheritance like the way you are educated and then I would put that 

highest. (THE WAY IN WHICH YOU HAVE BEEN EDUCATED CAN AFFECT YOUR 

PERCEPTION TOWARDS THE VIOLENCE) (PERSONAL EDUCATION AFFECTS THE LEVEL OF 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

Everyone agrees 

E: So you put at the bottom genetics and age 

L: But I would change these two. 

CE: So, national culture over social class? 

Silence 

L: Mmmmh, yeah, I don’t know.. 

R: Maybe they are equal. 

CA/CH/L: yeah, maybe equal. 

CA: I definitely think age is at the bottom, I don’t think age is that important. 

CH: I don’t see genetics to be here. 

EM: I think genetics should be there actually 

CH: but what do you mean by genetics then. 

EM: What you inherit from your parents, they can be identified with genes that will make you more violent. 

CH: Is that proved? 

EM: yes 

CH: there are genes that make you violent? Never mind genetics have to be there then. 

R: Age is the least important, when you are 70 years old, you don’t have the power to hit your wife.  
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L (laughing): so you think. 

EM: and it can also be mental. I can see all the grumpy men. 

CH: or a grumpy old lady trying to annoy the peaceful husband. 

E: you were talking about national culture in relation to Africa for instance, but if we are in Europe and you 

are in Italy or in Denmark, would it be different (R: yes)…because you say what’s socially accepted and in 

both countries it is not right to hit your wife or to hit your husband. 

CA: but I still think the national culture is really diverse even in Europe. So you can see the Danish culture 

compared to some of the southern countries, Italy, Spain, France, it is very different, so it may not be socially 

accepted anywhere but the culture is still different, I don’t know where is worse but it is still different 

culture. (THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IS NOT SOCIALLY ACCEPTED IN EUROPEAN 

COUNTRIES, BUT EVERY COUNTRY HAS DIFFERENT APPROACH TO THE ISSUE) (DANISH 

ATTITUDE TOWARDS DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IS DIFFERENT FROM OTHER CULTURES) 

R: and you also have the gipsies for example we don’t anything about the gipsy and their gipsian culture 

whatever it is called, they are everywhere. There could also be some kind of national culture which is normal 

for them. 

EM: But it is a tough discussion because probably the definition of domestic violence can differ in different 

countries, also from the women receiving it in subcultures. (THE DEFINITION OF DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE CAN BE DIFFERENT IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES) (CULTURE AFFECTS THE 

CONCEPT OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

R: Like in Saudi Arabia, a woman cannot go out on the street alone, there has to be a man with her. 

EM: this wouldn’t probably be considered as domestic violence, mental so you mentioned it 

ELI: For example my ex -girlfriend she, her dad was from Bosnia and when they were down there he also 

abused them at home physically but it was very accepted, both your wife or girlfriend and the children, it was 

kind of normal way of bringing up a family basically and nobody reacted at least not with my ex-girlfriend 

and her family. (EXAMPLE IN BOSNIA) 

CH: actually when you bring that up it makes me think of a debate which was going on in France as well. It 

is very common in France to give a (word), which is a slap on the ass of the kid. But does that count as 

violence? And there is this huge debate where some people say that it definitely doesn’t count as violence. 

Some others are “of course you are hitting, the act of hitting is violence. Some says that this is part of the 

upbringing and you have to teach the child like “no”, what they can do or not. Yes, includes a little slap on 

the ass, but nothing too bad. (CONNECTION BETWEEN VIOLENCE BETWEEN COUPLES AND 

VIOLENCE TOWARDS CHILDREN AND THE DIFFERENCE FROM THE EDUCATION) 

R: it proves the point but it is also different because I have been slapped on the face before because I reacted 

as a child being stupid as some kind of situation, I don’t think it hurt me so much, I’m not going to tell my 

dad hit me, because sometimes it is just hard, sometimes you just have to do it. I would say it depends on 

how often it happens. If it happens once (EM: and maybe why it happened)..yes, why, then it may be 

accepted. But if it happens on a regular basis, then you may have some problems. 

ELI: if fathers or mothers they get some kind of pleasure from it  
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R: that’s disgusting 

ELI: then there is also a big difference  

CE: if you are educating 

R: also, it depends if you use this or this (Pugno o schiaffo).  

CE: It is like using the shoe (R: or the belt) 

ELI: that would be even worse 

CE: so for you using stuff outside the body is even worse 

ELI: yeah. I would not accept  

CA: I also think if we are talking about culture I think Denmark is moving very much away from like any 

hitting, so if you have the discussion in France if it is ok or not, I don’t even think they would have that 

discussion in Denmark. I think it would be just no, this is not accepted even if people do it. (DENMARK 

MOVING AWAY FROM THE CONCEPT OF HITTING,  IT IS SIMPLY NOT SOCIALLY 

ACCEPTED AND DANISH CITIZENS KNOW IT) (DANES TAKE FOR GRANTED THE VIOLENCE 

IS A SOLVED PROBLEM) 

CH: it used to be normal in schools as well. 

L:You are not allowed to do that anymore.  

CE: Denmark was definitely a first mover, maybe not first mover but compared to other countries in Europe 

I think this country is pushing this dialogue first. (THE DIALOGUE ABOUT THE VIOLENCE HAS 

ALWAYS BEEN THE MOST IMPORTANT IN DENMARK) (DANES TAKE FOR GRANTED THE 

VIOLENCE IS A SOLVED PROBLEM) 

R: it is the same in schools with kids between kids, we are hitting really hard down mental, I don’t know how 

it is called, bullying in school (CE: Oh, yeah.). it is a big issue in Denmark at the moment so I think we are, I 

think I agree with all you. 

E: But, in relation to the education like school or education within the family , do you feel you have been 

educated in terms of domestic violence but not towards children, but between partners, people from the same 

age. 

EM: no, but I say that education as we are talking about is more an observing, like how are your parents 

together, that’s kind of what you are in when you grow up. Not necessarily someone telling you “don’t do 

that, don’t do that”, I think all kids in Denmark especially all guy kids they have been told “you don’t hit a 

woman” and we hear it but if we see our dad hitting our mum maybe it may trigger down. (EDUCATION 

MAINLY RELATED TO HOW THE PARENTS ARE TOGETHER AND HOW AN INDIVIDUAL 

HAS BEEN EDUCATED IN THE HOUSEHOLD ENVIRONMENT) (THE EDUCATION WITHIN THE 

FAMILY AFFECTS THE PERSPECTIVE TOWARDS THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

CA: But I think like the education comes very much from culture when you talk about that because I have 

never heard my parents tell “it is not ok to hit your partner someday” but I know it. It is not that anyone told 

me, I just know it. Somehow you see it or experience it and just feel that’s a part of the society. (IT IS AN 
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INTERNAL PERSPECTIVE OF THE SOCIETY – A PERSON JUST KNOWS IT) (DANES JUST 

KNOW VIOLENCE IS WRONG) 

E: Do you all agree with that?  

Everyone agrees. 

E: Ok, because in Denmark the 32% of women has been beaten by the partner, so it means one out three, and 

on the hand we have Italy where the percentage is only the 19%. 

R: Jesus Christ. 

CE: Whaaat? 

R: How many women are we talking about who took this test? 

EM: No, I think a really important thing is what is being reported. Maybe in Italy they just don’t report it. 

(IDEA THAT ITALIAN WOMEN JUST DO NOT REPORT IT) (ITALIAN NUMBERS MAY BE 

WRONG) 

L: I think that as well and also again, as you said before, one thing is to do it once and to do it… I mean I hit 

my ex-boyfriend but I was not doing it you know we had an argument  

R: But physical… 

EM: That’s actually domestic violence (laughing) 

L: he wouldn’t report me for doing that but I mean that’s the difference, it was not something I was doing 

every day to him. So if he had participated in that test, he maybe would have said yes, you know that’s what 

I mean. It is also different. 

CE: Maybe women here feel more comfortable reporting it because they know they are on an equal level or 

that society wants men and women to be more equal compared to Italy, where the percentages is lower but it 

may actually happen more often because not reported. (DANISH WOMEN FEEL MORE 

COMFORTABLE IN REPORTING DUE TO THE EQUAL CONDITION WITHIN THE SOCIETY) 

(HIGH NUMBERS ARE RELATED TO THE CONFIDENCE OF WOMEN IN THEIR RIGHTS) 

CA: I also think it is about defining domestic violence because, as we talked about earlier, in Denmark is 

really unaccepted but I think, yeah, even once a slap may be considered as domestic violence but I’m not 

sure that the case. But some may do but I’m not sure that this is the case everywhere. I think there would be 

women, if they are hit only once by their boyfriend, they would say they have experienced domestic 

violence. But I’m not sure everyone would do that. (THE PERCEPTION OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 

MAY BE DIFFERENT IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES) (DANISH WOMEN HAVE A LOWER 

TOLERANCE OF VIOLENCE) 

R: it depends when it happens right, if it is an argument it may be natural. 

EM: I really say  depends on the girl who reported that 

ELI: I also think if he just did it one time, it would be over for me. My girlfriend… 
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R: same here… 

L: But this percentage, is that a statistics? That women has been asked “have you experienced”? (E: Yeah) or 

also who reported it? 

E: It was like phone calls, email, and face-to-face interviews 

ELI: the same survey in different countries? The same who lead it? 

L: Yes, the same methods? 

E: yes, it is like a European survey so it is for every country. But to answer you I don’t know the exact 

numbers. 

R: do you know the specific questions? 

E: No, it is not written in the report 

CA: I was thinking if you are just experienced domestic violence, than you may interpret that differently 

depending on culture. Not saying it is not worse in Denmark, it may be, I have no idea, but just saying it may 

be hard to compare. (THE CULTURE CAN INFLUENCE YOUR PERSPECTIVE TOWARDS THE 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (WHAT IS DOMESTIC VIOLENCE CAN VARY ACCORDING TO CULTURE) 

ELI: I reacted really… really, (in a surprise way) when you said the difference between. I would not think 

that in many years. 

L: I don’t think so. I think maybe the Danish are overreacting. I think Danish women are like, exactly 

because we know our rights. We are more like you know… 

EM: No, but Danish women are really entitled for good reasons, for good reason but they are. (DANISH 

WOMEN KNOW WHAT THEIR RIGHTS ARE) (HIGH WOMEN POWER IN DENMARK) 

E: So you think that in Italy women.. 

R: just don’t talk 

CA: But maybe in Italy they don’t even see it as domestic violence, that’s the point. Maybe it’s not because 

they don’t want to report it but maybe they just don’t think that “oh because he shuffled me once, just 

because he got mad” is an abuse (laughing about the usage of word shuffled) (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 

MAY BE PERCEIVED IN A DIFFERENT WAY IN ITALY) (HIGHER LEVEL OF TOLERANCE IN 

ITALY) 

ELI: Maybe domestic violence there would be if a person really physically abuse, it would give you longer… 

how do you say.. damages.. really a beating, you know what I mean? A beating and a slap.. 

L: And I totally also think Italian woman would be more frightened, I think you said the same thing. More 

frightened to say it. In a survey, a stranger calling at the phone you would be “no, no, no, no of course not” 

and a Danish woman would be “Yeah, I know my rights so..” (ITALIAN WOMEN COULD BE MORE 

FRIGHTENED TO ADMIT WITH A STRANGER TO HAVE EXPERIENCED DOMESTIC 

ABUSE) (ITALIAN WOMEN AS TOO FEARFUL TO ADMIT AN ABUSE) 
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R: Or maybe we just have to stick to the numbers, right? Cause this is going to be really tough.  

E: No, but I want to know your perspective according to the numbers, like because it is interesting how you 

approach the number. Christine, do you have any other? 

CH: I agree with everything 

R: look at the numbers in aspect of national culture and generally just social heritage, I think it is important. 

Because there is the different statistics for different parts of the country right? 

ELI: Yes, that’s what…I have only been and lived in Copenhagen. I have no idea how it is in other places in 

Denmark. Maybe the culture is really rough, I don’t know. (THE POSSIBLE PRESENCE OF 

INTERNAL DIFFERENCES IN DENMARK) (RURAL AND URBAN PERSPECTIVE TOWARDS 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

Everyone laughs 

CE: Jylland  

R: there is a specific part in Denmark which is responsible for 100% of the domestic violence right here and 

everybody doesn’t know. 

CE I would be curious to know how is the Hofstede reports on Italy compared to Denmark. 

EM: I think it is a very masculine 

E: Yes, and on the other hand Denmark is pretty feminine 

CA: And isn’t it Italy a bit collectivist. 

E: No, it is more individualistic and Denmark is collectivistic. 

CA: but we are almost the highest you can get in individualistic. Yeah, we are quite high in individualistic 

culture. We don’t really care about the collective good. (DANISH SOCIETY IS NOT INTERESTED IN 

THE GENERAL WELL-BEING) (DANISH SOCIETY AS INDIVIDUALISTIC) 

EM: Are you sure about that? Because I know we were super collective  

CA: no, no, I’m sure. 

CE: I think according to Hofstede is individualistic.  

CA: It may depend on which study you approach but the Hofstede one puts us in a individualistic 

CE: But then again, when was the last Hofstede study. I think it was few decades ago . 

R: But it is weird we are considered the happiest country in the world and we have one third of women (CE: 

being beaten). It doesn’t make sense. But maybe that’s just because when everything goes wrong in the end, 

that’s ok. 

CH: But you can see it as a good thing, that people actually reported, if you want to see the good thing.  (TO 

REPORT IS CONSIDERED A GOOD THING)  
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R: but we are just talking about women here, we don’t know about men. 

E: Because my study is related to partners… partner violence. In relation to men I kind of found only one 

statistics in the UK. This statistics is really high.. 40% of men reported.. not reported.. they said that they 

experienced kind of violence. But not physical, it could be physical but mostly mental but I will not use it 

because I don’t have the numbers in relation to Denmark and Italy.  

ELI: I have been slapped a lot of times by my ex because she was pretty instable, after her upbringing. So I 

mean, would I report it? No, but would I say yes to domestic violence in a survey? Yes. Because it was a lot 

of times.(THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REPORTING THE ABUSE AND SAY IN A SURVEY 

THAT AN INDIVIDUAL EXPERIENCED DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) (THE ANONIMITY OF THE 

SURVEY INCREASES THE LIKELIHOOD OF A CONFESSION OF THE ABUSED)  

E: Why wouldn’t you report it? 

ELI: I don’t know, I was in love so. It was just not.. also the situation for me, the time she did it she was 

drunk and jealous basically and that was the situation. For me it was not like, for me it was like.. after we are 

done I understood that probably the problem was the relationship itself. And that was just one part of it. 

CE: I understand if you don’t want to go too much into detail, but don’t you think it was kind of in a way you 

were protecting her from having that unstable character? Psychological maybe baggage from her parents? 

ELI: I thought about that probably why but.. yeah.. I don’t know, I think I took that part away from how she 

was otherwise. Her whole family was, they were subjugate from the father so it was the mum and three 

daughters and they were all pretty much in themselves. But it was something I didn’t really think about that 

much at that time, I think. (EXAMPLE OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE TOWARDS MEN AND THE 

LINK WITH THE SPECIFIC SITUATION) 

CA: But that maybe just goes to prove that  there is too little attention on abuse on males that they only do 

statistics on women that is kind of strange. (LACK OF ATTENTION TOWARDS DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE TOWARDS MEN) (NEED AN HIGHER AWARENESS TOWARDS THE VIOLENCE 

TOWARDS MEN) 

R: I think it depends also on the courage of the person abused, I mean probably if you think about a couple 

with that tense situation, like yours (pointing ELI), which lasts since lots of years, I don’t know now about 

your situation, but maybe it is more difficult for a person to say something. (LONG LASTING 

RELATIONSHIP AFFECTS THE LIKELIHOOD TO REPORT) (IMPORTANCE OF THE 

RELATIONSHIP) 

ELI: I would still… I don’t think I would have been able to report, if she went and hit me with a bustle back 

(?) when we were sitting and eating. I mean, than I would have probably been break up with her, maybe 

report it, I don’t know.  

CE: So it is context-based  

ELI: It was kind of context-based because she had this screwed problems and she was really jealous. That’s 

kind of what happened… 

EM: but maybe there is another way of looking at it, that you don’t report it because in some way you have 

the possibility because you are man, like you are stronger than her, to get out of the situation in a much other 
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way than a woman would have. I think maybe that’s why people.. (A MAN MAY HAVE LOTS OF 

POSSIBILITIES TO GET OUT OF THAT SITUATION SINCE HE IS STRONGER THAN A 

WOMAN) (THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE TOWARDS MEN IS LESS RELEVANT DUE TO THEIR 

HIGHER PHYSICAL STRENGHT) 

ELI: and I have never thought about hitting her back 

L: No, but I think, yeah, you are right, but that’s bullshit, that is like that no? Because I mean.. the man is 

stronger and he could hit her back but I mean than I would be just as big of an asshole 

EM: But for me as a man I have also been hit with a slap, but for me it was not a problem 

L: You hit back? 

EM: No, I was always like “Wow, that’s sad”. 

ELI: Yes, that’s what.. I have never thought of it as an option to slap  

E: But do you think it is maybe because of the unawareness in relation to the issue in relation to men? 

Because you don’t know.. no, you don’t consider it as a domestic violence but just something sad? 

ELI: As I said, for me it was context based because if I come home and she slaps me on my face, that would 

be something completely different from her being at that time 18 years old 

R: she is also scared, right, it is forever. 

L: but also a man who does that is also scared, it is never an excuse. 

R: I know, I’m not saying it is an excuse, never going to say that. It is horrible either ways. 

CA: I think it depends on perspectives. Because I think if a woman was hit even, it doesn’t matter if it was 

context based, I still they would say they were physically abused. I think there is a bigger awareness of when 

it happens to women no matter of the context. (THE PRESENCE OF A BIGGER AWARENESS 

TOWARDS THE PROBLEM IN RELATION TO WOMEN) (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS A WOMEN-

RELATED ISSUE) 

E: and coming back to Denmark do you have any kind of knowledge in relation to the laws that can help 

within the context of domestic violence. 

R: No idea 

EM: I mean it is a criminal offense, you can get a restraint order, but the problem as I mentioned earlier they 

cannot enforce it, they can’t have people running around looking at one guy if he is too close to a woman. So 

I think that’s a big part of women not telling because they are afraid (THE PRESENCE OF A WEAK 

POSSIBILITIES FOR THE JUSTICE THAT INCREASE THE FEAR OF REPORTING) (LACK OF 

RESOURCES TO GUARANTEE THE SAFETY OF THE ABUSED) 

CA: And I think as you said earlier there are very short sentencing in Denmark. I heard about this girl who 

was abused by her father for 15 years or something and he got six years in prison for it so it’s like years and 

you will be out again and he can go back and do whatever and I really think that if you have to tell that 

someone physically abused of you and you know that they will get only one, two years in prison, like that’s 
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not a long time before you have to be afraid again. (THE PRESENCE OF SHORT-SENTENCING IN 

DENMARK, THE ABUSED WILL BE SCARED OF THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE REPORT) 

(ISSUES WITHIN THE SYSTEM OF JUSTICE) 

ELI: Definitely, it happens in Sweden as well and you read and think “what?”.. they get what? 

EM: they get six years and then they are out in 3 and they get a permission in 2 and a half.  

CA: It is like for this major thing, it’s crazy. 

EM: The same is rape here is six years or three years something 

ELI: We had gang rape, one got two and one got three.. and it is like you know it is insane to even, you can’t 

even compare how crazy it is  

CA: I think that’s a big problem 

E: You think that it’s not related to any unawareness, but you think that there is not enough support by the 

government and so they are not going to denounce? 

CA: I think maybe both, I think when you talk about the law, I think the big problem with the Danish law is 

not that is not supporting the people, it is just that the way it is built is just very short sentences and very mile 

(?) sentences even if it supports people, even if it takes men and women seriously, the outcome of it is so 

insignificant.  

R: It comes back when the law was firstly written down. Of course it is harsh to judge people, I mean we 

have no idea how it works  (THE OUTCOME OF THE SENTENCES MAY BE INSIGNIFICANT 

EVEN THOUGH THE LAW IS SUPPORTIVE) (LAWS IN DENMARK IN RELATION TO DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE CANNOT GUARANTEE A SATISFYING OUTCOME) 

EM: But the problem is in that sense that if you put so much to deal with for 30 years, you are going to get a 

criminalised personal, that’s all I hear about short sentences. 

L: but I think they should have treatment sentences, I don’t think it helps anything to let people in, I mean. 

When people have those issues and end up beating their wives is because they have issues themselves 

EM: But can we solve it? Probably it is super tough. 

L: not always but they can in some instances (EM: yeah –he doesn’t seem really convinced ). Normally when 

you just put them in jail, they would just get worse. So at least I mean I think that’s there is something totally 

wrong within the system of giving… punishment. 

ELE: any other idea? 

CH: But I was just thinking about like the victims, I don’t know if they have any support or help they give 

them. Do they do rehousing? Or move them or anything? (UNAWARENESS ABOUT THE 

CONSEQUENCES AFTER THAT A PERSON REPORTS THE ABUSE) (UNAWARENESS ABOUT 

THE CONSEQUENCES OF REPORTING AN ABUSE) 

CE: I think it is called psychology treatment. 
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R: Yeah, I think some witness protection maybe, I don’t know. 

L: Sometimes they give them a new identity  

R: they give them another name 

EM: for domestic violence? 

CH: can we do that in Denmark? 

R: I think you can get it (L and ELI agrees) 

EM: But again, would you want that? Someone hits you and all of a sudden you have a different name, you 

are in a new town. 

R: Let’s say.. 

ELI: It depends on how long and how severe (R: yeah) it has been. 

EM: yeah, if it has been very bad.  

R: If your father has gone around hitting you all life, abusing you, you may want a new identity. If he goes to 

prison, I think so. 

ELE: Ok, thank you. Now I will ask you to do another exercise but now you should consider yourself as a 

witness of domestic violence and.. what kind of barriers there would be in order to…oh, sorry.. because of 

course people don’t talk because there is some kind of barrier and I would like you to think which one is the 

most important according to you like unawareness, (CA: so if we witness domestic violence) (CE: so why 

we would not report it), yeah, exactly, (L: if we witness on our own body), not your own, on someone’s else 

body (EM: hear about it also?), yeah, you see, you hear, you know about that, apathy, indifference, fear, self-

interest, you don’t know where to denounce and you don’t know what domestic violence is. There is another 

white card if you want to add something like if you have any other idea. 

EM: I have actually one, I have one about not interfering in other people’s business. 

L: I think that’s really Danish. 

R: so Danish (THE DANISH ATTITUDE NOT TO INTERVENE IN OTHER PEOPLE’S LIFE) 

(DANISH TENDENCY OF NOT INTERVENING IN OTHERS’ PRIVATE SPHERES) 

ELI: I have, last year there was.. is Greenland Danish? (general “yeah”) and there was the what we found out 

was the dad, he hit his daughter, but his daughter was maybe 40 and he was going through a crossing.. red 

light and he hit her and I saw it, she collapsed into a hole in the street and then there was like maybe ten 

people at the red light on bicycles who saw it, looked at it “oh”, green light and then they all biked, it was 10 

people. (EXAMPLE OF NOT INTERVENTION OF DANISH CITIZENS) 

R: I have been told there is a difference between the East and the West coast of Greenland. I heard stories 

from a guy. 

ELI: but this was here in Copenhagen but it was the Greenland. 
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EM: Oh, a Greenlandic guy. 

ELI: Yeah, a Greenlandic guy and they woman and they were all grown-ups. So I ran there and there was 

another couple who did it but we ended up not reporting it because the girl also she said that they were both 

drunk out of their minds and they were completely.. and the thing is that she said if we called the police, they 

probably have more troubles even being with the police than, if you know what I mean, they were probably 

getting more troubles because maybe they had sentences from before, maybe they had illegally living 

somewhere so if we did it, they even the daughter would have probably “no, hell no!” and run away. So we 

kind of just stay to see that the situation was good, her sister came yeah so 

CE: of course you want to help but.. 

ELI: I was like “should I call the police?” and then she was like “No, I don’t think you should” because the 

police would have come for all of them, not only the dad, all of them were running away so 

CE: It is like the pros and cons going on. I want to help them but this is not going to help them 

ELI: But they were all out of their minds, wasted. 

CH: You did actually went over there and I think that’s a really good thing. 

ELI: I was walking away from the red light but I turned back, I started screaming, I was like “Ehy!!” and 

then I ran back and then while running back I saw the bikes, they were looking at them and then they just did 

what I thought it was pretty… I mean that’s how it is, unfortunately, but it was pretty hard to see like, 

because they were really two meters away and she was slapped into this hole. (THE SHOCK IN 

ADMITTING THAT THE OTHER PEOPLE DID NOT STOP TO LOOK AT THE SITUATION) 

(PEOPLE DO NOT INTERVENE IN DANGEROUS SITUATION) 

CA: I think in Denmark we are really bad when it comes to that. It’s like you just mind your own space and I 

don’t think people do it out of bad will but it is just not my business. If I bike on, nothing happens. 

(DANISH CITIZENS MINDS ABOUT THEIR OWN SPACE) (THE PROBLEM DOES NOT EXIST, IF 

I AVOID IT) 

L: I think it is something cultural, I don’t think it is not how you put “not my business”, I don’t think that’s 

the case, it is more what you said, like being afraid of interfering and that’s something really Danish. I think I 

mean also when people die in Denmark you don’t come and say “oh, how are you?” because it is stuff, we 

don’t want to touch those soft spots in each other’s life, it is something…really private. (FEAR OF 

INTERFERING IN SOMEONE’S PRIVATE SPACE) (OTHERS’ PRIVATE SPACES CANNOT BE 

INVADED) And also in that situation I think a lot of people would think like “ok!” Also I think there is 

something, you know, ok, that Greenlandic drunk people, I think that situation is not my business situation  

but I think the general thing, (EM: self -interest kind of… I don’t want to touch it) yeah, self-interest, exactly 

but I think that the Danish thing is that we really don’t want, we are really afraid of interfering in soft things, 

sensitive things. 

ELI: By that time I saw the Morning show, something like that, and there a big part of the program was that 

the people, that sort of situations where people in Scandinavia or in Denmark in general they don’t react. 

(DANES DO NOT REACT TO A SITUATION WHICH DOES NOT TOUCH THEM) An example it 

was a girl being harassed on the train going home on a Saturday and people just came and sit there “ok, but 

that’s not me” so it really is.. 
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CA: it is kind of an attitude, if I just ignore it, it is not there (E: so indifference), no, it is not indifference, it is 

not an apathy  

R: Sometimes I think it may be fear 

CE: I think fear is high 

L: I think so too 

R: It is these two combined (not my business and fear) in some… and maybe even self-interest, If you 

combine all these 3. Depends on the situation! (DANISH ATTITUDE IS THE RESULT BETWEEN 

SELF-INTEREST, FEAR AND NOT MY BUSINESS) (FOCUS ON THEIR OWN SELF) 

CE: that’s Danish 

EM: I think a synergy of those three. 

CH: I think if one person does something, then others will come, but if you think about doing it alone.. 

(FEAR OF BEING ALONE FACING THE SITUATION) (FEAR OF SOLITUDE IN THE ACTION) 

CA: That may be the fear thing as well, if someone else does it, oh, we are multiple people helping here 

instead of you being the first one acting out of the box (EM: I completely agree) 

CE: And if you are the first one, like you saying it is not one but several people harassing one person. If you 

are the only one going at it, then the self-interests kicks it and you are “if I’m the only one, I’m also going to 

be beaten up” and I don’t want that. (FEAR OF HAVING CONSEQUENCES RELATED TO THE 

INTERVENTION) (FEAR AS A FUNDAMENTAL DRIVER IN THE INTERVENTION) 

ELI: Unfortunately it does depend on the situation because lot of people don’t do anything anyway.  But If I 

go home from the club and on an empty street I see six guys standing kicking someone on the ground. If I’m 

there by myself, no one is on the street, I would definitely lay down there. People would behave better 

calling the police or to whatever, you know. In that case it would be fear for me, it would be fear for my 

safety. I could not help them even if I wanted right?  

CE: but the help would be calling the police  

ELI: yeah, that’s true, that’s true. 

E: Yeah, but you would do that. 

ELI: Yes, definitely. 

CA: I think it depends on how severe it is, I don’t know if you would call the police if you saw a guy just 

slapping a girl and then moving on. I don’t think I would call the police. (THE SEVERITY OF THE 

VIOLENCE MAY INFLUENCE THE LIKELIHOOD TO INTERVENE) (THE TENDENCY NOT TO 

INTERVENE IF THE SITUATION IS NOT CLEARLY SERIOUS) 

ELI: I would probably 
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CA: I think depending how bad it was, of course if she is going down but if it is just like a slap and they 

move on then I don’t think I would. No, no, I don’t think I would call the police if it didn’t look severe, then 

I would.. the whole thing about not interfering with their life, I don’t know what’s happening. 

R: some people do fucked up things  

ELI: But also if there’s two crazy guys beating each other, then it would be “ok, there’s these two idiots” 

EM: There is only one of you and we only have one less (???) 

ELI: Yeah, but it would count like “oh my god, in this situation I would call the police, now there is just 

drunk, stupid, whatever. 

R: And suddenly on the street 

ELI: yeah, exactly something like that 

EM: street justice 

E: And so you think that these four doesn’t have anything to do with why you decide not to denounce, to 

intervene? 

EM: for some reason, I am just throwing a ball out there because it is a thought, would women not 

immediately report if they see something serious was happening to another woman? 

CE: Not necessarily 

EM: if you saw a guy hitting another woman, would you just keep walking? 

CA: it depends on the situation 

CE: Again, it depends 

EM: Really? I mean, If I saw a man hitting a woman in a train, immediately I would tell 

ELI: what the hell are you doing 

EM: Immediately  

CE: In my.. as a woman I think I don’t have the strength to beat that guy if I have to.. (THE DECISION 

NOT TO INTERVENE IS ALSO RELATED TO THE PERCEIVED WEAKNESS IN RELATION A 

BIGGER GUY – WHICH IS NOT PERCEIVED BY A GUY) (SENSE OF HELPLESSNESS FOR 

WOMEN) 

EM: People rarely would intervene alone but if a person goes there and they see what’s happening, people 

are just behind it  

CA: But I still think it is the fear because you hope they are behind and I don’t think I wouldn’t have the 

strength to be the first one to stand up there because as she said… (THE FEAR MAY INFLUENCE THE 

LIKELIHOOD OF AN INTERVENTION) (FEAR AS A FACTOR INFLUENCING THE 

INTERVENTION) 
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CE: I think if I was with a friend then there are more chances of doing it  

EM: I saw a social experiment about it, it was American and it’s exactly that thing where a guy is doing 

something to one girl, alones they just walk by like nothing happens and groups of guys… people start 

walking slowly and ask “what’s happening here?”, when the group seems to intervene than the interaction 

happens and they do something about it. It is an interesting dynamics. (GROUP DYNAMIC) 

CE: I don’t think it is apathy or indifference 

ELI: I mean, yes there are psychopaths but most people get affected by these things and also unawareness if 

you see it you know what it is going on.. 

CE: Unless like…this would fall under, I don’t know if this is domestic violence if two drunk guys are 

hitting each other because they are drunk it is a kind of domestic violence 

EM: That’s not domestic violence 

L: it could be two gays. 

(laughs) 

EM: two gays beating each other 

E: it’s actually a big problem. It is domestic violence as well but you always consider men and women but 

it’s not, it could also be men-men, women-women. 

R: I think that’s a big problem 

L: If I hit my flatmate, is it domestic violence? 

E: No, because you are not in a relationship with her  

R: As far as we know 

CA: And I think with the they don’t know where to denounce, I just think I would call, I would just call the 

police. (THE POLICE CAN BE ALWAYS CALLED TO DENOUNCE THESE SITUATIONS) (NO 

ISSUES IN KNOWING WHERE TO DENOUNCE) 

R: We have google, we can always google.. 

CE (laughing): Siri, I can see some people beating each other, what should I do? 

CA: This is only if you are in doubt about how severe it is, if it is domestic violence, I don’t think it is the 

top.  

CE: Do you need to take a picture of this? 

E: No, no.  

CA: I think these are the three top. 

R: That’s definitely Danish 
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EM: And they are working together. 

R: Or maybe, that’s the thing, in America if you are alone, fuck it! 

CE: But I don’t think that’s only in America. It works like this everywhere. If you are alone, you know it, 

you don’t do things. If there were two women, I guess lesbians, in this case, fighting, I think I would go up to 

understand what’s going on. But if they were guys, as soon as there is any guy involved, I would not feel 

comfortable in doing it. (THE PERCEIVED INFERIORITY IN TERMS OF STRENGHT OF A 

WOMAN IN RELATION TO A MAN – LOWER LIKELIHOOD OF INTERVENTION) (SENSE OF 

HELPLESSNESS) 

E: And on the other side, which would be the factors that encourage you to speak up? It would be just a 

matter of instinct, another white card if you have other ideas, morality, feminism, legitimacy, anger, because 

I want to be an excellent citizen or empathy. 

CE: In this one, we are missing the friend, the group. 

ELI: For me empathy and anger and instinct and morality. Because what happened with the greenlandics, it 

was like, it was kind of instinct “Ehy” I screamed right away. It is not that I checked out the situation before, 

anger and empathy because she was on the ground right and so like definitely a reaction like that 

(schioccando le dita), you say something right away because you know something is wrong. (THE 

INSTICT MAY HELP IN INTERVENING) (THE INSTINCT DRIVES THE INERVENTION) 

EM: To me this one is important, like  

ELI: I think they are kind of connected, you get, say “what the hell is happening?”  

L: Yeah, the anger and you.. 

CE: So actually you need a negative emotion to react (THE NECESSITY OF THE PRESENCE OF A 

NEGATIVE EMOTION TO REACT)  

R: Kind of yeah. It helps a lot to react more quickly   

CH: I don’t think this one just as high as those (morality), cause we know a lot of times that something is 

wrong but we don’t act, so I think sometimes it is a part of it and we think about it but it may not be 

something that make us react first. (MORALITY IS NOT THAT IMPORTANT FACTOR, SINCE 

OFTEN PEOPLE ACT IN A DIFFERENT WAY EVEN IF IT IS NOT MORAL) 

CA: I think what makes you react is exactly not the thing you have to think about. Like, morality you have to 

think about it, instinct, empathy, anger, that’s just stuff that happens, you don’t have to really think “oh, I 

have to react” 

CE: It can be the composition of how we react, this is the first step, this is feeling, thinking and then 

behaviour 

ELI: I would say that this is really low down (feminism), actually it’s.. 

R: Same with excellent citizen  
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ELI: Yeah, it is not “oh, I’m feminist, oh I’m an excellent citizen”, that’s not why you react, you react 

because you really feel that this is wrong, a person is hurt and you get angry  

CE: You should go beyond the feminism (THE ACTION IS DEFINED BY SOMETHING DEEPER 

THAN FEMINISM OR EXCELLENT CITIZEN, MORE PRIMORDIAL) (FEMINISM AND 

EXCELLENT CITIZEN ARE THOUGHT-DRIVEN,THE ACTION IS IMMEDIATE) 

EM: Maybe the blank one could be fairness, that’s unfair, because I think if you see someone really treated 

unfair  

CE: Isn’t it morality? I would add on this one what we discussed before (group dynamic), but you don’t 

seem to agree, the fact that you are in a group  

CH; If you have back- up support, you will do it, kind of… 

CA: But I think this is what happens first, if you by instinct think “oh, I’m angry, this is wrong” (THE 

ANGER IS THE FIRST REACTION) (ANGER IS A DRIVER OF ACTION) 

R: then it will go on the same level as morality 

L: this should come here, because as you said  

CA: Like you think that first, then next you may think “oh, I can’t do this” (THE FIRST REACTION IS 

TO INTERVENE, BUT AFTER YOU ANALYSE THE SITUATION CONSIDERING THAT YOU 

CANNOT DO IT) (INSTICT DRIVES THE ACTION, THE FEAR STOPS THE ACTION) 

CE: You basically assess the situation if you want to interfere or not, you always feel first and then you think 

about the situation 

EM: It is funny how legitimacy is not even mentioned, like who am I if I don’t react to this, right? 

CA: I think that’s not  

L: That’s what you think after that shit is happened, no? 

CA: When you go home and you are like, why didn’t I react. 

R: I don’t give a shit if I’m an excellent citizen 

CH: And you don’t think this is connected to the morality? 

R: an excellent citizen? 

CA: I think morality is more your own morality, excellent citizen is kind of sounds like you want to go home 

and brag about it  

CE: Look mum I did this one, I came first in my class or whatever. 

R: And you expect to get a medal or something 

CA: Morality is more like you are aware of yourself. 
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CE: And I think it also relates a lot to the Danish culture because you don’t brag in Denmark, it is very 

important not to brag. So I think it is kind of linked to that, who wants to learn that I’m an excellent citizen. 

(NO ONE CARES IF YOU HAVE SOMETHING RIGHT FOR SOMEONE ELSE – IT IS 

IMPORTANT NOT TO BRAG IN DENMARK) (ACTION LINKED TO BE AN EXCELLENT CITIZEN 

IS A EGOCENTRIC PERSPECTIVE) 

E: According to the discussion, do you think that any kind of advertising could be effective in relation to this 

issue? 

R/L: Yes 

R: It depends on how good the advertising is  

ELI: yes, but I’ve seen it a lot of times, in Sweden, here, abroad but I don’t really know if it helps  

L: You don’t know, but I mean advertising always subconsciously works, but I think it does, first of all for 

the awareness of it, like thinking about it makes you also more subconsciously aware of being in the street, 

and being in social life (ADVERTISING USED TO INCREASE THE AWARENESS). And then also 

about, if the moral of the advertising is that we should try to interfere more than you create, you start a 

tendency of morally doing that and make it more socially accepted and maybe especially in Danish culture 

where we are so afraid of interfering it could actually help us to be more “ok, we should actually intervene, 

because we have a moral to do that, to help other people around us” (THE ADVERTISING COULD 

HELP IN REDUCING THE DANISH TENDENCY OF NOT INTERVENE) (ADVERTISING COULD 

TEACH THAT INTERVENE IS RIGHT) 

CE: Embouncing on that, especially because in our master degree we have a lot of background in advertising 

and this is going to be really concrete what I’m saying but especially because we need to show that we can 

interfere in other people’s life, I think the advertising should be moving, tv, not just still images to show you 

need to do the action, you need to be a scene. One single picture I don’t think is enough for you to feel they 

have to do something more. (ADVERTISING SHOULD NOT BE STILL AND IT SHOULD A SPOT) 

(MOVING ADVERTISING) 

R: One of the best, sorry I’m interrupting, one of the best commercial I have seen is about kids violence (L: 

Yeah, I was just thinking about the same) 

ELI: the one with the angle 

R: Yes! That’s one of the best commercial I have ever seen because the kid sees a different view because 

they are lower, it is an angle picture  

ELI: You know the one you walk by and it changes  

L: Oh no, it is not the one I was thinking. 

R: It is brilliant 

Eli: yes, because kids will see from their height, they will see “Are you being abused or something?” and 

then the number they can call. The parents who are of course taller will not see anything. They will just see a 

commercial of something else. (DIFFERENT KIND OF ADVERTISING RELATED TO THE 

SPECIFIC TARGET – EXAMPLE OF THE SHORT ADVERTISING FOR CHILDREN) 
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R: I don’t think they have it in Denmark yet 

ELI: Talking about the morning show before, that’s also some kind of not advertisement but still something 

like that people talk about it on your couch, you are like “oh, yeah, so bad they should have reacted”. It 

would be better if they explain this and this happened to me, they really wished that something would have 

happened and maybe the suggestions and have maybe a psychologist coming in explaining why it is hard for 

people to do the first step, and you know that kind of stuff. (THE NECESSITY OF THE PRESENCE OF 

PSYCHOLOGISTS) (THE COMMUNICATION IS MORE RELIABLE IF THERE IS A SCIENTIST) 

CE: Yeah, a scientist 

ELI: Exactly, not only like a commercial, but also something in the reputation in the newspaper 

CE: PR 

ELI: PR, yeah 

E: Camilla, do you want to say something? 

CA: No, it is just like it also we have to focus on which type of awareness is needed, because I don’t think 

we need a lot of commercials about what is domestic abuse at least not the physical one because I think 

that’s pretty (R: obvious).. yeah, it is part of the culture, we kind of know what domestic violence is and I 

think there has been a lot of commercials about “oh, this is wrong” but we kind of know that so I think it is 

also about shifting the focus to, for example, hey! how can you act on it, what is your role in it and so not 

just, also not just about the people being abused, the role as people seeing it. (SHIFTING THE FOCUS 

FROM JUST THE AWARENESS TOWARDS THE ISSUE, FOCUSING ON HOW PEOPLE CAN 

ACT, NOT ONLY THE ABUSED BUT EVERYONE) (COMMUNICATION SHOULD BE FOCUSED 

ON THE STEP AFTER THE AWARENESS TOWARDS THE CONCEPT OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) 

ELI: To show cases where people actually reacted  

CA: Because I don’t think we need actual awareness about the physical abuse, I think we need awareness 

about how to act, how to handle it. 

CE: What about the awareness about the mental? 

CA: Maybe awareness about the psychological and about abuse of men maybe also (NECESSITY OF AN 

HIGHER AWARENESS TOWARDS PSYCHOLOGICAL AND ABUSE TOWARDS MEN) (NEED 

OF HIGHER AWARENESS NOT ONLY TOWARDS PHYSICAL ABUSE TOWARDS WOMEN) 

E: You were talking about children and the advertising related to children, have you ever seen advertisings in 

relation to domestic violence? Can you recall something about any advertising?   

CA: I feel like I have seen something but It was very like with still picture kind, it was on tv but it was 

mostly like you just see someone being hit and then “stop abuse” or something. Kind of the very boring basic 

commercial 

CE: I saw something but it was also linked to children, but it was partner abuse. It was basically  (noise), it 

makes you really think and addresses the consequences of abusive behaviour. It was a lot like these small 

scenes where… or maybe it wasn’t just partner abuse, but whatever, this scene was partner abuse where the 
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dad was like hitting the mum and talking and you could see the mum almost on the floor and the dad was 

over, like this, and the kid is doing exactly the same thing and the message of the ad was “kids see, kids do” 

(EXAMPLES OF ADVERTISING WHERE CHILDREN COPY WHAT THE PARENTS DO)  

ELI: I have seen that, we have it in Sweden as well  

CE: so yeah, not entirely linked to specifically partner abuse 

CA: But I think maybe because we know so much about partner abuse, it is kind of being neglected a bit, so 

there has been a bigger focus of commercials for abuse of children. (HIGHER FOCUS ON CHILDREN 

ABUSE INSTEAD OF PARTNER ABUSE BECAUSE THE SOCIETY ALREADY KNOWS A LOT) 

(DOMESTIC VIOLENCE BETWEEN PARTNER CHARACTERISED BY AN ALREADY HIGH 

AWARENESS)I feel I have seen more of those at least. 

ELI: But that would be, what you talk about it could be also like you know the consequences on the long 

term, the children, because it is really good because they are acting in the exact same way. 

CE: Because it is one of the consequences of the abuse that no one thinks about because everybody sees the 

bruises and the physical, you know, damages, no one like the psychological damages comes always a bit 

later but the consequences on children repeating that is not addressed  

E: So do you have any other advertising that you can remember of domestic violence  

R: I have seen the one I told you about children and the same one with, there was a moving scene which was 

changing where you first see the normal face, other you will see a bruise around the eye, it was also moving 

advertising, kind of a still (EXAMPLE OF ADVERTISING)  

L: How is it called, I saw it. I don’t know if it was the same woman was taking photo of herself for one year  

ELI: Also the one you were talking, I saw it in Norreport, that was couple violence as well and it was a big 

poster or something  

CE: Uh, I also saw another one and It was a guy wearing make-up, I think  at first you only saw a face with 

make-up or someone applying make-up but you can see really the future where there was like a man or 

female person and then progressively you start to see that there is this guy painting face with make-up, ok 

maybe that guy is trans or you know something else and then the guy comes down and like the women 

comes in and talks a little bit and then you are like “ahhh, ok”. Now the make-up makes much more sense.  

R: I have also seen a commercial in reverse where she removes it and they film people who are being hit and 

they are just playing the movie in reverse so you see the other way around, why is he applying make-up or 

she puts the make-up in the reverse order and then you understand why  

E: But do you think they should do the advertising in some other way? Do you think they are effective? 

EM.: I think some they should focus more on the effects because when you see somebody hit but the mental 

problems can be a lot. They should be focused on that because maybe that didn’t look so bad but someone is 

hit or has a bruise but there is a lot of damage behind (NECESSITY OF A STRONGER FOCUS ON 

MENTAL CONSEQUENCES) (NEED HIGHER AWARENESS TOWARDS THE PSYCHOLOGICAL 

ABUSE) 
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CA: Maybe doing more also in terms of public relations instead of doing only like bought advertisement, I 

don’t know about you but when they come on tv I just shift channel, I don’t really see, I don’t really know, I 

go on Facebook but if it is in the morning show you are already watching then you kind of pay attention or 

read the newspaper, there is actually facts in it, you kind of need that angle too  

EM: I think it was on Danish television, not too much time ago, a case about this girl who was subjected to 

domestic violence and she was in Good Morning Denmark and I think that’s a kind of good way, you really 

see and there was this big series about stalking, a lot of that stalking comes from abuse  

ELI: also I mean they are having a whole evening on tv, on some station maybe, to push more and even the 

politicians push the awareness to underline that it actually exists and then maybe having these big events, 

things on tv, a whole night about stories, you meet people who actually became a hero and you know, things 

like that. Definitely more than a stylished commercial with a lot of effects and things like that. 

CA: It needs to be really powerful to work, like regular commercial a lot of that is just  

CE: You have seen it before and now you see it again it doesn’t make, the impression is just not as strong 

anymore. 

E: Ok, now we will start the last part and I will show you 2 advertisings, Danish advertisings and after that I 

would like you to say what you think about that, what’s your point of view if you liked it, if you didn’t like 

it.. 

ADVERTISING 1 (STAIRS) 

E: what do you think about this one? 

R: it shows the elements of domestic abuse because you hear a woman crying, the expression that it hurts is 

not like in a pleasure way…You know it is the wrong kind, you can also hear there is a kind of aggression 

from the voice  

ELI: I can’t really see who it is tortured (L: Yes, exactly), because if you are a person who is against things 

like that, you are against it; if you are a person who is like “I beat my woman, my wife” regularly, it does not 

go to people who do that and they would be like “I have to start and be a man”. I mean who is target here, I 

know that there is domestic violence but I don’t know what I can do about it, where to report if I see 

something  

EM: Maybe you can talk to your friends then, if you a friend who is doing it, you can tell your story “Dude, 

come on It is not cool”. I think the target group here, I don’t think it is the people doing it  

L: and what is the aim? The aim is for people to.. 

EM: …to encourage not to do it and just say, if you hear about it, please stand up, be a man! Tell them not to 

do it. 

CE: I don’t agree actually. I think the message in the end was towards the man doing the violence  

R: Or the man observing the violence. Isn’t it the other way around. Is not the target the woman or the man 

that is the subject of the violence  

CE: No, it is the person doing it, doing the violence  
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CA: But the problem is maybe that if none of us can determine what the target is, do we feel we are the 

target? Like we are just looking at it “who is this message for?” then it is not really working  

R: It says this time the wife fell down the stairs, in this case we know  

EM: No, listen, that’s exactly the point is about the bad excuse, she fell down the stairs, step up you have to 

report it! 

L: I think you are right but I think it is too unclear. So many of us having different perceptions of it 

CA: And I think the next step is like “ok, be a man, say no!”, yeah, but how? It is kind of missing the what 

are you wanting? You just want me to be a man (L: then show the information) but then it is gone in one 

second and you forgot about it 

ELI: but It is maybe true what you are saying, if you see maybe somebody at work coming in with bruises, 

maybe you don’t think about it in the beginning. But if you continue seeing it, it is hard because you can’t 

just ask to the person if they are beaten because they would probably say no but in that case, it could actually 

work if you think it could be something bad going on here but you don’t really know how to react to it. You 

have seen this video and you get really affected by it.. but then you think that it could not be the case. What 

should I do? I should call this number and say “I think my colleague may be abused”. 

EM: And I think the fear part, “be a man” it is really trying to address the fear that we have here. Don’t 

tolerate it. 

CH: but I think as a commercial, I think it was too boring. It took me so long to “what’s happening”, there is 

nothing going on and there is just a sound. For getting people’s attention , for me it didn’t really catch my 

attention  

L: it is too short as well, if you see it between other commercials, just get away 

CH: And I get that sometimes when you remove something you should be focused on, that creates the focus 

but I think with this issue and this subject I don’t, I think there needs to be more visuals  

CE: I got very touched by the acting, I really got chills from the woman  

ELI: I think this was like without any effect or whatsoever, it was just the sound because I think all the 

commercial about drunk driving and things like that, all these commercials are emotions effects and all of 

that things on somebody, things flying in the air, that’s what you should go away from because it doesn’t 

come across as real  

EM: If you think that you don’t see a single human in this commercial makes it harder to connect, maybe just 

a face, not even a bruise on a face, but just a face of a woman or I don’t know to make it a little more easier 

to empathize. I don’t know who I’m empathizing with here   

R: The commercial they did for, remember your seat belts in the car and the one with texting where they put 

the bag. They were really good. 

ADVERTISING 2 – Football players 

ELI laughs 
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R/CE: that’s so bad 

L: So bad yeah. 

R: I see the idea of going into sports because then you have a broad audience but that’s just bad 

CA: it is like they don’t take the issue seriously  

R: You can be part of the team 

ELI: And you know you are not supposed to start laughing afterwards  

CA: the idea is good enough because it is about creating awareness, creating an evening for it but the 

commercial is kind of horrible  

CE: the execution is really bad  

CA: but just the idea of making kind of event that is supposed to make awareness I get that, but it is just the 

way this commercial is made is.. 

ELI: they could have done, I mean the event is good, they could have connected more to.. it took me a while 

before I understood what was going on . 

CA: more on the issue, less on.. 

CE: but technically we see the message first and still we have a hard time, it goes the first few seconds will 

lose completely the attention right away  

EM: other than that more people in there so I kind of see the team and then I would have again someone 

empathizing. I don’t know who I’m helping, I don’t see any woman there or men, I think it is for women 

right? So like make me feel something, that didn’t make me feel anything. And the acting was horrible. 

L: Just the way they were talking  

CE: when was this ad released? 

E: it is quite old because actually there is not a lot of advertisings which are quite new 

R: The old advertising about the seat belt, that was really good. There is this mother, she is at the driver seat, 

she has a teenage daughter behind her and a younger brother next to her and suddenly the mum is making a 

very hard break, was it called? Yeah, she just slamed on the brake. The teenage girl doesn’t have a seatbelt 

on so she bounce her head and the mother she just gets replashed and she is dead because you can just see 

the hands falling down, she is basically dead because of the replashed. And there is this little boy crying. So 

basically just because she didn’t have the seat belt, she made them both orphans because the mother died. 

R: It is the thing with commercials, if you don’t talk properly to people it doesn’t work 

E: Ok, would you have any kind of advice for a new advertising, because we really talked a lot and you gave 

me a lot of insights and a lot of advices but do you have something else you would like to add? 

R: a simple image of what the problem is, showed in a simple way, not much violence and that you have to 

be able to feel something  
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EM: and maybe a clear way of action  

ELI: because right now one of those commercials you played along with buying babies clothing and the car, 

I think it needs to be pushed even more, with PR campaigns, different commercials on tv, some ads on the 

street so it is not just one thing popping up and then, you know what I mean, it is a whole society thing,.. 

CA: It should be about creating a story, even though the commercial is short, it is not just about seeing 

someone hitting his wife, you have to understand the whole thing about it is just an everyday setting, instead 

of just hearing something. 

CE: In addition to that I think that I could see some ads where I don’t know there is these two women 

shopping and one woman sees the other woman who has few bruises but decide not to do anything and then 

there is a voice over saying “this happens every day in Denmark and bla bla bla”, this is not an example of 

good advertising because it doesn’t show what to do, you raise awareness but that’s it. That woman should 

be seen calling, going somewhere, not just passively looking  

L: or maybe showing someone who didn’t do anything and then the next day she was dead  

EM: the statistics you showed at the beginning would be interesting, that Is more than in Italy and would be 

interesting if you could kind of compare it to how many women get beat up in Denmark, how many 

convictions are there every year and how many reports are there  

E: Ok, thank you for coming and thank you for the discussion, it was really helpful. 

 

Appendix 3 – Advertisings scenes 

 Advertising 1 – “La violenza non si cancella, fermati!” 
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 Advertising 2 – “Dalle uno schiaffo!” 
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 Advertising 3 – “Violenza domestica” 
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 Advertising 4 – “Vold mod kvinder” 
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 Advertising 5 – “Giv vold mod kvinder det røde kort” 
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